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Extending the Unstructured PEEC Method

to Magnetic, Transient, and Stochastic

Electromagnetic Problems

by Riccardo Torchio

The main focus of this thesis is to extend and improve the applicability and the accuracy

of the Unstructured Partial Element Equivalent Circuit (PEEC) method. The interest on this

subject is spurred by the growing need of fast and efficient numerical methods, which may

help engineers during the design and other stages of the production of new generation electric

components.

First, the PEEC method in its unstructured form is extended to magnetic media. In this

regard, two formulations are developed and compared: the first one, based on the Amperian in-

terpretation of the magnetization phenomena, is derived from the existing literature concerning

the standard (structured) version of PEEC; the second one, based on the Coulombian interpre-

tation of the magnetization phenomena, is proposed by the author with the aim of collocating

PEEC in the context of Volume Integral Equation methods.

Then, the application of low–rank compression techniques to PEEC is investigated. Two

different methods are applied: the first is based on hierarchical matrices (H and H2 matrices)

whereas the second is based on hierarchical–semi–separable (HSS) matrices. The two methods

are compared and the main numerical issues which emerge by applying low–rank techniques to

PEEC are analyzed.

Finally, the developed unstructured PEEC method is combined with the Marching On–in–

Time scheme for the study of fast transient phenomena with wide range of harmonics. Moreover,

two different stochastic PEEC methods are developed for uncertainty quantification analysis.

The first is based on the Polynomial Chaos expansion while the second is based on the Parametric

Model Order Reduction technique coupled with spectral expansion.
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Chapter 1

General introduction

1.1 Context

In recent years, many industrial sectors are facing a progressive electrification. For instance,

in the automotive industry (which is probably one of the most affected industrial sectors), the

interest in the development of full and hybrid electric vehicles is constantly growing, which is a

crucial point in the discussion concerning global warming and environmental awareness.

Moreover, other industrial contexts are facing an increasing electrification with the aim of

improving the efficiency and the accuracy of the devices and to contribute in the safety and

security of people and environmental protection [1].

Thus, more and more sophisticated and dense electric and electronic systems will be embed-

ded in several kind of complex devices (e.g. electric and traditional vehicles, see Fig. 1.1) leading

to an increasing need for numerical simulations, required during the design of new components

and other steps of the process, e.g. pre-certification.

In this framework, one of the main issue that engineers have to face concerns the study of

Electromagnetic Interferences (EMI), which may compromise the functionality and the efficiency

of the electric components, and then of the overall device.

Most of the new generation electric components is based on the Printed Circuit Board (PCB)

technology. Thus, such components often include very thin conductive traces (e.g. thickness

from 35 µm to 70 µm) printed on multi layers dielectric supports and ferrite magnetic cores (e.g.

Figure 1.1: Electric and electronic devices in a standard vehicle.

1
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Figure 1.2: L–C–T transformer, thin conductive traces printed on multilayer dielectric substrates and ferrite
magnetic core.

Fig. 1.2 shows an L–C–T transformer device [2]). The characteristic dimension of these devices is

usually between 5 cm to 30 cm and the working frequency is in the range of 20 MHz to 200 MHz.

From the electromagnetic analysis point of view, these geometrical and operational features

require to include both inductive and capacitive effects in the numerical simulations. Moreover,

in some cases (e.g. antennas for wireless communication), the electromagnetic devices cannot

be considered electrically small and the time delays on the propagation of the electromagnetic

fields must be considered.

Furthermore, nowadays electromagnetic devices are often connected with power condition-

ing units, which requires a comprehensive circuit interpretation (e.g. inverters). Thus, when

devices are connected with those modeled by means of lumped circuit components, a coupled

electromagnetic-circuit problem should be considered.

1.2 Finite Element Method vs Integral Equation Method.

A quick survey

One of the most popular methods for the solution of (low–frequency) electromagnetic problems

is the well–known Finite Element Method (FEM), which relies on the differential formulation

of the Maxwell’s equations [3]. Such a method has been widely studied and optimized for the

solution of several kind of electromagnetic problems (e.g electrostatic, magneto-static, magneto

quasi-static, full–wave) involving all kinds of electromagnetic material (i.e. inhomogeneous,

anisotropic, non–linear media) and it has been efficiently coupled also with other physics, e.g.

thermodynamics.

Beyond its wide generality and level of optimization, the FEM method shows some critical

issues when applied to problems of the kind described in the previous section. Indeed, one of

the main features of FEM is the need of discretizing both the active (i.e. conductive, dielectric

different from vacuum, and magnetic media) and inactive domains (e.g. the air). Moreover,
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Figure 1.3: Near Field Communication Antenna, FEM model and mesh (only some domains are shown for
clarity).

Figure 1.4: Near Field Communication Antenna, detail of the FEM model and mesh (only some domains are
shown for clarity).

when an open boundary problem is solved by means of FEM, the computational domain must be

restricted to a big enough space portion which surrounds the devices and an artificial boundary

condition must be typically imposed; although special techniques exist.

Thus, when small geometrical details and thin conductive parts (such as the car body or

conductive traces printed on multilayer dielectric substrates) must be discretized, FEM easily

incurs in prohibitive computational costs. Moreover, also the time required for the construction

of the model and its discretization is often considerable and requires a great expertise by the

final software users (e.g. see Fig. 1.3 and Fig. 1.4 for the case of a Near Field Communication

antenna). On the other hand, the final algebraic system of equations obtained from FEM is usu-

ally very sparse and, over the years, a lot of efficient numerical techniques have been developed

to efficiently solve it (e.g. iterative solvers combined with ad-hoc preconditioning techniques).
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Figure 1.5: Near Field Communication Antenna (IEM model and mesh).

Figure 1.6: Near Field Communication Antenna (detail of IEM model and mesh for the conductive copper
trace).

As an alternative to FEM, Integral Equation Methods (IEMs) can be adopted. Two big

families of IEMs are: the Volume Integral Equation (VIE), which relies on the Volume Equiv-

alence Principle (VEP), and the Surface Integral Equation (SIE), which relies on the Surface

Equivalence Principle (SEP) [4]. Then, other integral approaches such as the Boundary Element

Method (BEM) have also been introduced [5].

Contrary to FEM, VIE and SIE rely on the integral formulation of the Maxwell’s equations.

IEMs have been mostly developed in the context of high frequency electromagnetic problems.

Indeed, with the increase of the frequency, the propagation of the electromagnetic fields becomes

more significant and the FEM method would require a larger computational domain (or the

adoption of sophisticated boundary conditions, e.g. perfectly matched layers) which would

results in an increasing computational effort. One of the most characteristic features of IEMs is

the need of discretizing the active domains only (or just their boundaries in the context of SIE).

Thus, with respect to FEM, IEMs allow for a very fast discretization of the models, without the

need of significant expertise by the final users (see Fig. 1.5 and Fig. 1.6).

However, the main drawback of IEMs is the generation of dense algebraic systems of equa-

tions which suffer from quadratic complexity in terms of storage and basic arithmetic operations.
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Moreover, the use of iterative methods combined with preconditioning techniques is still a matter

of research in the context of IEMs [6]. Thus, the only possible solution is often the adoption of

direct solvers (e.g. LU decomposition) which however suffer from cubic complexity with respect

to the amount of degrees of freedom.

With the aim of reducing the computational cost of IEMs, over the years, several low–rank

compression techniques have been developed [7]. In the electromagnetic and acoustic framework,

one of the most popular and oldest method adopted for matrix compression is probably the Fast

Multiple Method (FMM) [8, 9]. Such method requires an explicit knowledge of the kernel

function resulting in problem-dependent method. Nevertheless, FMM efficiently allows reducing

the complexity of the storage and the assembly of IEMs systems of equations.

More recently, different algebraic compression techniques have been developed. Such new

techniques are mostly based on Hierarchical matrix representation coupled with Adaptive Cross

Approximation (a purely algebraic method) or Hybrid Cross Approximation (a semi-analytical

method) [10, 11]. Such numerical methods are usually very general tools (contrary to FMM,

they do not require the explicit knowledge of the kernel function) and allow for increasing the

size of the largest solvable problem. Thus, in most of the cases, their use becomes mandatory.

Such methods provide a great speed up in algebraic operations, such as matrix multiplication

and solution of linear systems of equations.

In the last years, the development of these new compression techniques has boosted the in-

terest on IEMs also for the study of low and medium frequency electromagnetic problems.

Finally, for the sake of completeness, it is worth noting that numerical methods which combine

the features of FEM and IEMs have been actually developed, e.g. FEM coupled with Boundary

Element Method (FEM–BEM). These methods allows merging the advantages of FEM and

IEMs but they also introduce other numerical issues. Thus, it can be stated that a general and

multi–purpose numerical method which allows efficiently solving all the kind of electromagnetic

problems does not currently exist.

1.3 The Partial Element Equivalent Circuit method

The Partial Element Equivalent Circuit (PEEC) method was first introduced by A. Ruehli in

the 70s for the solution of electromagnetic problems coupled with lumped circuit components

[12].

PEEC is a particular form of VIE in which the discretization approach provides a useful

circuit interpretation of the electromagnetic problem [13]. Indeed, the geometric entities of the

mesh are interpreted as electric circuit nodes and branches (see Fig. 1.7), which can be easily

connected with lumped circuit components. Thus, the final electromagnetic–circuit problem is

interpreted as an equivalent and fully coupled circuit (i.e. the discretized domains) possibly

connected with a lumped external circuit.

In the original form, only conductive media were considered in PEEC models. Later, the

method was extended to include dielectric regions with electric properties different from those of

vacuum [14] and numerous extensions have been proposed to consider, e.g., retardation effects

and incident fields [15, 16]. More recently, the method was extended to magnetic media under

the quasi–static assumption [17].
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Figure 1.7: PEEC method: from physical discretization to equivalent circuit.

For historical reasons, the PEEC method was initially developed and extended outside the

context of VIE. Indeed, in the 70s, due to the limited computing power, the studied systems

were made by very coarse meshes and, at that time, the main interest on the PEEC method was

the possibility to include electromagnetic interactions between poorly discretized devices in the

(even large) circuit problem. Thus, the final electromagnetic–circuit problem mainly consisted

of lumped circuit components, therefore it was natural to solve it by means of Spice–like solvers.

For this reason, PEEC was mostly related to the use of Spice–like solvers in the context of

coupled circuit problems [18].

However, with the massive increase of the computing power and available RAM for standard

workstations, the interest in performing increasingly complex and computationally expensive

electromagnetic simulations has grown.

This, together with the progressive electrification and the development of more and more

sophisticated and dense electric and electronic systems, spurred renewed interest in the PEEC

method which provides the advantages of standard IEMs together with a useful circuit interpre-

tation. However, nowadays the coupled electromagnetic–circuit problem is usually more biased

toward to the electromagnetic problem rather than the circuit one. Indeed, compared to the

past, the current computing power allows for very fine discretizations of the devices.

Thus, for these reasons, although the basic theory of PEEC method has not changed, nowa-

days different solution strategies are more likely to be applied for the solution of the PEEC

problem, which is also used in contexts other than those of the past [19]. Moreover, for the

different nature of the problems of interest, the formulation and the theoretical background of

PEEC have been changed in the recent years and by different communities, leading to some

difficulties and misunderstandings in the definition of what PEEC is and what it is not [20].

Another important aspect which usually creates some misunderstanding is the discretization

process adopted for the PEEC method.

Indeed, in the original PEEC method a peculiar discretization process was adopted. The

discretization process of the PEEC method was ruled by the main goal of providing a direct

circuit interpretation of the mesh of the modeled devices [13]. However, beyond its intuitiveness,

such discretization method only allowed for structured meshes (Manhattan type) and zero order

shape functions (Fig. 1.8). Moreover, the assumptions made in the derivation of such scheme

sometimes lacked of a systematic background and may lead to a un–precise numerical method

[21] since the property of the electromagnetic unknowns are not strongly enforced.

In recent years, the PEEC discretization scheme has been re–formulated introducing the

concept of duality and primal and dual grids (Fig. 1.8). The unstructured PEEC discretization

scheme was pioneeringly introduced in [21] for equivalent surface conductive models where the
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Figure 1.8: PEEC method, standard discretization vs unstructured discretization. 2–D model.

concepts of primal and dual grids (common to the Cell Method discretization approach [22])

have been introduced in the framework of the PEEC discretization. Then, the unstructured

PEEC discretization was extended to the case of volume conductive and dielectric media [6,

23]. Moreover, this theoretically sound formalization of the PEEC tessellation allows for the

study of structured and unstructured meshes without any particular additional effort and the

electromagnetic properties of the unknowns are naturally and strongly imposed.

In recent years, both the original and the unstructured PEEC methods have been extended

and adopted by different communities. The original PEEC method is usually named as Stan-

dard–PEEC method while the unstructured version introduced in [21] has been named as Dual–

PEEC [24] or Unstructured–PEEC [6].

1.4 Aim of the thesis

The main goal of the work is to extend the applicability of the Unstructured–PEEC method and

improve its efficiency and accuracy.

In this regard, the extension of the Unstructured–PEEC formulation for the inclusion of

conductive, dielectric, and magnetic media is the first objective of the research. Moreover, the

basic idea of the research is to properly collocate the PEEC method in the context of VIE, with

the aim of developing a sound and rigorous formalization, taking advantage of the results and

the wide research carried out in the context of VIE. Indeed, the intention is to maintain a high

generality without limiting the method only to very specific cases.

Moreover, with the aim of providing at once natural and sound circuit interpretation of the

electromagnetic problem, the Cell Method approach is adopted for the discretization process.

Although the thesis deals with the PEEC method in general, the extension and the improve-

ment of the applicability of the method for the study of industrial problems (such as the ones

discussed in the first section of this introduction and others which appear during the PhD thesis)

is the long term goal in which this thesis is taking place.

Therefore, considerations concerning the accurate evaluation of the distribution of the elec-

tromagnetic quantities are consider as crucial aspects. Indeed, these matters strongly affect the

accuracy of the evaluation of quantities of industrial interest, such as losses and EMI.

Thus, since VIE (and IEMs in general) have been mainly developed for problems of different

nature (e.g. scattering), a particular attention is given to aspects that instead may be labeled

as minor in standard VIE for high frequency problems.
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Another ambitious goal of the thesis is the coupling of the PEEC method with efficient

compression techniques. In this regard, this thesis aims to continue the work of a former PhD

student of G2ELab, Grenoble, concerning PEEC and compression techniques [6]. A particular

attention is given to the analysis of the issues which may appear when different electromagnetic

problems are solved with PEEC coupled with compression techniques. Moreover, different kinds

of compression techniques are investigated.

As a further goal, the thesis aims to provide a comprehensive description and analysis con-

cerning the main numerical aspects of the Unstructured–PEEC method and it aims to provide

an exhaustive reference and a starting point for future investigations and researches. For these

reasons, physical and mathematical aspects which may be well–known for readers experienced

in IEMs are however thoroughly discussed.

In this regard, particular attention is also given to the theoretical background concerning

Maxwell’s equations, the interpretation of the magnetization phenomena, and the integral rep-

resentation of the electromagnetic problem. These aspects are very well–established. However,

different assumptions and different interpretations are usually made by different communities

(e.g. low frequency and high frequency communities). Thus, the author believes that misunder-

standings may arise if such aspects are not adequately discussed.

Once obtained a proper expertise concerning the theoretical background of the Unstructured–

PEEC method and after having contributed to its extension and development, the interest shifts

on the combination of the PEEC method with different numerical techniques. In this regard,

the study of transient phenomena with a rich harmonic content is investigated. Moreover, the

application of the PEEC method in the context of stochastic analysis for uncertainty quantifi-

cation is also investigated. Furthermore, the efficiency and accuracy of the developed methods

are analyzed by studying challenging problems of industrial interest.

Finally, as a background goal, the thesis aims to promote international collaborations with

several groups of research. In this regard, the main work has been carried out under the joint–

PhD agreement between Università degli Studi di Padova, Padova, Italy, and University Grenoble

Alpes, CNRS, Grenoble, (G2ELab). During the PhD activity the following collaborations have

been undertaken:

• Institute for Fundamentals and Theory in Electrical Engineering, TU Graz, Austria,

• Department of Energy “G. Ferraris”, Politecnico di Torino, Italy,

• Dipartimento di Elettronica, Informazione e Bioingegneria, Politecnico di Milano, Milan,

Italy.

The rest of the work is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, the formulation of the PEEC

method is derived and discussed. Two alternative formulations are presented: 1) The Amperian

one, which was first proposed in [25] for the standard PEEC method and then has been developed

by the author in its unstructured form [26], and 2) the Coulombian one, which has been mainly

developed by the author during the thesis [27] and which makes it possible to collocate PEEC

in the framework of VIE.
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In Chapter 3, both the Amperian and the Coulombian PEEC formulations are discretized by

means of the Cell Method with specific focus on inhomogeneous media and equivalent surface

models.

Chapter 4 concerns the solution and the choice of the best structure of the PEEC system of

equations when different electromagnetic problems are considered. Numerical issues which may

arise during the solution of the PEEC problem and how to prevent them are matters of thorough

discussions.

Chapter 5 instead collects the experiences and the numerical analysis concerning the coupling

of the PEEC with low–rank compression techniques. Critical numerical aspects which may

appear when low–rank techniques are applied to the PEEC are discussed and some possible

solutions are presented.

The remaining chapters concern the extension of the PEEC method for the study of fast

transient phenomena and stochastic analysis. In particular, chapter 6 concerns the coupling of

the PEEC method with the Marching On–in–Time scheme for time domain analysis while in

Chapter 6 the PEEC method is combined with Polynomial Chaos and Parametric Model Order

Reduction techniques for uncertainty quantification analysis.

Finally, in Chapter 8 conclusions are drawn and in the appendices some secondary aspects

are discussed (i.e. charge density distribution inside electromagnetic media and axisymmetric

problems).





Chapter 2

PEEC formulations

This chapter deals with the development of the mathematical formulation of the PEEC method

under the frequency domain assumption. The PEEC formulation is first presented in its orig-

inal form, i.e. the Amperian–PEEC (A–PEEC) formulation. Then, the Coulombian–PEEC

(C–PEEC) formulation, introduced by the author during the PhD research, is presented and

discussed.

The aim of this chapter is to derive the integral equations which represent the electromag-

netic problem. Then, these integral equations will be discretized and then numerically solved as

presented in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4, respectively. Both the PEEC formulations are presented

in their more general form and the most significant mathematical and physical aspects are thor-

oughly discussed in order to provide a complete and self–consistent presentation.

2.1 Domain definition

Since PEEC is a particular form of VIE method, only the active domains must be discretized

and the electromagnetic interactions are considered by means of inductive and capacitive cou-

plings. For isotropic media, the term active domains refers to conductive (materials with electric

conductivity, σc, different from 0), dielectric (materials with relative electric permittivity, εr, dif-

ferent from 1), and magnetic (materials with relative permeability, µr, different from 1) media.

These three domains are defined as Ωc, Ωd, and Ωm, respectively, and Ωc,Ωd,Ωm ∈ R
3.

When anisotropic media are considered σc, εr, and µr are tensor quantities, thus the definition

of active domains must be properly changed by using tensors instead of scalars. However, the

development of the mathematical formulation and its discretization is the same for both scalar

and tensor material quantities. Thus, in the following (unless specifically noted otherwise), the

material parameters σc, εr, and µr can be indistinctly considered as scalar or tensor quantities.

The three active domains can consist of non–connected sub–domains (i.e. Ωc =
⋃Ns

k Ωck ,

where Ns is the number of conductive sub–domains) and any intersection involving Ωc, Ωd, and

Ωm can be in general different from the empty set, as exemplified in Fig. 2.1. The active domains

are surrounded by the unbounded domain Ω0 ∈ R
3 \ (Ωc ∪ Ωd ∪ Ωm), having characteristics of

vacuum (inactive region). The boundaries of Ωc, Ωd, and Ωm are defined as Γc = ∂Ωc, Γd = ∂Ωd,

and Γm = ∂Ωm, respectively.

The union of the conductive and the dielectric domains, Ωe = Ωc ∪ Ωd, is defined as the

electric domain, having boundary Γe = ∂Ωe. Moreover, Ωa = Ωc ∪ Ωd ∪ Ωm is defined as the

active domain with boundary Γa = ∂Ωa.

11
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Ωc ∩ Ωd
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Ωc ∩ Ωd ∩ Ωm

Figure 2.1: Domain subdivision and intersections.

For the sake of clarity, in this chapter homogeneous media only are considered, i.e. σc, εr,

and µr are uniform quantities inside each kth sub–domain Ωck , Ωdk
, and Ωmk

. The case of non–

homogeneous materials will be treated in Chapter 3. The cases of lossless and lossy materials are

both considered, while the case of nonlinear materials has not been investigated in the context

of this PhD thesis.

In this and the following chapter, for the sake of generality, the full Maxwell’s equations have

been considered. Then, in Chapter 4, the systems of equations for the cases of quasi–static and

static assumptions are derived such as particular cases of the most general one. However, by

imposing a priori the proper assumption (static or quasi–static) ,such quasi–static and static

cases could be also directly derived following the procedure of this and the next chapter.

2.2 Amperian PEEC formulation

In order to simplify the discussion and following the chronological evolution of the A–PEEC

method (i.e. the PEEC method based on the amperian interpretation of the magnetization

phenomena), the formulation is first developed for conductive media only. Then, the extension

of the method to lossless and lossy dielectric media is given in Section 2.2.2. Finally, the more

general method considering conductive, dielectric, and magnetic media is presented in Section

2.2.3.

2.2.1 Conductive media

For its great importance, the derivation of the integral equations which link the electromagnetic

potentials to their sources are thoroughly discussed in this section. Therefore, the well–known

Electric Field Integral Equation (EFIE) (i.e. the starting point of the PEEC formulation) is

obtained and the final PEEC electric equation is then presented.

Maxwell’s equations and potentials

Full Maxwell’s equations in the frequency domain read [28]:

∇ ·D = ̺c, ∇×E = −iωB,
∇ ·B = 0, ∇×H = Jc + iωD,

(2.1)

where i is the imaginary unit, ω is the angular frequency, D, E, B, and H are the electric

displacement field, the electric field, the magnetic flux density field, and the magnetic field,

respectively. ̺c is the free volume electric charge density and Jc is the conduction current density

(bold letters indicate complex vectors). Since no dielectric and magnetic media are considered
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in this section, the following linear constitutive (material) equations can be introduced:

D = ε0E, (2.2)

B = µ0H, (2.3)

where ε0 and µ0 are the permittivity and permeability of vacuum, respectively.

Because B is divergence free, the vector potential A can be introduced:

B = ∇×A.

This expression for B can be inserted into the second equation of (2.1), yielding:

∇× (E+ iωA) = 0. (2.4)

Then, by using the vector calculus identity

∇×∇[•] = 0, (2.5)

(2.4) allows writing:

E = −iωA−∇ϕe, (2.6)

where ϕe is the electric scalar potential.

It is worth noting that, in the low frequency community, A is usually called magnetic vector

potential. However, in order to avoid misunderstandings with the names of the potentials defined

in Section 2.3, in this work the author always refers to A as vector potential.

Integral equations for A and ϕe

In order to obtain an integral expression which links the electric field E to its sources, the integral

expressions of the potentials A and ϕe must be obtained.

Considering the fourth equation in (2.1), since H = 1
µ0

∇×A and using (2.2), provides:

1

µ0
∇× (∇×A) = Jc + iωε0E. (2.7)

By letting (2.6) in (2.7) and applying

∇× (∇× [•]) = ∇(∇ · [•])−∇2[•], (2.8)

to the left side of the equation, one obtains

1

µ0
(∇(∇ ·A)−∇2A) = Jc + iωε0(−iωA−∇ϕe). (2.9)

The Lorenz gauge choice ∇ · A = −iωε0µ0ϕe allows decoupling A from ϕe in (2.9). It

should be noted that a different and interesting approach based on the Coulomb gauge could

also be adopted [29] to develop an integral Equation method, however this would not lead to the

traditional PEEC approach.
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Therefore, (2.9) simplifies to:

∇2A− (iω)2µ0ε0A = −µ0Jc, (2.10)

or, equivalently, to

�A = µ0Jc, (2.11)

where � = (iω)2c−2
0 −∇2 is the d’Alembert operator and c0 is the speed of light in vacuum.

The solution of (2.11) can be derived from the following fundamental partial differential

equation (PDE) [30, 31]:

∇2G(x− y) + βG(x− y) = −δ(x− y), (2.12)

where

G(x− y) =
e−iβ(x−y)

x− y
, (2.13)

and δ(x− y) is the Dirac delta function and x,y,β ∈ R.

When the frequency dependent term is negligible (ω2µ0ε0 → 0), i.e. low frequency as-

sumption, (2.11) becomes the vector Poisson equation, which is solved by the following integral

expression:

A(r) = µ0

∫

Ωc

Jc(r
′)g0(r, r

′)dΩ′, (2.14)

where r is the field point and r′ is the integration (or source) point moving in Ωc and

g0(r, r
′) =

1

4πr
, (2.15)

is the static Green’s function (derived from (2.13)) and r =‖ r− r′ ‖ is the distance between the
two points .

When the low frequency assumption does not hold, the effect of the time delay on the field’s

propagation must be taken into account, so that the solution of (2.11) becomes:

A(r) = µ0

∫

Ωc

Jc(r
′)g(r, r′)dΩ′, (2.16)

where

g(r, r′) = e−iβrg0(r, r
′), (2.17)

is the dynamic Green’s function and β = ω
c0
is the propagation constant.

In (2.14), the single value of Jc(r
′), in a specific point r′, gives a contribution to the vec-

tor potential A(r) in phase with itself, while in (2.16), Jc(r
′) and its contribution to A(r) are

generally out of phase by a quantity equal to βr; this is the role of the exponential term in

the expression of g(r, r′). The corresponding time domain integral expression links A(r, t) to

Jc(r
′, t′), where t′ = t − r

c and, with a slight abuse of notation, A(r, t) and Jc(r
′, t′) are now

considered as real vectors and not as phasor vectors.

For low frequency electromagnetic problems (i.e. when l << λ, where l is the characteristic

dimension of the computational domain and λ is the electromagnetic wavelength) the time delay
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effects can be neglected, i.e. (2.14) can be adopted instead of (2.16). In the following discussion,

for the sake of generality, (2.16) is considered, but a low frequency PEEC formulation can be

easily derived by substituting g(r, r′) with g0(r, r
′). Comments on the low frequency assumption

are given when required.

From (2.16), and with the Lorenz gauge assumption, an integral expression for ϕe can be

obtained:

−iωϕe(r) =
∇ ·A(r)
ε0µ0

= ε−1
0

∫

Ωc

∇ · (Jc(r
′)g(r, r′))dΩ′, (2.18)

where the symbol ∇ operates with respect to the field point r.

Then, the vector calculus identity:

∇ · (αΛ) = α∇ ·Λ+∇α ·Λ, (2.19)

where Λ is a vector field and α is a scalar field, can be used to derive an integral expression for

the electric scalar potential ϕe from (2.18).

By applying (2.19) to the integrand of (2.18), one obtains:

∇ · (Jc(r
′)g(r, r′)) = g(r, r′)∇ · Jc(r

′) +∇g(r, r′) · Jc(r
′). (2.20)

Noting that ∇ · Jc(r
′) = 0 [30], and applying ∇g(r, r′) = −∇′g(r, r′) [30], where ∇′ means

that the operator ∇ operates on r′, (2.18) can be written as:

−iωϕe(r) = −ε−1
0

∫

Ωc

Jc(r
′) · ∇′g(r, r′)dΩ′. (2.21)

As proposed in [23] and by the author in [27], this equation can be directly adopted for the

development of a PEEC method. However, with the aim of presenting the formulation related

to the canonical PEEC method, (2.21) must be further handled.

Applying the identity (2.19) to the integrand of (2.21), the following expression can be

obtained:

iωϕe(r) = ε−1
0

[
∫

Ωc

∇′ · (Jc(r
′)g(r, r′))dΩ′ −

∫

Ωc

g(r, r′)∇′ · Jc(r
′)dΩ′

]

. (2.22)

Now, we have to define the following continuity equations for Jc:

∇′ · Jc(r
′) = −iω̺c(r′),

(

J+
c (r

′)− J−
c (r

′)
)

· n = −iωςc(r′), (2.23)

where ςc is the free surface electric charge density laying on a surface over which Jc is discon-

tinuous; the superscripts + and − indicate the two sides of the surface, and n is the outgoing

unit norm vector. The set of these surfaces of discontinuity is indicated by Γ̄c. When only

homogeneous media are considered, as assumed in this chapter, the only surface of discontinuity

is the boundary of Ωc, thus Γ̄c = Γc and the second equation in (2.23) reduces to:

J−
c (r

′) · n = iωςc(r
′)→ Jc(r

′) · n = iωςc(r
′). (2.24)
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Indeed the positive side of the surface belongs to Ω0, thus J
+
c (r

′) = 0.

The divergence theorem can be applied to the first integral of (2.22):

∫

Ωc

∇′ · (Jc(r
′)g(r, r′))dΩ′ =

∫

Γ̄c

(

J+
c (r

′)− J−
c (r

′)
)

· n g(r, r′)dΓ′. (2.25)

By using these relationships, the final integral expression for ϕe is obtained:

ϕe(r) = ε−1
0

[
∫

Γ̄c

ςc(r
′)g(r, r′)dΓ′ +

∫

Ωc

̺c(r
′)g(r, r′)dΩ′

]

. (2.26)

As stated above, since only homogeneous media are considered in this chapter, Γ̄c can be substi-

tuted with Γc. It must be noticed that the free volume electric charge density ̺c is completely

negligible in almost all engineering problems. This argument is further discussed in the Appendix

A. However, for the sake of clarity and generality, ̺c is maintained during the development of

the formulation.

EFIE, Electric Field Integral Equation

The derivation of the Electric Field Integral Equation [31] is now straightforward. In (2.6), A

can be substituted with (2.16), whereas ϕe can be substituted with (2.26), yelling:

E(r) = −iωµ0

∫

Ωc

Jc(r
′)g(r, r′)dΩ′ −∇

[

ε−1
0

∫

Γ̄c

ςc(r
′)g(r, r′)dΓ′ + ε−1

0

∫

Ωc

̺c(r
′)g(r, r′)dΩ′

]

,

(2.27)

where E is directly linked to its sources: the current density Jc and the charge densities ̺c and

ςc.

By using (2.23), the EFIE can also be rearranged in order to relate E to Jc only:

E(r) =− iωµ0

∫

Ωc

Jc(r
′)g(r, r′)dΩ′

− ∇
iωε0

[
∫

Γ̄c

(

J+
c (r

′)− J−
c (r

′)
)

· ng(r, r′)dΓ′ −
∫

Ωc

∇′ · Jc(r
′)g(r, r′)dΩ′

]

.

(2.28)

Since ω appears in the denominator of the second part of the right side of the equation, this

expression of the EFIE can only be used when the frequency is different from zero.

PEEC electric equation

Now the attention is focused on the derivation of the equation that will be discretized in Chapter

3. The total electric field, E, is split into the scattered electric field, Esca, and the external electric

field, Eext, as

E = Esca +Eext. (2.29)

Inside conductive media (Ωc), Ohm’s law, which locally links the total electric field, E, to

the conduction current density, Jc, is given by:

E(r) = ρc(r)Jc(r) =
Jc(r)

σc(r)
, (2.30)

where ρc = σ−1
c is the electric resistivity. Instead, the scattered electric field, Esca, is given by

the EFIE, (2.27) or (2.28).
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The external electric field (incident electric field), Eext, is the field produced by external

sources (current and/or charge densities) that are not considered inside the computational do-

main Ω = Ωa ∪ Ω0. Thus, the following PEEC electric equation can be obtained:

Eext(r) = E(r)−Esca(r), (2.31)

that, by choosing (2.27), in explicit form becomes:

Eext(r) =
Jc(r)

σc(r)
+ iωµ0

∫

Ωc

Jc(r
′)g(r, r′)dΩ′

+∇
[

ε−1
0

∫

Γ̄c

ςc(r
′)g(r, r′)dΓ′ + ε−1

0

∫

Ωc

̺c(r
′)g(r, r′)dΩ′

]

.

(2.32)

Whereas, by choosing (2.28), it becomes:

Eext(r) =
Jc(r)

σc(r)
+ iωµ0

∫

Ωc

Jc(r
′)g(r, r′)dΩ′

− ∇
iωε0

[
∫

Γ̄c

(

J+
c (r

′)− J−
c (r

′)
)

· ng(r, r′)dΓ′ +

∫

Ωc

∇′ · Jc(r
′)g(r, r′)dΩ′

]

.

(2.33)

It should be noted that the above approaches are integral equation methods which avoid the dis-

cretization of the unbounded air domain. This feature is extremely attractive for high frequency

electromagnetic problems and when complex structures are embedded in a large air domain.

Equations (2.32) and (2.33) are derived from two different expression of EFIE given by (2.27)

and (2.28), respectively. However, in the original PEEC method the final PEEC electric equation

is given by:

Eext(r) =
Jc(r)

σc(r)
+ iωµ0

∫

Ωc

Jc(r
′)g(r, r′)dΩ′ +∇ϕe(r), (2.34)

where the electric scalar potential ϕe remains as unknown. Thus, this last equation is solved

together with

ϕe(r) = − 1

iωε0

[
∫

Γ̄c

(

J+
c (r

′)− J−
c (r

′)
)

· ng(r, r′)dΓ′ +

∫

Ωc

∇′ · Jc(r
′)g(r, r′)dΩ′

]

, (2.35)

obtained as the combination of (2.23) and (2.26).

2.2.2 Conductive and dielectric media

In order to consider the presence of dielectric media, the formulation presented above must be

revised. For the sake of clarity and simplicity, ideal (lossless) dielectric media are first considered

and then the extension to lossy media is given.

Lossless dielectric media

The main idea is to introduce the electric polarization P as an equivalent source in vacuum.

Therefore, when dielectric media are present, equation (2.2) must be changed in:

D = ε0E+P or D = ε0εrE. (2.36)
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Following the discussion of Section 2.2.1, by using (2.36) instead of (2.2), we get the following

differential equation:

∇2A− (iω)2µ0ε0A = −µ0(Jc + iωP). (2.37)

The term iωP, in the right–hand side of the equation, is usually called the polarization current

density vector, Jd = iωP. This quantity is non vanishing in the dielectric domain Ωd.

Now, since (from a mathematical point of view) Jd acts exactly as the conduction current

density Jc, the electric current density vector, Je = Jc + Jd, can be introduced. This quantity

is zero outside Ωe. In this section, lossless dielectric media are considered, thus no conduction

current flows in Ωd, i.e. Ωc ∩ Ωd = ∅, and Je = Jc in Ωc and Je = Jd in Ωd.

After the introduction of Je, the proceeding of the formulation is straightforward. The

solution of (2.37) is proven to be:

A(r) = µ0

∫

Ωe

Je(r
′)g(r, r′)dΩ′. (2.38)

Likewise Section 2.2.1, the integral expression of ϕe is now obtained from (2.38) applying the

Lorenz gauge:

iωϕe(r) = ε−1
0

[
∫

Ωe

∇′ ·
(

Je(r
′)g(r, r′)

)

dΩ′ −
∫

Ωe

g(r, r′)∇′ · Je(r
′)dΩ′

]

. (2.39)

Now, complementary to (2.23), the following continuity equations are introduced:

∇′ ·P(r′) = −̺d(r′),
(

P+(r′)−P−(r′)
)

· n = −ςd(r′),
∇′ · Jd(r

′) = −iω̺d(r′),
(

J+
d (r

′)− J−
d (r

′)
)

· n = −iωςd(r′)
(2.40)

where ̺d is the volume polarization charge density (volume bound electric charge density), and

ςd is the surface polarization charge density (surface bound electric charge density) laying on

a surface over which P is discontinuous. Likewise for the conductive media, the set of these

surfaces is indicated by Γ̄d. As discussed in Appendix A, when homogeneous dielectric media are

considered ̺d vanishes and Γ̄d = Γd. Thus, since the positive side of the surface of discontinuity

belongs to Ω0, P
+ and J+

d are also equal to zero. However, for the sake of clarity and generality,

̺d, P
+ and J+

d are maintained during the development of the formulation.

With the introduction of Je, the continuity relationships (2.23) and (2.40) can be combined

resulting in:

∇′ · Je(r
′) = −iω̺e(r′),

(

J+
e (r

′)− J−
e (r

′)
)

· n = −iωςe(r′), (2.41)

where ̺e = ̺c + ̺d is the volume electric charge density and ςe = ςc + ςd is the surface electric

charge density laying on Γ̄e = Γ̄c ∪ Γ̄d.

Inserting this continuity equations in (2.39), the following expression is obtained:

ϕe(r) = ε−1
0

[
∫

Γ̄e

ςe(r
′)g(r, r′)dΓ′ +

∫

Ωe

̺e(r
′)g(r, r′)dΩ′

]

, (2.42)

where, thank to the homogeneous media assumption, Γ̄e = Γe.
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Now, the derivation of the EFIE for conductive and dielectric media is straightforward:

E(r) = −iωµ0

∫

Ωe

Je(r
′)g(r, r′)dΩ′ −∇

[

ε−1
0

∫

Γ̄e

ςe(r
′)g(r, r′)dΓ′ + ε−1

0

∫

Ωe

̺e(r
′)g(r, r′)dΩ′

]

,

(2.43)

or analogously, by using the continuity relationships:

E(r) =− iωµ0

∫

Ωe

Je(r
′)g(r, r′)dΩ′

+
∇
iωε0

[
∫

Γ̄e

(

J+
e (r

′)− J−
e (r

′)
)

· ng(r, r′)dΓ′ +

∫

Ωe

(

∇′ · Je(r
′)
)

g(r, r′)dΩ′

]

.

(2.44)

In Section 2.2.1, the PEEC electric equation for conductive media is obtained by combining

Ohm’s law (which locally links E to Jc ) with the EFIE equation (which links E to its sources by

means of an integral equations). Now, a corresponding constitutive relation which locally links

E to Jd must be obtained. This equation can be easily derived combining the two equations in

(2.36):

E(r) = ρd(r)Jd(r) =
Jd(r)

σd(r)
, r ∈ Ωd, (2.45)

where σd = iωε0(εr−1) and ρd = σ−1
d are and the equivalent electric conductivity and resistivity

defined for dielectric media, respectively.

Therefore, the following constitutive equation can be introduced:

E(r) = ρe(r)Je(r) =
Je(r)

σe(r)
, r ∈ Ωe, (2.46)

where σe and ρe are the equivalent electric conductivity and resistivity, respectively, defined as

σe(r) =







σc(r), for r ∈ Ωc

σd(r), for r ∈ Ωd

, ρe(r) =







ρc(r), for r ∈ Ωc

ρd(r), for r ∈ Ωd

. (2.47)

Finally, likewise Section 2.2.1, the PEEC electric equation for conductive and dielectric media

is obtained by combining the constitutive equation (2.46) with the new EFIE expression (2.43):

Eext(r) =
Je(r)

σe(r)
+ iωµ0

∫

Ωe

Je(r
′)g(r, r′)dΩ′ +

∇
ε0

[
∫

Γe

ςe(r
′)g(r, r′)dΓ′ +

∫

Ωe

̺e(r
′)g(r, r′)dΩ′

]

.

(2.48)

Clearly, likewise Section 2.2.1, (2.42) and (2.48) can be written avoiding the use of the free

and bound charge densities by simply using the continuity relationship (2.41).

Lossy dielectric media

Inside lossy dielectric media, several phenomena can cause the dissipation of electromagnetic

energy. One of them occurs for materials having electric conductivity greater than zero (non–

ideal dielectric media). In this kind of materials the presence of free charge is not negligible and

therefore the effect of Joule losses, due to the emergence of conduction currents, must be taken

into account. Therefore, Ωc ∩ Ωd 6= ∅. This kind of regions can be modeled by extending the
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definition of the equivalent electric conductivity and resistivity, that become:

σe(r) = σc(r) + jωε0(εr(r)− 1), ρe(r) =
1

σc(r) + jωε0(εr(r)− 1)
, r ∈ Ωe.

Then, the PEEC electric equation in (2.48) still holds.

Another phenomenon which causes the dissipation of electromagnetic energy is due to the

time delay on the polarization of the dielectric media [32]. This phenomenon can be easily mod-

eled by defining a complex electric permittivity. For this kind of materials the whole discussion

presented for lossless dielectrics still holds, keeping in mind that εr is this time a complex value

(or a complex tensor).

2.2.3 Conductive, dielectric, and magnetic media

When magnetic media are involved, the formulation presented above for the case of conductive

and dielectric media must be complemented. In this section, the extension of the formulation

to magnetic media is addressed by following the Amperian PEEC (A–PEEC) formulation. As

discussed in Chapter 1, this formulation was presented in [33, 34, 35] for the Standard PEEC

formulation and then by the author in [26] for the Unstructured PEEC formulation. It is worth

noting that other methods have been presented in the literature for the inclusion of magnetic

media, e.g. [36] where PEEC and Method Of Moment (MOM) [37] are combined or [38] where

PEEC and Boundary Integral Method (BIM) are combined. However, these alternative methods

do not allow the same circuit interpretation of the classical PEEC method.

First, the case of ideal (lossless) magnetic media is considered and then the case of lossy

media is discussed.

Lossless magnetic media

When conductive, dielectric, and magnetic media are considered, (2.3) modifies to

B = µ0H+ µ0M = µ0µrH, (2.49)

where the magnetization M acts as an equivalent source in vacuum.

Thus, since H = 1
µ0

∇×A−M, equation (2.37) now becomes

∇2A− (iω)2µ0ε0A = −µ0(Je +∇×M). (2.50)

The solution of this differential equation is given by

A(r) = µ0

[
∫

Ωe

Je(r
′)g(r, r′)dΩ′ +

∫

Ωm

Ja(r
′)g(r, r′)dΩ′ +

∫

Γ̄m

Ka(r
′)g(r, r′)dΓ′

]

, (2.51)

where Ja(r
′) = ∇ ×M(r′) and Ka(r

′) =
(

M−(r′) −M+(r′)
)

× n are the volume and surface

amperian currents, respectively. Γ̄m is the set of surfaces for which M is discontinuous. Like-

wise the previous Sections, when only homogeneous magnetic media are considered Γ̄m = Γm,

therefore M+ = 0 and Ka(r
′) =M(r′)×n. It is worth noting that ∇×M(r′) is not defined for

r′ ∈ Γ̄m. Indeed (2.51) is obtained from (2.50) by using mathematical concepts belonging to the

distribution theory (generalized functions). From a physical point of view, the EM effects due

to the magnetized regions are taken into account by introducing the amperian currents which
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depends on the curl of the magnetization. This interpretation is called the amperian model. For

a further discussion about this topic the author refers to [39].

The integral expression of ϕe can be obtained again by combining (2.51) with the Lorenz

gauge condition. This leads again to (2.39) and (2.42). Indeed Ja and Ka are obtained from

the curl of M and thus they are divergence free. As a matter of fact, in ideal (non–conductive)

magnetic media free and bound electric charge are not present, thus the presence of magnetic

media does not directly affect the electric scalar potential.

From (2.6), the derivation of the EFIE for the case of conductive, dielectric, and magnetic

media is now straightforward:

E(r) =− iωµ0

[
∫

Ωe

Je(r
′)g(r, r′)dΩ′ +

∫

Ωm

Ja(r
′)g(r, r′)dΩ′ +

∫

Γ̄m

Ka(r
′)g(r, r′)dΓ′

]

−∇
[

ε−1
0

∫

Γ̄e

ςe(r
′)g(r, r′)dΓ′ + ε−1

0

∫

Ωe

̺e(r
′)g(r, r′)dΩ′

]

,

(2.52)

or analogously, by using the continuity relationships (2.41):

E(r) =− iωµ0

[
∫

Ωe

Je(r
′)g(r, r′)dΩ′ +

∫

Ωm

Ja(r
′)g(r, r′)dΩ′ +

∫

Γ̄m

Ka(r
′)g(r, r′)dΓ′

]

+
∇
iωε0

[
∫

Γ̄e

(

J+
e (r

′)− J−
e (r

′)
)

· ng(r, r′)dΓ′ +

∫

Ωe

(

∇′ · Je(r
′)
)

g(r, r′)dΩ′

]

.

(2.53)

By using (2.46) and (2.52), the PEEC electric equation for the case of conductive, dielectric,

and magnetic media can be obtained:

Eext(r) =
Je(r)

σe(r)
+ iωµ0

[
∫

Ωe

Je(r
′)g(r, r′)dΩ′ +

∫

Ωm

Ja(r
′)g(r, r′)dΩ′ +

∫

Γ̄m

Ka(r
′)g(r, r′)dΓ′

]

+
∇
ε0

[
∫

Γ

ςe(r
′)g(r, r′)dΓ′ +

∫

Ω

̺e(r
′)g(r, r′)dΩ′

]

, r ∈ Ωe,

(2.54)

or equivalently

Eext(r) =
Je(r)

σe(r)
+ iωµ0

[
∫

Ωe

Je(r
′)g(r, r′)dΩ′ +

∫

Ωm

Ja(r
′)g(r, r′)dΩ′ +

∫

Γ̄m

Ka(r
′)g(r, r′)dΓ′

]

+∇ϕe(r), r ∈ Ωe,

(2.55)

where ϕe(r) is given by (2.39) or (2.42).

However, since no constitutive relationship exists between the amperian currents and the

electric field, the electric equation must be complemented by the PEEC magnetic equation:

Bext(r) = B(r)−Bsca(r), (2.56)

where B is the (total) magnetic flux density field, Bext is the field produced by external sources

that are not considered inside the computational domain Ω = Ωa∪Ω0, and Bsca is the scattered

magnetic flux density produced by the electric and amperian currents.

Likewise for the PEEC electric equation, the scattered field is obtained through an integral

expression whereas the total field is obtained through a constitutive relationship.
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Since Bsca = ∇ × Asca, the integral expression of the scattered field is directly obtained

from (2.51). The constitutive expression instead is obtained by combining the two equations in

(2.49), resulting in:

B(r) =
µ0µr(r)

µr(r)− 1
M(r), r ∈ Ωm. (2.57)

Likewise the Ohm’s law, this expression locally links B to M.

Finally, from (2.56), the PEEC magnetic equation results in:

Bext(r) =αm(r)M(r)− µ0∇×
[
∫

Ωe

Je(r
′)g(r, r′)dΩ′

+

∫

Ωm

Ja(r
′)g(r, r′)dΩ′ +

∫

Γ̄m

Ka(r
′)g(r, r′)dΓ′

]

, r ∈ Ωm,

(2.58)

where αm = µ0µr

µr−1 .

Finally, (2.53) (or the combination of (2.52) and (2.41)) and (2.58) are the electric and

magnetic integral equations which represent the EM problem for the general case of conductive,

dielectric, and magnetic media.

Lossy magnetic media

Inside lossy magnetic media, several phenomena can cause the dissipation of electromagnetic

energy. One of them occurs for materials having electric conductivity greater than zero. In this

kind of materials the presence of free charge is not negligible and therefore the effect of Joule

losses, due to the emergence of conduction currents, must be taken into account. Therefore,

Ωc ∩ Ωm 6= ∅. This kind of regions can be modeled by simply imposing both the PEEC electric

and magnetic equations for the domain Ωc∩Ωm. Thus, the formulation developed in the previous

Section is still valid for the case of both conductive and magnetic media.

Another phenomenon which causes the dissipation of electromagnetic energy is due to the

time delay on the magnetization of the magnetic media. This phenomenon can be easily modeled

by defining a complex relative permeability. For this kind of materials the whole discussion

presented for lossless magnetic media still holds, keeping in mind that µr is in this case a

complex value (or a complex tensor) and not a real one.

2.3 Coulombian PEEC formulation

In the previous section, the A–PEEC formulation has been presented where electric (conductive

and dielectric) and magnetic media are considered in two different manners. In this section,

an alternative PEEC formulation, introduced by the author in [40, 27], is presented. This

formulation is based on electric and magnetic (vector and scalar) potentials derived from the

Hertz potentials. This alternative approach, similar to the VIE method presented in [41], leads

to a formulation where electric and magnetic media are treated in a completely equivalent way

and it is based on the coulombian interpretation of the magnetization phenomena. As discuss

in Chapter 3, this formulation present some advantages with respect the A–PEEC formulation.

The development of the Coulombian PEEC (C–PEEC) formulation is carried out considering

the more general case with conductive, dielectric, and magnetic media from the beginning. It

is worth noting that when magnetic media are not actually involved, the A–PEEC and the

C–PEEC formulations are equivalent, i.e. they only differs for the symbolic point of view.
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2.3.1 Conductive, dielectric, and magnetic media

In this section, the formulation is derived by introducing electric and magnetic potentials which

have different definitions with respect to Section 2.2. Moreover, following [39], the equivalent

magnetic currents and charges are introduced and a symmetrized form of Maxwell’s equations

is adopted.

For its great importance, the derivation of the new integral equations which link the new EM

potentials to their sources is thoroughly discussed in this section. Indeed, the literature con-

cerning this subject is sometime misleading and not fully exhaustive. Therefore, the derivation

of the EFIE and the Magnetic Field Integral Equation (MFIE) are throughly discussed and the

new PEEC electric and magnetic equations are then derived.

Homogeneous media are assumed hereafter. In Section 2.3.1, an alternative formulation

which allows the direct study of inhomogeneous media is derived. In this section, the discussions

of Section 2.2 concerning lossless and lossy media still hold and thus no additional considerations

are made.

Maxwell’s equations and potentials

Following [39] (Chapter 5, 7), the magnetization phenomena can be interpreted by using a

different mathematical interpretation, commonly adopted in classical Integral Equation Methods

for high frequency problems, which is called the magnetic–charge model. Thus, the magnetic

current density vector, Jm, and the volume magnetic charge density, ̺m, are introduced as:

Jm = iωµ0M, ̺m = −∇ · (µ0M). (2.59)

By using Jm and ̺m, Maxwell’s equations in the frequency domain can be written in a more

symmetric form, avoiding the use of D and B [39, 42]:

∇ ·E =
̺e
ε0
, −∇×E = Jm + iωµ0H,

∇ ·H =
̺m
µ0
, ∇×H = Je + iωε0E.

(2.60)

It is worth noting that this way to write the Maxwell’s equations is completely equivalent to

(2.1). Indeed, by using (2.36), (2.49), and (2.59), equations (2.60) can be derived from (2.1) and

vice-versa.

As shown in [30] and [43], the electric and the magnetic fields can now be written as:

E = −iωAe −∇ϕe −
1

ε0
∇×Am, H = −iωAm −∇ϕm +

1

µ0
∇×Ae, (2.61)

where Ae is the electric vector potential, Am is the magnetic vector potential, and ϕm is the

magnetic scalar potential. The definition of ϕe is completely equivalent to that one already given

in Section 2.2. The potentials Ae and Am are equivalent to the electric and magnetic vector

Hertz potentials scaled by iω and they are related to the vector potential A by

A = Ae +
1

iωε0
∇×Am. (2.62)
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Integral equations for Ae, Am, ϕe, and ϕm

In order to obtain two integral expressions which link E and H to their sources, the integral

expressions of the potentials Ae, Am, ϕe and ϕm are obtained.

Combining the fourth equation in (2.60) with (2.61) yields:

−iω∇×Am−∇×∇ϕm+∇×
( 1

µ0
∇×Ae

)

= Je+ iωε0

(

− iωAe−∇ϕe−
1

ε0
∇×Am

)

. (2.63)

After some basic calculations and applying the vector identity (2.5), this last equation becomes:

∇×∇×Ae + (iω)2µ0ε0Ae + iωε0µ0∇ϕe = µ0Je. (2.64)

Then, applying the vector identity (2.8) to the term ∇×∇×Ae, (2.64) becomes:

∇∇ ·Ae −∇2Ae + (iω)2µ0ε0Ae + iωε0µ0∇ϕe = µ0Je. (2.65)

By introducing the Lorenz gauge condition:

∇ ·Ae = −iωµ0ε0ϕe, (2.66)

Equation (2.65) simplifies in:

∇2Ae − (iω)2µ0ε0Ae = −µ0Je, (2.67)

or equivalently:

�Ae = µ0Je. (2.68)

Combining the second equation in (2.60) with (2.61), introducing the Lorenz gauge condition:

∇ ·Am = −iωµ0ε0ϕm, (2.69)

and following the same procedure as above, the following PDE is obtained:

∇2Am − (iω)2µ0ε0Am = −ε0Jm, (2.70)

or, equivalently,

�Am = ε0Jm. (2.71)

The solution of (2.68) and (2.71) is obtained likewise in Section 2.2.1, resulting in the fol-

lowing:

Ae(r) =µ0

∫

Ωe

Je(r
′)g(r, r′)dΩ′, (2.72)

Am(r) =ε0

∫

Ωm

Jm(r
′)g(r, r′)dΩ′. (2.73)

It is clear now that the source of the vector electric potential Ae is the electric current density

vector Je, whereas the source of the vector magnetic potential Am is the magnetic current

density vector Jm. As shown by (2.51), the sources of the vector potential A are instead Je and

the amperian currents Ja and Ka. Indeed, when the amperian model is adopted, the magnetized
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media are considered as regions affected by the flowing of equivalent electric currents (i.e. the

amperian currents). On the contrary, when the magnetic–charge model is adopted, no electric

currents flows in the (non–conductive) magnetic regions and the electromagnetic effects of the

magnetized domains are taken into account by introducing the magnetic current and charge

densities Jm and ̺m (Vm−2), which are proportional to the magnetization and its divergence,

respectively. Both the amperian model and the magnetic–charge model (Coulombian) are two

valid interpretations of the magnetization phenomena; although the amperian model is criticized

in [39] (Chapter 7) for reasons concerning the electromagnetic energy inside permanent magnets,

and the magnetic–charge model (Coulombian model) is criticized in [44] for reasons concerning

the microscopic interpretation of the magnetization phenomena.

The integral expressions of ϕe is obtained by combining (2.66) with (2.72). This leads again

to (2.39) and (2.42). The integral expression of ϕm can be obtained by combining (2.69) with

(2.73) and following the same procedure adopted for the derivation of ϕe. This results in:

−iωϕm(r) =
∇ ·Am(r)

ε0µ0
= µ−1

0

∫

Ωm

∇ · (Jm(r
′)g(r, r′))dΩ′. (2.74)

Then, applying (2.19) to the integrand of (2.74), after some algebraic manipulations, one obtains:

−iωϕm(r) = −µ−1
0

∫

Ωm

Jm(r
′) · ∇′g(r, r′)dΩ′, (2.75)

that can be further rearranged resulting in

iωϕm(r) = µ−1
0

[
∫

Ωm

∇′ · (Jm(r
′)g(r, r′))dΩ′ −

∫

Ωm

g(r, r′)∇′ · Jm(r
′)dΩ′

]

. (2.76)

Now, we have to define the following continuity equations:

∇′ · Jm(r
′) = −iω̺m(r′),

(

J+
m(r

′)− J−
m(r

′)
)

· n = −iωςm(r′), (2.77)

where ςn is the bound surface magnetic charge density laying on a surface over which Jm is

discontinuous; the superscripts + and − indicate the two sides of the surface. The set of

these surfaces of discontinuity is again indicated by Γ̄m. When only homogeneous media are

considered, as assumed in this chapter, the only surface of discontinuity is the boundary of Ωm,

thus Γ̄m = Γm and the second equation in (2.77) reduces to:

J−
m(r

′) · n = iωςm(r
′)→ Jm(r

′) · n = iωςm(r
′). (2.78)

Indeed the positive side of the surface belongs to Ω0, thus J
+
m(r

′) = 0.

Applying the divergence theorem to the first integral of (2.22) and using (2.77) the final

integral expression for ϕm is obtained:

ϕm(r) = µ−1
0

[
∫

Γ̄m

ςm(r
′)g(r, r′)dΓ′ +

∫

Ωm

̺m(r
′)g(r, r′)dΩ′

]

. (2.79)

As stated above, since only homogeneous media are considered in this chapter, Γ̄m can be

substituted with Γm. It must be noticed that the bound magnetic charge density ̺m is zero when

homogeneous media are considered. Further details are given in the Appendix A. However, for

the sake of clarity and generality, ̺m is maintained during the development of the formulation.
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EFIE and MFIE, Electric and Magnetic Field Integral Equations

In the following, two integral equations which link the electric and the magnetic fields to their

sources are derived.

In (2.61), the potentialsAe,Am, ϕe, and ϕm can be substituted with their integral expression

(2.72), (2.73), (2.26), and (2.79), respectively.

Thus, the electric and magnetic field integral equations are obtained, where E and H are

directly linked to their sources, i.e. the current densities Je and Jm and the charge densities ̺e,

ςe, ̺m, and ςm, as

E(r) =− iωµ0

∫

Ωe

Je(r
′)g(r, r′)dΩ′ −∇

[

ε−1
0

∫

Γ̄e

ςe(r
′)g(r, r′)dΓ′ + ε−1

0

∫

Ωe

̺e(r
′)g(r, r′)dΩ′

]

− 1

ε0
∇×

∫

Ωm

Jm(r
′)g(r, r′)dΩ′, (2.80)

H(r) =− iωε0

∫

Ωm

Jm(r
′)g(r, r′)dΩ′ −∇

[

µ−1
0

∫

Γ̄m

ςm(r
′)g(r, r′)dΓ′ + µ−1

0

∫

Ωm

̺m(r
′)g(r, r′)dΩ′

]

+
1

µ0
∇×

∫

Ωe

Je(r
′)g(r, r′)dΩ′. (2.81)

By using the continuity equations (2.41) and (2.77), the electric and magnetic integral equa-

tions can also be rearranged in order to relate E and H to Je and Jm only:

E(r) =− iωµ0

∫

Ωe

Je(r
′)g(r, r′)dΩ′

− ∇
iωε0

[
∫

Γ̄e

(

J+
e (r

′)− J−
e (r

′)
)

· ng(r, r′)dΓ′ −
∫

Ωe

∇′ · Je(r
′)g(r, r′)dΩ′

]

(2.82)

− 1

ε0
∇×

∫

Ωm

Jm(r
′)g(r, r′)dΩ′,

H(r) =− iωε0

∫

Ωm

Jm(r
′)g(r, r′)dΩ′

− ∇
iωµ0

[
∫

Γ̄m

(

J+
m(r

′)− J−
m(r

′)
)

· ng(r, r′)dΓ′ −
∫

Ωm

∇′ · Jm(r
′)g(r, r′)dΩ′

]

(2.83)

+
1

µ0
∇×

∫

Ωe

Je(r
′)g(r, r′)dΩ′.

Since ω appears in the denominator of the second part of the right hand side of the equations,

these two expressions can only be used when the frequency is different from zero.

C–PEEC integral equations

Now the attention is focused on the derivation of the two equations that will be discretized in

Chapter 3. Likewise in Section 2.2, the total electric field, E, and the total magnetic field, H,

are written as the sum of the scattered fields, Esca and Hsca, and the external fields, Eext and

Hext:

E = Esca +Eext, H = Hsca +Hext. (2.84)

The total electric field, E, is locally related to Je by (2.46). Similarly, the total magnetic

field, H, can be locally related to Jm by the following:

H(r) = ρm(r)Jm(r) =
Jm(r)

σm(r)
, r ∈ Ωm, (2.85)
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where

ρm(r) =
1

iωµ0(µr(r)− 1)
, r ∈ Ωm, (2.86)

is the magnetic resistivity and σm = ρ−1
m is the magnetic conductivity. Equation (2.85) can be

easily obtained combining the first equation in (2.59) with (2.49).

Instead, the scattered fields, Esca and Hsca, are given by (2.80) and (2.81) or, equivalently,

by (2.82) and (2.83).

The external fields (incident fields), Eext and Hext, can be interpreted as the fields produced

by external sources (current or charge densities) that are not considered inside the computational

domain Ω = Ωa ∪ Ω0.

Thus, the following electric and magnetic equations can be obtained:

Eext(r) = E(r)−Esca(r), Hext(r) = H(r)−Hsca(r), (2.87)

that, by choosing (2.80) and (2.81), in explicit form become:

Eext(r) =
Je(r)

σe(r)
+ iωµ0

∫

Ωe

Je(r
′)g(r, r′)dΩ′

+∇
[

ε−1
0

∫

Γ̄e

ςe(r
′)g(r, r′)dΓ′ + ε−1

0

∫

Ωe

̺e(r
′)g(r, r′)dΩ′

]

(2.88)

+
1

µ0
∇×

∫

Ωm

Jm(r
′)g(r, r′)dΩ′,

Hext(r) =
Jm(r)

σm(r)
+ iωε0

∫

Ωm

Jm(r
′)g(r, r′)dΩ′

+∇
[

µ−1
0

∫

Γ̄m

ςm(r
′)g(r, r′)dΓ′ + µ−1

0

∫

Ωm

̺m(r
′)g(r, r′)dΩ′

]

(2.89)

− 1

ε0
∇×

∫

Ωe

Je(r
′)g(r, r′)dΩ′.

Whereas, by choosing (2.82) and (2.83), they become:

Eext(r) =
Je(r)

σe(r)
+ iωµ0

∫

Ωe

Je(r
′)g(r, r′)dΩ′

+
∇
iωε0

[
∫

Γ̄e

(

J+
e (r

′)− J−
e (r

′)
)

· ng(r, r′)dΓ′ −
∫

Ωe

∇′ · Je(r
′)g(r, r′)dΩ′

]

(2.90)

+
1

µ0
∇×

∫

Ωm

Jm(r
′)g(r, r′)dΩ′,

Hext(r) =
Jm(r)

σm(r)
+ iωε0

∫

Ωm

Jm(r
′)g(r, r′)dΩ′

+
∇
iωµ0

[
∫

Γ̄m

(

J+
m(r

′)− J−
m(r

′)
)

· ng(r, r′)dΓ′ −
∫

Ωm

∇′ · Jm(r
′)g(r, r′)dΩ′

]

(2.91)

− 1

ε0
∇×

∫

Ωe

Je(r
′)g(r, r′)dΩ′.

In the original PEEC method ϕe is taken to unknown. Thus, similarly to the original PEEC

method, ϕe and ϕm can be considered as unknowns and then the following four equations are
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solved together:

Eext(r) =
Je(r)

σe(r)
+ iωµ0

∫

Ωe

Je(r
′)g(r, r′)dΩ′ +∇ϕe +

1

µ0
∇×

∫

Ωm

Jm(r
′)g(r, r′)dΩ′, (2.92)

Hext(r) =
Jm(r)

σm(r)
+ iωε0

∫

Ωm

Jm(r
′)g(r, r′)dΩ′ +∇ϕm − 1

ε0
∇×

∫

Ωe

Je(r
′)g(r, r′)dΩ′, (2.93)

ϕe(r) =− 1

iωε0

[
∫

Γ̄e

(

J+
e (r

′)− J−
e (r

′)
)

· ng(r, r′)dΓ′ +

∫

Ωe

∇′ · Je(r
′)g(r, r′)dΩ′

]

, (2.94)

ϕm(r) =− 1

iωµ0

[
∫

Γ̄m

(

J+
m(r

′)− J−
m(r

′)
)

· ng(r, r′)dΓ′ +

∫

Ωm

∇′ · Jm(r
′)g(r, r′)dΩ′

]

. (2.95)

Total div–free currents formulation

In the previous Section, the electric and magnetic currents have been chosen as unknowns. How-

ever, when inhomogeneous media are considered, these currents are in general not–divergence

free. Thus, during the discretization of the formulations they must be properly handled in order

to correctly impose their electromagnetic behavior. This issue will be further discussed in the

next chapter.

In [27], the author proposes an alternative PEEC formulation where the total divergence free

electric and magnetic current densities are introduced as problem unknowns:

Jtot
e = Je + iωε0E, Jtot

m = Jm + iωµ0H. (2.96)

By combining (2.46) and (2.85) with (2.96) the following relationships hold:

Je(r) =
σe(r)

σ∗
e(r)

Jtot
e (r), r ∈ Ωe, Jm(r) =

σm(r)

σ∗
m(r)

Jtot
m (r), r ∈ Ωm, (2.97)

where

σ∗
e = σc + iωε0εr (2.98)

is the total electric conductivity and

σ∗
m = iωµ0µr (2.99)

is the total magnetic conductivity.

Then, (2.97) are inserted in (2.92), (2.93), (2.21) and (2.75), as shown in [27]. Thus, final

electric and magnetic integral equations are obtained where the unknowns are Jtot
e and Jtot

m only,

which are divergence free quantities.

Therefore, the final integral continuum equations considered in this formulation are given by:

Eext(r) =
Je(r)

σ∗
e(r)

+ iωµ0

∫

Ωe

σe(r
′)

σ∗
e(r

′)
Jtot
e (r′)g(r, r′)dΩ′ +∇ϕe

+
1

µ0
∇×

∫

Ωm

σm(r
′)

σ∗
m(r

′)
Jtot
m (r′)g(r, r′)dΩ′,

(2.100)

Hext(r) =
Jm(r)

σ∗
m(r)

+ iωε0

∫

Ωm

σm(r
′)

σ∗
m(r

′)
Jtot
m (r′)g(r, r′)dΩ′ +∇ϕm

− 1

ε0
∇×

∫

Ωe

σe(r
′)

σ∗
e(r

′)
Jtot
e (r′)g(r, r′)dΩ′,

(2.101)
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ϕe(r) =
1

iωε0

∫

Ωe

σe(r
′)

σ∗
e(r

′)
Jtot
e (r′) · ∇′g(r, r′)dΩ′, (2.102)

ϕm(r) =
1

iωµ0

∫

Ωm

σm(r
′)

σ∗
m(r

′)
Jtot
m (r′) · ∇′g(r, r′)dΩ′. (2.103)

The total div–free currents formulation, mostly developed in the framework of a collaboration

with G2ELab group, has the advantage of naturally considering inhomogeneous media. However,

as more deeply discussed in the next chapter, the introduction of material parameters inside the

integral equations (2.100)–(2.103) leads to lose the energy interpretation of the PEEC matrices

(i.e. the ones derived from the discretization of the PEEC formulation). Moreover, when para-

metric simulations or frequency sweep analysis are performed such formulation is generally less

efficient.

Thus, such formulation presents pros and cons with respect the previous one where non–

divergence free currents are adopted instead. Therefore, depending on the kind of the problem

to be solved, one of the two formulation would be more convenient respect to the other one.





Chapter 3

PEEC discretization

With the aim of obtaining an approximate numerical solution of the electromagnetic problem

(i.e. the solution of the Maxwell’s equations), PEEC integral equations derived in the previous

chapter are to be discretized.

In the original PEEC approach (standard PEEC method [13]), the active domains are dis-

cretized by means of a Manhattan–type discretization (structured, orthogonal grids). More re-

cently, the standard PEEC method has been extended to the more general case of non–orthogonal

grids [13, 45] through ad–hoc adjustments.

In recent years, the so–called unstructured PEEC method, which naturally allows modeling

general structures without restrictions on the geometry, has been developed. This approach has

been first proposed in [21] for surface conductive models. Later on, thanks to the contribution

of research groups from the University of Padova and Grenoble (including the author), the Un-

structured PEEC method has been extended to volume models, dielectric media, and magnetic

media, for both A–PEEC and C–PEEC formulations [6, 27, 26, 23].

In this chapter, the discretization of the A–PEEC formulation is first discussed and then the

C–PEEC case is presented. For the sake of simplicity, both the discretizations of the A–PEEC

and C–PEEC formulations, are first presented for the case of homogeneous media and, then, the

more general case of the inhomogeneous media is considered. The discretization of the C–PEEC

formulation based on the use of total divergence free currents (which formulation is presented at

the end of the previous chapter, Section 2.3.1) is also considered. The equivalent 1–D and 2–D

PEEC models are finally discussed.

3.1 Discretization of the A–PEEC formulation

This section deals with the discretization of the A–PEEC formulation presented in Section

2.2. First, the well established standard discretization scheme is shortly presented. Then, the

unstructured discretization procedure based on the Cell Method and developed by the author

during the PhD thesis is presented.

3.1.1 Standard discretization approach

The standard discretization procedure is here presented in its basic and original form. More

exhaustive references can be found in [13, 45, 46]. The discretization is carried out considering

conductive media only. Then, the extension to dielectric and magnetic media is shortly discussed

and appropriate references are given.

31
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(a) node (b) capacitive (c) inductive x (d) inductive y

Figure 3.1: Mesh Standard PEEC.

In the original PEEC formulation introduced by Ruheli in 1972 [47], the conductive domains

(that are the only active media considered in the original PEEC formulation) are subdivided

into rectangular volume and surface cells, thus restricting the analysis to Manhattan–type model

geometries. Thus, once obtained a regular discretization of the conductive domains, an inductive

mesh (consisting of three meshes oriented along the orthogonal axes x, y, and z) and a capacitive

mesh are defined [13]. Then, the unknown current and charge density distributions are approx-

imated by using locally uniform functions whose supports are the elements of the inductive and

capacitive mesh, respectively.

For instance, Fig. 3.1 shows a 2-D mesh used to approximate the current and charge dis-

tribution of a thin conductive structure, with negligible thickness (e.g. a metallic chassis or a

planar antenna).

The current density Jc is approximated by the following expansion

Jc(r) =

Nj
∑

k=1

jc,kpk(r), (3.1)

where Nj is the number of inductive cells, pk is the vector pulse basis function, and jc,k is the

unknown degree of freedom (DoF) related to the kth element of the inductive mesh. Thus, the

current density vector Jc is discretized into Nj volume (inductive) cells by vector pulse functions

pk(r) defined as

pk(r) =







A−1
k uγ , r ∈ Λk

0, elsewhere
, (3.2)

where γ = x, y, z depending on the orientation of the inductive mesh, uγ is the unit vector along

the orthogonal direction γ, Ak is the cross section of the kth element of the inductive mesh and

Λk is the support of the kth basis function (i.e. the kth element of the inductive mesh).

The volume and surface charge densities, ̺c and ςc are approximated by

̺c(r) =

Nv
q

∑

k=1

qvc,kp
v
k(r), ςc(r) =

Ns
q

∑

k=1

qsc,kp
s
k(r), (3.3)

where pvk and psk are the pulse functions defined for the volume and surface capacitive cells,

respectively, and qvc,k and qsc,k are the unknown DoFs related to the kth volume and surface

element of the capacitive mesh, respectively. Nv
q and Ns

q are the number of volume and surface

capacitive cells, respectively. Thus, ̺c and ςc are discretized into Nv
q volume and Ns

q surface
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capacitive cells, respectively, by pulse functions pvk(r) and p
s
k(r), defined as

pvk(r) =







V −1
k , r ∈ Λv

k

0, elsewhere
, psk(r) =







A−1
k , r ∈ Λs

k

0, elsewhere
, (3.4)

where Vk is the volume of the kth volume–capacitive cell, Ak is the area of the kth surface–

capacitive cell, Λv
k is the support of p

v
k (i.e. the volume–capacitive cell), and Λ

s
k is the support

of psk (i.e. the surface–capacitive cell).

Expansions (3.1) and (3.3) are then inserted in (2.34) and (2.26), resulting in

Eext(r) = σ−1
c (r)

Nk
∑

k=1

(

jc,kpk(r)
)

+ iωµ0

∫

Ωc

Nk
∑

k=1

(

jc,kpk(r′)
)

g(r, r′)dΩ′ +∇ϕe(r), (3.5)

and

ϕe(r) =
1

ε0

[
∫

Γ̄c

Ns
q

∑

k=1

(

qc,kpk(r)
)

g(r, r′)dΓ′ +

∫

Ωc

Nv
q

∑

k=1

(

qc,kpk(r)
)

g(r, r′)dΩ′

]

. (3.6)

According to the Galerkin’s scheme, the pulse functions pk, p
v
k and psk are also used for

testing (3.5) and (3.6). This procedure leads to the following matrix equations

eext =Rjc + iωLjc +AT
c φe, (3.7)

φe =Peq, (3.8)

where

• eext is the vector array with coefficients eext,h =
∫

Ω
ph(r) ·Eext(r)dΩ, for h = 1, · · · , Nj .

• R is the Nj ×Nj resistance matrix defined as

Rh,k =

∫

Ω

ph(r) · pk(r)σ
−1
c (r)dΩ. (3.9)

• jc is the vector array with coefficients jc,k, for k = 1, · · · , Nj .

• L is the Nj ×Nj inductance matrix defined as

Lh,k = µ0

∫

Ω

∫

Ω

ph(r) · pk(r
′)g(r, r′)dΩ′dΩ. (3.10)

• Ac is the (N
v
q + Ns

q ) × Nj incidence matrix of the equivalent circuit obtained from the

discretization of the conductive domains: each inductive cell is interpreted as a circuit

branch connected to two circuit nodes (i.e. the nodes of the mesh).

• φe is the vector array which stores the DoFs related to ϕe. φe is subdivided into φe =

[φv
e ;φ

s
e] where φ

v
e,k =

∫

Ω
pvk(r)ϕe(r)dΩ for k = 1, · · · , Nv

q , and φ
s
e,k =

∫

Γ
psk(r)ϕe(r)dΓ for

k = 1, · · · , Ns
q ; the scalar electric potential is instead related to the nodes of the mesh in

a one–to–one relationship with the volume and surface cells of the capacitive mesh.
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• Pe is the (N
v
q + Ns

q ) × (Nv
q + Ns

q ) potential matrix subdivided into Pe =

[

Pvv
e Pvs

e

Psv
e Pss

e

]

,

where

P vv
eh,k

=ε−1
0

∫

Ωh

∫

Ωk

pvh(r)p
v
k(r

′)g(r, r′)dΩ′dΩ, (3.11)

P ss
eh,k

=ε−1
0

∫

Γh

∫

Γk

psh(r)p
s
k(r

′)g(r, r′)dΓ′dΓ, (3.12)

P vs
eh,k

=ε−1
0

∫

Ωh

∫

Γk

pvh(r)p
s
k(r

′)g(r, r′)dΓ′dΩ, (3.13)

P sv
eh,k

=ε−1
0

∫

Γh

∫

Ωk

psh(r)p
v
k(r

′)g(r, r′)dΩ′dΓ. (3.14)

• q is the vector array whose coefficients are related to ̺c and ςc. q is subdivided into

q = [qv;qs] where qv stores the DoFs qvk , for k = 1, · · · , Nv
q , and qs with DoFs qsk, for

k = 1, · · · , Ns
q .

AT
c represents the algebraic equivalent of the gradient operator in (3.5). Moreover, since jc

stores the fluxes of Jc through the cross sections of the inductive cells of the mesh and q stores

the electric charges enclosed inside the capacitive cell of the mesh, the continuity equations (2.23)

can be represented in an equivalent algebraic form as

Acjc = iωq, (3.15)

where Ac represents the algebraic equivalent of the divergence operator.

Since the vector pulse function pk has local support which coincides with the kth inductive

mesh element, R is a diagonal matrix and the term Rjc in (3.7) can be interpreted as the ohmic

voltage drop along the γ direction, with γ = x, y, z depending on the orientation of the kth

inductive mesh element.

Matrix L is a symmetric matrix characterized by three diagonal dense matrix blocks:

L =









Lxx 0 0

0 Lyy 0

0 0 Lzz









, (3.16)

indeed the inductance coefficient (3.10) vanishes when pk and ph have mutually orthogonal

directions. The term iωLjc in (3.7) can be interpreted as an inductive voltage drop due to the

self and mutual inductive couplings between the elements of the inductive mesh.

Finally, the last term in (3.7) can be interpreted as a capacitive voltage drop obtained as the

algebraic difference between the potentials of the ends nodes of the inductive mesh elements (i.e.

the circuit branches). In (3.8), the potentials are related to the electric charges by means of the

dense symmetric potential matrix Pe.

Following the circuit interpretation, equations in (3.7) can be interpreted as Kirchhoff Voltage

Laws (KVLs) written for each branch of the electric circuit. The KVLs are complemented by

the charge conservation law (3.15), i.e. the Kirchhoff Current Laws (KCLs).

Then, (3.8) and (3.15) can be combined together resulting in

Acjc − iωCφe = 0, (3.17)
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where C = P−1
e is defined as the capacitance matrix.

Finally, (3.7) and (3.17) (i.e. KVL and KCL) can be assembled into a unique matrix system

of algebraic linear equations:

[

R+ iωL AT
c

Ac −iωC

][

jc

φe

]

=

[

eext

0

]

. (3.18)

Thanks to this circuit interpretation, the electromagnetic problem can be easily coupled with

external circuit elements (not related to the EFIE). Thus, the currents and the potentials on

the branch and the nodes of the lumped circuit elements can be added as unknown in (3.18).

The, KVL and the KVC are written for this extra unknowns and solved together with (3.18).

Moreover, the incidence matrix Ac must be properly modified in order to consider the possible

connections of the lumped circuit components with the circuit nodes of the mesh. The zero

vector in the right–hand–side (rhs) of (3.18) can be also substituted with je0, which is the vector

array of the external currents j0,k injected in the kth node of the mesh. Thus, (3.18) becomes

[

R+ iωL AT
c

Ac −iωC

][

jc

φe

]

=

[

eext

je0

]

. (3.19)

Matrix system in (3.18) (and (3.19) as well) is a complex symmetric matrix and it generally

owns good numerical properties (more detail are given in Chapter 4). Unfortunately, C is

obtained from the inverse of Pe and this operation requires a considerable computational cost

which grows as O((Nv
q + Ns

q )
3). However, by agreeing to losing the symmetry of the system,

(3.19) can be also written avoiding the inversion of Pe:

[

R+ iωL AT
c

PeAc −iω1

][

jc

φe

]

=

[

eext

Peje0

]

, (3.20)

where 1 is the identity matrix. Finally, (3.20) can also be reduced by eliminating φe with the

Schur complement approach, as:

(

R+ iωL+
1

iω
AT

c PeAc

)

jc = eext +
1

iω
AT

c Peje0. (3.21)

System (3.21) is the discrete version of the continuum integral equation (2.33). This system

is also complex symmetric and of a smaller size than (3.19). However, since ω is at the denom-

inator, (3.21) can be adopted only when the frequency is sufficiently larger than zero. Indeed,

although the system is theoretically solvable for ω 6= 0, the inductive term iωL and the capac-

itive term 1
iω Ac

TPeAc scale differently with ω and for relative small values of the frequency

this different behavior could lead to the well known breakdown in frequency problem, which is

deeply discussed in Section 4.2.3.

The extension to dielectric media can be easily obtained by applying the expansions (3.1) and

(3.3) to Je, ̺e and ςe. Then, the same discretization process is applied to the integral equations

presented in Section 2.2.2 for the case of conductive and dielectric media [32].

When magnetic media are also considered the magnetization is also expanded by using local

pulse vector basis functions. Electric and magnetic PEEC integral equations (2.55) and (2.58)
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in Section 2.2.3 are both discretized with a Galerkin approach. A comprehensive literature con-

cerning the extension of the Standard PEEC method to magnetic media can be found in [13,

48, 49, 17, 25, 33, 38].

The standard PEEC discretization scheme is based on an intuitive circuit interpretation of

the continuum electromagnetic equations. However, the assumptions made in the derivation of

that scheme sometimes lack of a systematic background and leads to a inaccurate numerical

method [21] since the conservation properties (e.g. divergence) of the electromagnetic unknowns

are not explicitly enforced. For these reasons, in the recent years the PEEC discretization scheme

has been re–formulated introducing the concept of duality and primal and dual grids. In the

next Section, this more sound discretization approach (i.e. unstructured PEEC discretization)

is applied to the A–PEEC formulation presented in Section 2.2.3 for the case of conductive,

dielectric, and magnetic media.

3.1.2 Unstructured discretization approach

The unstructured PEEC discretization scheme has been pioneering introduced in [21] for equiva-

lent surface conductive models where the concepts of primal and dual grids (common to the Cell

Method discretization approach and with some similarities with the Finite Element Networks

[50]) have been introduced in the framework of the PEEC discretization. Then, the unstruc-

tured PEEC discretization of the A–PEEC formulation has been extended to the case of volume

conductive and dielectric media in [6, 23] and finally to the general case of volume conductive,

dielectric, and magnetic media in [26].

This section deals with the discretization of the A–PEEC formulation by means of the Cell

Method. The more general case consisting of conductive, dielectric, and magnetic media is here

considered.

Conductive and dielectric media are subject to the same discretization procedure, thus, the

electric domain Ωe (i.e. Ωe = Ωc ∪Ωd) is here considered (instead, when the conductive and the

dielectric media require to be considered as distinct domains, it will be specified). From now

on, the subscript e indicates quantities related to the electric domain Ωe, while c and d indicate

quantities related to the conducting Ωc and dielectric Ωd domains, respectively; the subscript m

indicates quantities related to the magnetic domain Ωm. All the definitions introduced for Ωe

are still valid for Ωc and Ωd by simply changing the subscript e with c and d, respectively.

Ωe is first discretized into a primal tetrahedral or hexahedral grid GΩe
= GΩc

∪GΩd
consisting

of ne = nc + nd nodes, ee = ec + ed edges, fe = fc + fd faces, and ve = vc + vd volumes [22].

Then, a dual grid G̃Ωe
= G̃Ωc

∪ G̃Ωd
consisting of dual geometric entities (ñe, ẽe, f̃e, ṽe) can be

obtained by taking the barycentric subdivision of GΩe
[51].

Since the dual grid has been obtained as the barycentric subdivision of the primal one, a

one–to–one relationship exists between the entities of the primal and the dual grid: ne ↔ ṽe,

ee ↔ f̃e, fe ↔ ẽe, ve ↔ ñe. The primal and dual grid entities for the particular case of a

hexahedral structured mesh are represented in Fig. 3.2. In this particular case, both the primal

and the dual grids consist of hexahedral elements, whereas, for a general unstructured primal

grid, the dual grid obtained by its barycentric subdivision consists of generic polyhedra (more

exhaustive representation of the primal and dual grids can be found in [22]).

The same discretization approach can be applied to the magnetic domain Ωm, then the primal

grid GΩm
(nm, em, fm, vm) and the dual grid G̃Ωm

(ñm, ẽm, f̃m, ṽm) are defined. Again, a
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ne

ñe

f̃e
ee

fe
ẽe ṽe

ve GΩe
↔ G̃Ωe

ve ↔ ñe
fe ↔ ẽe
ee ↔ f̃e
ne ↔ ṽe

Figure 3.2: Primal and dual grids for the case of an hexahedral structured mesh.

one–to–one relationship exists between the elements of the two grids: nm ↔ ṽm, em ↔ f̃m,

fm ↔ ẽm, vm ↔ ñm. Thus, GΩm
is chosen to consist of tetrahedral/hexahedral elements, while

G̃Ωm
is obtained by its barycentric subdivision.

The electric current density is expanded by means of vector face shape functions related to

the faces of the mesh [23, 52]:

Je(r) =

fe
∑

k=1

wf
k(r)jek , (3.22)

where wf
k is the Whitney face shape function [53, 54] related to the kth primal face fek of GΩe

.

A different choice of shape functions can be however made [55, 56, 57], leading to the possibility

of considering general polyhedral elements for the mesh discretization. Thus, once selected some

proper shape functions, the use of general polyhedral elements would not affect the following

discussion and considerations in this thesis. However, this topic has not been deeply investigated

in the context of this PhD thesis.

In (3.22), jek represent the flux of Je through fek , i.e. jek =
∫

fek
Je · ds. The fluxes jek , for

k = 1, · · · , fe, form the array of degrees of freedom (DoF) je = (jek) on faces fek ∈ GΩe
. An

equivalent definition holds for the conduction and polarization currents, leading the the array of

DoFs jc and jp.

According to Tonti’s scheme [58] for classification of physical variables, the magnetization M

is expanded by means of vector edge shape functions [26]:

M(r) =

em
∑

s=1

we
s(r)ms, (3.23)

where we
s is the Whitney edge shape function [53] related to the sth primal edge ems

belonging

to GΩm
. ms is defined as ms =

∫

ems
M · dl along ems

∈ GΩm
, leading to the array in the array

m = (ms).

The following incidence matrices [51] representing discrete gradient, curl, and divergence

operators are then defined for the primal grids GΩe
and GΩm

: GΩα
(primal edges–primal nodes),

CΩα
(primal faces–primal edges), and DΩα

(primal volumes–primal faces), on GΩα
, where α =

e,m indicates the domain.

Dual gradient, curl, and divergence matrices can be obtained also for G̃Ωα
, i.e. G̃Ωα

(dual

edges–dual nodes), C̃Ωα
(dual faces–dual edges), D̃Ωα

(dual volumes–dual faces).
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ñb
e

f be

Figure 3.3: Primal (GΩe
) and augmented dual electric CM grids (G̃

a

Ωe
) for the A–PEEC method. Boundary

primal faces fb
e (blu face) and dual boundary nodes ñb

e (red dots) are named in the figure.

These matrices consist of 0, 1, and −1 entries and (in analogy with the corresponding con-
tinuum operators) fulfill DΩα

CΩα
= 0 and CΩα

GΩα
= 0, the same for the dual matrices.

Moreover, since G̃Ωα
is obtained as the barycentric subdivision of GΩα

, the following relations

hold: DT
Ωα

= −G̃Ωα
, CT

Ωα
= C̃Ωα

, GT
Ωα

= −D̃Ωα
, with α = e,m. As proposed in [51] and

applied to the unstructured PEEC formulation by the author in [26], the f be × fe divergence

selection matrix DΓe
which extracts the boundary faces f be of GΩe

is introduced. Moreover, the

dual boundary nodes ñbe are added to G̃Ωe
, leading to the augmented dual grid defined as Ga

Ωe
.

These dual boundary nodes are in a one–to–one relation with the boundary faces of the mesh:

ñb
e ↔ f be , indeed they are located in the barycenter of the the boundary faces f

b
e , as exemplified

in Fig. 3.3.

In order to consider the presence of the dual boundary nodes ñb
e (i.e. the endpoints of the

dual edges related to the primal boundary faces), the gradient selection matrix G̃Γe
= −DT

Γe
is

also introduced and the augmented divergence and augmented gradient matrices are defined as

Da
Ωe

= [DΩe
;DΓe

] and G̃
a

Ωe
= −DaT

Ωe
= [G̃Ωe

, G̃Γe
], respectively.

In the A–PEEC formulation, electric and magnetic media are differently handled, thus they

also need different discretization procedures. Thus, the ebm×em curl selection matrix CΓm
which

extracts the primal boundary edges ebm of GΩm
is introduced and the augmented curl matrix is

defined as Ca
Ωm

= [CΩm
;CΓm

].

ẽ
b
m

Figure 3.4: Primal (GΩm
) and augmented dual magnetic CM grids (G̃

a

Ωm
) for the A–PEEC method. Dual

boundary edges ẽbm (red dots) are in green in the figure.
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Moreover, the dual magnetic grid, G̃Ωm
, is augmented by introducing the dual boundary

edges ẽbm (in a one–to–one relation with ebm) leading to the augmented dual magnetic grid G̃a

Ωm
,

as exemplified in Fig. 3.4. Dual magnetic boundary nodes are not needed in the A–PEEC

discretization of the magnetic media, thus they are not represented in Fig. 3.4 (empty circles).

In order to consider the presence of ẽbm which close the contour of the dual faces that are in

a one–to–one relationship with the primal boundary edges ebm, the dual augmented curl matrix

is defined as C̃
a

Ωm
= CaT

Ωm
= [C̃Ωm

, C̃Γm
].

Thus, when the A–PEEC method is adopted, the discretization of electric media is given by

Fig. 3.3, where dual boundary nodes ñb
e have been added to G̃Ωe

. Instead, the augmented grid

for magnetic media is given by Fig. 3.4, where ẽbm have been added to G̃Ωm
.

In the CM discretization, in order to comply with the Tonti’s scheme [22, 58], the electro-

magnetic fields, charges, and potentials are associated to algebraic quantities properly related

to the geometric entities of the primal and the dual grids. The following arrays of DoFs which

live on the primal and dual entities of the electric domains can be introduced for the A–PEEC

formulation:

• ẽ = (ẽek) on dual edges ẽe, ẽek =
∫

ẽek
E · dl,

• ẽ0 = (ẽ0k) on dual edges ẽe, ẽ0k =
∫

ẽek
Eext · dl,

• φ̃e = (φ̃ek) on dual nodes ñe and dual boundary nodes ñ
b
e, φ̃ek = ϕe(rne,k

),

• qv
e = (qvek) on primal volumes ve, q

v
ek
=

∫

vek

̺edv,

• qs
e = (qsek) on boundary primal faces f

b
e , q

s
ek
=

∫

fb
ek

ςeds,

• ãe = (ãmk ) on dual edges ẽe, ã
e
k =

∫

ẽek
A · dl,

whereas, the following arrays of DoFs living on the primal and dual entities of the magnetic

domains are defined:

• ãm = (ãmk ) on dual edges ẽm, ã
m
k =

∫

ẽmk

A · dl,

• ãmb = (ãmb

k ) on dual boundary edges ẽbm, ã
m
k =

∫

ẽbmk

A · dl,

• b̃ = (b̃k) on dual faces f̃m, b̃k =
∫

f̃mk

B · ds,

• b̃0 = (b̃0k) on dual faces f̃m, b̃0i =
∫

f̃m,i
Bext · ds,

• ja = (jai
) on primal faces fm, jak

=
∫

fmk

Ja · ds,

• ka = (kak
) on primal boundary edges ebm, kak

=
∫

emk

M · dl.

The array of DoF φ̃e associated to the electric potential, ϕe, can be subdivided into φ̃e =

[φ̃
v

e ; φ̃
s

e], where φ̃
v

e refers to the interior dual nodes of G̃Ωe
(in a one–to–one relation with ve)

and φ̃
s

e to the boundary nodes ñb
e (in a one–to–one relation with f be ). Thus, a one–to–one

relationship exists between φ̃e = [φ̃
v

e ; φ̃
s

e] and qe = [qv
e ;q

s
e]. The primal and dual electric grids

with the related DoFs are exemplified in Fig. 3.5 for an equivalent 2–D case.

Thanks to the choice of the Whitney shape functions and to the definition of the primal and

dual grids, the arrays of DoFs introduced above can be placed in the Tonti’s scheme of Fig. 3.6
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Figure 3.5: Primal (GΩe
) and augmented dual electric CM grids (G̃

a

Ωe
), 2–D case exemplification.

m b̃

ẽ

je ã

qe φ̃e

iω

G

D̃

iω

G

iω

C

iω

C̃

C

D̃

iω

D

iω

D

C̃

iω iω

G̃

G̃

primal nodes

primal edges

primal faces

primal volumes
and boundary faces

dual volumes

dual faces

dual edges

dual nodes

Figure 3.6: Tonti scheme for the A–PEEC method. Arrows without a label refer to resistance, inductance, and
potential PEEC matrices.

and they satisfy algebraic relations equivalent to the differential equations introduced in Section

2.2.

For instance, the continuity equation (2.41) (in terms of DoFs) is given by the following

DΩe
je = −iωqv

e , DΓe
je = −iωqs

e, Da
Ωe

je = −iωqe, (3.24)

the relationships between the electromagnetic fields and the potentials are given by

ẽ = −iωãe − G̃
a

Ωe
φ̃e + ẽ0, b̃ = C̃

a

Ωm
ãm + b̃0, (3.25)

while the relationship between the magnetization and the amperian currents are represented by:

ja = CΩm
m, ka = CΓm

m, [ja,ka] = Ca
Ωm

m. (3.26)

In the A–PEEC formulation derived in Section 2.2, the amperian volume and surface currents

are adopted in the integral expressions of the electromagnetic potentials. Thus, it is convenient
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to introduce expansions for both Ja and Ka. Therefore, Ja is expanded by the following:

Ja(r) =

fm
∑

k=1

wf
k(r)jak

, (3.27)

the fluxes jak
, for k = 1, · · · , fm, are stored in the already defined array of DoF ja = (jak

).

Moreover, ja must satisfy also the first relation of (3.26).

Ka is instead expanded by the following:

Ka(r) =

ebm
∑

k=1

wfΓ
k (r)kak

, (3.28)

where wfΓ
k = n×we

k is the surface face shape function related to the kth boundary edge e
b
k with

triangular of quadrilateral support, n is the unit normal vector of the boundary support (i.e.

the boundary face), and kak
, for k = 1, · · · , ebm, are stored in the already defined array of DoF

ka = (kak
). Moreover, ka must satisfy also the second relation of (3.26). Expansion (3.28) can

be also derived by combining (3.23) with the definition of Ka =M× n.

The expansions (3.22), and (3.23), (3.27), and (3.28) can now be inserted in the integral

equation (2.55) derived in Section 2.2.3. Moreover, according to the Galerkin scheme, face

elements are adopted as test functions for (2.55).

By doing this, and thanks to a property of Whitney elements (consistency property) [59],

e.g.:

ãei =

∫

ẽi

Ae(r) · dl =
∫

Ω

wf
i (r) ·Ae(r)dΩ, (3.29)

the continuum integral equation (and thus the whole electromagnetic problem) can now be

written directly in terms of the previously defined arrays of DoFs. Thus, the discrete form of

(2.55) is given by

Reje + iωãe + G̃
a

Ωe
φ̃e = ẽ0, (3.30)

where

ãe = Le
eje + Le

mja + Le
Γm

ka, (3.31)

φ̃e =Peqe. (3.32)

Re is the sparse fe × fe PEEC electric resistance matrix representing the discrete form of

the constitutive equation (2.46). Its coefficients are

Reuk
=

∫

Ωe

ρe(r)w
f
u(r) ·wf

k(r)dΩ. (3.33)

Le
e, L

e
m, and Le

Γm
are instead the dense PEEC electric inductance matrices that represent

the integral terms of equations (2.51). The dimension of the volume matrices Le
e, L

e
m is fe × fe

and fe × fm, respectively, while the dimension of volume/surface matrix Le
Γm

is fe × ebm. For

the sake of conciseness, defining α = e,m and β = e,m, matrix inductance coefficients are

Lα
βku

= Lβ
αuk

= µ0

∫

Ωβ

wf
u(r) ·

∫

Ωα

wf
k(r

′)g(r, r′)dΩ′dΩ, (3.34)
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and

LΓm
αku

= Lα
Γmuk

= µ0

∫

Ωα

wf
u(r) ·

∫

Γm

wfΓ
k (r′)g(r, r′)dΓ′dΩ, (3.35)

which are symmetric due to the symmetry of the shape function.

Pe is instead the dense ((ve + f be ) × (ve + f be )) PEEC potential electric matrix representing

the discrete form of (2.42). Pe is subdivided into

Pe =

[

Pvv
e Pvs

e

Psv
e Pss

e

]

, (3.36)

where Pvv
e , Pss

e , and Pvs
e = Psv

e
T are the volume, surface, and volume/surface potential matrices

defined as:

P vv
euk

=
1

ε0VuVk

∫

veu

∫

vek

g(r, r′)dΩ′dΩ,

P ss
euk

=
1

ε0SuSk

∫

feu

∫

fek

g(r, r′)dΓ′dΓ,

P vs
euk

= P sv
eku

=
1

ε0VuSk

∫

veu

∫

fek

g(r, r′)dΓ′dΩ,

(3.37)

in which Vh and Sh indicate the volume and the area of a generic hth volume and surface cell,

respectively.

Expressions (3.37) can be derived from the Galerkin testing of (2.55) (combined with the

expansions (3.22), (3.27), and (3.28)) by applying the following property of the Whitney face

elements:

∇ ·wf
k =

1

Vu
, wf

h · n =
1

Sb
h

(3.38)

where Vu is the volume of the support of w
f and Sb

h is the area of the boundary face f
b
h related

to the kth Whitney face element. Indeed, the expansion of Je in (3.22) induces the following

expansion of the charge densities because of (3.38)

̺e(r) =

ve
∑

k

pvk(r)q
v
ek
, ςe(r) =

fb
e

∑

k

psk(r)q
s
ek
, (3.39)

in which pvk =
1
Vk

and psk =
1
Sb
k

, where Vk is the volume of the kth tetrahedral/hexahedral ele-

ment of the mesh and Sb
k if the area of the kth boundary triangular/quadrilateral face.

Matrices Re, Le, and Pe represent constitutive and integral interactions between the elec-

tromagnetic DoFs. In the CM discretization these kind of matrices define relationships between

DoFs which live on the primal grid with DoFs which live on the dual grid, following the one–to–

one relationships between the geometric entities of the two grids. Thus, Re, Le, and Pe matrices

represent the unlabeled arrows of the Tonti’s scheme in Fig. 3.6.

Expansions (3.22), (3.23), (3.27), and (3.28) can now be inserted in the integral continuum

equation (2.58) and, following the Galerkin scheme, the resulting equation is then tested with

the Whitney edge functions. Thus, the discrete form of (2.58) results in

Fm− C̃
a

Ωm
[ãm; ãmb ] = b̃0, (3.40)
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where
ãm =Lm

e je + Lm
mja + Lm

Γm
ka,

ãmb =LΓm
e je + LΓm

m ja + LΓm

Γm
ka.

(3.41)

F is the constitutive magnetic em × em matrix which represents the discrete form of the

constitutive equation (2.57) and its coefficients are given by

Fzs =

∫

Ωm

αm(r)w
e
z(r) ·we

s(r)dΩ. (3.42)

The expression of the coefficients of the volume inductance matrices Lm
e , L

m
m in (3.41) is still

given by (3.34), whereas the ones of the volume/surface matrices Lm
Γm
, LΓm

e , LΓm
m are given by

(3.35). The coefficients of the surface inductance matrix LΓm

Γm
are instead given by

LΓm

Γmuk
= µ0

∫

Γm

wfΓ
u (r) ·

∫

Γm

wfΓ
k (r′)g(r, r′)dΓ′dΓ. (3.43)

The evaluation of the inductance and potential coefficients requires the computation of double

volume or surface integrals. When the support of the basis and the test functions overlap the

integrand shows a singularity due the Green’s function. Thus, singularity extraction techniques

should be adopted in order to properly evaluate matrix coefficients. In the literature, several

singularity extraction techniques are proposed for the evaluation of the coefficients and the

computation of the electromagnetic fields in the post–processing. Some useful references are [60,

61, 62, 63, 64, 65, 66, 67].

The third equation in (3.24) can be combined with (3.32) leading to:

Da
Ωe

je + iωP−1
e φ̃e = 0. (3.44)

Then, (3.30), (3.40), and (3.44) can be written together, resulting in the final system of equations













Re + iωLe
e G̃

a

Ωe
iω[Le

m,L
e
Γm
]Ca

Ωm

PeD
a
Ωe

iω1 0

−C̃
a

Ωm

[

Lm
e

LΓm
e

]

0 F− C̃
a

Ωm
La
mCa

Ωm





















je

φ̃e

m









=









ẽ0

0

b̃0









, (3.45)

where

La
m =

[

Lm
m Lm

Γm

LΓm
m LΓm

Γm

]

, (3.46)

is the amperian inductance matrix.

The solution of this final system of equations provides also an approximate solution of the

continuum electromagnetic problem. Indeed, once obtained the values of je and m, qe, ja, and

ka are obtained from (3.49) and (3.26). Then, the (approximate) distribution of Je, Ja, Ka,

ρe, σe, and M can be obtained from the expansions (3.22), (3.27), (3.28), (3.23), and (3.39).

Therefore, the electric and the magnetic fields can be evaluated for field sources in the whole

space by using the integral expressions derived in Chapter 2.

The numerical features of (3.45) and the strategies to be adopted for its solution are thor-

oughly discussed in Chapter 4.
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3.1.3 Circuit interpretation

When the A–PEEC formulation is discretized, and hence (3.45) is solved, the CM approach offers

a natural circuit interpretation of the electromagnetic problem for the electric domain. Indeed,

the nodes ñe together with the boundary nodes ñ
b
e can be interpreted as electric circuit nodes,

while the edges ẽe can be interpreted as electric circuit branches carrying the electric currents je.

Thus, as in the standard PEEC discretization, the first row of (3.45) can be interpreted as KVLs

written for each branch of the equivalent electric circuit (dual edges ẽe) and G̃Ωe
represent the

graph of the equivalent electric circuit. The second row of (3.45) can be instead interpreted as

KCLs written for each node of the equivalent electric circuit (dual nodes ñe and dual boundary

nodes ñbe). Thus, for the electric domain only, the structure of the original PEEC elementary

circuit cell shown in Fig. 3.7 [21] can be adopted to represent the equivalent circuit derived from

the discretization of the electric domains.

However, the third row of (3.45) derived from the discretization of the magnetic domains,

does not offer the same circuit interpretation by means of the traditional PEEC elementary

circuit cell. Thus, when magnetic media are actually involved and the A–PEEC formulation

is discretized, the whole electromagnetic problem cannot be interpreted with the same circuit

interpretation introduced for the original non–magnetic PEEC method.

Thus an MNA Spice–like solver can not be directly used to solve (3.45) since a circuit with

the same structure as the electric one cannot be constructed for the magnetic domains.

Nevertheless, since the discretization of the electric domain allows an useful circuit interpre-

tation, the electromagnetic problem can now be easily coupled with lumped circuit components

with port currents jlk , with k = 1, ..., Nl where Nl is the number of the lumped element ports

[68]. As for the standard PEEC discretization, the coupling is handled by adding the lumped

elements to the circuit graph (as exemplified in Fig. 3.8) and solving the electromagnetic prob-

lem together with the KVLs and KCLs written for the lumped elements, so the array of DoFs

jl = (jlk) and φ̃el
= (φ̃el,k), with k = 1, ..., Nn where Nn is the number of the lumped nodes,

are added to the problem unknowns. Lumped ports can also be connected to internal ñe or

external ñb
e nodes of G̃Ωe

(usually the external ones for cases of practical interest), in which case

the incidence matrices Ae,l must be introduced in order to consider the connections between the

lumped elements and the nodes ñe and ñ
b
e. Moreover, as done in Section 3.1.1, the zero vector in

Rll Lell jel −+

el

iωqh iωqk

Pe
−1
hh Pe

−1
kk

ve+fb
e

∑

s 6=h

Pehs

Pehh
iωqes

ve+fb
e

∑

s 6=k

Peks

Pekk
iωqes

h k

el = e0l +
fe∑

s 6=l

(iωLe
els +Rels)jes +

fm∑

s
iωLe

mlsjas +
ebm∑

s
iωLe

Γm ls
kas

Figure 3.7: Elementary A–PEEC circuit cell for the lth electric face.
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Figure 3.8: Electric Equivalent Circuit, a 2D case exemplification.

the rhs of (3.45) can be also substituted with je0, which is the vector that stores j0,k, i.e. a pos-

sible external current injected in the kth dual node of the mesh. Thus, the final electromagnetic

problem coupled with lumped circuit elements can be written as
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e G̃
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T
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[
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]

0 F− C̃
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ẽ0

je0

b̃0

ul0
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, (3.47)

where Al,l is the incidence matrix which describes the connections between the lumped branches

and lumped nodes, Zl is the lumped impedance matrix, ul0 is the array which stores the external

voltage excitation of the lumped branches and jl0 is the array which stores the external currents

injected in the lumped nodes.

3.2 Discretization of the C–PEEC formulation

This section deals with the unstructured Cell Method discretization of the C–PEEC formulation

presented in Section 2.3.

Since the A–PEEC and the C–PEEC formulations are equivalent when magnetic media are

not involved, the more general case consisting of conductive, dielectric, and magnetic media is

here considered.

As in the A–PEEC method, conductive and dielectric media undergo the same discretization

procedure, thus, as in Section 3.1.2, the electric domain Ωe = Ωc ∪ Ωd is here considered. All

the definitions introduced for Ωe are still valid for Ωc and Ωd by simply changing the subscript

e with c and d, respectively.

The electric domain Ωe is discretized in the same way of Section 3.1.2. Thus, the primal

electric grid GΩe
consists of tetrahedral or hexahedral elements and primal electric geometric

entities are defined: ne nodes, ee edges, fe faces, and ve volumes [22]. Then, as in Section 3.1.2,

the augmented dual grid G̃a

Ωe
consisting of dual geometric entities (ñe+ñ

b
e, ẽe, f̃e, ṽe) is obtained

by taking the barycentric subdivision of GΩe
and adding the dual boundary nodes ñb

e [51]. Again,

since the dual grid has been obtained as the barycentric subdivision of the primal one, a one–to–

one relationship exists between the entities of the primal and the dual grid: ne ↔ ṽe, ee ↔ f̃e,

fe ↔ ẽe, ve ↔ ñe, f
b
e ↔ ñb

e.
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In the C–PEEC formulation, electric and magnetic media are handled with a unified ap-

proach. Thus, unlike the A–PEEC method, the same discretization procedure performed for

Ωe is now applied to the magnetic domain Ωm. However, in order to be consistent with the

Tonti’s scheme, the role of the primal and dual grids are exchanged in the discretization of the

magnetic domain. Indeed, the dual magnetic grid G̃Ωm
is now chosen to consist of tetrahedral

or hexahedral elements while the primal magnetic grid GΩm
is obtained as the barycentric sub-

division of G̃Ωm
, and thus it consists on general polyhedral (except when a structured case is

considered). Therefore, the dual magnetic grid G̃Ωm
consists of dual geometric entities (ñm, ẽm,

f̃m, ṽm) while the primal magnetic grid GΩm
consists of primal geometric entities (nm, em, fm,

vm) and it is augmented by inserting the boundary primal magnetic nodes n
b
m in a one–to–one

relationship with the dual boundary faces f̃
b

m. Thus, the augmented primal magnetic matrix

Ga
Ωm

consists of nm nodes, nb
m boundary nodes, em edges, fm faces, and vm volumes.

This choice in the definition of G̃Ωm
and GΩm

allows for a convenient collocation of the DoFs

related to the electromagnetic quantities. So, when the C–PEEC formulation is discretized, the

primal and dual electric grids (i.e. the ones for Ωe) are the ones represented in Fig. 3.3. Primal

and dual magnetic grids (i.e. the ones for Ωm) are instead shown in Fig. 3.9, where the only

difference with respect to Fig. 3.3 is the changing in the definition of primal and dual.

The electric current density vector Je is now expanded as in (3.22) and the array of DoFs

je is introduced with the same definition. In the C–PEEC formulation, the magnetic current

density vector Jm is introduced in (2.59) as equivalent source in the magnetic domains and it is

considered as unknown of the electromagnetic problem. Jm is now expanded by means of vector

face shape functions whose supports are the tetrahedral/hexahedral elements of G̃m:

Jm(r) =

f̃m
∑

k=1

wf
k(r)j̃mk

, (3.48)

where j̃mk
represents the flux of Jm through f̃mk

, i.e. j̃mk
=

∫

f̃mk

Jm · ds. The fluxes j̃mk
, for

k = 1, · · · , f̃m, form the array of DoFs j̃m = (j̃mk
) on faces f̃mk

∈ G̃Ωm
.

With the same definitions given in Section 3.1.2, the incidence matrices [51] representing

discrete gradient, curl, and divergence operators are defined for the primal and dual electric

grids: GΩe
(primal edges–primal nodes), CΩe

(primal faces–primal edges), and DΩe
(primal

nb
m

f̃
b

m

Figure 3.9: Augmented primal (Ga
Ωm

) and dual magnetic CM grids (G̃Ωm
) for the C–PEEC method. Boundary

dual faces f̃
b

m (blu face) and primal boundary nodes nb
m (red dots) are named in the figure.
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volumes–primal faces), G̃Ωe
(dual edges–dual nodes), C̃Ωe

(dual faces–dual edges), D̃Ωe
(dual

volumes–dual faces).

As done in Section 3.1.2, the f be × fe divergence selection matrix DΓe
which extracts the

boundary faces f be of GΩe
is introduced; the dual gradient selection matrix G̃Γe

= −DT
Γe

is also

introduced and the augmented divergence and augmented dual gradient matrices are defined as

Da
Ωe

= [DΩe
;DΓe

] and G̃
a

Ωe
= −DaT

Ωe
= [G̃Ωe

, G̃Γe
], respectively.

Since electric and magnetic media are considered in the same way in the C–PEEC method, the

same incidence matrices are now introduced for the magnetic domains. Thus, gradient, curl, and

divergence operators are defined for the primal and dual magnetic grids: GΩm
(primal edges–

primal nodes), CΩm
(primal faces–primal edges), and DΩm

(primal volumes–primal faces),

G̃Ωm
(dual edges–dual nodes), C̃Ωm

(dual faces–dual edges), D̃Ωm
(dual volumes–dual faces).

Then, keeping in mind that the role of the primal and dual grids is exchanged with respect the

electric domains, the f̃
b

m × f̃m dual divergence selection matrix D̃Γm
which extracts the dual

boundary faces f̃
b

m of G̃Ωm
is introduced; the primal gradient selection matrix GΓm

= −DT
Γm

is

also introduced and the augmented divergence and augmented gradient matrices are defined as

Da
Ωm

= [DΩm
;DΓm

] and G̃
a

Ωm
= −DaT

Ωm
= [G̃Ωm

, G̃Γm
], respectively.

As in Section 3.1.2, the electromagnetic fields, charges, and potentials are associated to

algebraic quantities that are properly associated to the entities of the primal and the dual grids.

Thus, the following arrays of DoFs which live on the primal and dual entities of the electric

domains can be introduced for the C–PEEC formulation:

• ẽ = (ẽek) on dual edges ẽe, ẽek =
∫

ẽek
E · dl,

• ẽ0 = (ẽ0k) on dual edges ẽe, ẽ0k =
∫

ẽek
Eext · dl,

• φ̃e = (φ̃ek) on dual nodes ñe and dual boundary nodes ñ
b
e, φ̃ek = ϕe(rne,k

),

• qv
e = (qvek) on primal volumes ve, q

v
ek
=

∫

vek

̺edv,

• qs
e = (qsek) on primal boundary faces f

b
e , q

s
ek
=

∫

fb
ek

ςeds,

• ãe = (ãei) on dual edges ẽe, ãei =
∫

ẽe,i
Ae · dl,

• aem = (aemi
) on primal edges ee, a

e
mi

=
∫

ee,i
Am · dl,

whereas, the following arrays of DoFs living on the primal and dual entities of the magnetic

domains are defined:

• h = (hk) on primal edges em, hk =
∫

em,k
H · dl,

• h0 = (h0k) on primal edges em, h0k =
∫

em,k
H0 · dl,

• φm = (φmk
) on primal nodes nm and primal boundary nodes nbm, φmk

= ϕm(rnm,k
),

• q̃v
m = (q̃vmi

) on dual volumes ṽm, q̃
v
mk

=
∫

ṽm,k
̺mdv,

• q̃s
m=(q̃smk

) on dual boundary faces f̃
b

m, q̃
s
mk
=
∫

f̃
b

m,k

σmds.

• am = (amk
) on primal edges em, amk

=
∫

em,k
Am · dl,

• ãme = (ãmek) on dual edges ẽm, ã
m
ek
=

∫

ẽm,k
Ae · dl,
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φm q̃m
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Figure 3.10: Tonti scheme for the C–PEEC method. Arrows without a label refer to resistance, inductance,
and potential PEEC matrices.

As one can notice, there are obvious similarities between the DoFs introduced for the electric

and the magnetic domains and this reflects the symmetries of the C–PEEC formulation in the

handling of electric and magnetic media.

As in Section 3.1.2, the array of DoF φ̃e is subdivided into φ̃e = [φ̃
v

e ; φ̃
s

e] and a one–to–one

relationship exists between φ̃e = [φ̃
v

e ; φ̃
s

e] and qe = [qv
e ;q

s
e]. A completely equivalent argument

holds also for φm = [φv
m;φ

s
m] and q̃m = [q̃v

m; q̃
s
m], where φ

v
m refers to the interior nodes nm of

Gm (in a one–to–one relation with ṽm) and φ
s
m refers to the boundary nodes nbm (in a one–to–one

relation with f̃
b

m).

The arrays of DoFs introduced above can be placed in the Tonti’s scheme shown Fig. 3.10

and they satisfy algebraic relations equivalent to the differential equations introduced in Section

2.3. For instance, the continuity equation (2.77) (in terms of DoFs) is given by the following

D̃Ωm
j̃m = −iωq̃v

m, D̃Γm
j̃m = −iωq̃s

m, D̃
a

Ωm
j̃m = −iωq̃m, (3.49)

and (3.24) is still valid for je, q
v
e , and qs

e.

As for the electric currents and charges, the expansion (3.48) adopted for Jm leads to the

following expansions of the magnetic charge densities:

̺m(r) =

ṽm
∑

k

pvk(r)q̃
v
mk
, ςm(r) =

f̃
b

m
∑

k

psk(r)q̃
s
mk
, (3.50)

in which pvk =
1
Vk

and psk =
1
Sb
k

, where Vk is the volume of the kth tetrahedral/hexahedral ele-

ment of G̃ and Sb
k if the area of the kth boundary triangular/quadrilateral face.
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The expansions (3.22), and (3.48) can now be inserted in the continuum integral equations

(2.92) and (2.93) derived in Section 2.3. Moreover, following the Galerkin scheme, the Whitney

face elements are adopted as test functions for both the resulting equations. Thus, the discrete

forms of (2.92) and (2.93) are given by

Reje + iωãe + G̃
a

Ωe
φ̃e +M1/ε0CΩe

aem = ẽ0, (3.51)

R̃mj̃m + iωam +Ga
Ωm
φm − M̃1/µ0

C̃Ωm
ãme = h0, (3.52)

where

ãe = Le
eje, am = L̃

m

mj̃m, ãme = Nm
e je, aem = Ñ

e

mj̃m, (3.53)

φ̃e = Peqe, φm = P̃mq̃m. (3.54)

The definition of the PEEC resistance matrix Re is the same one given in (3.33). The electric

inductance matrix Le
e has also the same definition of the one derived for the discretization of the

A–PEEC method and its coefficients are still given by (3.34). The same argument holds for the

potential matrix Pe, the definition of which is given in (3.36) and (3.37).

Matrices R̃m, L̃
m

m, and P̃m are instead the resistance, inductance, and potential magnetic

PEEC matrices. Their definitions are equivalent to the ones given to the corresponding electric

matrices. Thus, the sparse f̃m×f̃m PEEC magnetic resistance matrix R̃m represents the discrete

form of (2.85) and its coefficients are:

R̃muk
=

∫

Ωm

ρm(r)w
f
u(r) ·wf

k(r)dΩ. (3.55)

The dense f̃m × f̃m PEEC magnetic inductance matrix L̃
m

m instead represents the discrete

form of equation (2.73) (while Le
e is now related to (2.72)) and its coefficients are given by

L̃
m

mku
= L̃

m

muk
= ε0

∫

Ωm

wf
u(r) ·

∫

Ωm

wf
k(r

′)g(r, r′)dΩ′dΩ. (3.56)

The ((ṽm + f̃
b

m) × (ṽm + f̃
b

m)) PEEC potential magnetic matrix P̃m is instead the discrete

form of (2.79) and, as the corresponding electric matrix, it can be subdivided into

P̃m =

[

P̃
vv

m P̃
vs

m

P̃
sv

m P̃
ss

m

]

, (3.57)

where P̃
vv

m , P̃
ss

m , and P̃
vs

m = Psv
m

T are the volume, surface, and volume/surface potential magnetic

matrices defined as:

P̃
vv

muk
=

1

µ0VuVk

∫

veu

∫

vek

g(r, r′)dΩ′dΩ,

P̃
ss

muk
=

1

µ0SuSk

∫

feu

∫

fek

g(r, r′)dΓ′dΓ,

P̃
vs

muk
= P̃

sv

mku
=

1

µ0VuSk

∫

veu

∫

fek

g(r, r′)dΓ′dΩ,

(3.58)
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in which Vh and Sh indicate the volume and the area of a generic hth volume and surface cell,

respectively.

Matrices Nm
e and Ñ

e

m represent instead the mutual interaction between the electric and the

magnetic domains. In particular, the full (ẽm×fe)Nm
e matrix is the discrete form of (2.73) when

the magnetic potential Am produced by Jm is evaluated in the electric domain Ωe. Instead, the

(ee × f̃m) matrix Ñ
e

m is the discrete form of (2.72) when the electric potential Ae produced by

Je is evaluated in the magnetic domain Ωm. Thanks to the consistency property (3.29), Nm
e

and Ñ
e

m are defined by evaluating the line integral of the electric and magnetic vector potentials

along the primal and dual edges, i.e.

Nm
ewk

=µ0

∫

ẽw

(

∫

Ωe

wf
k(r

′)g(r, r′)dΩ′
)

· dl, (3.59)

Ñ
e

muh
=ε0

∫

eu

(

∫

Ωm

wf
h(r

′)g(r, r′)dΩ′
)

· dl. (3.60)

Finally, M1/ε0 and M̃1/µ0
are mass matrices of dimensions (fe × fe) and (f̃m × f̃m), respec-

tively. Their definition is given by

M1/ε0uk
=
1

ε0

∫

Ωe

wf
u(r) ·wf

k(r)dΩ,

M̃1/µ0wh
=
1

µ0

∫

Ωm

wf
w(r) ·wf

h(r)dΩ,

(3.61)

and they represent the terms 1
ε0
and 1

µ0

in (2.92) and (2.93), respectively.

Finally, the whole problem can be represented as an algebraic system of equations. Thus,

equations (3.54), (3.49), and (3.24) can be combined together resulting in (3.44) and

D̃
a

Ωm
j̃m + iωP̃

−1

m φm = 0. (3.62)

Then, (3.51), (3.52), (3.44), and (3.62) can be written together, resulting in the following

system of equations
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je
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ẽ0

0

h0

0













, (3.63)

where

K̃
e

m =M1/ε0CΩe
Ñ

e

m, (3.64)

and

Km
e = M̃1/µ0

C̃Ωm
Nm

e . (3.65)

As (3.45), the solution of (3.63) provides also an approximate solution of the continuum

electromagnetic problem. Indeed, once obtained je and j̃m, the vector arrays qe and q̃m are

obtained from (3.24) and (3.49), respectively. Then, the distribution of Je, Jm, ̺c, ̺m, ςe, and

ςm are obtained from the expansions (3.22), (3.48), (3.39), and (3.50). Finally the electric and

magnetic fields can be evaluated in the whole space by using the integral expressions derived in
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Chapter 2.

The numerical features of (3.63) and the strategies to be adopted for its solution are thor-

oughly discussed in Chapter 4, where (3.63) and (3.45) (i.e. the PEEC system of equation

derived from the A– and C–PEEC formulations) are also compared.

3.2.1 Circuit interpretation

When the C–PEEC formulation is discretized, and hence (3.63) is solved, the Cell Method

discretization approach offers a natural circuit interpretation of the electromagnetic problem

for both the electric and the magnetic domains. Indeed, the nodes ñe/nm together with the

boundary nodes ñbe/n
b
m can be interpreted as electric circuit nodes, while the edges ẽe/em can

be interpreted as electric circuit branches carrying the electric currents je/j̃m. Thus, the first

and the third rows of (3.63) can be interpreted as KVLs written for each branch of the equivalent

electric circuit (dual edges ẽe and primal edges em) and G̃Ωe
/GΩm

represent the graph of the

equivalent electric circuit. The second and the fourth rows of (3.63) can be instead interpreted as

KCLs written for each node of the equivalent electric circuit (dual nodes ñe plus dual boundary

nodes ñb
e and primal nodes nm plus primal boundary nodes nb

e). Thus, for both the electric

and the magnetic domains, the structure of the original PEEC elementary circuit cell shown

in Fig. 3.11 can be adopted to represent the equivalent circuit derived from the Cell Method

discretization.

It is worth noting that the circuit related to the magnetic domain can be considered as

a magnetic circuit mutually coupled with the electric circuit related to the electric domain.

Indeed,

Reje = ẽ0, (3.66)

can be considered as the (discrete) matrix version of the Ohm’s law, whereas

R̃mj̃m = h0, (3.67)

can be considered as the (discrete) matrix version of the Hopkinson’s law.

Thus, the problem can be in principle solved by means of a MNA Spice–like solver (more

details concerning this points are given in Section 4.2.1).

Rll Lell jel −+

el

iωqh iωqk

Pe
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hh Pe
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fe∑
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s
K̃

e

mj̃ms

Figure 3.11: Elementary C–PEEC circuit cell for the lth electric face. A completely equivalent cell can be
adopted to model the magnetic domains.
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Furthermore, as discussed for the A–PEEC formulation, the electromagnetic problem can

now be easily coupled with lumped circuit components and, as done in Section 3.1.1, the zero

vector in the second row of the rhs of (3.63) can be also substituted with je0, which is the vector

that stores j0,k (a possible external current injected in the kth dual node of the mesh).

Although it may not have a practical interest, artificial lumped magnetic elements can be

also connected to the equivalent magnetic circuit in order to simulate a hypothetical amper-turn

generator. Moreover, external magnetic currents can be injected by replacing the fourth row of

the rhs in (3.63) with j̃m0, which is the array of external magnetic currents.

Thus, the final electromagnetic problem coupled with (electric) lumped circuit elements can

be written as:
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ẽ0

je0

h0

0

ul0

jl0























, (3.68)

where Ae,l, Al,l, Zl, ul0, and jl0 have already been introduced for the A–PEEC system (3.47).

3.3 Extension to inhomogeneous media

In this section, some physical and numerical aspects concerning homogeneous media are first

discussed. More details related to this topic can be found in Appendix A (where the presence of

the charge density distribution inside conductive, dielectric, and magnetic homogeneous media

is discussed) and in Section 4.2.4 where the numerical techniques to be applied for a strong

imposition of the properties of the homogeneous media are presented.

Then, the case of inhomogeneous media is discussed and the extension of the discretization

schemes introduced in Sections 3.1 and 3.2 are given in order to properly handle inhomogeneous

media. In is worth noting that the handling of inhomogeneous media is essential for the extension

of the PEEC method to non linear materials. Thus, even if non linear media have not been

considered in the context of this thesis, the research concerning inhomogeneous media is also

spurred by the interest to extend the PEEC method also to this kind of devices.

Finally, the discretization of the C–PEEC formulation based on total div–free currents pre-

sented at the end of Section 2.3 is shortly presented. This particular formulation of the C–PEEC

method allows for naturally considering inhomogeneous media without introducing adjustments

during the discretization process.

3.3.1 Conservation properties of homogeneous media

Until now, only homogeneous media have been considered in the formulation. For this kind

of media, εr and µr are uniform values (or more generally tensor quantities) inside each (not–

touching) sub–domain of Ωd and Ωm. As shown in Appendix A, the volume charge densities

̺d and ̺m are always zero for this kind of media [39] (for the whole frequency range), while in

general ςd and ςm are not.
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When the C–PEEC method is considered, from (2.41) and (2.77), the vanishing of ̺d and

̺m also implies that

∇ · Jp = 0, ∇ · Jm = 0. (3.69)

Since the C–PEEC method is a particular form of Volume Integral Equation (VIE) method,

these conditions are naturally and implicitly imposed by (3.63), but not in a numerically strong

sense [69]. Indeed, all the effects of the full Maxwell’s equations are considered in (3.63), in-

cluding the ones due to the presence of possible bound volume charges ̺d and ̺m. Thus, since

Maxwell’s equations imply that ̺d = 0 and ̺m = 0 when homogeneous media are considered,

the solution of (3.63) must satisfy this property. However, as stated above, this condition is

actually imposed, but not in a numerically strong sense. Indeed, as mentioned in [70], when a

VIE is solved, the solution will be close to the right one, but the volume charge densities ̺d and

̺m will not be exactly zero inside Ωd and Ωm, particularly for the mesh elements close to the

boundaries Γd and Γm. Anyhow, this in general does not particularly affect the global quality

of the solution but it could be an issue when high accuracy is required.

In the A–PEEC formulation, the magnetic charges are not considered but the above dis-

cussion still holds with regard dielectric media. Instead, amperian currents are introduced as

equivalent sources in the magnetic domains. As more widely discussed in the following, also

the electromagnetic properties of the amperian currents (i.e. the magnetization) are implicitly

satisfied by system (3.45), but again not in a numerically strong sense. For instance, in steady

state condition and for non–conductive homogeneous magnetic media, only the surface ampe-

rian currents exist while the volume amperian currents are zero. This condition is not strongly

enforced by (3.45) and a distribution of Ja close to the boundary Γm is obtained also when

a zero frequency problem is solved. Anyhow, again this does not particularly affect the global

quality of the solution but it could be an issue when high accuracy is required or when the actual

distribution of the magnetization is important. Numerical techniques to be applied in order to

strongly impose ̺d = 0, ̺m = 0 (i.e. ∇ · Jd = 0, ∇ · Jm = 0) and the electromagnetic properties

of M are presented in Section 4.2.4.

In the above discussion, only dielectric and magnetic media have been mentioned. Instead,

the presence of free charge density inside conductive media is a sensitive issue which is discussed

in appendix A [71]. However, from an engineering point of view, ̺c is almost negligible for the

whole frequency range [70], while ςc ≃ 0 only when the frequency is sufficient low. Thus, the

above discussion concerning dielectric and magnetic media holds also for the conductive media

and in Section 4.2.4 also the case of conductive media is treated.

3.3.2 Inhomogeneous media

In this section, the case of inhomogeneous media [72] is considered. The extension of the C–

PEEC method is first considered. Then, the case of the A–PEEC method is discussed and finally

the discretization of the C–PEEC formulation proposed at the end of Section 2.3 which involves

the use of total div–free currents is presented.

C–PEEC method for inhomogeneous media

When inhomogeneous dielectric and magnetic media are involved, εr and µr must be considered

as functions of the position, i.e. εr(r) and µr(r). For the sake of clarity and simplicity, conductive
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domains are not considered in this section, thus the electric domain Ωe coincides with the

dielectric domain Ωd. Therefore, since we will refers to dielectric media and not to conductive

media, the subscript d is used instead of e.

Thus, starting from the following relations derived from the constitutive equations introduced

in Chapter 2,

P =(1− 1

εr
)D, (3.70)

µ0M =(1− 1

µr
)B, (3.71)

and applying the divergence operator to both the equations, the following expressions are ob-

tained:

∇ ·P =∇ ·
(

(1− 1

εr
)D

)

= (1− 1

εr
)∇ ·D+D · ∇(1− 1

εr
), (3.72)

∇ · (µ0M) =∇ ·
(

(1− 1

µr
)B

)

= (1− 1

µr
)∇ ·B+B · ∇(1− 1

µr
). (3.73)

Moreover, since ̺d = −∇ ·P and ̺m = −∇ · (µ0M), we finally obtain:

−̺d = ∇ ·P = (1− 1

εr
)∇ ·D+D · ∇(1− 1

εr
), (3.74)

−̺m = ∇ · (µ0M) = B · ∇(1− 1

µr
). (3.75)

When ideal dielectric media are considered (i.e. no free charges are presented in Ωd), equation

(3.74) reduces to

−̺d = ∇ ·P = D · ∇(1− 1

εr
), (3.76)

since ∇ ·D = 0.

Thus, unlike homogeneous media, volume bound charges are actually present when inhomo-

geneous dielectric and magnetic media are considered. Indeed, the rhs of (3.74), (3.75), and

(3.76) are non–vanishing quantities.

For the sake of clarity, let’s now distinguish two different cases:

(a) εr(r) and µr(r) are piecewise continuous functions, i.e. Ωd and Ωm consist of (homoge-

neous) sub–domains within which the permittivity and the permeability have unique values.

Thus, εr(r) and µr(r) show a discontinuity on the surfaces which divide the sub–domains;

(b) εr(r) and µr(r) are continuous smoothly varying functions in Ωd and Ωm.

Case (a) When εr(r) and µr(r) are piecewise continuous functions, equations (3.74) and (3.75)

must be handled in the distribution theory sense [39], since the computation of the gradient of a

noncontinuous function is required. Thus, considering that Ωd consists of two sub–domains Ωd1

and Ωd2
divided by the interface face Γ̄d∗ , and that Ωm consists of two sub–domains Ωm1

and

Ωm2
divided by the interface face Γ̄m∗ , we obtain

−ςd =(P1 −P2) · n = ((1− ε−1
r1 )− (1− ε−1

r2 ))D · n, (3.77)

−ςm =µ0(M1 −M2) · n = ((1− µ−1
r1 )− (1− µ−1

r2 ))B · n, (3.78)
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Figure 3.12: Graph adjustments for piecewise inhomogeneous dielectric media in C–PEEC method.

where the subscripts 1 and 2 indicate the left and the right side of the interface region between

the two (dielectric or magnetic) sub–domains, respectively, and n is the unit normal vector of

Γ̄d∗ and Γ̄m∗ . Thus, for a piecewise homogeneous material, the volume charge densities ̺d and

̺m are zero in Ωd and Ωm, while electric and magnetic surface charge densities ςd and ςm appear

in Γ̄d∗ and Γ̄m∗ , respectively.

It is clear now that the normal components of P and M (i.e. Jp and Jm) are discontinuous

in Γ̄d∗ and Γ̄m∗ . However, the Whitney face elements wf adopted in (3.22) and (3.48) for the

expansion of Jp and Jm impose the continuity of the normal component. Thus, if no adjustment

is done to the girds, no surface charge can lay on Γ̄d∗ and Γ̄m∗ .

To solve this problem (i.e. to allow a surface charge distribution on the interfaces between

different materials), the primal dielectric grid Gd and the dual magnetic grid G̃m are slightly

changed. For simplicity reasons, since in the C–PEEC formulation dielectric and magnetic

media are handled in a completely equivalent manner, the following discussion is carried out for

the dielectric media only.

First, the set of the interface faces which discretizes Γ̄d∗ is defined as f̄d. Thus, each trian-

gular/quadrilateral face f̄dk
∈ f̄d must be virtually divided into two faces, a left one fdk,1

and a

right one fdk,2
. So, two distinct current DoFs jpk,1

and jpk,2
must be considered: jpk,1

related to

fdk,1
, and jpk,2

related to fdk,2
, as shown in Fig. 3.12 for an equivalent 2–D case. The support of

the Whitney face function associated to jpk,1
is (only) the volume element which belongs to Ωd1

while the support of the Whitney face function associated to jpk,2
is (only) the volume element

which belongs to Ωd2
.

Then, interface (dual) nodes ñΓ̄d,k
are added to the grid, as exemplified in Fig. 3.12. More-

over, Da
Ωd

and G̃
a

Ωd
(i.e. the incidence matrix of the equivalent electric circuit) must be prop-

erly modified in order to consider fdk,1
and fdk,2

instead of f̄dk
and their connections with

ñΓ̄d,k
. These modified incidence matrices are defined as Dā

Ωd
and G̃

ā

Ωd
and they also satisfy

Dā
Ωd

= −G̃
āT

Ωd
.

Moreover, the contribution of the charge that lays on the interface faces f̄dk
must be taken

into account. Therefore, the array of DoFs qs̄
d = (qs̄dk

) which stores the charges laying on f̄dk
,

with k = 1, · · · , f̄d, must be defined. Each DoF, qs̄dk
, related to the charge which lays on the

interface face f̄dk
, must satisfy the continuity relation:

jpk,1
− jpk,2

= −iωqs̄dk
. (3.79)
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Thus, the discrete continuity equation for the general case of inhomogeneous dielectric media

becomes

Dā
Ωd

jd = −iωqā
d, (3.80)

where qā
d = [qv

d;q
s
d;q

s̄
d] and with a proper re–ordered of the entities of the mesh.

The array of DoFs φ̃
s̄

d, in a one–to–one relation with qs̄
d, must also be introduced, where

φ̃
s̄

dk
is related to the kth interface face f̄dk

. Subsequently, the electric potential matrix must be

properly augmented:

Pā
d =









Pvv
d Pvs

d Pvs̄
d

Psv
d Pss

d Pss̄
d

Ps̄v
d Ps̄s

d Ps̄s̄
d









, (3.81)

where Pvs̄
e = Ps̄vT

e , Pss̄
e = Ps̄sT

e , and Ps̄s̄
d are volume/surface and surface potential matrices

whose coefficients are given by (3.37). With the introduction of Pā
d, the discrete relation between

the scalar electric potential and the electric charges is finally given by

φ̃
ā

d = Pā
dq

ā
d. (3.82)

where φ̃
ā

d = [φ̃
v

d, φ̃
s

d, φ̃
s̄

d].

So, finally, (3.80) and (3.82), are combined together resulting in

Dā
Ωd

j̃d + iωPā−1
d φ̃

ā

d = 0. (3.83)

A completely equivalent procedure can be applied to the case of inhomogeneous magnetic

media resulting in

D̃
ā

Ω̄m
j̃m = −iωq̃ā

m, (3.84)

φā
m = P̃

ā

mq̃ā
m, (3.85)

where D̃
ā

Ω̄m
, φā

m, P̃
ā

m, and q̃ā
m have definitions equivalent to the corresponding dielectric ones.

Thus, the final system of equation for the case of inhomogeneous dielectric and magnetic

media is given by













Rd + iωLd
d G̃

ā

Ωd
M1/ε0CΩd

Ñ
d
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Pā
dD

ā
Ωd

iω1 0 0
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Nm
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m
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Ωm

0 0 P̃
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mD̃
ā

Ωm
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jd

φ̃
ā

d

j̃m

φā
m













=













ẽ0

0

h0

0













. (3.86)

When this procedure is adopted, and thus (3.86) is solved, (3.77) and (3.78) are strongly imposed.

Alternatively, the interface faces fdk,1
and fdk,2

can be interpreted as boundary faces (as the

ones on Γd), so ñΓ̄d
has not to be defined and the graph remains actually divided, as exemplified

in Fig. 3.13. With this choice, the value of σd which lays on fd is implicitly imposed by the

integral formulation as the sum of two charge densities that lay on fdk,1
and fdk,2

, but not in a

numerically strong sense. The same for the magnetic case.

Summarizing, following the circuit interpretation, the solution is given by replacing each
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Figure 3.13: Graph adjustments for piecewise inhomogeneous dielectric media in C–PEEC method. Implicit
imposition.

circuit branch representing an interface face with two distinct branches connected to two floating

nodes. The two floating nodes can be merged into a single interface node or remain distinct and

considered as normal boundary faces. For both cases, each one of the two distinct branches can

be represented by means of the traditional PEEC elementary circuit cell: one circuit node is the

interior node (i.e. the barycenter of one of the two tetrahedral/hexahedral elements sharing the

interface face), while the second circuit node is one of the two floating nodes placed in fdk,1
and

fdk,2
. Then, the two floating nodes can be merged into a single interface node (Fig. 3.12) or

remain distinct (Fig. 3.13).

Case (b) When εr(r) and µr(r) are continuous functions which smoothly vary in Ωd and Ωm,

Jp and Jm are continuous inside Ωd and Ωm.

Then, from (3.74) and (3.75), volume charge densities ̺d and ̺m appear inside Ωd and Ωm.

This case can be simply considered without forcing the divergence of Jp and Jm to be zero and

evaluating the entries of Rd Rm as shown in (3.33), and (3.55), where the value of ρd(r) and

ρm(r) depends from εr(r) and µr(r) point–by–point, respectively.

Alternatively, once the discretization of Ωd and Ωm is obtained, a given value of εr(r) and

µr(r) (e.g. the mean value or the barycentric value) can be associated to each mesh element,

leading to a piecewise constant approximation of the functions εr(r) and µr(r). Then, each mesh

face that separates two elements with different value of εr and µr must be treated as discussed

in Case (a). Thus, strongly inhomogeneous media can be handled by systematically treating

all the internal faces as interface faces.

A–PEEC method for inhomogeneous media

Since A–PEEC and C–PEEC methods are formally equivalent when magnetic media are not

involved, inhomogeneous dielectric media in the A–PEEC formulation can be handled in the

same way of the C–PEEC formulation, as discussed above.

These methods behave differently when magnetic domains are involved. Thus, the handling

of inhomogeneous magnetic media for the A–PEEC method is here discussed.
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The magnetization is related to the magnetic field as

M =
H

µr − 1
, (3.87)

Thus, by applying the curl operator to the above equation one obtains

∇×M =
1

µr − 1
∇×H+∇

(

1

µr − 1

)

×H. (3.88)

Moreover, since Ja = ∇×M and ∇×H = Jc + iωD, the following relations are obtained:

Ja = ∇×M =
1

µr − 1
∇×H+∇

(

1

µr − 1

)

×H, (3.89)

Ja = ∇×M =
Jc + iωD

µr − 1
+∇

(

1

µr − 1

)

×H. (3.90)

Thus, when homogeneous media are considered (i.e. µr is uniform inside each disconnected

sub–domain of Ωm), the volume amperian currents are not zero when the magnetic domain has

a conductivity greater than zero or when the frequency of the problem is not zero. When non–

conductive homogeneous magnetic media are considered, and when the frequency is low, Ja is

instead a negligible quantity.

When inhomogeneous magnetic media are considered, the term ∇
(

1
µr−1

)

×H in (3.90) is in

general a non–vanishing quantity which contributes to the value of Ja.

Two different cases are considered as above:

(i) µr(r) is a piecewise continuous function, i.e. Ωm consists of (homogeneous) sub–domains

within which the permeability has unique value and thus µr(r) shows a discontinuity on

the surfaces which divide the sub–domains;

(ii) µr(r) is a continuous smoothly varying function Ωm.

Case i When µr(r) is a piecewise continuous function, (3.90) must be handled in the distribu-

tion theory sense. Thus, considering that Ωm consists of two sub–domains Ωm1
and Ωm2

divided

by the interface face Γ̄
∗
m, we obtain

Ka = (M1 −M2)× n =

(

1

µr1 − 1
− 1

µr2 − 1

)

H× n, (3.91)

where the subscripts 1 and 2 indicate the left and the right side of the interface region between

the two magnetic sub–domains, respectively, and n is the unit normal vector of Γ̄m∗ . Thus,

surface amperian currents Ka appear in Γ̄m∗ .

It is clear now that the tangential component of M is discontinuous in Γ̄m∗ . However, the

Whitney edge elements we adopted in (3.23) for the expansion ofM impose the continuity of the

tangential component. Thus, if no adjustment is done to the magnetic gird, no surface amperian

current can lay on Γ̄m∗ .

To solve this problem, the primal magnetic grid Gm is slightly changed. First, the set of

the interface edges which discretizes Γ̄m∗ is defined as ēm. Thus, each edge ēmk
∈ ēm must

be virtually divided into two edges, a left one emk,1
and a right one emk,2

. So, two distinct

magnetization DoFs mk,1 and mk,2 must be considered: mk,1 related to emk,1
and mk,2 related

to emk,2
, as exemplified in Fig 3.14. The support of the Whitney edge function associated to
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Figure 3.14: Graph adjustments for piecewise inhomogeneous magnetic media in the A–PEEC method.

mk,1 are (only) the volume elements which belong to Ωm1
while the support of the Whitney

edge function associated to mk,2 are (only) the volume elements which belong to Ωm2
.

Then, an interface edge ẽΓ̄m,k
is added to the grid, as exemplified in Fig. 3.14. Moreover,

the contribution of the amperian surface current related to the interface edge ẽΓ̄m,k
must be

taken into account. Therefore, the array of DoFs ks̄
a = (ks̄ak

) which stores the amperian currents

related to ẽΓ̄m,k
, with k = 1, · · · , ēm, must be defined. Each DoF must fulfill the relation:

mk,1 −mk,2 = ks̄ak
. (3.92)

Thus, the discrete relations between the magnetization and amperian currents for the general

case of inhomogeneous magnetic media become

ja = CΩm
m, ka = CΓm

m, ks̄
a = Cs̄

Γm
m, (3.93)

where Cs̄
Γm

is the curl selection matrix which extracts the DoFs related to the left and right

magnetizations unknowns mk,1 and mk,2 resulting from the virtual splitting of the interface face

Γ̄m∗ . Thus, the third equation in (3.93) is the matrix form of (3.92).

With a proper re–ordering of the entities of the mesh, relations (3.93) can be written in a

compact form as:

[ja;ka;k
s̄
a] = Cā

Ωm
m (3.94)

where Cā
Ωm

= [CΩm
;CΓm

;Cs̄
Γm
] is the modified augmented curl matrix for inhomogeneous mag-

netic media. C̃
ā

Ωm
= Cā,T

Ωm
.

The array of DoFs ãm,s̄, in a one–to–one relation with ks̄
a, must also be introduced, where

ãm,s̄ is related to the kth interface edge ēmk
. Subsequently, the effects of the surface amperian

currents flowing in Γ̄m∗ must be taken into account. Thus, the volume/surface inductance

matrices Le
Γ̄m

and LΓ̄m
e (Le,T

Γ̄m
= LΓ̄m

e ), which represents the mutual effects between the electric

domain and ks̄
a, must be added. Moreover, the amperian inductance matrix (3.46) must be

properly augmented:

Lā
m =









Lm
m Lm

Γm
Lm
Γ̄m

LΓm
m LΓm

Γm
LΓm

Γ̄m

LΓ̄m
m LΓ̄m

Γm
LΓ̄m

Γ̄m









. (3.95)
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Figure 3.15: Graph adjustments for piecewise inhomogeneous magnetic media in the A–PEEC method. implicit
imposition.

Thus, the final EB-PEEC system of equation for the case of inhomogeneous magnetic media

is given by



















Re + iωLe
e G̃

a

Ωe
iω[Le

m,L
e
Γm
,Le

Γ̄m
]Cā

Ωm

PeD
a
Ωe

iω1 0

−C̃
ā

Ωm









Lm
e

LΓm
e

LΓ̄m
e









0 F− C̃
ā

Ωm
Lā
mCā

Ωm



























je

φ̃e

m









=









ẽ0

0

b̃0









. (3.96)

When this procedure is adopted, and thus (3.96) is solved, (3.91) are strongly imposed.

Alternatively, the interface edges emk,1
and emk,2

can be interpreted as a boundary edges,

so ẽΓ̄m,k
has not to be defined and the graph remains there divided, as exemplified in Fig. 3.15.

With this choice, the value of Ka which flows in Γ̄m∗ is implicitly imposed by the integral for-

mulation as the sum of two amperian currents that flow on the right and left side of Γ̄m∗ .

Summarizing, the solution is given by replacing each edge which discretizes Γ̄m∗ with two

distinct edges. The difference between the two magnetizations DoFs related to these edges

gives the value of the amperian surface current DoF, the effects of which must be considered by

augmenting the inductance matrices. By doing so, equation (3.91) is explicitly enforced.

Alternatively, Ωm can be actually cut in Γ̄m∗ . Thus, the two sides of Γ̄m∗ are considered as

normal boundaries, and then two distinct amperian currents are considered, one for the left part

and one for the right part. By doing this, equation (3.91) is implicitly enforced by the integral

formulation, but not in a numerically strong sense.

Case ii When µr(r) is a continuous function which smoothly varies in Ωm, M is continuous

inside Ωm. Then, from (3.90), volume amperian currents Ja appear inside Ωm. This case can be

simply considered by evaluating the entries of F as shown in (3.42), where the value of αm(r)

depends on µr(r) point–by–point.
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Alternatively, once the discretization Ωm is obtained, a given value of µr(r) (e.g. the mean

value or the barycentric value) can be associated to each mesh element, leading to a piecewise

constant approximation of the function µr(r). Then, each mesh edge that separates two elements

with different value of µr must be treated as discussed in Case (i). Thus, strongly inhomoge-

neous magnetic media can be handled in the A–PEEC method by systematically treating all the

internal edges as interface edges.

Discretization of C–PEEC formulation based on total div–free currents

The procedure presented in Section 3.3.2 for the handling of inhomogeneous media, which con-

sists in modifying the equivalent graph, leads to a duplication of the unknowns related to the

interface faces between domains with different values of εr and µr. Thus, when strongly inho-

mogeneous media are handled with the procedure described in Case (a), the dimension of the

final system of equations to be solved may grow significantly.

The C–PEEC formulation introduced in Section 2.3.1 (presented in [23] for the case of con-

ductive and dielectric media and extended to the case of magnetic media in [27] by the author)

allows reducing the computational cost when inhomogeneous media are considered. This method

indeed can be interpreted as an extension of the method proposed in [73] for the study of elec-

tromagnetic scattering by arbitrarily shaped inhomogeneous dielectric bodies.

Indeed, the unknowns adopted in this formulation are the total electric and magnetic currents

densities, Jtot
e and Jtot

m , introduced in (2.96), which are diverge free for both homogeneous and

inhomogeneous media. Thus, thanks to this choice of unknowns, no adjustment must be done

when inhomogeneous media are considered, and the DoFs on the interfaces between materials

are not duplicated.

Jtot
e and Jtot

m are expanded with the same procedure adopted in (3.22) and (3.48), resulting

in

Jtot
e (r) =

fe
∑

k

wf
k(r)j

tot
ek
, (3.97)

Jtot
m (r) =

f̃m
∑

k

wf
k(r)j̃

tot

mk
, (3.98)

where jtotek
represent the flux of Jtot

e through fek : jtotek
=

∫

fek
Jtot
e · ds. The fluxes jtotek

, for

k = 1, · · · , fe, are stored in the array of degrees of freedom (DoF) jtote = (jtotek
) on faces fek ∈ GΩe

.

An equivalent argument holds for jtotmk
and the corresponding array of DoFs j̃

tot

m is introduced.

The rest of the discretization follows the procedure described in Section 3.2 and the same

arrays of DoFs are introduced.

Finally, the expansions (3.97) and (3.98) are introduced in equations (2.100), (2.101), (2.102),

and (2.103). Then, following the Galerkin scheme, the resulting equations are tested with the

same Whitney face functions. Thus, the final algebraic system of equations to be solved is













Rtot
e + iωLtot

e G̃
a

Ωe
Km,tot

e 0

Ptot
e −iω1 0 0

−Km,tot
e 0 R̃

tot

m + iωL̃
tot

m Ga
Ωm

0 0 P̃
tot

m −iω1

























jtote

φ̃e

j̃
tot

m

φm













=













ẽ0

0

h0

0













, (3.99)
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where

K̃
e,tot

m =M1/ε0CΩe
Ñ

e,tot

m , (3.100)

Km,tot
e = M̃1/µ0

C̃Ωm
Nm,tot

e , (3.101)

and jtote , φ̃e, j̃
tot

m , and j̃
tot

m are the unknowns.

In (3.99), unlike (3.63), the electric and magnetic potentials are directly related to the elec-

tric and magnetic currents, respectively. Indeed, Ptot
e and P̃

tot

m are rectangular matrices with

dimensions
(

(ve + f be ) × fe
)

and
(

(ṽm + f̃
b

m) × f̃m
)

, respectively, and they can be subdivided

into Ptot
e = [Pv,tot

e ;Ps,tot
e ] and P̃

tot

m = [P̃
v,tot

m ; P̃
s,tot

m ].

The definitions of the (new) matrices in (3.99) (derived from the Galerkin testing of (2.100),

(2.101), (2.102), and (2.103)) are given by the following:

Rtot
euk

=

∫

Ωe

1

σ∗
e(r)

wf
u(r) ·wf

k(r)dΩ, (3.102)

R̃
tot

mwh
=

∫

Ωm

1

σ∗
m(r)

wf
w(r) ·wf

h(r)dΩ, (3.103)

Ltot
eku

= Ltot
euk

= µ0

∫

Ωe

wf
u(r) ·

∫

Ωe

σe(r
′)

σ∗
e(r

′)
wf

k(r
′)g(r, r′)dΩ′dΩ, (3.104)

L̃
tot

mku
= L̃

tot

muk
= ε0

∫

Ωm

wf
u(r) ·

∫

Ωm

σm(r
′)

σ∗
m(r

′)
wf

k(r
′)g(r, r′)dΩ′dΩ, (3.105)

P v,tot
eh,k

=
1

ε0Vveh

∫

veh

∫

Ωe

σe(r
′)

σ∗
e(r

′)
wk(r

′) · ∇′g(r, r′) dΩ′dΩ, (3.106)

P s,tot
eh,k

=
1

ε0Sfeh

∫

feh

∫

Ωe

σe(r
′)

σ∗
e(r

′)
wk(r

′) · ∇′g(r, r′) dΩ′dΓ, (3.107)

P̃
v,tot

mh,k
=

1

µ0Vvmh

∫

vmh

∫

Ωm

σm(r
′)

σ∗
m(r

′)
wk(r

′) · ∇′g(r, r′) dΩ′dΩ, (3.108)

P̃
s,tot

mh,k
=

1

µ0Sfmh

∫

f̃mh

∫

Ωm

σm(r
′)

σ∗
m(r

′)
wk(r

′) · ∇′g(r, r′) dΩ′dΓ, (3.109)

Nm,tot
ewk

=µ0

∫

ẽmw

(

∫

Ωe

σe(r
′)

σ∗
e(r

′)
wf

k(r
′)g(r, r′)dΩ′

)

· dl, (3.110)

Ñ
e,tot

muh
=ε0

∫

eeu

(

∫

Ωm

σm(r
′)

σ∗
m(r

′)
wf

h(r
′)g(r, r′)dΩ′

)

· dl, (3.111)

where σ∗
e and σ

∗
m are defined in (2.98) and (2.99), respectively.

This formulation offers a circuit interpretation similar to the one of Section 3.2.1. Moreover,

inhomogeneous media can be naturally considered without any adjustment of the equivalent

circuit and increasing of the number of unknowns.

Unlike the C–PEEC formulation of Section 3.2, in this method the coefficients of the integral

inductance and potential matrices depend on the material parameter that are frequency depen-

dent. Thus, when frequency sweep problem are considered, all matrices must be recomputed for

each value of the frequency. Moreover, the coefficients of Ptot
e and P̃

tot

m depend on the gradient
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of the Green’s function, which has a strong singularity that must be properly handled.

In the PEEC methods that use the traditional currents and the magnetization as unknowns

(i.e. Je, Jm, and M), the inductance and potential matrices exhibit useful numerical properties,

i.e. they are related to the concepts of magnetic and electric energy [21] (i.e. positive defi-

nite). In this particular C–PEEC method, instead, because of the dependence of the integral

matrices on the material parameters, these properties are less evident, since the inductance and

potential matrices depend on the material properties of the media involved. For instance, when

inhomogeneous media are considered, inductance and potential matrices are mo more complex

symmetric.

It is worth noting that the total currents are divergence free in Ωe and Ωm and they have

non–zero normal component in Γe and Γm, in general. Thus, the arrays of DoFs related to Jtot
e

and Jtot
m exhibit equivalent (discrete) properties, i.e.:

DΩe
jtote = 0, D̃Ωm

j̃
tot

m = 0. (3.112)

These properties are implicitly imposed by (3.99), but again not in a numerically strong sense.

In Section 4.2.4, the methods to be applied in order to strongly enforce the zero divergence of

Jtot
e and Jtot

m are presented.

3.4 Equivalent 2–D and 1–D PEEC models

When the shape of the devices or the electromagnetic problem provide an a priori knowledge of

the distribution of the unknowns, equivalent 2–D or 1–D models can be adopted. It is worth

noting that in this thesis 2–D and 1–D models refer to equivalent surface and linear models,

respectively, which are used to represent a 3–D device (with small thickness of small cross

section). Thus, even if the equivalent models are surfaces (2–D) or stick elements (1–D) the

problem is actually 3–D.

Typically, these equivalent models are adopted for the study of conductive media devices,

but they can also be adopted for the study of dielectric and magnetic media which allow the use

of these simplified models.

3.4.1 2–D models

When thin conductive devices are considered (e.g. antennas, printed circuits, etc.), equivalent

surface models can be adopted. Indeed, when the current is uniformly distributed along the

thickness of the device, the model can be meshed with only one element along the thickness [74,

75]. Thus, the 3–D model can be replaced with an equivalent 2–D model, i.e. a surface placed

in the middle of the thickness of the 3–D model [76].

For the sake of simplicity, a purely conductive case is considered (i.e. dielectric and magnetic

media are not involved). When an equivalent surface model is adopted, the volume conductive

domain Ωc is replaced with the equivalent surface domain Γ
2D
c . This domain is first discretized

into a triangular or quadrilateral grid GΓ2D
c

consisting of f2Dc faces, e2Dc edges, and n2D
c nodes.

Then, a dual grid G̃Γ2D
c

consisting of dual geometric entities (f̃
2D

c , ẽ2Dc , ñ2Dc ) can be obtained by

taking the barycentric subdivision of GΓ2D
c
. As for the 3–D case, the entities of the primal and

dual grids are in a one–to–one relation: f2Dc ↔ ñ2D
c , e2Dc ↔ ẽ2Dc , n2D

c ↔ f̃
2D

c . Moreover, the

following incidence matrices are defined for the primal grid GΓ2D
c
: GΓ2D

c
(primal edges–primal
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nodes) and CΓ2D
c

(primal faces–primal edges). The same can be done for the dual grid G̃Γ2D
c

defining the following incidence matrices: G̃Γ2D
c

(dual edges–dual nodes) and C̃Γ2D
c

(dual faces–

dual edges). These matrices satisfy the following properties: CΓ2D
c

GΓ2D
c

= 0, C̃Γ2D
c

G̃Γ2D
c

= 0,

CΓ2D
c

= −G̃
T

Γ2D
c
, and GΓ2D

c
= C̃

T

Γ2D
c
.

It is worth noting that, because of the introduction of the equivalent surface model, the

incidence matrices are now related to different mathematical operators. For instance, matrix

CΓ2D
c

is now related to the divergence operator.

Although a surface model is adopted, a thickness is still associated to GΓ2D
c
. Thus, faces f2Dc

are the 2–D equivalent of (3–D) volumes, edges e2Dc are the 2–D equivalent of (3–D) faces, and

nodes n2D
c are the 2–D equivalent of (3–D) edges. The conduction current is then expanded as:

Jc(r) =

e2Dc
∑

k

wfΓ
k (r)

1

δ
j2Dek , (3.113)

where j2Dek is the current DoF related to the kth edge (3–D face) of the mesh e2Dck and δ is the

thickness associated to the equivalent 2–D model Γ2D
c . Thus, the array of DoFs j2De which stores

j2Dek , for k = 1, · · · , e2Dc is introduced.

In analogy with the 3–D case, dual boundary nodes ñb,2d
c are added to G̃Γ2D

c
, thus the aug-

mented dual grid is defined as G̃a

Γ2D
c
. These nodes are in one–to–one relation with the bound-

ary edges eb,2Dc which discretize the contour of Γ2D
c defined as Λ2D

c = ∂Γ2D
c . Moreover, the

selection matrix CΛ2D
c

which extracts the boundary edges eb,2Dc of GΓ2D
c

is introduced. The

gradient selection matrix G̃Λ2D
c

= −CT
Λ2D

c
and the augmented matrices Ca

Γ2D
c

= [CΓ2D
c
;CΛ2D

c
],

G̃
a

Λ2D
c

= −CaT
Γ2D
c

= [G̃Γ2D
c
, G̃Λ2D

c
] are also introduced:

Then, in analogy with the 3–D case, the following arrays of DoFs are introduced:

• ẽ2D = (ẽ2Dek ) on dual edges ẽ
2D
c , ẽsek =

∫

ẽ2Dck
E · dl,

• ẽ2D0 = (ẽ2D0k ) on dual edges ẽ
2D
c , ẽ2D0k =

∫

ẽ2Dck
Eext · dl,

• φ̃v,2D

e = (φ̃
v,2D

ek
) on dual nodes ñ2Dc , φ̃

v,2D

ek
= ϕe(rñ2D

c,k
),

• φ̃s,2D

e = (φ̃
s,2D

ek
) on dual boundary nodes ñb,2D

c , φ̃
s,2D

ek
= ϕe(rñb,2D

c,k

),

• qv,2D
c = (q2Dck ) on primal faces f

2D
c , q2Dck = δ

∫

f2D
ck

̺cds,

• qs,2D
c = (q2Dck ) on boundary edges e

b,2D
c , qs,2Dck

=
∫

eb,2Dck

ςcds,

• ãe,2D = (ãe,2Dk ) on dual edges ẽ2Dc , ãe,2Dk = δ
∫

ẽ2Dck
A · dl.

The vector arrays related to the electric potential can be grouped in φ̃
2D

e = [φ̃
v,2D

e , φ̃
s,2D

e ] in a

one to one relation with q2D
c = [qv,2D

c ,qs,2D
c ].

Such as the 3–D case, the arrays of DoFs introduced above satisfy algebraic relations equiv-

alent to the differential equations introduced in Chapter 2.

For instance, the discrete continuity equation is now given by:

CΓ2D
c

j2De = −iωqv,2D
e , CΛ2D

c
j2De = −iωqs,2D

e , Ca
Γ2D
c

j2De = −iωq2D
e , (3.114)
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while the discrete relation between the potentials and the electric field is given by

ẽ2D = −iωãe,2D − G̃Γ2D
c
φ̃

2D

e + ẽ2D0 . (3.115)

The expansion (3.113) is now inserted in the continuum equations (2.34) and (2.35). Then,

the resulting equations are tested by using a Galerkin approach. Thus, the discrete form of

(2.34) and (2.35) is finally given by:

R2D
c j2De + iωãe,2D + G̃

a

Γ2D
c
φ̃

2D

e = ẽ2D0 , (3.116)

where

ãe,2D =Lc,2D
c j2De , (3.117)

φ̃
2D

e =P2D
c q2D

e . (3.118)

The ec × ec resistance matrix of a 2–D equivalent conductive model is given by

R2D
cuk

=

∫

Γ2D
e

ρc(r)

δ
wfΓ

u (r) ·wfΓ
k (r)dΓ, (3.119)

while the expression of the coefficients of Lc,2D
c is the same of the surface inductance matrix in

(3.43). The dimension of Lc,2D
c is ec × ec.

Matrix P2D
c , with dimension

(

(f2Dc + eb,2Dc )× (f2Dc + eb,2Dc )
)

, is instead subdivided as

P2D
c =

[

Pss,2D
c Psl,2D

c

Pls,2D
c Pll,2D

c

]

, (3.120)

where Pss,2D
c , Pll,2D

c , and Psl,2D
c = Pls,2D

c
T
are the surface, linear, and surface/linear potential

matrices defined as:

P ss
cuk

=
1

ε0SuSk

∫

f2D
eu

∫

f2D
ek

g(r, r′)dΓ′dΓ,

P ll
cuk

=
1

ε0LuLk

∫

eb,2Deu

∫

eb,2Dek

g(r, r′)dΛ′dΛ,

P sl
cuk

= P ls
eku

=
1

ε0SuLk

∫

f2D
eu

∫

eb,2Dek

g(r, r′)dΛ′dΓ,

(3.121)

in which Sh and Lh indicate the area and the length of a generic h–th face and boundary edge,

respectively.

Finally, combining (3.114) and (3.118), the whole problem can be written as

[

R2D
c + iωLc,2D

c G̃
a

Γ2D
c

P2D
c Ca

Γ2D
c

iω1

][

j2De

φ̃
2D

e

]

=

[

ẽ2D0

0

]

. (3.122)

In the above discussion, the more general discretization of an equivalent 2–D conductive

model has been presented. However, often the model is simplified, i.e. the boundary charges

qs,2D
c and the boundary potentials φ̃

s,2D

e are not defined. Thus, the primal and the dual grids

are not augmented, as well the incidence matrices. In general, for practical cases this further
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a) b)

Figure 3.16: Charge distribution for an equivalent 2–D model of a conductive plate excited by an external
electric field along the z direction. a) 2–D model with surface charges, values in C/m2. b) Simplified 2–D model

without surface charges C/m3.

Ωc Γ2D
c

Figure 3.17: Charge distribution from 3–D to equivalent 2–D model.

Figure 3.18: Current flow exemplification: leakage case.

simplification does not affect the quality of the solution. Indeed, when this simplification is

performed, the effects of the surface charges which lay on the boundary Λc (i.e. the surface

obtained by the extrusion of Λc along the thickness of the equivalent surface model) are neglected.

However, an approximate solution is obtained where the effects of the missing boundary charges

are replaced by the volume charges which lay on the faces (i.e. 3–D volumes) connected to the

boundary edges. In Fig. 3.16, the results obtained from a (complete) 2–D model (i.e. the boudary

charges are considered) and a simplified 2–D model (i.e. the boudary charges are neglected) are

shown for the case of a conductive plate excited by a vertical electric field. In order to allow

a clear visualization, the results obtained with the 2–D equivalent models are reported to the

original 3–D model. As one can notices, the values are scaled by a factor 0.01 which is the

thickness of the plate (δ = 0.01 m). Indeed, in Fig. 3.16.a the color scale is related to the surface

charge density C/m2 while in Fig. 3.16.a the color scale is related to the volume charge density

C/m3.

Even if the two charge distributions in the two cases of Fig. 3.16 are different, the electro-

magnetic fields evaluated in the points of the 3–D space are almost identical, except for the

points very close to the boundary of the conductive domain.

When a 2–D equivalent model is adopted (complete or simplified), an obvious approximation

is introduced. Indeed, Jc is approximated as a vector which flows with tangential direction with
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a) b)

Figure 3.19: Charge distribution in a conductive plate excited by an external electric field along the y direction.
a) 3–D model with surface charges. b) 2–D model with equivalent volume charges.

respect to Γ2D
c . Thus, the normal component of Jc (with respect of Γ

2D
c ) is completely neglected.

Furthermore, also the potentials A and Ae produced by the approximated Jc are neglected.

In volume conductive media, the volume charge density ̺c is in general truly negligible (see

Appendix A) while the boundary charge ςc must be taken into account when the frequency is

sufficiently high or when the capacitive effects are significant. From the continuity equation

(2.23), ςc is related to the normal component of Jc. When the complete simplified 2–D model is

adopted, the surface charge ςc is considered only on the boundary Λc, whereas the charge which

lies on the other two sides of the boundaries of the real 3–D domain are replaced by a charge

which lies on the (only) surface Γ2D
c , as exemplified in Fig. 3.17.

This approximation is appropriate when in the real 3–D problem Jc flows outside (or inside)

the 3–D domain from both the two sides, as exemplified in Fig. 3.18. Indeed, in this case a

surface charge distribution of the same sign lays on both the sides of the domain. Thus, this

two charge layers can be approximated by a volume charge of the same sign placed in Γ2D
c .

Instead, when the surface charge distributions have opposite signs in the two sides (for

instance, ςc,1 > 0 and ςc,2 < 0 in Fig. 3.17) the equivalent 2–D approximation could be totally

inappropriate, most of all when ςc,1 = −ςc,2. Indeed, no equivalent 2–D distribution can produce

the same effects of the real 3–D one.

In Fig. 3.19, the case of a square conductive plate excited by an external electric field along

the y direction is considered. Fig. 3.19.a shows the results obtained from a 3–D model of the

problem while Fig. 3.19.b shows the results obtained form the equivalent 2–D model, that are

clearly wrong.

The case considered in Fig. 3.19 is a very specific case, where the external field is purely

normal to the equivalent 2–D model (and so Jc too). Although this case is maybe not so

significant in the practice, it is clear that an equivalent 2–D model may not be capable of

properly reproduce all the electromagnetic effects of a real 3–D problem. Thus, the equivalent

2–D approximation must be properly adopted (i.e. when the tangential direction of Jc can

actually be imposed) or proper adjustments must be applied.

It is worth noting that the equivalent 2–D models are usually adopted when high frequency

problems involving conductive media are considered [77]. Indeed, when the frequency is suffi-

ciently high, the current is mainly distributed in the proximity of the boundaries of the conductive

device. However, although the current is concentrated in a very thin layer, its distribution is far
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from being uniform and indeed its distribution can be described by means of Bessel functions.

If the uniform distribution of the current is still enforced, a mean value of the current will be

obtained as solution of the electromagnetic problem. The solution in terms of electromagnetic

fields evaluated outside the device may be close to the real one but the quantities related to

the actual distribution of the conduction current density will be strongly affected because of the

approximation. For instance, if the interest is in the accurate evaluation of the Joule losses,

that are strongly affected by the actual distribution of the conduction current, the use of an

equivalent 2–D model will be probably inappropriate.

A solution to this problem can be the one proposed in [76], where the conduction current is

expanded by imposing an exponentially decay along the thickness. However, this solution may

extend the applicability of the use of equivalent 2–D models but it is not general. Indeed, as

stated in [76], a more general solution to this problem would require the adoption of higher order

Surface Impedance Boundary Conditions (SIBCs) [78, 79, 80], which is actually a sensitive topic.

The above discussion is related to a purely conductive case. However, when the C–PEEC

formulation is adopted, the same procedure can be applied to obtain an equivalent 2–D model

of the dielectric and the magnetic domains. Nonetheless, as shown for the case of the conductive

plate above, the equivalent 2–D model can be properly adopted when the currents (Je and Jm)

mainly flow in the tangential direction (as for the case of Fig. 3.16) or when they flow likewise

Fig. 3.18. The condition shown in Fig. 3.18 may represent the flow of the conduction current

along a transmission line (when the frequency is sufficiently high).

However, a similar condition is not common for the polarization and the magnetic currents

Jp and Jm. For instance, for thin magnetic media this condition could be fulfilled when the per-

meability is sufficiently high. Thus, the magnetization tends to flow in the tangential direction

and the two surface charge distributions laying in the two sides of the thin object may not be

purely mirror images (with reverse sign). Thus, an equivalent 2–D model as the one described

above can in principle be adopted also for dielectric and magnetic media. However, for some

practical case, the model for thin dielectric or magnetic media should be properly adjusted in

order to have an appropriate approximation of the real 3–D problem.

It is worth noting that with problems consisting of equivalent 2–D conductive models and

magnetic media, the mutual coupling between the two domains must be properly considered.

In the 3–D problem, the effects of the magnetic media on the electric domain are given by the

block term (1, 3) of system (3.63):

M1/ε0CΩe
Ñ

e

mj̃m, (3.123)

where aem = Ñ
e

mj̃m is the array of DoFs related to the edges of the tetrahedral/hexahedral mesh

of Ωe. Or more specifically, a
e
m stores the line integrals of Am along the edges of the tetrahe-

dral/hexahedral mesh of Ωe. Then, when aem is multiplied by the curl matrix CΩe
the resulting

array of DoFs is related to the fluxes of ∇×Am trough the faces of the tetrahedral/hexahedral

mesh fe. Then, matrix M1/ε0 projects these fluxes from the primal faces fe to the dual edges ẽe

of the electric grids. However, when an equivalent 2–D model is adopted, the faces of the mesh

are collapsed to edges. Thus, the evaluation of the mutual coupling between the electric and the

magnetic domains must be properly handled.

From the implementation point of view, one possibility is to virtually restore the real 3–D

structure of the electric domain. Thus, the term CΩe
Ñ

e

m can be replaced by the (e2dc × f̃m)
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Γ2D
c

δ

e2Dke3Dk1
e3Dk3

e3Dk2

e3Dk4

Figure 3.20: Restoring the 3–D model for the evaluation of the mutual coupling between the 2–D electric and
3–D magnetic domains.

matrix T̃
e,2D

m evaluated as:

T̃
e,2D

mkh
= Ñ

e

m,k1h + Ñ
e

m,k2h + Ñ
e

m,k3h + Ñ
e

m,k4h, (3.124)

knowing that CΩe
is a sparse matrix the coefficient of which are only −1, 1, and 0. The restored

3–D geometrical entities are shown in Fig. 3.20; Ñ
e

m,kuh, with u = 1, · · · , 4 is evaluated likewise
(3.60) for the four (restored 3–D) edges e3Dku

shown in Fig. 3.20.

Then, the matrix M1/ε0 is replaced by the corresponding equivalent 2–D one defined as

M2D
1/ε0

. The dimension of M2D
1/ε0

is e2Dc × e2Dc and its coefficients are given by:

M2D
1/ε0uk

=
1

ε0δ

∫

Γ2D
e

wfΓ
u (r) ·wfΓ

k (r)dΓ. (3.125)

Finally, when the electromagnetic problem consists of equivalent 2–D conductive models and

3–D magnetic models, the final system to be solved can be written as
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ẽ2D0

0

h0

0













, (3.126)

where a generic coefficient of the ẽm × e2Dc matrix Nm
e,2D is given by

Nm
e,2Dwk

= µ0

∫

ẽw

(

∫

Γ2D
c

wfΓ
u (r′)g(r, r′)dΓ′

)

· dl. (3.127)

The general case consisting of a mixture of equivalent 2–D models and 3–D models for both

electric and magnetic domains can be derived by performing similar adjustments on the equiv-

alent electric and magnetic 2–D models.

Finally, some consideration on the A–PEEC method. Clearly, since C–PEEC and A–PEEC

handle electric media in the same ways, an equivalent 2–D model can be constructed exactly as

above for the electric domains. For the magnetic domains instead it is not possible to define

an equivalent 2–D model based on the A–PEEC formulation (or at least its construction is not

straightforward). Indeed, when the 3–D models is collapsed to the equivalent 2–D one, the

definition of the amperian currents is partially lost and it may be restored by using distribution
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theory concepts.

3.4.2 1–D models

When electric or magnetic thin wires are considered, equivalent 1–D models can be adopted.

Likewise the case of equivalent 2–D models, when an equivalent 1–D model is adopted the

distribution of the currents is considered uniform (or at least known) in the cross section of the

wire. Thus, a discretization process similar to the one proposed above for the 2–D models can

be applied for the 1–D ones. More details concerning equivalent 1–D models can be found in

the work proposed by the author [19] where an equivalent 1–D PEEC model has been adopted

for the study of the Toroidal Field coils system of a thermonuclear fusion reactor magnets.

Clearly, as for the case of 2–D models, the adoption of equivalent 1–D models introduces some

simplifications and thus it may not be capable of properly reproducing all the electromagnetic

effects of a real 3–D problem. Thus, likewise the 2–D case, the equivalent 1–D approximation

must be properly adopted (i.e. when the currents mainly flow along the direction of the wire).

However, dedicated equivalent 1–D models which restore the real 3–D geometry can be developed

as the one proposed in [81] for the study of array magnetic wires.

In the context of an ongoing collaboration with Prof. Thomas Bauernfeind from the Tech-

nical University of Graz, Austria, a PEEC code for equivalent 1–D models has been developed

during the PhD thesis. Such code has been adopted for the design and the optimization of high

frequency electromagnetic devices (e.g. Near Field Communication Antennas) and the results

are disseminated in several joint publications [82], [83], [84], [85].



Chapter 4

Solution of the PEEC system of

equations

In Chapter 2, the A–PEEC and C–PEEC formulations have been presented. Then, in Chapter

3, both the formulations have been discretized by means of the Cell Method scheme leading to

the final algebraic system of equations (3.45) and (3.63) (or their variants when lumped circuits

elements or inhomogeneous media are considered).

In this chapter, the PEEC algebraic system of equations derived from the Cell Method

discretization of the A–PEEC and C–PEEC formulation are discussed. Indeed, depending on

the kind of problem to be solved (e.g. low and high frequency), the system of equations can

be properly handled and different solution strategies can be adopted in order to efficiently solve

the electromagnetic problem. Thus, in the following, the numerical properties of the A–PEEC

and the C–PEEC system of equations are discussed and different way to re–write the system are

proposed. Then, different solution strategies are proposed and discussed. The numerical issues

arising from the solution of the final system of equations (e.g. break down in frequency) are

discussed and the techniques to avoid this problem are presented.

It is worth noting that the storage and the computational effort required for the solution of

system of equations derived from VIE methods (as the PEEC method) grow rapidly with the

number of the unknowns. Thus, its solution may becomes unfeasible on standard workstations

when large problem are considered. Low–rank approximation techniques can be indeed adopted

to increase problem size while maintaining the same computing research. Although this topic is

indeed a solution strategy, due to its importance in the context of this PhD work, this argument

is not considered in this chapter while Chapter 5 is completely dedicated to that.

At the end of this chapter, academic and industrial numerical test cases are considered.

4.1 PEEC system of equations

The system of equations (3.45) and (3.63) (i.e. the ones obtained from the A–PEEC and C–

PEEC methods) are the final PEEC system of equations, where the unknowns are the currents,

the magnetization, and the potentials (as in the the traditional PEEC method where currents

and potentials were considered as unknowns).

Systems (3.45) and (3.63) show good numerical properties. However, they cannot be directly

solved when zero frequency problems are considered. Moreover, when objects with a relatively

fine discretization are considered, the storage and the computational effort required for the

solution of (3.45) and (3.63) may be unfeasible. Thus, in the following, the two system of

71
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equations are handled in order to allow a DC solution. Furthermore, they are also re–written in

a more compact form, i.e. by using a reduced number of unknowns.

In the following, for the sake of simplicity, the case of homogeneous media is considered

and the presence of the external lumped circuits elements is neglected. Indeed, the following

discussion can be easily extended to the case of inhomogeneous media and external lumped

circuit elements.

4.1.1 A–PEEC system of equations

The system of equations obtained from the Cell Method discretization of the A–PEEC formula-

tion for the case of homogeneous media is reported in (3.45), where lumped circuit elements are

not considered. By performing simple algebraic manipulations, (3.45) can be rewritten as
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[
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]
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je
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−iωb̃0









. (4.1)

Thanks to the relation between the primal and dual incidence matrices, the above system

of equations is symmetric. However, the inversion of Pe is required, which could be actually

unfeasible or really computationally expensive.

When the frequency is zero, the magnetic media do not affect the electric ones and the electric

and magnetic problems can be decoupled [86]. Moreover, conductive and dielectric media act

differently when the frequency is zero, thus they must be considered separately. Therefore, the

zero–frequency problem (4.1) can be written as

[

Rc G̃
a

Ωc

−Da
Ωc

0

][

jc

φ̃e

]

=

[

ẽ0

0

]

, (4.2)

for the conductive media, where coefficients of Rc are

Rcuk
=

∫

Ωc

ρc(r)w
f
u(r) ·wf

k(r)dΩ. (4.3)

The solution of the magnetostatic problem is instead given by

[

F− C̃
a

Ωm
La
mCa

Ωm

]

m = b̃0 + C̃
a

Ωm

[

Lm
e

LΓm
e

]

jc. (4.4)

The electrostatic problem for dielectric media instead needs a little more of discussion. In-

deed, when the frequency is zero the polarization currents Jp = iωP are obviously zero. Thus,

the polarization P must be now considered as the problem unknown and the array p = (pi), with

i = 1, · · · , fd, which stores the fluxes of P through the primal faces of the mesh is introduced.

Therefore, the electrostatic problem for dielectric media can be written as:

[

Rd0 G̃
a

Ωd

−PeD
a
Ωd

1

][

p

φ̃e

]

=

[

ẽ0

0

]

, (4.5)
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where coefficients of Rd0 are

Rd0uk
=

∫

Ωd

wf
u(r) ·wf

k(r)

ε0(εr(r)− 1)
dΩ. (4.6)

The above systems are obtained from the traditional form of the A–PEEC system of equa-

tions, where the potentials are considered as unknowns. Except for the discrete magnetic equa-

tion, the electric equations are in a form suitable for the Modified Nodal Analysis (MNA). Indeed,

the unknowns are the nodal potentials of the equivalent electric circuit (the reference node is the

infinite node) and the currents of the circuit branches with voltage sources (i.e. all the circuit

branches). Indeed, all the electric circuit branches can be modeled with the elementary PEEC

circuit branch shown in Fig. 3.7. Thus, each branch of the equivalent circuit is made of current–

controlled voltage sources, therefore each current must be considered as unknown. The choice

of write the final system of equations in MNA form is useful for Spice–like solvers. However, as

more widely discussed in Section 4.2.1, this choice is actually useful only for some specific case.

On the other hand, when problems of industrial interest are considered, it is convenient

to reduce the size of the final system of equations. Starting from system (3.45) and applying

the Schur complement it is possible to delete the presence of the electric potential from the

unknowns. Thus, the following system of equations is obtained:









Re + iωLe
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Ωe
PeD

a
Ωe

iω[Le
m,L

e
Γm
]Ca

Ωm

−C̃
a

Ωm

[
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LΓm
e

]

F− C̃
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Ωm
La
mCa
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[

je

m

]

=

[

ẽ0

b̃0

]

. (4.7)

This system of equations has a smaller dimension compared to (3.45) and by multiply the second

row for −iω it can be made symmetric. However, as discussed in Section 4.2.3, (4.7) may suffer

from numerical issues common to Integral Equation Method, e.g. the breakdown in frequency

[87]. Nevertheless, change of basis techniques can be applied to (4.7) in order to improve its

numerical properties and avoid the breakdown in frequency problem. These techniques are

presented in Section 4.2.4.

It is worth noting that even if φ̃e has been deleted from the unknowns of (4.7), when the

problem is solved φ̃e can be still evaluated by

φ̃e =
1

iω
PeD

a
Ωe

je. (4.8)

Moreover, the electromagnetic problem offers the same circuit interpretation and lumped cir-

cuit elements can be still considered. When lumped circuit elements are involved, the Schur
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complement can be applied to system (3.47) leading to
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(4.9)

which can be made symmetric (by multiplying the second row for −iω). The electric potentials
φ̃e,l related to the lumped nodes cannot be removed from the system. Indeed, they are not in a

one–to–one relationship with the electric charges.

The Schur complement can be also adopted to reduce the dimension of (4.5) leading to

[

Rd0 + G̃
a

Ωd
PeD

a
Ωd

]

p = ẽ0. (4.10)

Finally, similar considerations can be carried out for the case of inhomogeneous media starting

from system (3.96).

4.1.2 C–PEEC system of equations

When the Cell Method discretization is applied to the C–PEEC formulation, the system of equa-

tions (3.63) is obtained, where homogeneous media are considered and lumped circuit elements

are not involved. By performing simple algebraic manipulations, (3.63) can be rewritten as
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. (4.11)

The symmetry property of this system depends on matrices:

K̃
e

m =M1/ε0CΩe
Ñ

e

m, (4.12)

Km
e =M̃1/µ0

C̃Ωm
Nm

e . (4.13)

From a physical point of view, K̃
e

m and Km
e represent the mutual effects between electric and

magnetic media and they should satisfy K̃
e

m = KmT
e . However, unless sophisticated singularity

extraction techniques are adopted, the coefficients of Ñ
e

m and Nm
e are evaluated numerically

and an unavoidable approximation is introduced. Moreover, Ñ
e

m and Nm
e are obtained by inte-

grating the vector potentials along the edges, which also introduces an approximation; indeed

the electromagnetic potentials are obtained from the Green’s function and thus they are not

linear varying quantities in the 3–D space. Therefore, if K̃
e

m and Km
e are explicitly evaluated,

the resulting matrices do not exactly satisfy K̃
e

m = KmT
e . Indeed, both K̃

e

m and Km
e are two
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different (equivalent) numerical approximations of an exact integral operator. However, once

K̃
e

m is evaluated, the symmetry can be actually enforced by replacing Km
e with K̃

eT

m . Thus,

matrices M̃1/µ0
and Nm

e are not calculated.

Likewise the A–PEEC formulation, when the frequency is zero the electric and magnetic

problems can be decoupled. The resulting system for the case of conductive and dielectric media

are again given by (4.2) and (4.5). The magnetostatic problem instead is given by

[

R̃m0 Ga
Ωm

−P̃mD̃
m

Ωm
1

][

p̃m

φm

]

=

[

h0 + M̃1/µ0
C̃Ωm

Nm
e je

0

]

, (4.14)

where p̃m = (p̃mi
), with i = 1, · · · , f̃m is the array of fluxes of µ0M through the dual faces of

Ωm and coefficients of R̃m0 are

R̃m0uk
=

∫

Ωm

wf
u(r) ·wf

k(r)

µ0(µr(r)− 1)
dΩ. (4.15)

The system above is in the MNA form. Unlike the A–PEEC method, in the C–PEEC method

also the magnetic equation is written in the MNA form. Thus, the electromagnetic problem can

be theoretically solved by means of a MNA Spice–like solver. More details concerning this topic

are given in Section 4.2.1.

However, for most of the problems of industrial interest, it is convenient to reduce the size

of the final system of equations. Starting from (3.63) and applying a Schur complement it is

possible to delete the presence of the electric and magnetic scalar potentials from the system

unknowns. Thus, the following system of equations can be obtained:

[

Re + iωLe
e +

1
iω G̃

a
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PeD
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je
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ẽ0

h0

]

. (4.16)

This system has a smaller dimension compared to (3.63) and by multiplying the second row for

−1 it can be made symmetric. However, such as the A–PEEC method, this system may suffer

from numerical issues. This topic is discussed more in detail in Section 4.2.3.

The Schur complement can be also applied to (4.14), (3.68) (where lumped circuit elements

are considered), and also (3.86) for the case of inhomogeneous media, as above for A–PEEC.

Thus, the electric and the magnetic scalar potentials can be always removed from the unknowns

of the C–PEEC system of equations.

When the C–PEEC formulation based on the total div–free current is adopted, a completely

equivalent discussion can be provided and systems of equations similar to the ones presented

above can be obtained.

4.2 Techniques for the solution of the final algebraic sys-

tem of equations

As discussed in the previous section, the final algebraic system of equations can be written in

many different forms. Indeed, depending on the kind of problem to be solved, one of the previous

forms of the system should be more convenient that the others. Therefore, different solution
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strategies can be applied and, depending on the form of the final system of equations, different

solvers can be applied.

In the following, different possible solution strategies are discussed. Moreover, the numerical

properties and the numerical issues arising from the solution of final system are presented.

Finally, change of basis techniques which allow for strongly imposing the properties of the

unknowns and improve the numerical properties of the final system are presented.

4.2.1 MNA Spice–like solver

In the 70s, when the PEEC method was first proposed, due to the limited computing power

the studied systems were mainly small interconnects or PCB traces with very crude meshes.

Indeed, at that time the main interest on the PEEC method was the possibility to couple the

full Maxwell electromagnetic problem with the circuit problems (even huge ones) consisting of

lumped components with limited connectivity between ports.

When this kind of problems is considered, since the final coupled electromagnetic–circuit

problem mainly consists of lumped components, it is natural to consider the problem in the

context of electric circuits, rather than of electromagnetic fields. Thus, the more natural way to

solve the final problem is to adopt a Spice–like solver. Typically, the input file required by this

kind of solvers is the net list of the electric circuit to be solved and then the problem is written

in the MNA form by the software itself. In the most of the cases, the connections between the

components are limited, thus the resulting system of equations is a very sparse matrix (even of

huge dimension). Indeed, the solvers adopted in Spice softwares are usually direct solvers which

operate efficiently when the system is a sparse matrix, e.g. T. Davis’s KLU [88]. Therefore,

when this solution strategy is chosen, the final PEEC system of equations to be solved is (3.47)

for the case of the A–PEEC method, and (3.68) for the case of C–PEEC method. Actually,

the net list of the equivalent circuit (obtained from the Cell Method discretization of the PEEC

method coupled with the lumped elements) must be constructed and the resulting file is the

input of the Spice software. Thus, the final system of equations is actually assembled by the

software. One of the main advantage on the use of a Spice solver is that a lot of passive and

active circuit component models are already implemented in the Spice software. Thus, the user

can use them as black box components during the construction of the net list, which is a very

attractive feature for some kind of applications.

As already stated, it is worth noting that system (3.47) derived from the A–PEEC method

is not directly suitable to be written in MNA form. Indeed, the magnetic domains cannot be

represented by means of the PEEC elementary circuit branch and thus they must be further

handled [13]. Instead, the C–PEEC formulation proposed by the author offers the same cir-

cuit interpretation of both electric and magnetic domains by means of the traditional PEEC

elementary circuit cell.

Different ways to construct the net list from the equivalent PEEC circuit are shown in [89]

and [18]. However, as very clearly stated in these papers, with the current computing power the

use of a MNA Spice–like solver for solving the final electromagnetic–circuit problem is actually

feasible only when the discretized objects are represented with a small number of equivalent

electric branches (a few hundred). Indeed, the equivalent circuit components obtained from the

PEEC discretization are fully mutually coupled. Thus, with the increase of the number of mesh

elements the sparsity ratio of (3.47) and (3.68) decreases and the efficiency on the use of sparse

solvers is drastically reduced. Moreover, with most of the Spice solvers a very limited number
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of mutual connections between the lumped components is allowed. Furthermore, when a lot of

mutual connections are considered, the net list itself would require a considerable amount of

disk space and computational time for file reading.

Finally, it is worth noting that when Spice–like solvers are considered both frequency and

time domains simulations can be performed by using the same equivalent circuit (i.e. the same

net list). However, when the dynamic Green’s function is adopted (i.e. retarded effects are

considered) time domain analysis cannot be studied with traditional Spice software. Indeed, as

widely presented in Chapter 6, Marching On–in–Time (MOT) scheme should be applied to the

PEEC method in order to perform transient simulations considering the time delay effects in

the propagation of the electromagnetic fields.

4.2.2 Direct and iterative solvers for dense PEEC matrices

With the massive increase of the computing power and available RAM for the standard work-

stations, the interest in performing increasingly complex and computationally expensive electro-

magnetic simulations has grown up. For the applications where the air meshing is computational

expensive, integral equation methods are usually preferable to the Finite Element Method. The

PEEC method offers all the advantages of integral equation methods together with a useful cir-

cuit interpretation of the electromagnetic problem. Thus, when complex electromagnetic devices

are coupled with lumped circuit components, the PEEC method is competitive.

As discussed in Section 4.2.1, when the meshing of the electromagnetic devices requires a

relative high number of equivalent circuit branches, it is convenient to consider the problem

in the context of electromagnetic fields, rather than electric circuits. Thus, since MNA Spice–

like solvers cannot be efficiently used for the solution of coupled electromagnetic–circuit PEEC

problems, different solution strategies must be adopted.

As discussed in detail in Section 4.2.3, systems (3.47) and (3.68) show good numerical prop-

erties. Therefore, when the storage of the system matrix is not prohibitive in terms of memory

consumption, (3.47) and (3.68) can be solved by means of an LU matrix decomposition. It is

worth noting that, since the system of equations are symmetric (or they can be made symmet-

ric), only the lower triangular L matrix of the LU decomposition must be evaluated. The zgesv

routine of Intel R©Math Kernel Library LAPACK can be adopted for an efficient solution of the

final system of equations by means of the LU decomposition. However, since 2
3N

3 floating–point

operations ar required (where N is the matrix system dimension), it is convenient to operate on

a system as small as possible. Therefore, when this solution strategy is adopted, the compact

systems (4.9) and (4.16) are more desirable.

In recent years, the interest in using iterative solvers for the solution of the final PEEC system

of equations has been increasing. Indeed, the final purpose is to provide a method which allows

for an accurate approximation of the solution with a computational cost reasonably smaller than

that one required by LU decomposition. However, good results can be obtained only when an ap-

propriate preconditioner is adopted, which is currently a very sensitive issue. Interesting results

and discussions have been presented in [6] (a PhD work carried out by a former PhD student in

the G2Elab research group) where different preconditioning approaches have been investigated

for different PEEC formulations. In the literature concerning Volume Integral Equation meth-

ods, the sparse resistive matrices are usually adopted as preconditioners [90, 91]. However, all

these solutions are far from being general and more sophisticated preconditioning approaches
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should be adopted [92]. For instance, incomplete–LU (ILU) preconditioning has been investi-

gated in the literature in the context of scattering problems [93, 94]. Thus, the preconditioning

topic still requires a lot of research and a completely general solution is probably not possible

since the numerical nature of the final PEEC system is highly problem dependent.

Besides the problem of the computational cost required for the solution of the final system

of equations, the storage of the matrix itself is a sensitive issue which must be considered. For

all these reasons, in the context of this PhD thesis, the preconditioning topic has not been di-

rectly investigated. Instead, the application of low–rank approximation techniques to the PEEC

method has been examined and the use of iterative solvers has been mainly considered in the

context of low–rank approximations. Indeed, for problems of practical interest, low–rank ap-

proximation approaches are often mandatory. Thus, iterative solvers combined with appropriate

preconditioning techniques would be actually useful only when combined with low–rank approx-

imation methods. Some numerical experience are presented in Chapter 5.

Finally, the preconditioning topic is also affected by the conditioning number and the nu-

merical properties of the final system. In the following sections, the numerical issues emerging

during the solution of the final PEEC system are discussed and subsequently some techniques

to avoid these numerical problems are presented.

4.2.3 Numerical issues

The literature concerning the numerical issues arising when integral equation methods are solved

is very broad. In this section, the round–off /breakdown in frequency issue (which is probably

the most important and basic issue) is considered and the author refers the interested readers

to specific works for a more comprehensive discussion [95, 96, 97]. Moreover, another numerical

issue caused by the material coefficients of the A– and C–PEEC formulations is first discussed.

These two numerical issues (i.e. breakdown in frequency and the one due to the material

coefficients) are chosen for the discussion since they have been actually encountered during the

PhD thesis.

Material coefficients of the A–PEEC and the C–PEEC methods

In the A–PEEC formulation, dielectric and magnetic media are differently considered. The

resistance dielectric matrix, Rd, depends on the coefficient

ρd =
1

iωε0(εr − 1)
, (4.17)

whereas the constitutive magnetic matrix, F, depends on

αm =
µ0µr

µr − 1
. (4.18)

In the C–PEEC formulation, dielectric media are considered as in the A–PEEC formulation

while the resistance magnetic matrix, Rm, depends on

ρm =
1

iωµ0(µr − 1)
. (4.19)
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The A–PEEC method, which is based on the amperian interpretation of the electromagnetic

phenomena, suffers from a numerical issue when magnetic media with high permeability are

actually involved. Indeed, when increasing the relative permeability, the coefficient αm in (4.18)

tends to µ0 (i.e. αm → µ0 with the increasing of µr). For instance, numerically speaking, the

difference between µr = 100 and µr = 1000 is left to the last significant figures of αm and this

numerical information can be completely lost when floating–point arithmetic is used. Especially

when matrix F is added to other integral matrices which (due to the integration of the Green’s

function) are affected by numerical approximations orders of magnitude grater than the last

significant figures of αm (most of all for the non–zero entries of F which correspond to the self

and close–mutual coefficients of the integral matrices that are subject to the most significant

approximations).

It is worth noting that a similar numerical issue may arise also when coefficients (4.17) and

(4.19) are involved (i.e. when dielectric media are involved in the A–PEEC method or when

dielectric and magnetic media are considered in the C–PEEC method). However, the numerical

experiments during this PhD thesis showed that such issue is much less severe with respect the

one due to coefficient (4.18).

C–PEEC method is usually preferable to the A–PEEC formulation also for this reason.

Numerical test cases which show such numerical issues are reported in Section 4.3 and in Section

5.4 (in the context of low–rank approximation techniques).

Breakdown in frequency

When MNA Spice–Like solvers cannot be used, systems (4.9), for A–PEEC, and (4.16), for C–

PEEC, are preferable for their smaller dimension. For the sake of simplicity, magnetic media

are not considered in this discussion. Thus, under this assumption, (4.9) and (4.16) lead to the

same matrix system:

[Re + iωLe
e +

1

iω
G̃

a

Ωe
PeD

a
Ωe
]je = ẽ0. (4.20)

From a physical point of view, the three matrix terms at the left hand side of the equation are

related to the resistive, inductive, and capacitive interactions. The inductive and the capacitive

terms, in accordance with their physical interpretation, act differently with the varying of the

frequency. In order to provide an useful interpretation of the different terms, one can state that

the capacitive term 1
iω G̃

a

Ωe
PeD

a
Ωe

enforces the divergence of je while the inductive term iωLe
e

enforces the curl of je.

When the frequency is low, due to the different dependence on ω, the magnitude of the

capacitive term increases while the magnitude of the inductive term decreases. This different

dependence on the frequency leads to the well–known breakdown in frequency. Indeed, in low

frequency problems both the inductive and the capacitive terms act an important role. However,

when (4.20) is assembled, the capacitive term is orders of magnitude larger than the inductive

one. Thus, because of the use of floating point numbers, the information related to iωLe
e can be

completely lost when the inductive and the capacitive terms are summed together. When this

occurs, the solution of (4.20) is completely inconsistent because of severe system ill–conditioning.

This numerical issue can be related to the well defined round–off problem [98, 99] which arises

when two very different numerical quantities are added together in floating–point arithmetic.

It is worth noting that with the increase of the frequency a similar problem may arise since

the information related to the capacitive term can be canceled out by the increasing of the
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inductive term. However, with the increasing of the frequency others predominant numerical

issues may arise [100].

A naive approach to avoid this problem is to solve systems (3.47) or (3.68) instead (i.e. that

ones with the scalar potentials as unknowns). Indeed, in this larger system the capacitive and

the inductive effects are separated by keeping the scalar potentials as unknowns. Thus, the

breakdown in frequency problem does not arise. However, other approaches can be adopted in

order to avoid the breakdown in frequency while maintaining a small size of the final system. In

the following section, these approaches are described.

4.2.4 Change of basis

In this section, different change of basis techniques are presented. As stated in the previous

chapters, the final PEEC system of equations derived from the CM discretization of the A–PEEC

and C–PEEC formulations correctly enforce the electromagnetic properties of the unknowns, but

not in a numerically strong sense. Indeed, the final discretized equations are obtained from the

full Maxwell’s equations; therefore, all the electromagnetic effects are considered. However, due

to the discretization scheme, some of the properties of the unknowns (e.g. the divergence of

the currents) are imposed by the integral matrices, which are affected by unavoidable numerical

approximations.

As already discussed in Section 3.3.1, the numerically weak imposition of the electromagnetic

conservation properties usually does not affect the global quality of the solution, but it could be

an issue when high accuracy is required or when the actual distribution of the electromagnetic

fields is important. Moreover, when some specific property want to be enforced (e.g. div–free), it

is possible to adopt a change of basis in order to strongly impose such property and also reduce

the number of the unknowns, i.e. the dimension of the final system to be solved. Furthermore,

the change of basis techniques can be adopted to avoid the problem of the breakdown in fre-

quency.

In the following, the case of C–PEEC formulation is first considered. Then, the case of

magnetic media for the A–PEEC formulation is discussed.

C–PEEC

From a mathematical point of view, conductive and dielectric media have been considered to-

gether during the discretization of the formulations under the definition of electric media. How-

ever, the conduction and the polarization currents, from the physical point of view, show different

behaviors. Concerning conductive media, the following cases can be considered:

1. for low frequency problems and when capacitive effects are completely neglected, the con-

duction current Jc can be considered divergence free and with zero normal component on

Γc: ∇ · Jc = 0 and Jc · n = 0;

2. for high frequency problems the effect of the boundary electric charges can be considered

whereas the volume charge are neglected, thus the conduction current Jc can be considered

divergence free in Ωc but with a non–zero normal component on Γc: ∇·Jc = 0 and Jc·n 6= 0;

3. both the volume and surface charges are considered to be possible non–vanishing quantities,

thus ∇ · Jc 6= 0 and Jc · n 6= 0.
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For the case of dielectric media, the following cases are considered instead

1. for homogeneous media, the polarization current Jp is always divergence free in Ωd (bound

volume electric charges are null) whereas the normal component of Jp on Γd is generally

different from zero (bound surface electric charges are not null): ∇ ·Jd = 0 and Jd ·n 6= 0;

2. both the volume and surface charges are considered to be possible non–vanishing quantities

(which is the case of inhomogeneous media with smoothly varying permittivity), thus

∇ · Jp 6= 0 and Jd · n 6= 0.

Dielectric and magnetic media are considered with a unified approach in the C–PEEC

method, thus, completely equivalent considerations hold for Jm.

For the sake of simplicity, in the following the discussion is carried out considering the

electric current density je and no distinction is made between conductive and dielectric media.

Indeed, even if the physical reasons are different, conductive and dielectric media can be treated

equivalently. Moreover, a completely equivalent discussion can be done for the magnetic media.

It is worth noting that the same considerations can be provided when the total div–free

electric and magnetic currents are chosen as unknowns. These currents indeed always satisfy:

∇ ·Jtot
e = 0, Jtot

e ·n 6= 0 (and ∇ ·Jtot
m = 0, Jtot

m ·n 6= 0). Thus, when the C–PEEC method based

on the discretization presented at the end of Section 3.3.2 is adopted, those properties can be

strongly imposed as discussed in the following.

When the divergence free conditions want to be strongly imposed on Je, two main possibilities

are considered:

(i) A first possibility to enforce ∇ · Je = 0 and Je ·n 6= 0 is to impose Je = ∇×Tc, where Te

is an electric vector potential in Ωe. In matrix form, by means of the Cell Method, this

condition is given by

je = CΩe
te, (4.21)

where te = (tek) are the array of DoFs related to Te, i.e. tek =
∫

ee
Te · dl. Anyhow, to

guarantee the uniqueness of Te, a gauge should be introduced. Different ways to impose

this gauge can be adopted [101]. One of the most common technique is the Tree–Cotree

Gauging described in [102]. First, the tree edges etreee of the graph made up by the edges

ee ∈ GΩe
are defined. Then, matrix Cred

Ωe
is defined as a reduced matrix CΩe

where the

columns related to the tree edges have been deleted. Thus, Je = ∇×Te is now given by

je = Cred
Ωe

tcotreee , (4.22)

whereas ttreee is automatically set to zero imposing a gauge on Te. In order to impose

Je · n = 0 together with ∇ · Je = 0, the tree–cotree decomposition must be performed

building the tree in such a way that each cotree edge on Γe forms an independent loop

consisting of tree edges still located on Γe only. Then, also the cotree boundary edges are

eliminated from Cred
Ωe

leading to the new reduced matrix Cred∗

Ωe
. Thus, ∇ · Je = 0 and

Je · n = 0 is now given by

je = Cred∗

Ωe
tcotree

∗

e . (4.23)

This procedure is computationally simple. However, it is not valid when Ωe is a non–simply

connected region, unless some extra equations are added to the system [103].
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(ii) Another procedure based on the basis reduction scheme can be instead used. This proce-

dure is widely discussed in [104], where also a comparison with method (i) is presented.

Following this idea, a tree–cotree decomposition is first applied to the dual graph con-

sisting on dual edges ẽe ∈ G̃e (i.e. the circuit branches crossed by the currents je in a

one–to–one relation with the primal faces of the mesh fe). So, je can be subdivided into

je = [jtreee ; jcotreee ]. Now, in order to impose DΩe
je = 0 (i.e. ∇·Je = 0), a relation between

je and jcotreee must be obtained such that

je =

[

jtreee

jcotreee

]

=

[

V

1

]

jcotreee =M◦jcotreee . (4.24)

In [104], a depth–first method to construct the proper V is suggested. An efficient alter-

native method (which can be derived by following [105]) for obtaining V is by computing

the reduced row echelon form (RREF) of matrix D∗
Ωe
, where

D∗
Ωe

= [Dcotree
Ωe

,Dtree
Ωe

]

is a reordered DΩe
matrix where the columns that multiply jtreee are positioned as first

and the ones that multiply jcotreee as last. Since D∗
Ωe

is very sparse and it consists of 0, 1,

and −1 entries, its RREF can be evaluated by performing a QR decomposition, leading

to a very efficient algorithm (a fast MATLAB R© algorithm for that can be found in [106]).

Finally, since

RREF(D∗
Ωe
) = [1,−V],

the change of basis matrixM◦ is easily obtained and the condition ∇·Je = 0 and Je ·n 6= 0

is given by imposing je =M◦jcotreee . It is worth noting that this procedure is similar to the

one proposed in [107] where a set of independent loop current is selected as new unknowns.

Indeed, from a symbolic point of view, in (4.24) jcotreee can be substituted with j◦e, where

j◦ek is the kth loop current defined by the +1 and −1 coefficients of the kth column of M◦.

The condition Je · n = 0 is simply imposed by neglecting the presence of the boundary

faces from the equivalent graph. Instead, the global surface neutrality condition

∫

Γe

Je · ndΓ = 0, (4.25)

can be naturally imposed by considering the exterior region as a node of the graph in which

all the (dual) branches related to the boundary faces converge. This procedure holds for

both simply and non–simply connected domains.

Finally, with the aim of reducing the non–zero entries of M◦ (which is useful for reducing

the memory allocation and for the application of low–rank approximation, see Section 5.3)

it is useful to perform a reordering of the unknowns before the tree–cotree decomposition.

Indeed, with the aim of reducing the incidences between fundamental cut–sets and the

cotree edges, the faces of the mesh should be reordered by using the nested dissection

algorithm implemented in METIS libraries [108]. Then, the tree–cotree decomposition is

performed by selecting all the edges of the graph (faces of the mesh) following the reordered

order and, when possible, add them to the tree of the graph. Then, the construction of

M◦ proceeds from equation (4.24). In Fig. 4.1, matrix RREF(D∗
Ωe
)T obtained with and
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Figure 4.1: RREF(D∗
Ωe

)T obtained without (a) and with (b) the reordering technique.

without the use of this technique are shown.

As discussed in [6], method (i) can be considered as a particular case of method (ii) where

the independent loop currents are the smallest possible loops (the ones flowing around the edges

of the mesh, i.e. minimum support fundamental loops). Thus, in the following M◦ is only

considered and Cred∗

Ωe
is considered as a particular case of M◦.

The above discussion is adopted to strongly impose the div-free condition on the current

unknowns. However, the proposed methods can be also used to apply a discrete quasi–Helmholtz

decomposition of je [109], i.e. to separate the div–free and not div–free components of je. Indeed,

this topic which refers to the Loop–Star and Loop–Tree quasi–Helmholtz decomposition, has been

historically introduced to solve the breakdown in frequency related to the EFIE equation [110,

111]. In the following, this topic is only marginally discussed and the author refers interested

readers to more specific and exhaustive works in the literature [97].

The electric current density je (or equivalently j̃m) can be decomposed as

je =M◦j◦e +M⋆j⋆e, (4.26)

where M◦ is the loop matrix and j◦e is the array of the independent currents defined above. The

vector array j⋆e stores the star currents and M⋆ is the the star matrix. The kth star current

j⋆ek is instead defined as a linear combination of jc, where the +1 and −1 coefficients of the kth
column of M⋆ define the coefficient of that linear combination.

Matrices M◦ and M⋆ must satisfy

M⋆TM◦ = 0. (4.27)

Thus, from (4.27) and from the properties of the Cell Method incidence matrices, a possible

choice for M⋆ is

M⋆ = Dred T
Ωe

, (4.28)

where Dred
Ωe

is the DΩe
matrix without one row for each sub–domain Ωek.
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When (4.26) is applied, the capacitive effects are ruled by the term M⋆j⋆e. The inductive

effects instead are mainly produced by M◦j◦e. Indeed, since (4.26) is a quasi–Helmholtz decom-

position, inductive effects are also produced by M⋆j⋆e.

The square change of basis matrix

Qe = [M◦,M⋆], (4.29)

can now be applied to the system (4.20) where, for the sake of simplicity, only electric media are

considered. Thus, applying (4.26) and using QT
e as a projection matrix, system (4.20) becomes

[

M◦T [Re + iωLe
e]M

◦ M◦T [Re + iωLe
e]M

⋆

M⋆T [Re + iωLe
e]M

◦ M⋆T [Re + iωLe
e +

1
iω G̃

a

Ωe
PeD

a
Ωe
]M⋆

][

j◦e

j⋆e

]

=

[

M◦T ẽ0

M⋆T ẽ0

]

. (4.30)

In the system above, the capacitive term is only present in the matrix block (2, 2). Indeed, due

to the properties (4.27) and (4.28), the capacitive term vanishing in all the other matrix blocks.

One can notice that in the matrix block (2, 2) of (4.30), we still have two terms which shows

opposite behavior with the frequency. However, the term M⋆[iωLe
e]M

⋆ is much less significant

compared to M⋆[ 1
iω G̃

a

Ωe
PeD

a
Ωe
]M⋆ and, when the frequency is low, it can be also completely

removed (indeed, it models the negligible inductive effects due to the star unknowns).

Finally, by scaling the second row of (4.30) for ω2µ0ε0, the breakdown in frequency issue can

be removed and (with a further scaling of the polarization currents) the problem can be solved

till ω = 0.

Obviously, a completely equivalent procedure can be applied when magnetic media are con-

sidered. Thus, thanks to this change of basis technique, a system of the same dimension of (4.16)

(much smaller than (4.11) where the scalar potentials are kept as unknowns) can be adopted also

for the study of low frequency electromagnetic problems avoiding the breakdown in frequency

issue.

When for some physical reason the divergence free condition ∇ · Je = 0 and Je · n = 0 have

to be enforced, the star matrix M⋆ and the star unknowns j⋆e are not needed anymore. Thus,

the system to be solved becomes

M◦T [Re + iωLe
e]M

◦j◦e =M◦T ẽ0. (4.31)

It is worth noting that the equation above could have been directly derived from the formu-

lation of Chapter 2 by assuming the quasi–static assumption. Indeed, in (4.31), the effects of

displacement currents is not taken into account.

The dimension of the system (4.31) is
(

fe − (ve −Ne)
)

×
(

fe − (ve −Ne)
)

, where Ne is the

number of disconnected electric domains Ωe = Ωe1 ⊔Ωe2 ⊔ · · · ⊔ΩeNe
. Thus, when the property

∇ · Je = 0 and Je · n = 0 holds, it is convenient to solve (4.31) instead of (4.20) which has a

larger dimension.

When for some physical reason the condition ∇ · Je = 0 and Je · n 6= 0 have to be instead

enforced, a proper M◦ matrix (e.g. M◦ = Cred
Ωe
) can be directly adopted as a change of basis of
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(4.20). Thus, the following system holds

M◦T [Re + iωLe
e +

1

iω
G̃

a

Ωe
PeD

a
Ωe
]M◦j◦e =M◦T ẽ0. (4.32)

However, since CredT
Ωe

G̃Ωe
= 0 and DΩe

Cred
Ωe

= 0, (4.32) becomes

M◦T [Re + iωLe
e +

1

iω
G̃Γe

Pss
e DΓe

]M◦j◦e =M◦T ẽ0. (4.33)

Indeed, when ∇·Je = 0 the volume charge density is zero, thus only the surface potential matrix

is needed.

System (4.33) may suffer of the breakdown in frequency issue. However, only the currents

related to the boundary faces contribute to the capacitive effects. Thus, that unknowns can

be separated from the others and properly scaled. Thus, the breakdown in frequency can be

avoided also when (4.33) is adopted.

Finally, for the sake of completeness, when an electrostatic problem is considered, the loop

currents vanishing. Indeed, no electric conduction or polarization current flows and only free or

bound electric charges are present. This problem is represented by

M⋆T [Re0 + G̃
a

Ωe
PeD

a
Ωe
]M⋆p⋆

e =M⋆T ẽ0, (4.34)

where Re0 is equal to Rd0 in (4.6) for the case of dielectric media and Re0 is equal to the

null matrix for the case of conductive media. The array p⋆
e of star electric polarization fluxes

obtained from (4.34) then provides pe =M⋆p⋆
e and qe = Da

Ωe
pe.

When a change of basis is applied (e.g. (4.30)), the resistance, inductance, and potential

matrices are evaluated. Then, the change of basis matrices are applied and matrix–matrix

products must be carried out. The change of basis matrices are in general very sparse, however

the matrix–matrix products may still require a considerable computational effort. Furthermore,

both the old and the new matrices must be stored for a given time. Alternatively, the system of

equations can be directly assembled in the form (4.30). This is equivalent to use different basis

functions for the expansion of Je, i.e.

Je(r) =

N◦
∑

k=1

w◦
k(r)j

◦
ek
+

N⋆
∑

k=1

w⋆
k(r)j

⋆
ek
, (4.35)

where N◦ is the number of loop basis function and N⋆ is the number of the star basis functions.

The kth loop basis function w◦
k and the kth star basis function w⋆

k are obtained as a linear

combination of wf
k , i.e. (in MATLAB R© notation)

w◦
k =M◦(:, k)wf

k , w⋆
k =M⋆(:, k)wf

k . (4.36)

For instance, when M◦ = CΩc
, w◦

k becomes the curl–edge basis function related to the kth edge

of the mesh.

Thus, (4.30) can be alternatively written as

[

R◦◦
e + iωLe,◦◦

e R◦⋆
e + iωLe,◦⋆

e

R⋆◦
e + iωLe,⋆◦

e R⋆⋆
e + iωLe,⋆⋆

e + 1
iωΣ

T
Ωe

PeΣΩe

][

j◦e

j⋆e

]

=

[

M◦T ẽ0

M⋆T ẽ0

]

. (4.37)
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where ΣΩe
= Da

Ωe
M⋆, the loop–star resistance matrices are given by

R◦◦
euk

=

∫

Ωe

ρe(r)w
◦
u(r) ·w◦

k(r)dΩ, R⋆⋆
euk

=

∫

Ωe

ρe(r)w
⋆
u(r) ·w⋆

k(r)dΩ,

R◦⋆
euk

= R⋆◦
eku

=

∫

Ωe

ρe(r)w
◦
u(r) ·w⋆

k(r)dΩ,

(4.38)

and the loop-star inductance matrices are given by

Le,◦◦
uk =µ0

∫

Ω

w◦
u(r) ·

∫

Ω

w◦
k(r

′)g(r, r′)dΩ′dΩ,

Le,⋆⋆
uk =µ0

∫

Ω

w⋆
u(r) ·

∫

Ω

w⋆
k(r

′)g(r, r′)dΩ′dΩ,

Le,◦⋆
uk = Le,⋆◦

ku =µ0

∫

Ω

w◦
u(r) ·

∫

Ω

w⋆
k(r

′)g(r, r′)dΩ′dΩ.

(4.39)

It is worth noting that when w◦
k has a limited support (e.g. when M◦ = CΩc

) the coefficients

of the loop–star inductance coefficients can be evaluated without an excessive computational

effort. Instead, when longer independent loops are adopted (i.e. when the sparsity ratio of M◦

decreases), the support of w◦
k can be considerably large and the computational cost required for

the evaluation of the inductance coefficients grows.

Some considerations can now be done for the case of the C–PEEC method with div–free

total currents. When this method is adopted, the unknown currents always satisfy ∇ · Jtot
e = 0

while in general Jtot
e · n 6= 0 (the same for Jtot

m ). Thus, the above discussion still holds and the

loop matrix M◦ can be applied as a change of basis and projection matrix in order to strongly

impose the div–free condition of Jtot
e and Jtot

m as shown in [27] by the author.

Finally,it should be also noted that the change of basis procedure (complemented by an

appropriate scaling) allows for improving the condition number of the system to be solved and

they can be combined with ad–hoc preconditioning techniques [112].

A–PEEC

When the A–PEEC method is applied, electric media can be handled as shown in the previous

section. In the case of magnetic media instead the final system must be treated in a different

way.

In the A–PEEC method, the magnetization is introduced as unknown and it is expanded by

means of edge shape functions. Thus, whereas for the C–PEEC method the divergence of the

currents is investigated, for the A–PEEC the curl of the magnetization must be considered.

From the Maxwell’s equations and from constitutive relationship for magnetic media the

following relation can be derived:

∇×
( M

µr − 1

)

= Jc + iωD. (4.40)

For a non–conductive and homogeneous magnetic media (4.40) becomes

∇×M = iωε0(µr − 1)E. (4.41)
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Thus, when the frequency is sufficiently small, M can be considered to be curl–free. More in

general, as proposed by the author in [26], the magnetization can be decomposed as:

M = ∇ψm + iωPm, (4.42)

where ψm is a magnetic potential defined in Ωm and Pm is a magnetic polarization in Ωm.

Thus, an equivalent decomposition can be introduced for the discrete form [26]:

m = Gred
Ωm
ψm + iωpm, (4.43)

where Gred
Ωm

is a GΩm
without one column for each sub–domain Ωmk, ψm = (ψmk

) is defined

for each node nm of the mesh (except one for each sub–domain Ωmk considered as reference

potential) and pm is defined for each edge of the mesh.

Then, unlike what has been proposed in [26], the discrete decomposition (4.43) can be further

developed and it can be made a complete discrete Helmholtz decomposition (i.e. imposing the

dive–free property of pm) by imposing

pm = Cred T
Ωm

dm, (4.44)

where a Cred
Ωm

is a CΩm
matrix without a set of faces related to a (dual) tree. Indeed, as for the

loop–star decomposition, Cred T
Ωm

and Gred
Ωm

satisfy

(Cred T
Ωm

)TGred
Ωm

= 0. (4.45)

Then, the change of basis

m = [Gred, iωCred T ]

[

ψm

dm

]

= QA
m

[

ψm

dm

]

, (4.46)

can be applied to (4.7) (or to any system where m is considered as unknown) and QA,T
m is

adopted as projection matrix for the magnetic A–PEEC discrete equation.

When only magnetic media are considered, the discrete magnetic equation of the A–PEEC

method (reported here for the sake of clarity):

[F− C̃
a

Ωm
La
mCa

Ωm
]m = b̃0, (4.47)

does not suffer from the breakdown in frequency issue. Thus, the problem can be solved without

adopting the change of basis presented above. However, as already stated in the previous chapter,

when (4.7) is solved, the property of the unknowns are imposed, but not in a numerically

strong sense. For instance, when the frequency is low the volume amperian currents vanish,

i.e. ∇ × M ≈ 0. However, this condition is not strongly satisfied by (4.47) and an inaccurate

distribution of M is obtained. Applying the change of basis (4.46), the property of M can be

instead strongly imposed. Moreover, it is worth noting that when the frequency is zero (or close

to zero) QA
m can be chosen as QA

m = Gred
Ωm

. In this way the dimension of the system to be solved

is also decreased.
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4.3 Case studies and numerical examples

In this section, academic and industrial numerical test cases are considered. These studies

allow for comparisons between the A– and C–PEEC formulations. Moreover, the change of

basis solution strategies are shown. The numerical cases reported in this section have been

obtained without using low–rank approximation techniques and the MATLAB R© backslash has

been adopted to solve the system of equations. Thus, a LU decomposition has been adopted

resulting in a considerable computational cost for simulating industrial cases. However, other

numerical results obtained by using low–rank compression techniques are presented in Section

5.4 where computational costs are drastically reduced.

It is worth noting that most of the presented test cases are low frequency/medium frequency

problems and retardation effects have been rarely considered. Indeed, considering the framework

of the group of research of the University of Padova and Grenoble, the industrial applications

considered during the PhD thesis have been mostly related to this range of frequency (i.e.

when both inductive and capacitive effects must be considered and retardation effects can be

neglected). Nonetheless, the developed codes and the proposed methods can be also used for

the study of high frequency problems. However, it is worth noting that when retardation effects

are considered, the computation of the dense matrix coefficients is generally more complicated

with respect to the not–retarded case. Moreover, generally speaking, with the increase of the

frequency a finer mesh should be used, thus leading to a increase of the memory requirement.

Several 3–D, 2–D, and 1–D codes based on the A–PEEC and C–PEEC have been developed

during the PhD thesis. MATLAB R© has been used for the system assembly and data handling,

while MEX–FORTRAN functions combined with OpenMP libraries have been adopted for the

computation of the matrix coefficients and post–processing. Both tetrahedral and hexahedral

elements can be adopted for the mesh discretization of 3–D objects and both triangular and

quadrilateral elements can be adopted for the mesh discretization of equivalent 2–D models.

Thin wires can also be used for the discretization of equivalent 1–D models. Furthermore,

both external electromagnetic fields and lumped elements can be considered for the problem

excitation. The codes have been validated on several benchmarks including the cases shown

here.

4.3.1 Academic cases

Breakdown in frequency and loop–star decomposition With the aim of showing the

effects of the breakdown in frequency issue, the simple case of a 1 m × 1 m square conductive

plate with thickness 0.025 m is here considered. The plate in centered at the origin of the x–y

plane and it is excited by a uniform magnetic flux field directed in the z direction, i.e. Bext = uz,

Hext =
1
µ0

uz, Eext =
1
2 iωyux − 1

2 iωxuy . The conductivity of the plate is 57 · 106 S/m and

the frequency of the problem is f = 10 Hz. The PEEC model of the plate consists of 841

quadrilateral elements (i.e. the equivalent surface model described in Section 3.4.1 is adopted).

The problem is solved by using four different solution strategies (for the sake of clarity, the

4 system of equations actually solved are also reported):

1. the direct solution of (4.16) (which is equivalent to (4.7) since magnetic media are not

considered) without any change of basis:

[

Re + iωLe
e +

1
iω G̃

a

Ωe
PeD

a
Ωe

] [

je

]

=
[

ẽ0

]

, (4.48)
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2. the application of the loop–star change of basis discussed in Section 4.2.4, i.e. je =M◦j◦e+

M⋆j⋆e:

[

M◦T [Re + iωLe
e]M

◦ M◦T [Re + iωLe
e]M

⋆τ

τM⋆T [Re + iωLe
e]M

◦ τM⋆T [Re + iωLe
e +

1
iω G̃

a

Ωe
PeD

a
Ωe
]M⋆τ

][

j◦e

j⋆e

]

=

[

M◦T ẽ0

τM⋆T ẽ0

]

,

(4.49)

where τ is the scaling factor τ = ω
√
µ0ε0,

3. the application of the loop change of basis (star unknowns are set to zero), i.e. je =M◦j◦e:

[

M◦T [Re + iωLe
e]M

◦
] [

j◦e

]

=
[

M◦T ẽ0

]

, (4.50)

4. the application of the star change of basis (loop unknowns are set to zero) , i.e. je =M⋆j⋆e:

[

M⋆T [Re + iωLe
e +

1
iω G̃

a

Ωe
PeD

a
Ωe
]M⋆

] [

j⋆e

]

=
[

M⋆T ẽ0

]

. (4.51)

It is worth noting that, due to the kind of the problem excitation (magnetoquasistatic),

method 4 (i.e. system (4.51)) is not be capable to provide the right solution. Indeed, the

application of M⋆ neglects the rotational component of the fields, i.e. the rhs of the system

(4.51) is zero (or almost zero).

Moreover, due to the low frequency of the problem and the high conductivity of the plate,

the breakdown in frequency issue is very severe for this numerical study. Indeed, the norm

of Re (resistive effects), the norm of iωLe
e (inductive effects), and the norm of 1

iω G̃
a

Ωe
PeD

a
Ωe

(capacitive effects) are 2.917 · 10−6 Ω, 2.025 · 10−6 Ω, and 1.254 · 1011 Ω, respectively. Thus, it
is clear that round–off errors appear when system (4.48) is assembled and solved.

The results in term of Joule lossesWj where and the conditioning numbers of the final system

of equations (4.48)–(4.51) are reported in Table 4.1. Moreover, Fig. 4.2 shows the current density

vector distribution obtained from the four methods in a corner of the conductive plate.

As already stated, due to the low frequency and the kind of excitation of the problem, the

contribution to the solution of star unknowns is truly negligible. Indeed, results obtained from

the loop–star and the loop techniques are practically the same.

Even if the star change of basis strategy is actually not applicable to this kind of prob-

lem, it is interesting to note that the conditioning number of the loop system (4.50) is much

better than the one of the star system (4.51). However, both the conditioning numbers are good.

Table 4.1: Joule losses for the conductive plate

Wj [W ] Conditioning number

Direct solution of (4.16) 3.475712203115757 · 109 3.745284122585657 · 1018

Loop–star 1.909349947442374 · 106 8.323919981160288 · 104

Loop 1.909349947442374 · 106 17.283831696619270

Star 3.972944765077949 · 10−29 8.323919981198369 · 104
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Figure 4.2: Current density (real part) distribution obtained from: a) the direct solution of (4.16), b) the
loop–star change of basis strategy, c) the loop change of basis strategy, and d) the star change of basis strategy.

Values in A/mm−2.
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Figure 4.3: a) Electric polarization (real part) distribution, (C/m−2. b)) Electric charge density distribution
(C/m−3).

Finally, the same plate model is simulated by imposing an electrostatic excitation: Eext = ux,

f = 0 Hz. Complementary to the previous magnetoquasistatic problem, for this electrostatic

case the loop–star and the star solution strategies are able to provide the right solution. The

loop strategy would produce a null solution instead and (4.48) cannot be solved instead since
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Figure 4.4: Scattered electric field magnitude (V/m) on the xz-plane, dimensions in m. Left: 3-D PEEC-Hertz.
Right: COMSOL R©. Top: ℜ part. Bottom: ℑ part.

ω = 0. The results in terms of electric polarization vector distribution Pe (i.e. Je = iωPe, which

is not the dielectric polarization, see [30], Chapter 8, Section 8.3) and electric charges are shown

in Fig. 4.3

Dielectric and magnetic spheres Two spheres with 1 m radius, a dielectric one (εr = 2)

and a magnetic one (µr = 10) placed 3 m apart on the y–axis and excited by a linearly polarized

plane wave E0 = e−ik0xuz. Where k0 = 2πf
√
ε0µ0, f = 30 MHz. The magnitude of the real

and imaginary part of the scattered electric field has been compared with the Radio-Frequency

module of COMSOL R© with good agreement (Fig. 4.4). Small discrepancies are due to the sphere

meshes required by C–PEEC and FEM, the intrinsic differences of the two approaches, and the

numerical post processing adopted for C–PEEC.

Homogeneous anisotropic magnetic sphere The academic case of a homogeneous and

anisotropic magnetic sphere, µr =
[

7 2 3
2 8 4
3 4 9

]

, excited by a plane wave E0 = e−iωx/c0uz, with

f = 107 Hz, is considered. The radius of the sphere is 1 m and it is centered in [0, 1.5, 0] m.

Fig. 4.5 shows the scattered magnetic field evaluated by the C–PEEC code along a 16 m

straight line in the z direction, centered in the origin.

The results are compared with ones obtained with a commercial FEM software (COMSOL

Multiphysics R©, RF module). In the FEM simulation a third order discretization with tetrahedral

support has been adopted (∼ 11 · 106 DoFs) and FGMRES method with a relative tolerance of
10−10 has been chosen for the solution of the resulting linear system.
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Figure 4.5: Scattered magnetic field (real and imaginary part), (A/m). FEM: blue dots, PEEC–no–ch: red
solid line, PEEC–ch: black dashed line.

For the C–PEEC method, two solution strategies have been used: 1) the direct solution of

(4.16) without any change of basis (PEEC–no–ch), and 2) the change of basis procedure proposed

in Section 4.2.4 to apply the condition ∇ · Jm = 0, Jm · n 6= 0 (PEEC–ch). Thus, for PEEC–ch

the change of basis matrix Qm (i.e. j̃m = Qmj◦m) is chosen to be Qm = C̃
red

Ωm
(PEEC–ch), where

C̃
red

Ωm
is the reduced curl incidence matrix of the magnetic region.

The results of Fig. 4.5 show an excellent agreement between FEM and the C–PEEC method.

As previously discussed, as it can been seen from the imaginary part of the z component of H,

the accuracy of PEEC–ch is greater than the one of PEEC–no–ch; however, the both methods

are very accurate.

Inhomogeneous magnetic cube An inhomogeneous magnetic cube (1 m side) centered in

the origin and excited by a plane wave E0 = e−iωx/c0uz with f = 106 Hz is now considered.

The permeability of the cube is defined as µr(r) = 41− 40|r|/(1 m).
Fig. 4.6 shows the more significant components of the scattered magnetic fields evaluated

along a circular line (1 m radius) surrounding the cube in the yz–plane. The inhomogeneous

media is treated by the C–PEEC method in two different ways as explained in Case (b) in

Section 3.3.2, i.e. without the use of the interface faces (PEEC–no–int) and with the use of the

interface faces (PEEC–int) for all the internal faces. For PEEC–int, the barycentric value of µr

is assigned to each hexahedral element.

The solution is compared with the one obtained from the already mentioned FEM software.

Both PEEC–no–int and PEEC–int show an excellent agreement with FEM results.
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Figure 4.6: Scattered magnetic field (real part). FEM: blue solid line, PEEC–no–int: red dotted line, PEEC–int:
black dashed line.

Figure 4.7: NFC antenna model. Antenna: blue, FR4: red, ferrite foil: green.

4.3.2 Industrial cases

NFC Antenna

For this case, simulations were run on a Linux machine equipped with a dual 6-core/12-thread

processors (Xeon E5-2643 v4 @3.40GHz) and 512 GB of RAM.

The case of a real NFC antenna is now considered [113]. The device consists of a copper trace

(σc = 57 · 106 S/m, 35 µm thick, 1 mm wide) placed on a FR4 dielectric substrate (εr = 4.3).

The coil has outer dimensions of 30 mm×17 mm, while the FR4 substrate is 61 mm×52 mm
wide, with a 1.35 mm thickness. A ferrite foil (µr = 163), 40 mm×27 mm wide and with 100 µm

thickness, is mounted on top of the copper trace in order to reduce the detuning effects because

of the eddy currents. The operating frequency is f = 13.56 MHz.

The device is discretized into hexahedral elements and a lumped voltage source is connected

to the quadrilateral faces that discretize the terminals of the conductive antenna by means of

short circuit branches, as shown in Fig. 4.7.

The value of the equivalent impedance Zeq obtained from the simulations by means of the

A–PEEC and C–PEEC codes is compared with measurements [113], with the values obtained

from the already mentioned FEM software, and a well known commercial software based on
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Table 4.2: Equivalent Impedance NFC Antenna

Zeq mod.1 [Ω] Zeq mod.2 [Ω]

Measured 0.4589 + i55.3896 0.3630 + i34.8196

C–PEEC 0.4498 + i55.1837 0.3654 + i34.3945

FEM 0.4446 + i55.0611 0.3605 + i34.4629

IE 0.3302 + i57.6515 0.3299 + i35.5193

A–PEEC 0.3933 + i35.9283 0.3654 + i34.3945∗

∗ C–PEEC and A–PEEC are equivalent when
magnetic media are not involved.

10
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PEEC
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Figure 4.8: |Zeq | mod.1 vs. frequency. Values in [Ω].

IEM (IE). The results are shown in Table 4.2; for this study the device has been considered with

(mod.1) and without (mod.2) the presence of the ferrite foil.

From Table 4.2, it can be noticed that the results obtained from C–PEEC are in good

agreement with measured values and that C–PEEC method is capable to capture the influence

of the thin magnetic foil on the value of the active losses (i.e. real part of Zeq). A–PEEC,

instead, seems to be not capable of obtaining an accurate value of Zeq. This behavior often

emerges when thin magnetic objects are placed very closed to conductive media probably due

to the numerical issues discussed in Section 4.2.3 and to the numerically weak imposition of the

amperian currents distribution. Indeed, an inaccurate distribution of Ja andKa locally perturbs

the values of the electromagnetic fields, thus therefore also the value of Zeq. However, in order

to allows a fair comparison between the A– and the C–PEEC methods, the same mesh and the

same precision for the evaluation of the matrix coefficients have been adopted for A–PEEC and

C–PEEC codes.

Fig. 4.8 shows the magnitude of Zeq in the frequency range computed by the implemented

C–PEEC code and commercial software. Moreover, the electric and magnetic fields produced
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by the device along an elliptical line surrounding the NFC antenna are evaluated and compared

with the results obtained from FEM software. The support of the elliptical line is px = 0

mm, py = 30 mm·cosθ, pz = 4 mm·sinθ, with θ ∈ [0, 2π], and also for this analysis mod.1

and mod.2 are considered. The results of the magnetic and electric fields magnitude are shown

in Fig. 4.9. The computation of the electric and magnetic fields along the elliptical line has

been efficiently performed in parallel with Mex-OpenMP Fortran functions. For that case,

such computation time was truly negligible with respect to the time required for the system

assembling and solution. However, it is worth noting that such computation time may become

significant when the electromagnetic fields are evaluated in a great amount of target points.

Table I, Fig. 4.8, and Fig. 4.9 show a good agreement between the results obtained from the

implemented C–PEEC code, measurements, and commercial software.

Concerning the computational cost, the model adopted for FEM simulations consists of

a large amount of elements since very thin volumetric objects, such as the copper trace and

the magnetic foil, have been discretized. In particular the FEM model consists of ∼ 6.2 · 106
tetrahedral elements and 5,508 prisms (for the Perfectly Match Layer condition), leading to

∼ 39.3 ·106 DoFs, and required 4,230 s simulation time and 235 GB peak memory usage (PMU).

FGMRES solver with a relative tolerance of 10−7 has been chosen.

On the contrary, the C–PEEC method requires a small number of hexahedral elements for the

discretization of the conductive, dielectric, and magnetic domains. In particular, a very coarse

mesh consisting of 322 conducting, 1,374 dielectric, and 2,852 magnetic hexahedral elements is

sufficient to attain a very good accuracy in terms of the produced electromagnetic fields. Indeed,

concerning the evaluation of the electromagnetic fields, one element carrying a (mean) value of

the conduction current density is sufficient for the discretization of the cross section of the copper

trace. The number of DoFs of the final system is 17,335.

Since only homogeneous media have been considered, the change of basis procedure discussed

in Section 4.2.4 is adopted (i.e. ∇ · Jc = 0, Jc · n 6= 0, ∇ · Jd = 0, Jd · n 6= 0, ∇ · Jm = 0,

and Jm · n 6= 0), leading to 12,789 DoFs for the system to be solved in the reduced basis. The

simulation time is 98 s and the PMU is 10.7 GB.

On the other hand, the evaluation of the real part of the equivalent impedance (related to

the energy losses) requires a larger amount of elements for the discretization of the copper trace,
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Figure 4.10: Magnetic potential evaluated with C–PEEC code on the magnetic foil of the NFC antenna. Values
in A.
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Figure 4.11: Surface amperian currents evaluated with A–PEEC code on the magnetic foil of the NFC antenna.
Values in Am−1.

since it is necessary to obtain a good approximation of the real distribution of the conduction

current density vector, that is strongly affected by proximity effects. Thus, the model adopted

for A–PEEC and C–PEEC codes for the evaluation of Zeq consists of 6,480 conducting, 1,374

dielectric, and 12,060 magnetic hexahedral elements, leading to a total amount of DoFs equal

to 81,059 for the assembled system, 59,669 for the system to be solved, 4,817 s simulation time,

and 184 GB PMU (which, by appropriate optimization, can be reduced to ∼ 56 GB, i.e. the

memory required by the storage of the system to be solved). The C–PEEC system was solved

by an LU decomposition.

For the commercial IE software, since lumped voltage sources can be applied only to the

interior edges of surface models, an equivalent surface model has been adopted for the copper

trace and the two terminals of the antenna have been physically connected. The computational
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a) b)

Figure 4.12: a) L–C–T prototype. b) L–C–T Model.

cost is comparable with the PEEC one (coarse case). However, probably because of the use of

a too simplistic equivalent surface model, the real part of Zeq seems not to be influenced by the

presence of the magnetic foil, even when finer meshes are adopted. This can be an issue when

computing joule losses. Instead, with the 3–D C–PEEC code, volume models can be naturally

connected to lumped circuit elements allowing for properly evaluate the value of the active losses

of the NFC antenna, which is an important quantity to be considered during the design process.

Fig. 4.10 shows the magnetic scalar potential evaluated on the magnetic foil by C–PEEC

code. Fig. 4.11 shows the amperian surface current distribution, Ka, evaluated by the A–PEEC

code.

LCT transformer

The Unstructured–PEEC method based on the C–formulation with total div–free currents devel-

oped with MATLAB R© and parallel MEX–FORTRAN functions based on OpenMP libraries is

here adopted. The simulations were run on a Windows machine equipped with 6-core/24-thread

processors (Intel E5645 @2.40GHz) and 104 GB RAM.

The L–C–T component proposed in [2] is here considered. All geometrical and material

details of the device are reported in [114] (Appendix 4). The device is made by 16 copper layers

(70 µm thickness each) that compose the first and the second part of the primary winding of the

transformer. Any copper layer is printed on a dielectric substrate made of Kapton (εr = 3.3,

50 µm thick) or Preg (εr = 4.5, 140 µm thick). The magnetic core is made of Ferrite 3F3.

Fig. 4.12 shows a picture of the L–C–T component and its corresponding model. Note that

neither the dielectric nor the magnetic media are simply connected regions. The device is fed by

a voltage source connected to only two of the four terminals of the primary winding (Fig. 4.12).

Fig. 4.13 shows the model of the conductive domain of the L–C–T device, scaled along the

z–axis.

At low frequency, the device behaves as a capacitor. The primary winding is an open circuit

and the current flows from the first part to the second part of the winding thanks to capacitive

effects [2]. The working frequency of the device is close to the first resonance frequency, thus

the components acts like a transformer and a filter too. In Fig. 4.14 the magnitude and the

argument of the equivalent impedance (Zeq) obtained from the PEEC code are compared with

measurements and with the numerical results obtained from FEM and an Integral Equation

Method (IEM) commercial software. Fig. 4.15 shows the cases of the device without the the

magnetic core (no–core) and the case with the conductive media only (con-only). The PEEC
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Figure 4.13: LCT model, conductive domain scaled along the z direction. .
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Figure 4.14: Zeq absolute value and argument of the L–C–T component.

model of the (entire) L–C–T component is made by hexahedral elements and consists of 18,429

DoFs. The time required for the computation of the matrices is 545 s. The matrix system is

solved by means of LU decomposition and the solution time for a single frequency value is 733

s with 15 GB PMU.

For a frequency sweep analysis, the PEEC matrices can be computed only once. Then, for

each frequency value, the system (4.16) is assembled and solved.

In order to assess the computational cost required by FEM for the study of the L–C–T

component, three simulations have been run. Due to the small thickness of the layers a great

amount of elements is needed for the discretization. The FEM problem is first solved by adopting

liner basis functions (4,956,667 DoFs) and using a direct solver (MUMPS). This required 8,914
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Figure 4.15: Zeq absolute value and argument, no–core and con-only cases.

s and 380 GB PMU. Then, starting from the obtained solution, an iterative solver (FGMRES)

and quadratic basis functions are adopted to increase the solution accuracy (29,582,652 DoFs,

9,799 s, PMU of 430 GB).

The model adopted for the commercial IEM software consists of 35,243 DoFs and the mesh

is made by tetrahedral and triangular elements. An equivalent surface model is used for the

copper layers to include in the model the voltage excitation. The simulations requires 1,892 s

and a 19 GB PMU for each frequency value.





Chapter 5

Low–rank approximation applied

to PEEC

In Section 4.2, different approaches for the solution of the final PEEC system of equations have

been discussed. However, such as all integral equation methods, the storage and the computa-

tional effort required for the solution of the PEEC system of equations rapidly increase along

with the number of unknowns and its solution becomes unfeasible on standard workstations. Al-

ternatively, low–rank approximation techniques can be adopted to increase the size of the largest

solvable problem and, in most of the cases, they become mandatory numerical tools. Thus, all

the discussions of Section 4.2 should be considered under the context of compression techniques

allowing a great speed up in algebraic operations, such as matrix multiplication and solution of

linear systems.

During the last years, several low–rank compression techniques based on Hierarchical (H)–
matrices [7] and Adaptive–Cross–Approximations (ACA) [10] or Hybrid–Cross–Approximations

(HCA) [6] have been developed and successfully applied to integral equation methods [77].

In the context of this PhD thesis, the author decided to not develop new or ad–hoc low–

rank approximation approaches (which is a sensitive topic in applied mathematic context and

image processing but probably outside the area of expertise of computational electromagnetic

engineers). Instead, the use of different low–rank compression methods available in free and

highly optimized libraries has been investigated in the context of PEEC method for low and

high frequency problems. Moreover, the use of several numerical techniques previously described

(e.g. loop–star decomposition) have been investigated with the aim of improving the compression

performances of these libraries.

In this chapter, the HLIBPro library [115] (which relies on H– and H2–matrix representation

coupled with ACA) and STRUMPACK Dense Package (SDP) [116] (which relies on Hierar-

chically Semi–Separable (HSS) matrices) are investigated in the context of their application to

PEEC method. Thus, the theory beyond H–matrix, HSS matrices, and ACA is shortly intro-

duced. Then, the application of those methods to different PEEC problems is investigated and

the performances of H– and HSS matrices are also compared. Moreover, some numerical pro-
cedures which allow improving the compression performances of such libraries are discussed in

the context of numerical simulations of industrial devices.

101
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5.1 PEEC and low-rank approximation

In this PhD thesis, in accordance with several groups of research and works in the literature,

the PEEC method is interpreted as a particular form of Integral Equation method which allows

a natural and useful circuit interpretation of the full Maxwell electromagnetic problem [20].

In Chapter 2, two different PEEC formulations are derived based on the Amperian and

Coulombian interpretation of the magnetization phenomena, respectively. Then, in Chapter 3

these two PEEC formulations are discretized following the Unstructured discretization based

on the Cell Method. The final results of such discretization process are the algebraic system of

equations (3.47) and (3.68) where, as commonly done in the context of standard PEEC methods,

currents and potentials are considered as independent unknowns.

However, as discussed in Chapter 4, scalar potentials can be removed from the independent

unknowns resulting in a more compact PEEC system of equations (i.e. with a reduced number

of unknowns): (4.7) and (4.16). These systems of reduced size present some numerical issues

(which however can be prevented by using loop–star or other change of basis techniques) but they

are more suitable for the application of low–rank approximation techniques. Indeed, contrary

to (3.47) and (3.68) which are block structured matrices consisting of sparse (topology) and

dense (mutual interaction) matrix blocks, systems (4.7) and (4.16) have only (potentially low–

rank) dense matrix blocks. This more homogeneous composition of (4.7) and (4.16) allows for

an easier application of low–rank compression techniques and therefore they have been selected

when HLIBPro and SDP libraries have been adopted. However, it is worth noting that, at the

expense of a more complicated algorithm, low–rank compression techniques can also be applied

to the dense matrix blocks of (3.47) and (3.68) while keeping uncompressed the other sparse

matrix blocks. However, this possibility has not yet been investigated in the context of this PhD

thesis and is a possible future research topic.

For the sake of clarity and simplicity, in this chapter the reduced size PEEC system is adopted.

The PEEC system is indicated as M̄. A generic entry of the system matrix M̄ involves the double

integration of the Green’s function (2.17) which, for the sake of clarity, is here reported:

g(ω, r) =
e−ik0r

r
, (5.1)

where r is the geometric distance and k0 = ω/c0, in which c0 is the speed of light in vacuum.

In the next section, the basic theory concerning low low–rank approximation techniques

applied to matrix M̄ is discussed. However, even if the PEEC system is firstly represented with

M̄, it is worth noting that its actual structure (which depends on the media involved in the

problem, the frequency, change of basis, etc.) highly influences the compression performances,

how shown by the numerical test cases.

5.2 Low-Rank approximation

Although fully populated, the N×N matrix M̄ arising from the PEEC formulation contains low–

rank blocks (typically the ones far from the diagonal) that make M̄ suitable for the compression.

Thus, M̄ is commonly defined as a hierarchical off–diagonal low–rank (HODLR) matrix [117].

We recall that a complex valued matrix A ∈ C
m×n (e.g. a off–diagonal block of M̄) is low–rank
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if there exists a pair of matrices U ∈ C
m×k and V ∈ C

n×k, with k(m+n) < mn, such that [7]:

A = UV∗, (5.2)

where ∗ indicates the conjugate transpose operator and k is the exact rank of A. Therefore, M̄

can be expressed by a suitable data–sparse representation, that stores its rank–deficient blocks

by computing a reduced number of entries only. The remaining (high–rank blocks) are entirely

stored as dense matrices. Moreover, the use of a data–sparse representation allows a great speed

up in algebraic operations, e.g. matrix multiplication and solution of linear systems. It is worth

noting that the exact rank k of each low–rank block is not known a priori. Hence, the factors in

(5.2) are computed in approximate way by a rank–revealing factorization [118]:

‖A−Uk′V∗
k′‖F < ε, (5.3)

where ‖·‖F indicates the Frobenius norm, Uk′ ∈ C
m×k′

, Vk′ ∈ C
n×k′

, and k′ is the minimal rank

such that the approximation error is lower than a prescribed tolerance ε. The above truncated

factorization defines a low–rank approximation of the block A.

Different techniques may be applied to compute the low–rank approximation of a matrix. A

truncated SVD may be the easiest choice. However, since the cost of SVD is roughly O(mnk′),
when the size of A is not small enough, other factorization methods should be applied, avoiding

the access to all the matrix entries. Among different data–sparse representations, H–matrices,
H2–matrices, and Hierarchically Semi–Separable (HSS) matrices are commonly used.

Each one relies on a binary cluster tree that identifies the hierarchical partitioning of the row

and column indices of the matrix to compress, i.e. M̄. Once the matrix is partitioned, the high

and low–rank blocks are distinguished according to the chosen representation. Let I0 = {1, ..., N}
be the set of row/column indices of the matrix. The whole interval I0 identifies the root node

(cluster) τ0 that corresponds to the first level of the tree. A second level is obtained halving I0

into two parts, for example in equal subintervals I1 = {1, ...N2 } and I2 = {N
2 + 1, ..., N}, that

correspond to children nodes (clusters) τ1 and τ2, respectively. If at each level all the nodes are

recursively halved, the last p level contains 2p−1 nodes (clusters) without any children (these

nodes are also called leafs of the tree).

When discretizing operators involving kernel functions with geometric dependency as in (5.1),

each row/column index of the matrix is related to a specific unknown having one or more

geometric elements of the mesh as support (i.e. volumes, faces, edges, or nodes of the mesh).

Thus, each row/column index can be associated to a geometric coordinate in the 3–D space,

e.g. the barycenter of the support. In this regard, the tree construction can be managed by a

geometrical clustering, that splits the mesh with the aim of obtaining leaf nodes corresponding

to evenly populated mesh clusters. The described process leads to more general trees, where not

all the nodes may have been halved. This clustering process is exemplified in Fig. 5.1.

In the next two sections, on the basis of the previous general description of low–rank ap-

proximation of dense matrices, the theory of H– and HSS matrix representation (which are

the theoretical background of HLIBPro and STRUMPACK Dense Package libraries) is shortly

presented. It is worth noting that the discussion of the next section is far from being an ex-

haustive and comprehensive presentation of that topic. Thus, the author refers the interested

readers to dedicated references such as [119] for HSS matrix representation, [120] for H2 matrix

representation, [11] for a comparison between HSS and H2 matrix representation.
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Figure 5.1: Binary cluster tree with 4 leaf nodes τ̃ and related matrix partition.

5.2.1 HLIBPro, H– and H2–matrices

Once the row/column index coordinates are provided, a partitioning algorithm, based on geo-

metric bisection, splits the mesh into disjoint clusters and builds a binary tree which ends as

soon as a prescribed condition is reached (e.g. when leaf nodes contain at most a fixed number

of elements). It should be noted that each kth row/column index corresponds to the kth DoF,

which has a geometrical collocation in the space. For instance, if the DoFs are associated to the

faces of the mesh, the position of each kth DoF can be associated to the barycenter of the kth

face, i.e. rk. Thus, the kth row/column index is in turn associated to rk.

It is worth noting that, if the clusters contain suitably numbered unknowns, the off–diagonal

matrix blocks represent the electromagnetic coupling between unknowns belonging to pairs of

distant clusters. HLIBPro natively provides this functionality (i.e. partitioning algorithm).

Therefore, because of the decay of Green’s kernel with the relative distance between the clusters,

blocks compatible with a low–rank representation can be identified.

Let be (τk, τh) a generic pair of clusters belonging to the same tree level. The following

definitions are then introduced [121]:

diam(τk) := max {‖rk − rh‖2 : rk, rh ∈ τk} , (5.4)

dist(τk, τh) := min {‖rk − rh‖2 : rk ∈ τk, rh ∈ τh} , (5.5)

where rk and rh are the coordinates related to the row/column indices belonging to the clusters

τk and τh. Then, the tree is traversed from top to bottom and each pair of disjoint clusters

belonging to the same level are tested against the following admissibility criterion:

min{diam(τk), diam(τh)} ≤ η dist(τk, τh), (5.6)

where η is the admissibility parameter (0 < η < 2). The criterion identifies the H–matrix
format in which the system matrix M̄ will be compressed. If true, the corresponding blocks

Akh = M̄(Iτk , Iτh) andAhk = M̄(Iτh , Iτk) are expressed by a low-rank approximation, otherwise

the blocks are split in their sons following the tree structure and the procedure is repeated down

to the deepest level of the tree. The final hierarchical matrix structure includes non–admissible

high–rank blocks, stored as dense sub–matrices, and low–rank ones factorized by ACA or other

suitable methods. Indeed, HLIBPro allows for the use of different kind of compression techniques

such as: SVD, ACA, Advanced ACA, ACA with full pivot search, HCA, and rank revealing QR. If

A is a low–rank candidate to be stored, at each step ν, ACA computes a pivot row uν and column

vν of A in order to obtain a rank–1 approximation of the remainder matrix A − ∑ν−1
µ=1 uµv

T
µ

[10]. The algorithm adaptively increases the number of pivot rows and columns until, after k′
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steps, a prescribed relative tolerance εACA is obtained such that:

‖A−∑k′

µ=1 uµv
T
µ ‖F

‖A‖F
< εACA. (5.7)

ACA and Advanced ACA do not require to access all matrix entries, hence the approach

is completely matrix–free, i.e. no matrix blocks satisfying (5.6) are actually stored. User has

only to provide an element–access routine, able to compute each single entry required by ACA.

Once M̄ is compressed, a H–LU factorization is performed in H–matrix arithmetic and used as
preconditioner for a GMRES solver.

The experience gained from numerical experiments (partially reported in Section 5.4) indi-

cates that the use of H–LU preconditioner allows for a very efficient solution of the PEEC system

of equations by means of GMRES solver. An easy and general introduction to the construction

of H–LU preconditioner starting from H–matrices can be found in [6] (i.e. the PhD thesis of

a former PhD student of G2ELab). Other specific references concerning the solution and the

preconditioning of H–matrix system of equations can be found in [122], [123], [124], and [125].

5.2.2 STRUMPACK Dense Package, HSS–matrices

The approach of SDP library, based on HSS–matrix representation, is less conservative, since

a low–rank approximation is applied to all the off–diagonal blocks without any geometrical

admissibility criterion test.

The matrix is partitioned according to a binary tree which is constructed by recursively

halving the index interval. Its depth can be controlled by the user setting the number of levels

or the maximum size of leaf clusters. In the HSS representation, off–diagonal matrix blocks Akh

and Ahk, corresponding to tree nodes τk and τh, are factorized as [126]:

Akh = Ubig
τk

Bτk,τhV
big
τh

∗
, Ahk = Ubig

τh
Bτh,τkV

big
τk

∗
. (5.8)

In HSS format the bases Ubig
τk

and Vbig
τk

that identify the previous factorization are nested.

Namely, let τk be a parent node with children τ1 and τ2, the following property holds:

Ubig
τk

=

[

Ubig
τ1 0

0 Ubig
τ2

]

Uτk , Vbig
τk

=

[

Vbig
τ1 0

0 Vbig
τ2

]

Vτk . (5.9)

Otherwise, at leaf nodes Ubig
τk

≡ Uτk and Vbig
τk

≡ Vτk . The SDP low–rank approximation

algorithm is based on randomized sampling [127] combined with an Iterative Decomposition

(ID) factorization method [126]. Given a matrix A ∈ C
m×n, the ID finds a vector J of k′

column indices of A and a matrix X ∈ C
k′×n such that:

‖A−A(:, J)X‖F
‖A‖F

< εID, (5.10)

where εID is a prescribed tolerance. Let Rr,Rc ∈ C
N×k′′

be random matrices, in which k′′ is an

integer number fixed by the user. Then, row and column samples of the bases of M̄ are defined

as:

Sr = M̄R
r
, Sc = M̄

∗
Rc. (5.11)
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Opposite to HLIBPro, in SDP the tree is traversed in a bottom–up order. For each node τk, the

following matrices are defined:

Sr
τk
= Sr(Iτk , :)−DτkR

r(Iτk , :), (5.12)

Sc
τk
= Sc(Iτk , :)−D∗

τk
Rc(Iτk , :), (5.13)

where Dτk is the diagonal block M̄(Iτk , Iτk). Sr
τk
and Sc

τk
represent the action of the product

between the off–diagonal blocks M̄(Iτk , I0 \ Iτk), M̄(I0 \ Iτk , Iτk) with the given set of random
matrices [126].

If the selected τk is a leaf node, the diagonal block Dτk is stored as a dense matrix. Then,

the ID factorization of samples Sr
τk
and Sc

τk
yields to factors Uτk , Vτk and to vectors Jr

τk
, Jc

τk

that are subsets of Iτk . Otherwise, if τk has children τ1 and τ2, Uτk and Vτk together with

Jr
τk
and Jc

τk
are computed by ID. Then, Ubig

τk
and Vbig

τk
are evaluated with (5.9) by using Ubig

τ1

and Vbig
τ2 coming from the computation on the lower levels. A consequence of using ID is that

Bτ1,τ2 = M̄(Jr
τ1 , J

c
τ2), and this completes the low–rank approximation.

The randomized sampling avoids the direct access to all the off-diagonal block entries. Nev-

ertheless, the SDP approach cannot be considered entirely matrix–free. Thus, together with an

element–access routine, the user has to provide a multiplication routine able to compute sample

matrices without storing the whole M̄ matrix. Since ID works on sample matrices, it is able to

find the right truncated rank k′ that verifies (5.10) only if random matrices contain a sufficient

number of columns. Therefore, the user has to generate random matrices such that k′′ > k′,

where the k′ is the maximum rank found by ID of low–rank blocks (HSS rank). Furthermore, in

contrast to HLIBPro, SDP does not include any clustering algorithm. Thus, a mesh partitioning

routine has to be provided by the user in order to split the mesh following the tree structure

and then reorder the clusters with the aim to have low–rank off–diagonal blocks.

Once M̄ is obtained in a low–rank form, the problem is solved by means of a fast Cholesky

or ULV factorization of the HSS matrix and backward substitution [119, 126], without any

refinement of the solution. This solution strategy does not require any preconditioning and is

generally very fast and efficient. Instead, the time required for the compression of M̄, due to

the nested factorization, is generally greater than the one of HLIBPro. However, considerations

concerning the time and the efficiency of the compression are highly problem dependent.

5.3 Challenges in the use of low–rank compression tech-

niques for the PEEC method

Regardless of the method chosen for the compression, when low–rank compression techniques

are applied to system of equations derived from PEEC method some issues must be properly

addressed.

Even though the coefficients of inductance, potential, and integral interaction PEEC matrices

depend on the Green’s function (5.1), the PEEC matrix M̄ is generally obtained by combining

together all these matrices with projection and incidence matrices. Thus, M̄ may lose its off–

diagonal low–rank behavior if some particular issues are not properly addressed.

With the aim of improving the efficiency and the accuracy of the compression techniques, the

off–diagonal blocks of M̄ must be actually low–rank. In this regard, HLIBpro library provides

a reordering and partitioning algorithm based on geometric bisection which would provide an
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excellent HODLR structure of M̄, assuming that the general khth coefficient of M̄ only depends

on the inverse of the distance between DoFs kth and hth. However, in the practice, coefficients

of M̄ do not only depend on the mutual distances between DoFs. Thus, a reordering and

partitioning algorithm based on a pure geometric bisection may be too simplistic and may

produce non–optimal HODLR structure of M̄.

When compression techniques based on HODLR structures are applied to PEEC, the choice

of the PEEC formulation (e.g. Amperian or Columbian), the choice of the discretization method

and unknowns, the use of change of basis techniques, and other arguments which affect the final

structure of M̄ must be properly taken into account.

In this regard, some issues to be addressed in the context of low–rank compression techniques

applied to PEEC are:

Reordering When different kind of media are considered the partitioning of the unknowns

should be performed by forcing the first clustering subdivision collecting all the variables of the

same kind in a dedicated cluster. Thus, when for instance conductive, dielectric, magnetic media,

and lumped circuit elements are considered, the first clustering partition should be carried out

with respect of these 4 kind of variables. Then, the clustering partition proceeds by following a

geometrical bisection. The same discussion holds when, in the context of structured mesh, vector

basis functions with orthogonal directions are used or when boundary and internal unknowns are

differently handled. This issue is actually addressed in the Induction heating pot and Embedded

Wireless Power Transfer cases of Section 5.4.

Breakdown in frequency and non–simply connected domains The breakdown in fre-

quency issue discussed in Section 4.2.3 is more severe when compression techniques are applied.

Indeed, the compression procedure based on ACA may delete essential information which ac-

counts for the last significant digits of the matrix coefficients. Thus, round–off issues may

appear for higher values of the frequency with respect PEEC problems solved with standard

direct solvers (i.e. without the use of compression techniques). However, this problem can be

overcome by using the loop–star decomposition or other change of basis procedures proposed in

Section 4.2.4. However, such techniques must be properly applied in order to maintain a proper

HODLR structure of the resulting PEEC system in the new basis. At this aim, when change

of basis methods based on independent loop currents are adopted, it is important to ensure a

small support of the loop shape functions [6]. This can be achieved in different ways:

a) by using the curl matrix as loop change of basis (see discussion on equation (4.21)) and

add extra equations when non–simply connected domains are considered [103],

b) following the approach in [107] where the independent loops search algorithm gives priority

to loops with small support,

c) applied the procedure described in Section 4.2.4 based on the use of METIS libraries.

It is worth noting that, while methods a) and b) provide an optimal or semi–optimal selection

of small loops, method c) (which allows for an easier implementation) has lower performances.

Finally, the breakdown in frequency issue should be avoided also by selecting PEEC systems

(3.47) or (3.68) for the compression (ones with scalar potential as unknowns). However, this

choice would lead to others issues to be addressed as described in the following paragraphs. The
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breakdown in frequency issue is actually addressed Embedded Wireless Power Transfer case of

Section 5.4.

High frequency and oscillating kernel When high frequency problems are considered (i.e.

when retardation effects are significant and the dynamic Green’s function is used), due to the

oscillating kernel of M̄, standard ACA approaches may fail. Thus, alternative approaches should

be adopted for the matrix compression. Numerical results of Section 5.4 (Dielectric sphere and

Ion Cyclotron Resonance Heating cases) shown that the use of an ACA with full pivot search

avoids this kind of problem. However, this kind of ACA requires the computation of all the matrix

coefficients of M̄ and thus a longer time for the matrix compression with respect traditional ACA

methods.

Complex–structure HODLR matrices When matrix M̄ consists of dense off–diagonal

blocks and also sparse off–diagonal blocks describing connections between elements (e.g. when

lumped circuit elements are considered or when PEEC systems (3.47) and (3.68) are selected for

the compression) it is important to do not apply compression techniques to sparse off–diagonal

blocks. Thus, a complex–structure HODLR matrix with compressed and sparse (topological)

uncompressed off–diagonal blocks must be handled. This is actually possible with the general

and highly optimized HLIBPro library. However, such complex–structure HODLR matrix affects

the performances in the creation of the H–LU preconditioner.

High–rank matrix blocks When non–simply connected domains are considered and loop

unknowns are used, a set of loops with an extended support is inevitably created (the number of

this long loops is almost equal to the number of holes). This set of loops with extended support

(long loops) must be properly treated when compression techniques are actually applied. A first

possibility is to group them in a independent cluster. However, this operation may slow down the

final construction of theH–LU since, as discussed in the previous paragraph, a complex–structure

HODLR matrix must be handled. Indeed, the block matrices which describe the interactions

with long loops may be not low–rank. A second possibility proposed by the author during this

PhD thesis is to apply the Schur complement to matrix M̄ with the aim to completely neglect

the presence of long loops form the unknowns of the system. Thus, subdividing M̄ as

M̄ =

[

M̄11 M̄12

M̄21 M̄22

]

, (5.14)

where M̄22 describes the interactions between long–loops unknowns, the Schur complement

applied to the PEEC system of equations

[

M̄11 M̄12

M̄21 M̄22

][

x1

x2

]

=

[

b1

b2

]

(5.15)

results in

(M̄11 + M̄12M̄
−1
22 M̄21)x1 = b1 − M̄12M̄

−1
22 b2, (5.16)

where x2 (long–loops unknowns) are not present. It is worth noting that for practical indus-

trial application the number of holes in non–simply connected domains is generally very small.

Thus, M̄22 is a small square matrix which can be easily inverted. Moreover, M̄12M̄
−1
22 M̄21 is
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Figure 5.2: RCS of a dielectric sphere excited by a plane wave at 30 MHz vs the permittivity value.

a low–rank matrix of rank equal to the rows of M̄22 since it satisfies (5.2). Thus, if M̄11 is a

low–rank matrix, system (5.16) has still low–rank off–diagonal blocks. Furthermore, low–rank

compression techniques can be applied to M̄11 + M̄12M̄
−1
22 M̄21 in two possible ways: 1) by di-

rectly considering (M̄11+M̄12M̄
−1
22 M̄21), or 2) by compressing M̄11 and M̄12M̄

−1
22 M̄21 and then

efficiently performing the matrix summation in H–matrix algebra. Finally, it is worth noting

that when the support of the long loops is actually relatively small (which is the case of devices

with relatively small holes), long loops can be treated as small loops without any particular

attention.

5.4 Numerical results

In this Section, HLIBPro v2.7 and SDP v1.1.1 are applied to the PEEC method for the study of

different test cases. The simulations were run on a Linux machine equipped with dual 6-core/24-

thread processors (Xeon E2543 v4 @3.40GHz) and 500 GB of RAM.

Dielectric sphere

When the scattering from dielectric and magnetic media is considered, the frequency values

are higher than typical values fpr the breakdown in frequency. Thus, the PEEC system of

equations (4.16) can be used. However, when high frequency problems involving dielectric or

magnetic media with high values of permittivity and permeability are considered, VIE methods

(such as the PEEC method) require a very fine mesh. This issue, shortly discussed in Material

coefficients of A–PEEC and C–PEEC methods in Section 4.2.3, is widely discussed in [128, 100,

129]. Indeed, with the increasing of the permittivity (or permeability) and the frequency, the

polarization current density distribution inside the media shows a really complicated behavior

and internal resonances appear. Thus, the adopted shape functions cannot easily capture the
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Figure 5.3: RCS of a dielectric sphere excited by a plane wave at 60 MHz vs the permittivity value.

Figure 5.4: RCS of a dielectric sphere excited by a plane wave at 100 MHz vs the permittivity value.

oscillation of the electromagnetic fields. Therefore, a very fine mesh should be adopted when

high permittivity (or permeability) and frequency values are considered.

In this regard, Fig. 5.2 shows the Radar Cross Section (RCS) of a 1 m dielectric sphere

excited by a plane wave at 30 MHz versus the value of the permittivity. Results obtained form

the MIE solution and from the (uncompressed) PEEC method with a mesh of ∼ 8,300 tetrahedral

elements (PEEC mesh1) and ∼ 16,400 tetrahedral elements (PEEC mesh2) are compared.

Instead, Fig. 5.3 and Fig. 5.4 show the results obtained from the MIE solution of the same

dielectric sphere excited by a plane wave at 60 MHz and 100 MHz, respectively. As can been

seen, many internal resonances appears with the increasing of the frequency. Such discussion

motivates the use of compression techniques when scattering from high contrast dielectric and

magnetic media is considered, since a high number of DoFs is required to capture the internal

resonances.

The academic case of the RCS of a high–contrast homogeneous dielectric sphere (radius 1 m,

εr = 80), excited by a linearly polarized wave E0 = e−ik0xuz, f = 10 MHz, is now considered

in the context of compression techniques. This case is also reported in [130] in the context of

a collaboration with a a group of researcher from the RFX Consortium, Padova. A fine mesh
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Figure 5.5: RCS along a yz–circular target, distance 500 m.

Table 5.1: CR and TRs of the Sphere case — HLIBPro & SDP

HLIBPro SDP Dense

ε 10−3 10−6 -

TR compression (%) 184 209 13,851 (s)

TR solution (%) 75 5.1 12,394 (s)

TR tot. (%) 132 112 26,245 (s)

CR (%) 11 9.1 –

HSS rank (k′) − 6,578 –

PMU (%) 22 19.6 287 (GB)

with 133,921 unknowns with volumetric support is adopted, leading to a dense matrix of 287

GB RAM for its storage.

HLIBPro and SDP are adopted to solve the PEEC system of equations (4.16) with the aim

of comparing their performances when oscillating kernels are considered.

Fig. 5.5 compares the RCS evaluated by using the two libraries with the MIE [131] analytical

solution implemented in the open–source MATLAB R© toolbox [132].

In Table 5.1 the computational performances obtained by applying HLIBPro and SDP li-

braries are shown and compared with those required by the solution of the original (uncom-

pressed) system (4.16) by means of an LU decomposition. The compression ratio (CR), which

expresses the memory ratio between the approximate and the dense versions of the PEEC matrix

M̄, and the peak memory usage (PMU) are also given. Moreover, the time ratios (TR) for the

matrix computation and the system solution, with respect to the ones for the dense case, are

reported.

During the compression phase, SDP requires the storage of random and sample matrices, with

dimension at leastN×k′, together with the approximate version of M̄. On the contrary, HLIBPro

has to store in addition the LU factors of the compressed matrix for the solver preconditioner,

that leads to almost comparable PMU.

Due to the high frequency of the problem and the oscillating kernel of M̄, an ACA with

full pivot search has been adopted for improving the convergence of the HLIBPro compression

process. It is worth noting that, at the expense of a greater computation time due to the

randomized sampling, SDP allows for a very fast solution of the final system of equations thanks
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front
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Figure 5.6: ICRH device geometry (dimensions in m). Courtesy of ICRH group, Max–Plank Institute for
Plasmaphysics, Garching, Germany.

to the efficiency of the ULV factorization of the HSS matrix.

Ion Cyclotron Resonance Heating

The second test case consists in a more complex device used for the Ion Cyclotron Resonance

Heating (ICRH) of plasma in fusion machines, see Fig. 5.6 [133]. The Faraday screen in the

frontal part of the device is used as a scatterer of the electromagnetic wave emitted by the

internal antennas. These results are also reported in [130].

The device is fed by two lumped ports, placed on the back, with |J| = 1 A/m2 at a 100 MHz

frequency. The model consists of 141,031 unknowns with surface support (i.e. an equivalent 2–D

PEEC model discussed in Section 3.4.1 has been adopted), leading to a full matrix of 318.24 GB.

Thus, the PEEC system obtained by Schur complement of (3.122) with only electric currents

as unknowns has been selected. Also for this case, HLIBPro and SDP are adopted to solve the

PEEC system of equations.

With the aim to compare the performances of the two libraries, the compression tolerance are

varied from 10−3 to 10−5 for HLIBPro and from 10−6 to 10−8 for SDP. Results are also compared

with the computational cost required for the solution of the uncompressed PEEC system. In

Fig. 5.7 the magnitude of the imaginary part of E, evaluated along a line perpendicular to the

antenna surface, is compared with the results obtained by solving the uncompressed system

(REF).

Table 5.2 summarizes the most significant computational performances of HLIBPro and SDP,

respectively. The Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) of the solution vectors with respect the one

obtained from the dense system is also given in the table. In spite of obtaining very accurate

solutions with small and comparable CR, the two libraries work on a different range of com-

pression tolerances. In SDP, the absence of a solution refinement requires a sufficiently accurate

approximation of M̄. On the other hand, the iterative solver used in HLIBPro, admits a worst

low–rank approximation, but it requires a longer time for the system solution.

Comparing the results obtained for the Dielectric sphere case and the ICRH case, it appears

that, although having almost the same number of unknowns, in the sphere case the time required
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Table 5.2: CR and TRs of the ICRH case — HLIBPro & SDP

HLIBPro εACA 10−3 10−4 10−5 Dense

TR compression (%) 183 185 187 4,338 (s)

TR solution (%) 41 67.6 120 14,546 (s)

TR tot. (%) 74 95 135 18,884 (s)

CR (%) 5.3 7.8 10.5 –

PMU (%) 10.6 15.5 21 318.24 (GB)

RMSE (·10−4) 7.31 0.72 0.12 –

SDP εID 10−6 10−7 10−8 Dense

TR compression (%) 339 352 535 4,338 (s)

TR solution (%) 2.0 3.4 5.5 14,546 (s)

TR tot. (%) 79 83 127 18,884 (s)

CR (%) 4.5 6 9.5 –

HSS rank (k′) 3,998 4,842 5,860 –

PMU (%) 15.9 19.8 26.1 318.24 (GB)

RMSE (·10−4) 18.1 1.8 0.3 –

for compression is much larger. This is mainly due to the different computational efficiency of

the element–access routines (i.e. volumetric vs. superficial). It is worth mentioning that high–

frequency problems are not easily compressible because of the oscillatory behavior of the retarded

Green’s kernel. Hence some blocks, labeled by either library as rank–deficient, may actually be

almost full–rank. In HLIBPro, improved ACA methods may fail in rapidly converging to a small

set of pivoting rows and columns for such blocks, hence a full pivoting ACA could give better

performances. Moreover, to avoid ACA working on big clusters that may have very high ranks,

the η parameter can be set to small values (e.g. 0.5 ÷ 1) that makes only the smaller blocks

admissible.
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Figure 5.8: Axisymmetric model of the induction cookware. Dimensions are in mm. l1) Stainless Steel, l2)
Aluminum, l3) Magnetic Steel, l4) Stainless Steel, l5) External coil, l6) Ferrite (flux concentrator), l7) Aluminum

(shield).

Table 5.3: Material parameters of the induction heating pot.

l1 l2 l3 l4 l6 l7

σ [MS/m] 1.04 29.1 a)0 b)2 1.04 0 29.1

µr 1 1 400− i175 1 2300 1

The accuracy of the results, as well as the CR and TR, shows that the PEEC formulation

for high frequency problems can be effectively coupled with low-rank approximations. The

performances are highly problem–dependent and, because of the oscillatory kernel, may not be

so promising like in low–frequency problems [134]. Nevertheless, the application of the PEEC

formulation to devices with complex geometries would not be possible without compression.

HLIBPro and SDP demonstrated to be the powerful tools also when high frequency problems

are considered that require a careful setting of their parameters to obtain the best performances.

Finally, the development of more efficient element-access routines would reduce the absolute

times in matrix assembling, and the compression times would scale with almost the same TRs

presented.

Induction heating pot

With the aim of showing the performances of HLIBPro when applied for the solution of matrix

systems with smooth kernels, the case of the Induction Heating Pot presented in [135] is here

considered by means of the Axisymmetric PEEC methods presented in Appendix B and based

on the Amperian and Coulombian interpretation of the magnetization phenomena.

Two algorithms based on the two proposed integral axisymmetric formulations have been im-

plemented in MATLAB R© and parallel MEX–FORTRAN functions based on OpenMP libraries.

Moreover, the code has been also combined with HLIBpro library in a matrix–free logic. Thus,

when HLIBPro is adopted, PEEC systems (B.41) (Amperian) and (B.82) (Coulombian) are

never actually assembled and stored. In the following, the (axisymmetric) code based on the

formulation of Section B.1 is defined as A–code (Amperian code) while the one based on Section

B.2 is defined as C–code (Coulombian code). Thus, such numerical test case also allows for

comparing the two axisymmetric PEEC formulations proposed in appendix B and based on the

two PEEC formulations proposed in Chapter 2 (i.e. Amperian vs Coulombian).
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Figure 5.9: Zeq of the induction cookware. Results obtained from A–code, C–code, and FEM for cases (a) and
(b).

The geometry of the problem is completely described by Fig. 5.8. With respect of Fig. 5.8,

layers l1, l2, l3, and l4 constitute the bottom part of the pot, layer l5 is the external current–

driven coil (the problem excitation), l6 is the magnetic flux concentrator, and l7 is the shield for

th electronic components. The material parameters of the pot layers are the ones in Table 5.3.

With the aim of investigating the numerical behavior of the A– and C–codes under different

conditions, the magnetic steel (layer l3 in Fig. 5.8) is modeled in two different ways: a) by

non conductive magnetic media, and b) by conductive magnetic media with a conductivity of

2 MS/m. The frequency of the problem, f , is swept from 20 kHz to 100 kHz. The equivalent

impedance of the device, with respect to a uniform (external) current flowing in the external coil,

is modeled as Zeq = R+ iωL and evaluated with the two proposed methods. Due to the strong

skin effects (skin depth of δ ≈ 0.06 mm for the worst case), a great amount of mesh elements is

required for the discretization of the conductive layers. Thus, the mesh of the induction cookware

model consists of 54,120 conductive quadrilateral faces and 16,680 magnetic quadrilateral faces.

With the aim of allowing a fair comparison, the same mesh is adopted for the A– and C–codes.

In Fig. 5.9, the results obtained from A–code and C–code are compared with the ones from

the commercial Finite Element Method software COMSOL R©, which allows for a very efficient

solution of this kind of device and therefore is considered as a reference. The axisymmetric

FEM model consists of 64,847 mesh elements and third order basis function.
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Figure 5.10: Relative error of |Zeq | for A–code and C–code for cases (a) and (b).

Table 5.4: Induction cookware: Computational Data

NDoFs Time [s] PMU [GB]

FEM 1,029,074 55 4.36

Uncompressed A–code∗ 88,307 432a+3,408s 238

Compressed A–code# 88,307 7a+43s 2.8

Uncompressed C–code∗ 88,307 335a+3,308s 238

Compressed C–code# 88,307 7a+44s 3.0

aAssembling. sSolution.

Fig. 5.10 shows the relative error of the magnitude of Zeq obtained from A–code and C–code

with respect to FEM for both cases (a) and (b).

Results in Fig. 5.9 and Fig. 5.10 show an excellent agreement when case (a) is considered.

For case (a), the simulations have been carried out with and without the imposition of (B.42)

and (B.84), i.e. (axisymmetric change of basis). However, as expected, even if a little distortion

on the distribution of M is obtained when (B.42) and (B.84) are not enforced, the results in

terms of Zeq differ less than 0.05%.

For case (b), C–code still shows an excellent agreement with FEM. A–code instead shows a

lower accuracy, especially for the real part of Zeq which is more affected by the actual distribution

of M, that is not enforced in a numerically strong sense (in accordance with the discussion in

Section 4.2.3 and Section 4.2.4). Indeed, it is worth noting that for case (b), since a conductive

magnetic media is considered, (B.42) cannot be enforced since M is not curl free.

Moreover, due to round–off errors, the A–code is very sensitive to the accuracy of the numer-

ical integrations. However, due to the numerical nature of round–off errors, a higher accuracy in

the computation of the integral matrices does not ensure to avoid this numerical issue. For the

sake of comparison, the same number of Gauss points has been chosen for the A– and C–codes.

In Table 5.4 the computational details of the two methods are reported for case (b) and

f = 100 kHz. For the A and the C–codes, the computational time and the Peak Memory Usage

(PMU) are reported with and without the adoption of low–rank approximation techniques. The
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results of Table 5.4 have been obtained without the imposition of (B.42) and (B.84) (axisymmet-

ric change of basis), the compression tolerance described in Section 5.2.1 is set to εACA = 10−3

(much lower than the ones adopted for the 3–D cases of the dielectric sphere and the ICRH

previously considered) and the admissibility parameter is η = 2. With this choice of εACA, the

relative error introduced by the low–rank approximation on the solution is less than 1%. Thus,

it is safe to say that the errors introduced by the low–rank approximation do not noticeably

affect the accuracy (results shown in Fig. 5.9 are the ones obtained from HLIBpro).

With respect Table 5.4, for the uncompressed case the problem is solved with an LU de-

composition of the matrix system. Instead, as discussed in Section 5.2.1, the compressed case

is solved by means of GMRES solver with an H–LU preconditioner. Thus, the solution time

includes both the H–LU and the GMRES solution. For both the uncompressed and compressed

cases, the PMU almost coincides with the memory required for the storage of the system matri-

ces and LU factorizations. The H–LU is generated by imposing the same tolerance εACA and

its storage requires almost the same memory of the compressed system. As can been seen from

Table 5.4, due to the big size of the problem, the use of low–rank approximation techniques

is mandatory. Indeed, thanks to the remarkable smoothness of axisymmetric Green’s function

(i.e. the kernel of the PEEC matrix M̄), the adoption of HLIBpro library allows for a drastic

reduction of the computational cost required by the PEEC methods which become comparable

with the highly optimized FEM commercial software for this kind of application.

Embedded Wireless Power Transfer

This section is the result of a collaboration with the Department of Energy “G. Ferraris”, Politec-

nico di Torino, Italy, in the context of the numerical modeling of road embedded transmitting

wireless power transfer coil. Results reported here are the ones in [136].

Several research projects are demonstrating that the wireless power transfer (WPT) for the

charge of electric vehicles (EVs) can represent an effective technology to boost their widespread

adoption. The system developed by the Politecnico di Torino, named PoliTO Charge While

Driving, has been oriented to the direct embedment of the transmitters in the road pavement

for an easier installation and a reduction of the maintenance. However, the direct embedment

of the coils in the road pavement incurred in significant technical issues since the behavior of

the embedded coil strongly deviated from the expected one. Measurements only did not allow

for fully understanding and quantifying the physical phenomena causing these modifications.

In this regard, with the aim of understanding and quantifying how the electromagnetic pa-

rameters of the concrete and the geometrical parameters of the WPT influence the overall device

behavior, an ad–hoc numerical method which couples the PEEC method with low–rank com-

pression techniques has been developed.

Embedded WPT coil experiment The first experiment of embedment was with the trans-

mitter depicted in Fig. 5.11, having inner dimensions 1.25 m × 0.5 m and consisting of 9 turns

of litz wire with a diameter of 4 mm. The coil was buried between two layers of non–reinforced

concrete, i.e. without rebar in order to prevent any possible alteration of the distribution of

magnetic field produced by the coil. The equivalent impedance Zeq of the coil was preliminary

measured in laboratory conditions (i.e. far from metallic objects) at 85 kHz by means of an

LCR meter. The measured Zeq was interpreted as the series of a lumped resistance R and an

inductance L having values of 303 mΩ and 211.8 µH, respectively.
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Figure 5.11: Road–embedment of the 9–turns WPT in dry concrete.

(a) (b)

Figure 5.12: PEEC model of the embedded coil. (a) Full model. (b) Detail of the connection between the 9
coil turns and the lumped shorts.

Measurements carried out after the embedment in dry concrete revealed a strong non–linear

dependence of Zeq on the frequency above 60 kHz. This behavior showed that the embedded

coil cannot be properly modelled as an equivalent R–L circuit with constant lumped parameters.

Moreover, capacitive stray currents strongly limiting the effectiveness of the wireless transmission

occurred.

With the aim of quantifying the effects of the electromagnetic parameters of the concrete

on the overall coil behavior, a dedicated PEEC model of the embedded device was constructed.

Resistivity and permittivity of standard concretes may vary in a very wide range and they are

strongly affected by the water content and external environmental parameters. Thus, a dedicated

measurement arrangement for the characterization of the concrete adopted for the embedment of

the coil was carried out. Such study identified a range from 10 Ωm to 1000 Ωm for the concrete

resistivity ρc, and from 5 to 50 for the concrete permittivity εrc.

Parametric sweep and Low–Rank compression In this section, the numerical procedure

developed to optimize the parametric analysis by means of PEEC is described. For the case of

the embedded WPT device described above, only conductive and dielectric media are involved.
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In order to reduce the complexity of the mesh (i.e. the number of unknowns), the 9 turns

of the WPT are modelled as 9 independent open turns which are connected with lumped short

circuits, as shown in Fig. 5.12. The coil is fed by a lumped voltage source connected to the

terminals of the most internal and external turns. Since the litz wires guarantee an almost

uniform current distribution at the frequency range of interest, the 9 turns are modelled with

only one mesh element in the cross section adopting a conductivity of σt = 57·106 S/m.
Thus, identifying the 9 turns (plus lumped elements) and the concrete with subscripts t and

c, respectively, the algebraic system of equations (4.16) derived by applying PEEC method to

the embedded WPT model can be written as

[

Rt +Btt Btc

Bct Rc +Bcc

][

jt

jc

]

=

[

et

0

]

, (5.17)

where Bαβ = iωLαβ +
1
iωD

aT
α PαβD

a
β (with α = t, c and β = t, c).

Before applying low–rank compression techniques, the problem must be properly handled

in order to improve the compression performances. In this regard, following the discussion of

Section 5.3, two main issues must be addressed: 1) the well–known breakdown in frequency issue

would lead to severe round–off errors which would make compression techniques very inaccurate,

and 2) both the concrete and turns are non–simply connected regions which require to be properly

handled.

To solve the breakdown in frequency issue, the loop–star decomposition method is adopted.

Thus, following the discussion in 4.2.4, change of basis matrices M◦
α (loop to currents) and M⋆

α

(star to currents) are evaluated. Since both the concrete and the turns models are non–simply

connected regions, the independent loops search algorithm proposed in [137] is adopted in order

to generate independent loops giving priority to that ones with small support. This technique

generates a small number of loops with large support (i.e. almost equal to the number of holes)

ensuring a good low–rank behavior of the resulting system of equations [6]. MatrixM⋆
α instead is

easily obtained from the incidence matrix Da
α by removing one column and taking its transpose.

Once obtained M◦
α and M⋆

α, the Loop–Star quasi–Helmholtz decomposition (4.26) can be

applied to jt and jc, i.e. jc = Mc
cj

◦
c +M⋆

cj
⋆
c , where j◦c and j⋆c are the loop and star unknowns,

respectively (the same holds for jc). Therefore, matrix rows of (5.17) can be projected into a

new set of equations by left multiplying them by [M◦
α,M

⋆
α]

T . This results in (4.37). Thanks

to the Loop–Star quasi–Helmholtz decomposition, the resulting new system of equations, in the

unknowns j◦t , j
⋆
t , j

◦
c and j⋆c , does not suffer the breakdown in frequency.

The resulting system in the loop–star basis is now suitable for the application of low–rank

approximation techniques. In the context of parametric analysis, when the material parameters

of the concrete change, only matrix Rc in (5.17) changes while all the other matrices remain

unchanged. Thus, differently from the previous numerical cases considered in this section where

the entire PEEC system has been compressed, the system of equations to be solved (i.e. (4.37))

is here written as
[

M̄1 + M̄2

][

j◦⋆t , j
◦⋆
c

]T
=

[

e◦⋆t ,0
]T
, (5.18)

where j◦⋆c = [j◦c , j
⋆
c ], j

◦⋆
t = [j◦t , j

⋆
t ], e

◦⋆
t = [e◦t , e

⋆
t ], and

M̄1 =

[

0 0

0 R◦⋆
c

]

, M̄2 =

[

R◦⋆
t +B◦⋆

tt B◦⋆
tc

B◦⋆
ct B◦⋆

cc

]

, (5.19)
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and superscript “◦⋆” denotes the projection onto the loop–star basis. Thus, to drastically min-
imize the computational effort required by the parametric analysis, the low–rank dense matrix

M̄2 can be compressed only once at the beginning of the parametric analysis by applying the

low–rank approximation method described in Section 5.2.1 and based on H–matrices and ACA
implemented in the HLIBPro library [115]. It is worth noting that, how stated in Section 5.2.1,

M̄2 is evaluated in a matrix–free logic thanks to the functionality of HLIBPro. Thus, the dense

matrix is never stored and, thanks to ACA, only a set of its coefficients is actually evaluated.

Sparse matrix M̄1 (converted in H–matrix thanks to the functionality of HLIBPro) is instead
updated at each parametric evaluation by setting the value of the equivalent electric resistivity

of the concrete ρeqc (i.e. ρc and εrc), with a negligible computational effort (indeed, the concrete

is considered as an homogeneous material). Thus, compressed matrices H–M̄1 and H–M̄2 are

added together in H-matrix algebra, i.e. H–M̄ = H–M̄1 +H–M̄2.

System H–M̄ is finally solved for each value of the parameter ρeqc by means of a GMRES

solver (implemented in HLIBPro) and preconditioned with an incomplete H–LU decomposition.

In this regard, there are two possibilities: 1) evaluate the H–LU preconditioner of H–M̄ at each

parametric evaluation, and 2) using a pre–evaluated H–LU preconditioner obtained by imposing

a mean value of the parameter ρeqc. At the expense of a greater computational effort due to

the need of evaluating the H–LU at each parametric evaluation, the first choice allows for a

very robust solver which requires only few GMRES iterations. However, numerical simulations

showed that the use of a pre–evaluated H–LU preconditioner is sufficient to guarantee a very

good convergence of the GMRES, drastically reducing the overall computation time.

Finally, from the discussion in Section 5.3, it is worth noting that, in order to obtain H–
matrices with actually low–rank off–diagonal blocks (i.e. HODLR matrices), it is important to

force the first clustering partition of the unknowns by subdividing j◦t , j
⋆
t , j

◦
c and j⋆c into different

clusters. Moreover, loop unknowns should be further subdivided into two clusters: the ones with

local support (small loops), and the ones with extended support (long loops). Then, as described

in Section 5.2.1, the partitioning algorithm proceeds with the construction of the cluster tree

starting from these master cluster nodes.

The above procedure is summarized in Algorithm 1, which implements both the precondi-

tioning possibilities. The inputs of such algorithm are fun-GetEntry-M̄1 and fun-GetEntry-M̄2

which evaluates a generic entry of M̄1 and M̄2, respectively.

It is worth noting that, when a single simulation is considered, the long loops unknowns

can also be removed by means of the Schur complement method (5.16) proposed in Section

5.3. However, this solution is not convenient in the context of parametric analysis since at each

parametric evaluation the Schur complement must be re–evaluated.

Results In this paragraph, the results obtained from the numerical method proposed above

applied to the embedded WPT coil described above are reported.

Before performing the parametric analysis, for validation purposes and to construct an ef-

ficient PEEC model of the embedded WPT device, the results of the simulations have been

compared with those obtained from measurements considering a concrete having measured re-

sistivity and permittivity of 11.8 Ωm and 26.7, respectively. Such comparison is reported in

Fig. 5.13, showing a good accordance. Then, the thickness of concrete which is actually signifi-

cant for the PEEC model has been investigated. In this regard, the frequency sweep simulation

was repeated with a progressively smaller concrete model cross section until a difference of about
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Algorithm 1 Parametric Analysis of the embedded WPT coil

Input: fun-GetEntry-M̄1, fun-GetEntry-M̄2

Output: Zeq(ρeqc) of the embedded WPT coil
Initialisation

1: Compute and store H–M̄2

2: Set the mean value of ρeqc, i.e. ρ̄eqc
3: Compute H–M̄1(ρ̄eqc)

4: Compute H–M̄(ρ̄eqc) = H–M̄1(ρ̄eqc) +H–M̄2

5: Compute and store H–LU(ρ̄eqc) of H–M̄(ρ̄eqc)
Parametric analysis

6: for all the selected values of ρeqc do
7: Compute H–M̄1(ρeqc)
8: Compute H–M̄(ρeqc) = H–M̄1(ρeqc) +H–M̄2

9: Solve (5.18) with GMRES and H–LU(ρ̄eqc) precond.
10: if GMRES does not converge then
11: Compute H–LU(ρeqc) of H–M̄(ρeqc)
12: Solve (5.18) with GMRES and H–LU(ρeqc) precond.
13: end if
14: From Loop–Star to currents: jα =M◦

αj
◦
α +M⋆

αj
⋆
α

15: Evaluate Zeq(ρeqc) of the embedded WPT coil
16: end for
17: return Zeq for all the selected values of ρeqc

Table 5.5: Computation time and memory requirement of Algorithm 1 for the case of WPT PEEC
model.

Time [s] Memory [GB]

H–M̄2 88.9 2.0

H–M̄1(ρ̄c) and H–M̄1(ρc) 1.1 12 · 10−3

H–A(ρ̄c) = H–M̄1(ρ̄c) +H–M̄2 1.3 2.0

H–LU(ρ̄c) of H–M̄(ρ̄c) 57.7 1.9

GMRES solution of H–M̄(ρc) 11.2 −

3% in the amplitude of Zeq was reached. This study showed that only the concrete close to the

turns actually affects the overall coil behavior. Thus, the PEEC model of the concrete can be

substantially reduced and only the material in close proximity to the copper turns must be ac-

tually discretized. Indeed, results of Fig. 5.13 are obtained with a concrete thickness of about

5× 5 cm cross section, i.e. the one represented in Fig. 5.12.

As a further result of such analysis, it has been noticed that the electric current density

in the concrete has two main components: one which flows parallel to the current inside the

winding (inductive component) and a second one which flows from the external turn to the

internal one (capacitive component), accumulating charge at the interfaces between the concrete

and the turns. Fig. 5.14.(a) and Fig. 5.14.(b) show the qualitative behavior of the current in the

concrete (in logarithmic scale) at 10 kHz and 100 kHz, respectively. As can been seen, when

the frequency is low, the inductive component is predominant whereas, with the increase of the

frequency, the capacitive component becomes more relevant, significantly affecting the overall

coil behavior.

Finally, the constructed model of the embedded WPT coil is simulated varying ρc and εrc
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Figure 5.13: Absolute value of Zeq of the embedded coil (measures vs PEEC results).

a) f = 10 kHz b) f = 150 kHz

Figure 5.14: PEEC model simulation: distribution of Je (real part) in the concrete (arbitrary units).
a) Inductive component predominant. b) Capacitive component predominant. a) and b) not in the same

scale.
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Figure 5.15: Zeq of the embedded coil for a concrete resistivity from 10 Ωm to 1000 Ωm, parametrized
for εrc equal to 5, 40, and 80.

from 10 Ωm to 1000 Ωm by applying Algorithm 1. Such model is made by 1,368 hexahedral

elements for the turns model and 14,592 hexahedral elements for the concrete model plus 9
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Figure 5.16: Zeq (absolute value and argument) of the embedded WPT vs frequency parametrized for
a resistivity equal to 10 Ωm, 100 Ωm, and 1000 Ωm.
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Figure 5.17: Zeq (absolute value and argument) of the embedded WPT with increased insulation vs
frequency parametrized for a resistivity equal to 10 Ωm, 100 Ωm, and 1000 Ωm.

lumped circuit elements which connect the 9 turns. This results in 57,322 DoFs which (without

the use of Algorithm 1) would require 52.6 GB of RAM for the storage of system (5.17) and a

computation time of ∼ 2,657 s for each parametric solution with a Peak Memory Usage of ∼ 105

GB (due to the storage of the LU decomposition during the solution).

In Table 5.5, the computation time and memory requirement resulting from the adoption

of Algorithm 1 are reported. Timings and memory refer to a selected parametric evaluation.

However, all the parametric evaluations showed similar results.

It is worth noting that the “if” statement of Algorithm 1 (reached after 20 GMRES iterations)

was satisfied only for the extrema values of the range of ρc and normally only ∼ 6 GMRES

iteration are sufficient to reach a residual of 10−17.

The results obtained from this analysis are shown in Fig. 5.15 and Fig. 5.16. Moreover, to

study the effects of the coil geometry, such analysis is repeated with a different model having

an increased insulation thickness between turns and concrete. The results obtained from such

analysis are shown in Fig. 5.17 and, more in detail, in [136].
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Marching On–in–Time PEEC

method

6.1 Short overview on time domain PEEC approaches

The PEEC methods discussed in Chapters 2–4 are based on the electromagnetic harmonic as-

sumption, i.e. Frequency Domain (FD) assumption.

When a transient phenomena (i.e. time domain) want to be analyzed instead, at least three

procedures are possibles [138]:

1. Apply the well–known θ–method [139] to the PEEC systems (3.47) and (3.68), (or other tra-

ditional procedures such as: forward Euler, backward Euler, Crank–Nicolson, and Runge

Kutta methods),

2. Apply the Inverse Discrete Fourier Transform (IDFT) to frequency domain simulations

and extract the time domain simulation results for a given temporal window,

3. Apply the Marching On–in–Time (MOT) scheme [140].

It is worth noting that, the application of the θ–method to PEEC systems (3.47) and (3.68)

is straightforward only under the assumption of electrically small devices, i.e. when the prop-

agation effects are neglected [141, 142, 143, 15]. Indeed, when electrically long devices are

considered, the dynamic Green function (2.17) must be adopted, which means that the electro-

magnetic interactions between the DoFs of the mesh are not instantaneous. Thus, fast transient

phenomena can not be studied with such method.

Instead, the application of IDFT allows for considering the time delay effects on the propa-

gation of the electromagnetic fields. However, when time domain analysis with a rich harmonic

content are analyzed, this method easily results in a considerable computational cost. Indeed,

for each frequency simulation the PEEC problem must be solved. Moreover, when the selected

frequencies to be simulated do not allow neglecting the time delay propagation effects, the in-

tegral PEEC matrices must be properly updated considering the dependence of the dynamic

Green function with the frequency. Since retardation effects must be considered, the dense in-

tegral matrices of FD–PEEC must be updated at each frequency simulation. However, to avoid

prohibitive computation time, the exponential term of the dynamic Green’s function can be

considered to be constant within every single cell (with a good approximation) in order to avoid

the re–evaluation of the integrals at each frequency step. Thus, the integral PEEC matrices are

updated at each frequency value by multiplying each matrix entry with the related (retardation)

125
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coefficient. Moreover, a further limitation of the IDFT method is the non natural handling of

media which exhibit a non–linear behaviour with the electric and magnetic fields.

In the context of this PhD thesis, with the aim of overcoming the shortcomings of the

application of the θ–method and IDFT in the context of PEEC method, the application of

the MOT scheme to the Unstructured C–PEEC formulation derived in section 2.3 has been

investigated.

The MOT scheme has been first applied to integral equation methods in [140]. Such numer-

ical method allows for naturally considering the time delay propagation effects and non–linear

properties of the electromagnetic media.

The possibility to combine the MOT procedure with the structured (standard) version of

PEEC has been shortly discussed in [9] and [144], while in literature time–domain PEEC methods

under the assumption of electrically short structures have been mostly proposed. Very recently,

a MOT–PEEC method based on the standard PEEC discretization approach has been presented

in [145, 146] for the study of conductive and dielectric media.

Compared to the aforementioned work, the MOT–PEEC formulation presented in the follow-

ing section is based on the Unstructured version of PEEC, and the MOT procedure is differently

applied to the PEEC formulation. Moreover, magnetic media are also treated by the proposed

MOT–PEEC method and, with respect to [145], a reduced amount of unknowns is required.

Furthermore, the proposed formulation provides the same well–known circuit interpretation of

the harmonic PEEC method, easily allowing for coupling discretized devices and lumped circuits

components. Non–homogeneous and anisotropic media can be considered as well and numerical

results show good stability properties of the proposed method.

6.2 Unstructured Marching On–in–Time PEEC method

for conductive, dielectric, and magnetic media

In this section, the Unstructured MOT–PEEC method developed during the PhD thesis is pro-

posed. The method here proposed is intended as a basic and general formulation which is however

suitable to be combined with more sophisticated approaches [147] and parallelization techniques

[148] widely proposed in the literature in the context of MOT integral equation methods. The

PEEC formulation based on the Coulombian interpretation of the magnetization phenomena

has been selected for the derivation of the unstructured MOT–PEEC method. However, an

analogous procedure can be easily derived for the PEEC formulation based on the Amperian

interpretation of the magnetization phenomena by following the space and time discretization

proposed in the next sections.

6.2.1 Formulation

For the sake of completeness and self consistence, the definition of some quantity given in the

previous chapters is here shortly repeated.

Thus, Ωc, Ωd, and Ωm are the conductive (σ > 0), dielectric (εr 6= 1), the magnetic (µr 6= 1)

domains, respectively, where σ is the electric conductivity, εr is the relative electric permittivity,

and µr is the relative magnetic permeability.

The electric domain is also Ωe = Ωc∪Ωd and the following boundaries are defined: Γc = ∂Ωc,

Γd = ∂Ωd, Γm = ∂Ωm, and Γe = ∂Ωe. The computational domain is Ω = Ωe ∪ Ωm.
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As introduced in section 2.3, where a time harmonic PEEC method is proposed, the electric,

E, and magnetic, H, fields can be written in terms of electric and magnetic potentials, i.e.

E =− ∂

∂t
Ae −∇ϕe − ε−1

0 ∇×Am +E0, (6.1)

H =− ∂

∂t
Am −∇ϕm + µ−1

0 ∇×Ae +H0, (6.2)

where Ae and Am are electric and magnetic vector potentials, ϕe and ϕm are electric and

magnetic scalar potentials, and E0 and H0 are external electric and magnetic fields produced

by some source domain. Electromagnetic quantities in (6.1) and (6.2) are evaluated in the field

point r and at the present time instant t.

Moreover, as in Section 2.3, Jc, Jd, and Jm (i.e. the conduction, polarization, and magnetic

current, respectively) can be introduced. Time domain constitutive relations which links E and

H with current densities Jc, Jd, and Jm are also derived from (2.30), (2.45), and (2.85):

E(r, t) = ρc(r, t)Jc(r, t), r ∈ Ωc, (6.3)

E(r, t) = ρd(r, t)

∫ t

0

Jd(r, τ)dτ, r ∈ Ωd, (6.4)

H(r, t) = ρm(r, t)

∫ t

0

Jm(r, τ)dτ, r ∈ Ωm, (6.5)

where ρc is the electric resistivity, ρd =
1

ε0(εr−1) , and ρm = 1
µ0(µr−1) , where ε0 and µ0 are the

vacuum permittivity and permeability, respectively.

The time domain expressions of vector potentials Ae and Am are given by:

Ae(r, t) =
µ0

4π

∫

Ωe

Je(r
′, t′)

|r− r′| dΩ, (6.6)

Am(r, t) =
ε0
4π

∫

Ωm

Jm(r
′, t′)

|r− r′| dΩ, (6.7)

where Je = Jc + Jd, r
′ is the integration point, and t′ = t− |r−r

′|
c0

is the retarded time; c0 is the

velocity of light in vacuum.

Analogously, the time derivatives of Ae and Am which appear in (6.1) and (6.2) are given

by:

∂

∂t
Ae(r, t) =

µ0

4π

∫

Ωe

∂
∂t′Je(r

′, t′)

|r− r′| dΩ, (6.8)

∂

∂t
Am(r, t) =

ε0
4π

∫

Ωm

∂
∂t′Jm(r

′, t′)

|r− r′| dΩ. (6.9)

The integral expressions of scalar electric and magnetic potentials in time domain are instead

given by:

ϕe(r, t) =
1

4πε0

[

∫

Ωe

̺e(r
′, t′)

|r− r′| dΩ+

∫

Γe

ςe(r
′, t′)

|r− r′| dΓ
]

, (6.10)

ϕm(r, t) =
1

4πµ0

[

∫

Ωm

̺m(r
′, t′)

|r− r′| dΩ+

∫

Γm

ςm(r
′, t′)

|r− r′| dΓ
]

, (6.11)
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where ̺e and ςe are the volume and surface electric charges, respectively, while ̺m and ςm are

the volume and surface magnetic charges.

Electric and magnetic charges are related to Je and Jm by means of continuity relations:

̺e(r, t) = −
∫ t

0

∇ · Je(r, τ)dτ, ςe(r, t) = −
∫ t

0

Je(r, τ) · ndτ, (6.12)

̺m(r, t) = −
∫ t

0

∇ · Jm(r, τ)dτ, ςm(r, t) = −
∫ t

0

Jm(r, τ) · ndτ, (6.13)

where n is the outward unit normal vector of Γe and Γm.

6.2.2 Spatial and temporal discretization

Given a spatial discretization G of Ω and a temporal discretization T of the time interval of

interest, Jc is expanded in terms of degrees of freedoms (DoFs) by using Whitney face shape

functions w and temporal basis functions T [147]:

Jc(r, t) =

Nf
∑

k=1

Nt
∑

s=0

wk(r)Ts(t)jck,s
(6.14)

where jck,s
is the flux of Jc through the kth face of the mesh (i.e. the kth branch of the equivalent

circuit) at the sth time step, Nf and Nt are the number of space (i.e. faces of the mesh) and

temporal basis functions, respectively. At each time instant s (i.e. t = s∆T ), the DoFs are

stored in the array jcs. Jd and Jm are expanded likewise, leading to the vector arrays jds and

jms.

From now on T is considered as the well–known hat shape function with support [−∆T ,∆T ],

where ∆T is the chosen time step. This leads to a causal MOT scheme. However, how discussed

in the following, a different choice of the basis function can be made, leading to a non–causal

MOT system [147].

As in the pioneering work [140], a Galerkin approach for the spatial expansion and a colloca-

tion method for each sth time instant for the time discretization are applied to (6.1) and (6.2)

combined with (6.3)–(6.13). For each sth time step, this operation leads to the following matrix

equations:

ecs
= Rcjcs + G̃

a

Ωc
φcs +

HT
∑

u=0

(

Lccujcs-u + Lcdujds-u +Kcmujms-u

)

, (6.15)

for the conductive media,

eds
= ∆TRd

( jds

2
+

NT
∑

u=1

jds-u

)

+G̃
a

Ωd
φds+

HT
∑

u=0

(

Lddujds-u+µ0Ldcujcs-u+Kdmujms-u

)

, (6.16)

for the dielectric media, and

hs = ∆TRm

( jms

2
+

NT
∑

u=1

jms-u

)

+Ga
Ωm
φms+

HT
∑

u=0

(

Lmmu
jms-u+Kmcujcs-u+Kmdujds-u

)

, (6.17)

for the magnetic media.
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Figure 6.1: Marching matrices interactions exemplification.

Matrices and vector arrays in (6.15)–(6.17) are the corresponding time domain version of

the frequency domain quantities defined in section 3.2 with the Cell Method discretization ap-

proaches. Also the same concepts of primal and dual grids are maintained. However, for the

sake of simplicity, “∼” symbol is not adopted to distinguish between primal and dual arrays of
DoFs and matrices (with the except of the gradient incidence matrices). Moreover, for the sake

of conciseness, these quantities are defined without dwelling on their interpretation.

In (6.15)–(6.17), ecs
and eds

are the array of DoFs related to E0 in Ωc and Ωd, respectively,

and hs is the array of DoFs related toH0 in Ωm. The other matrices and vector arrays are defined

in the following, and, for the sake of clarity, subscripts c, d, and m are introduced to indicate

the conductive, dielectric, and magnetic domains and material quantities, respectively. When

a double subscript is used, the first indicates the target domain, while the second the source

domain. Thus, similar to Section 2.3, the coefficients of time domain MOT–PEEC matrices
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which appear in (6.15)–(6.17) are given by

Rckh =

∫

Ωc

ρc(r, t)wk(r) ·wh(r)T (0)dΩ, (6.18)

Rdkh =

∫

Ωd

ρd(r, t)wk(r) ·wh(r)T (0)dΩ, (6.19)

Rmkh
=

∫

Ωm

ρm(r, t)wk(r) ·wh(r)T (0)dΩ, (6.20)

for the resistance matrices (note that T (0) = 1 when hat temporal shape functions are used),

Lccu,kh
=µ0

∫

Ωc

∫

Ωc

wk(r) ·wh(r
′) ∂

∂t′T (tu)

4π|r− r′| dΩdΩ, (6.21)

Lddu,kh
=µ0

∫

Ωd

∫

Ωd

wk(r) ·wh(r
′) ∂

∂t′T (tu)

4π|r− r′| dΩdΩ, (6.22)

Lcdu,kh
=µ0

∫

Ωc

∫

Ωd

wk(r) ·wh(r
′) ∂

∂t′T (tu)

4π|r− r′| dΩdΩ, (6.23)

Ldcu,kh
=µ0

∫

Ωd

∫

Ωc

wk(r) ·wh(r
′) ∂

∂t′T (tu)

4π|r− r′| dΩdΩ, (6.24)

Lmmu,kh
=ε0

∫

Ωm

∫

Ωm

wk(r) ·wh(r
′) ∂

∂t′T (tu)

4π|r− r′| dΩdΩ, (6.25)

for the inductance matrices, and

Kcmu,kh
=

1

4π

∫

Ωc

wk(r) ·
∫

Ωm

wh(r
′)× (r− r′)

(

T (tu)

|r− r′|3 +
∂
∂t′T (tu)

c0|r− r′|2
)

dΩdΩ, (6.26)

Kmcu,kh
=

1

4π

∫

Ωm

wk(r) ·
∫

Ωc

wh(r
′)× (r− r′)

(

T (tu)

|r− r′|3 +
∂
∂t′T (tu)

c0|r− r′|2
)

dΩdΩ, (6.27)

Kdmu,kh
=

1

4π

∫

Ωd

wk(r) ·
∫

Ωm

wh(r
′)× (r− r′)

(

T (tu)

|r− r′|3 +
∂
∂t′T (tu)

c0|r− r′|2
)

dΩdΩ, (6.28)

Kmdu,kh
=

1

4π

∫

Ωm

wk(r) ·
∫

Ωd

wh(r
′)× (r− r′)

(

T (tu)

|r− r′|3 +
∂
∂t′T (tu)

c0|r− r′|2
)

dΩdΩ, (6.29)

for the interaction integral matrices between electric and magnetic domains. It is worth noting

that, for the sake of conciseness, differently to Section 3.2, the interaction matrices between

electric and magnetic domains (i.e. K–matrices) are here differently derived. However, the

approach of Section 3.2 can be also used to derived the interaction matrices.

All the resistance, inductance, and interaction matrices have dimension Nfα × Nf β , with

α = c, d,m and β = c, d,m. In (6.21)–(6.29), tu = u∆T − |r− r′|/c0.
G̃

a

Ωc
, G̃

a

Ωd
, and Ga

Ωm
, are (augmented) gradient matrices defined in Section 3.1.2 with di-

mension Nf c × (Nvα + Nfbα), where Nvα and Nfbα are the number of volume and boundary

faces of the mesh of Ωα, with α = c, d,m.

Matrices Lαβu and Kαβu (α = c, d,m and β = c, d,m), with u = 0, · · · , HT , represent

the electromagnetic interactions between the unknowns at the time instant s and those at the

previous time instant s − u (when u = 0 they represent instantaneous interactions between

unknowns at the same time instant). In (6.15)–(6.17), HT = ⌈1 + Dmax/(∆T c0)⌉ indicates
how many previous time steps actually interact with the present solution, where Dmax is the

maximum distance between two mesh elements of Ω and ⌈•⌉ is the ceiling operator (see Fig. 6.1).
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ss− 1 s + 1zz − 1 z + 1

Figure 6.2: Primal (T ) and dual (T̃ ) temporal discretization.

As in section 3.2, arrays of DoFs φcs, φds, and φms store the averaged scalar electric and

magnetic potentials related to Nvc +Nfbc, Nvd +Nfbd, and Nvm +Nfbm (i.e. the nodes of the

equivalent circuit), respectively, at the instant t = s∆T .

Indeed φcs and φds are related to the electric scalar potential in domains Ωc and Ωd, whereas

φms is related to the scalar magnetic potential in Ωm.

In the same fashion of the frequency domain PEEC method, the time derivative of φcs, φds,

and φms is related to the divergence of the electric and magnetic current array of DoFs (i.e. the

electric and magnetic charge array of DoFs) by means of integral potential matrices, i.e.:

∂

∂t
φcs =

1

ε0

HT
∑

u=0

(

PccuG̃
aT

Ωc
jcs-u +PcduG̃

aT

Ωd
jds-u

)

, (6.30)

∂

∂t
φds =

1

ε0

HT
∑

u=0

(

PdduG̃
aT

Ωd
jds-u +PdcuG̃

aT

Ωc
jcs-u

)

, (6.31)

∂

∂t
φms =

1

µ0

HT
∑

u=0

(

PmmuG
aT
Ωm

jms-u

)

, (6.32)

where, as in Section 3.2, potential matrices Pαβu (with α = c, d,m and β = c, d,m) of dimension

(Nvα+Nfbα)× (Nvβ+Nfbβ) are subdivided into volume, surface, and volume–surface matrices,

i.e.

Pαβu =

[

Pvv
αβu

Pvs
αβu

Psv
αβu

Pss
αβu

]

,

and their coefficients are given by

P vv
αβu,kh

=
1

‖vk‖‖vh‖

∫

vk

∫

vh

T (tu)

4π|r− r′|dΩdΩ, (6.33)

P ss
αβu,kh

=
1

‖fbk‖‖fbh‖

∫

fbk

∫

fbh

T (tu)

4π|r− r′|dΓdΓ, (6.34)

P vs
αβu,kh

=
1

‖vk‖‖fbh‖

∫

vk

∫

fbh

T (tu)

4π|r− r′|dΩdΓ, (6.35)

P sv
αβu,kh

=
1

‖fbk‖‖vh‖

∫

fbk

∫

vh

T (tu)

4π|r− r′|dΓdΩ, (6.36)

where ‖ · ‖ indicates the measure (i.e. volume or area) of the kth, hth volume and surface

elements. For the sake of conciseness, with respect to frequency domain methods, the electric

and magnetic PEEC potential matrices are scaled by ε0 and µ0, respectively. Thus, electric and

magnetic potential matrix coefficients have the same expression.
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Following a leap–frog scheme [144] and according to the classical Tonti diagram, ϕe and ϕm

are expanded onto the dual spatial and temporal grids G̃ and T̃ obtained by the barycentric

subdivision of G and T , respectively (see Fig. 6.2). Thus, ∂
∂tφcs,

∂
∂tφds, and

∂
∂tφms are also

given by

∂

∂t
φcs =

φcl − φcl−1

∆T
, (6.37)

∂

∂t
φds =

φdl − φdl−1

∆T
, (6.38)

∂

∂t
φms =

φml − φml−1

∆T
, (6.39)

where subscript l in (6.37)–(6.39) refers to the time instant tl = ts+∆T /2, while φcs, φds, and

φms are given by

φcs =
φcl + φcl−1

2
, (6.40)

φds =
φdl + φdl−1

2
, (6.41)

φms =
φml + φml−1

2
. (6.42)

Finally, combining (6.30)–(6.32) with (6.40)–(6.42), one obtains:

φcl − φcl−1

∆T
=
1

ε0

HT
∑

u=0

(

PccuG̃
aT

Ωc
jcs-u +PcduG̃

aT

Ωd
jds-u

)

, (6.43)

φdl − φdl−1

∆T
=
1

ε0

HT
∑

u=0

(

PdduG̃
aT

Ωd
jds-u +PdcuG̃

aT

Ωd
jcs-u

)

, (6.44)

φml − φml−1

∆T
=
1

µ0

HT
∑

u=0

(

PmmuG
aT
Ωm

jms-u

)

. (6.45)

Equations (6.15)–(6.17) and (6.43)–(6.45) (scaled by ∆T to improve the conditioning) are

finally combined leading to the MOT–PEEC scheme where (for each time step sth and lth) the

unknowns are jcs, jds, jms, φcl, φdl, and φml. The system of equations to be solved is given

by
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where

bcs =ecs −
HT
∑

u=1

(

Lccujcs-u + Lcdujds-u +Kcmujms-u

)

− 1

2
G̃

a

Ωc
φcl−1, (6.47)

bds =eds −
HT
∑

u=1

(

Lddujds-u + Ldcujcs-u +Kdmujms-u

)

− 1

2
G̃

a

Ωd
φdl−1 −∆TRd

NT
∑

u=1

jds-u,

(6.48)

bms =hms −
HT
∑

u=1

(

Lmmujms-u +Kmcujcs-u +Kdmujds-u

)

− 1

2
G̃

a

Ωm
φml−1 −∆TRm

NT
∑

u=1

jms-u,

(6.49)

bφ
c l =∆T

[ 1

ε0

HT
∑

u=1

(

PccuG̃
aT

Ωc
jcs-u +PcduG̃

aT

Ωd
jds-u

)

− 1

∆T
φcl−1

]

, (6.50)

bφ
dl
=∆T

[ 1

ε0

HT
∑

u=1

(

PdduG̃
aT

Ωd
jds-u +PdcuG̃

aT

Ωc
jcs-u

)

− 1

∆T
φdl−1

]

, (6.51)

bφ
ml =∆T

[ 1

µ0

HT
∑

u=1

(

PmmuG
aT
Ωm

jms-u

)

− 1

∆T
φml−1

]

. (6.52)

System (6.46) is made by resistance, incidence, and instantaneous matrices only (i.e. ones

with u = 0) and is the same for each time step. The right–hand side is instead updated at

each time step by multiplying the marching matrices (i.e. ones with u = 1, · · · , HT ) with the

previous HT solutions, as shown in (6.47)–(6.52). It is worth noting that instantaneous and

marching matrices are in general sparse with a sparsity ratio which depends on the choice of

∆T (i.e. the smaller ∆T , the lower the sparsity ratio, the greater HT ). As distinctive feature

of PEEC, connections with lumped circuit elements are easily considered by adding the circuit

currents and node potentials of the lumped components to the unknowns and solving Kirchhoff’s

Voltage and Currents Laws together with (6.46).

Finally, it is worth noting that the proposed approach has been developed without consid-

ering moving domains. Even if the extension of the proposed method to moving domains is

theoretically possible, the computational cost for considering such a case would probably signifi-

cantly increase since the mutual coefficients which model the electromagnetic couplings between

the moving parts must be re–evaluated at each time step.

6.2.3 On the choice of the unknowns and temporal shape function

With the aim of increasing the stability and the accuracy of the MOT scheme applied to integral

equation methods, several authors in the literature propose different temporal shape functions

(e.g. higher order with a more extended [149] and/or not–causal support [147]) and different

choices of the unknowns (e.g. electric and magnetic polarizations P and M or densities field D

and B). Indeed, these different choices (which also allow reducing the number of unknowns by

neglecting the scalar potentials from the independent unknowns [147]) seem to generally improve

the accuracy and the stability of the MOT method. Indeed, the use of a smoothly varying

temporal shape function alleviates the instability issues caused by the numerical integration of

integral matrix coefficients subject to the encroachment of the propagating electromagnetic wave

[150], [151], [150] (see Fig. 6.3).
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Figure 6.3: Integration inaccuracy leads to oscillating instabilities, graphic representation.

However, the use of temporal shape functions with a large support deteriorates the sparsity

ratio of the matrices and, when temporal shape functions with non causal support are chosen,

the need to predict several future solutions [152]. In the context of the proposed MOT–PEEC

method, in accordance with the analysis presented in [145], hat shape functions have been chosen

since they provide a good trade–off between stability, accuracy, and numerical performances.

However, the discretization process here proposed can be easily modified by considering different

temporal shape functions and/or predictor–corrector schemes [152]. Indeed, the here proposed

MOT–PEEC method (which is intended as a basic and general formulation) is however suitable

for the application of more sophisticated approaches [153, 154, 155, 156] and parallelization

techniques, as proposed in [148].

Lastly, the choice of considering the scalar potential as independent unknowns make it pos-

sible to separate the inductive (Lαβu) and capacitive (Ga
Ωα

PαβuG
aT
Ωβ
) effects, avoiding insta-

bilities attributable to round–off errors (breakdown in frequency).

6.2.4 Numerical results

In this section, some case study simulated by the proposed MOT–PEEC method is presented.

The MOT–PEEC code has been developed with MATLAB R© and parallel MEX–FORTRAN

functions based on OpenMP libraries. Thin wire, triangular, and hexahedral mesh elements can

be considered by the implemented code. Integral matrix coefficients are evaluated numerically

with a double Gauss–Legendre quadrature rule with an higher rule for the instantaneous coef-

ficients. The simulations were run on a Linux machine equipped with a dual-Xeon E5-2643 v4

processor (6 core, 12 thread, @3:40 GHz) and 512 GB RAM.
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Dielectric shell

The first test case consists of a dielectric shell (0.5 m outer radius, 0.48 m inner radius) excited

by the Gaussian Modulated Pulse (GMP) in [148]:

E0(x, y, z, t) = exp
[

−
( t− t0 − z/c0√

2ς

)2]

cos(2πf0(t− t0 − z/c0))ux, (6.53)

with f0 = 20 MHz, fbw = 20 MHz, ς = 6
2πfbw

, and t0 = 4ς. Three cases are here considered:

1. homogeneous medium with εr = 10,
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Figure 6.6: NBI PEEC model (not in scale). Blue: external conductive shell; green: internal conductive shell;
red: magnetic core snubbers. Values in mm.
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Figure 6.7: Current flowing in the voltage source connected to the NBI.

2. anisotropic medium with εr =
[

3 2 3
2 8 7
3 7 9

]

,

3. non–homogeneous medium with εr = 5 + 7z.

The results obtained from the MOT–PEEC code are compared with the ones obtained from

the frequency domain PEEC (FD–PEEC) code [27]. For case 1) only, the results are also

compared with the MIE solution. Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) and Inverse Discrete Fourier

Transform (IDFT) are adopted to extract frequency domain results from time simulations and

vice-versa.

For case 1), the scattered magnetic field norm (in time domain) evaluated in [5 m, 5 m, 5 m]

is shown in Fig. 6.4. For cases 1), 2), and 3), the frequency spectra of the three components

of the scattered magnetic field are shown in Fig. 6.5. The same hexahedral mesh with 3,072

elements has been adopted for MOT–PEEC and FD–PEEC.

Results show good agreement and some small discrepancy can be observed only for the

smallest components of H.
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Figure 6.8: Snapshot of the electric potential wave propagating on an equivalent surface model of an Airplane.

Neutral Beam Injector

In the context of Neutral Beam Injector (NBI) for Thermonuclear Fusion applications, the

protection against the grid breakdown and other possible failures is a very sensitive issue [157].

NBI are generally complex devices fed by long transmission lines (e.g. ∼ 70 m for ITER) which,

with a good simplification, can be modeled as coaxial cables operating in electrostatic condition

during normal functioning. With the aim of protecting the NBI against possible breakdowns

(i.e. damping dangerous voltage oscillations), magnetic core snubbers (combined also with other

technologies) are usually adopted.

Here, the simplified case of a NBI is considered. The NBI model (discretized by hexahedral

elements) consists of two 14 m long concentric cylindrical shells and it is exemplified in Fig. 6.6.

The inner and the outer shells have inner radii of 72 mm and 1.13 m, respectively. Both the

shells have a thickness of 3.3 mm and a conductivity of 100 kS/m. The device is fed by a real

lumped voltage source (R=50 Ω, L=5 nH) by means of short circuits which connect the end

points of the voltage source with all the boundary faces discretizing the initial cross sections of

the NBI model. Five equally spaced cylindrical magnetic shells (µr = 200, 1.4 m long, thickness

3, 3 mm, inner radius 75.3 mm) are placed around the internal conductive shell of the NBI

(magnetic core snubbers). The voltage source generates a unit step voltage (rising time 150 ns).

The simulations were run using ∆T = 3 ns, NT = 450, 6,840 conducting and 1,140 magnetic

mesh elements.

The time evolution of the current flowing though the voltage source is shown in Fig. 6.7. The

results are compared with those obtained from IDFT FD–PEEC code with a frequency sweep of

150 equally spaced values in the range from 0 Hz to 20 MHz. The results obtained by truncating

the sweep after 10, 20, 30, 70, and 150 frequency simulations are shown in Fig. 6.7. Since

retardation effects must be considered, the dense integral matrices of FD–PEEC must be updated

at each frequency simulation. Thus, to avoid prohibitive computation time, the exponential term

of the (harmonic) dynamic Green’s function is considered to be constant within every single cell
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propagation reflection
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Figure 6.9: EM wave propagation in a Transmission line.

(with a good approximation) and the inductance and potential PEEC matrices are updated at

each frequency value by multiplying each matrix entry with the related retardation coefficient.

The Peak Memory Usage (PMU) reached by the MOT–PEEC method is 9.7 GB, the time for

the generation of the matrices is Tg = 324 s, and the time for a single time solution is Ts = 1.4

s. For the sake of comparison, the computational details of the IDFT FD–PEEC are 15 GB of

PMU (due to the need of storing the non–retarded matrices, the retardation coefficients, and the

system to be solved), Tg = 254 s, and Ts = 49 s (i.e. time for the updating of the matrices and

the assembling and solution of the system). Thus, the total simulation time of MOT–PEEC is

Tt = 954 s while the one of FD–PEEC is Tt = 7,604 s.

Equivalent surface models: airplane, transmission line, and conducting plate

Following the discussion of section 3.4 concerning the discretization process for equivalent 2–D

PEEC models, the MOT–PEEC formulation can be easily modified for the study of equivalent

surface models. In Fig. 6.8 a snapshot of the electric potential wave propagating on an airplane

excited by a GMP (f0 = fbw = 100 MHz, ς = 6
2πfbw

, t0 = 4ς) is shown. The model consists of

83,240 triangular elements, ρc = 7 mΩ/m, a thickness of 1 mm, ∆T = 0.5 ns, and NT = 800.

Computation time are Tg = 927 s, and Ts = 6.7 s with PMU of 78 GB.

Fig. 6.9 instead shows the transient evolution of an electromagnetic wave in a transmission

line fed by a sinusoidal lumped voltage source (f = 70 MHz, ∆T = 0.4 ns).

Finally, the MOT–PEEC formulation for the case of equivalent surface conductive models is

validated on the case of a 1 × 1 m2 square plate with normal [−0.34ux, 0.81uy, 0.34uz] excited

by the GMP (6.53) with f0 = 108 Hz, ς = 6
2πfbw

, t0 = 4ς, and fbw = 108 Hz. The thickness

(δ) of the plate is 1 mm and the resistivity is ρ = 4 · 10−5 Ω/m. The chosen time step is

∆T = 10−9 s. Fig. 6.10 shows the temporal evolution of the current density (x–component)

in one of the triangular mesh element obtained from the implemented MOT–PEEC code. The

result is compared with the ones obtained from the Inverse Discrete Fourier Transform (IDFT)

applied to a frequency domain PEEC code and the well–known commercial software FEKO R©
based on Integral Equation methods.
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Stability analysis: eigenvalues distribution

When the dimension of the problem is relatively small, the stability analysis proposed in [158]

and based on the eigenvalues distribution of the MOT transmission matrix can be applied.

Thus, following [158], MOT–PEEC scheme provides an unconditionally stable time–domain

method if the magnitude of each eigenvalue of the MOT transmission matrix (constructed fol-

lowing [158]) is lower than 1. Fig. 6.11 shows the eigenvalue distribution of the MOT–PEEC

transmission matrix for a 1 m conducting sphere shell with conductivity 10 kS/m and thickness

1 mm (all the eigenvalues have magnitude lower than 1).





Chapter 7

Stochastic–PEEC method

In many electromagnetic applications the values of the material parameters are affected by

unavoidable uncertainties. Moreover, conductivity, permittivity, and permeability of media are

often strongly influenced by technological uncertainties and external uncontrolled phenomena,

such as temperature, pressure, humidity, and other environmental quantities.

Whenever the interest is the extraction of stochastic information of the quantity of interest

coming from the aleatory uncertainty in the input material parameters, the traditional Monte

Carlo (MC) method can be adopted. However, even considering its generality, the computational

effort required by MC is often prohibitive, since several deterministic problems (usually no less

than 10,000) must be solved.

To avoid this problem, many different techniques have been proposed in the literature [159].

Most of them are based on the polynomial chaos expansion (PCE) [159], which unfortunately

does not allow for easily considering correlated random variables. PCE technique has already

been successfully applied to the Finite Integration Technique (FIT) method for magnetostatic

[160], eddy–current [161], and electrokinetics [162] problems.

Moreover, the author in [163] successfully applied the PCE technique to an Integral Equation

approach based on the PEEC method. However, when the intrusive PCE technique of [163] is

applied to IE methods, the computational cost and the memory requirement for the storage of

dense matrices rapidly grow with the number of aleatory parameters.

An interesting and efficient alternative which allows for considering both uncorrelated and

correlated material parameters has been recently proposed in [164] for electrokinetic problems

based on FIT method.

In this chapter, the stochastic PEEC method presented in [163] and based on PCE technique

is discussed in Section 7.1. Then, in Section 7.2, an approach equivalent to the one of [164] which

combines the well known advantages of Parametric Model Order Reduction (PMOR) with the

efficiency of spectral approximation technique is applied PEEC (and more in general to Vol-

ume Integral Equation methods). In the here considered formulation, all the effects of the full

Maxwell equations are taken into account and conductive, dielectric, and magnetic media can

be involved in the simulations.

In this work, only the uncertainty on the material parameters has been considered. Instead,

the uncertainty on (general) geometrical parameters and shape of the devices has not been taken

into account. Indeed, such case leads to some numerical complications since the dense mutual

matrices (which depends on the shape of the devices) are affected by the uncertainties. For this

reason, in the context of Integral Equation methods, such case has been poorly considered in

the literature [165] and it is still an open matter.

141
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This chapter is the result of an ongoing collaboration with Professors Lorenzo Codecasa and

Luca Di Rienzo from Dipartimento di Elettronica, Informazione e Bioingegneria, Politecnico di

Milano, Milan, Italy.

7.1 Polynomial Chaos Expansion

In the proposed stochastic PEEC method the advantages of the integral equations method are

combined with those of Polynomial Chaos Expansion technique [159]. The described approach al-

lows for quantifying the uncertainty of the output quantities of interest coming from the aleatory

uncertainty in the input material parameters, with a potentially less time-consuming process

compared to the traditional Monte Carlo (MC) method. Differently from the MC method, which

requires to solve several deterministic problems, with the stochastic PEEC based on PCE only

one (computationally larger) problem must be solved and only conductive, dielectric (εr 6= 1),

and magnetic (µr 6= 1) media must be discretized, considering one or more material parameters

as random variables.

In this section, the Unstructured–PEEC method is adopted but an equivalent formulation

can be also derived basing on the Standard–PEEC approach without any additional effort. In

the numerical results, the formulation is validated against the MC method considering the cases

of a double spherical conductive shield and a double spherical magnetic shield. With the aim

of maintaining a feasible simulation time, the MC method is applied to axisymmetric Finite

Element Method simulations and to the analytical expression of the shielding factor for the case

of the double spherical magnetic shield.

7.1.1 Deterministic PEEC formulation

The proposed stochastic PEEC formulation starts from the deterministic PEEC method. In

the following, for the sake of clarity, only homogeneous and piecewise–homogeneous conductive

media are considered, while the cases of surface conductive, dielectric, and magnetic media are

discussed in section 7.1.3.

With the aim of providing a stand alone presentation and limiting the amount of cross–

references with other parts of the thesis, the PEEC formulation is shortly derived.

The Electric Field Integral Equation introduced in Chapter 2 is here reported:

E(r) = Eext(r)+iωµ0

∫

Ωc

Jc(r
′)g(r, r′)dΩ′+∇

[

∫

Ωc

ε−1
0 ̺(r′)g(r, r′)dΩ′+

∫

Γc

ε−1
0 σ(r′)g(r, r′)dΓ′

]

,

(7.1)

where E is the (total) electric field, Eext is the external electric field, and Jc is the conduction

current density vector. ̺c and ςc are the free volume and surface charge densities, respectively,

ω is the angular frequency, µ0 and ε0 are the permeability and permittivity of the vacuum,

respectively. r is the field point, r′ is the integration point, g(r, r′) is the Green’s function, and

Ωc is the conductive domain (computational region) with boundary Γc = ∂Ωc. Moreover, the

following continuity relations which link Jc to ̺c and ςc are defined:

∇ · Jc(r) = −iω̺c(r), (J+
c (r)− J−

c (r)) · n = iωςc(r), (7.2)

where the subscripts + and − indicate the two sides of the surface where the conduction current

density is discontinuous and n is the unit normal vector of that surface.
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When conductive media are considered, Ohm’s law, that locally links E to Jc, can be applied:

E(r) = ρc(r)Jc(r), in Ω, (7.3)

where ρc = 1/σc is the electric resistivity and σc is the electric conductivity. The computational

domain Ωc is then discretized into a tetrahedral or hexahedral mesh consisting on vc volumes,

fc faces (of which f
b
c boundary faces), ec edges, and nc nodes. Jc is now expanded as:

Jc(r) =
∑fc

k
wk(r)jck, (7.4)

where wk(r) is the Whitney face shape function and jck is the flux of Jc through the kth face

of the mesh.

Combining (7.1) with (7.2), an integral equation where E only depends on J (and the external

electric field Eext) can be obtained. Thus, combining (7.1) with (7.2) and (7.4), and applying a

Galerkin projection to the resulting equation, the following matrix equation is obtained:

ẽ = −
[

iωLc
c +

1

iω
DaT

Ωc
Pc

cD
a
Ωc

]

jc + ẽ0, (7.5)

where jc = (jck) is the array of degrees of freedom (DoFs) storing jck. ẽ and ẽ0 are the arrays

of DoFs related to E and Eext.

Da
Ωc

is the volume–face augmented divergence defined in Chapter 3. Lc
c and Pc

c are the

(dense) inductance and potential matrices having dimensions fc × fc and (vc + f bc )× (vc + f bc ),

respectively. The expression of a generic khth entry of Lc
c and Pc

c are given in (3.34) and (3.37),

respectively.

The same Galerkin projection can now be applied to equation (7.3), combined with the

expansion (7.4). This results in

ẽ = Rcj, (7.6)

where Rc is the (sparse) fc × fc resistance matrix. The expression of the matrix entries of Rc

are

Rckh =

∫

Ω

ρc(r)wk(r) ·wh(r)dr. (7.7)

Finally, combining the matrix equations (7.5) and (7.6), the following deterministic algebraic

system of equation is obtained:

[

Rc + iωLc
c +

1

iω
DaT

Ωc
Pc

cD
a
Ωc

]

jc = ẽ0. (7.8)

This system requires the storage of f2c complex entries, unless compression techniques are

adopted. Equation (7.8) can be solved as is or, eventually, it can be projected into a reduced set

of unknowns as proposed in Section 4.2.4. Moreover, the mesh of Ωc can be interpreted as an

electric circuit where the faces represent the circuit branches and the volumes and the boundary

faces represent the circuit nodes. Thus, (7.8) can be interpreted as the Kirchhoff’s voltage law

written for each circuit branch and the electromagnetic problem can be easily coupled with

external circuit elements.
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Table 7.1: Multi–index with q = 3 and n = 2

|α| multi–index α global–index k

0 (0, 0, 0) 1

1
(1, 0, 0) 2

(0, 1, 0) 3

(0, 0, 1) 4

2

(2, 0, 0) 5

(1, 1, 0) 6

(1, 0, 1) 7

(0, 2, 0) 8

(0, 1, 1) 9

(0, 0, 2) 10

7.1.2 Stochastic PEEC formulation

In the same fashion and notation of [161], the electric resistivity ρc is now assumed to depend

on a small number q of random variables ξ1, . . . , ξq, which can be assumed to be statistically

independent. In the case of statistical correlation the approach proposed in the Section 7.2 can

be adopted. Vector ξ = [ξ1, . . . , ξq] can be defined so that ρc = ρc(r, ξ). PCEs can now be

introduced for all the electromagnetic fields, e.g.

Jc(r, ξ) =
∑

|α|≤p

Jcα(r)ψα(ξ), (7.9)

where p is the order chosen for the PCE, α = (α1, . . . , αq) is a multi–index of q elements (see

Table 7.1)[159], |α| = α1 + α2 + . . .+ αq, and

ψα(ξ) = ψ1
α1
(ξ1)ψ

2
α1
(ξ2) . . . ψ

q
αq
(ξq), (7.10)

in which ψk
j (ξk) with j = 0, 1, . . . are polynomials of degree not greater than p forming an

orthonormal basis in the probability space of random variable ξk, for k = 1, . . . , q [159]. Jcα(r)

is the projection of J(r, ξ)c onto ψα(ξ); the same expansion is adopted for E and Eext.

The functions ψα(ξ) form a basis of dimension n =
(

p+q
p

)

and satisfy the nonorthogonality

property:

E[ψα(ξ)ψβ(ξ)] =

∫

I

ψα(ξ)ψβ(ξ)f(ξ)dξ = δαβ, (7.11)

where E[·] indicates the statistical mean value, I is the support of the polynomials, δαβ is the

q–variate Kronecker delta function, and f(ξ) is the Probability Density function (PDF).

From (7.9), analogous PCEs are obtained for the arrays of DOFs jc, ẽ, and ẽ0, e.g.:

jc(ξ) =
∑

|α|≤p

jcαψα(ξ), (7.12)

where jcα is the projection of j(ξ)c onto ψα(ξ):

jcα = E[j(ξ)cψα(ξ)]. (7.13)
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The same procedure can be repeated for ẽ and ẽ0, leading to the projections ẽα and ẽ0α. These

projections can be stored in the global vector arrays

J c = [jcα], Ẽ0 = [ẽ0α], Ẽ = [ẽα], (7.14)

where sub–vectors of multi–indices α are stored in lexicographical order as shown in [159].

The vector arrays j, ẽ, and ẽ0 in (7.5) are now substituted with their PCEs. Then, a Galerkin

approach is applied by projecting the resulting matrix equation onto each polynomial ψα(ξ).

As result, the following matrix equation is obtained for each polynomial ψα(ξ):

ẽα = −
[

iωLc
c +

1

iω
DaT

Ωc
Pc

cD
a
Ωc

]

jcα + ẽ0α. (7.15)

This equation written for all the multi–indices α (with |α| ≤ p) results in the following matrix

equation

Ẽ = −
(

1n ⊗
[

iωLc
c +

1

iω
DaT

Ωc
Pc

cD
a
Ωc

])

J c + Ẽ0, (7.16)

where ⊗ is the Kronecker product and 1n is the identity matrix of dimension n× n.

The same procedure can now be applied to the discrete form of the Ohm’s law in (7.6). Thus,

by projecting (7.6) onto each polynomial ψβ(ξ) and substituting ẽ and jc with their PCEs, the

following equation is obtained:

Ẽ = RcJ c, (7.17)

where Rc can be written in block form

Rc = [Rcαβ] =









Rc1,1 Rc1,2 · · ·
...

. . .

Rcn,1 Rcn,n









. (7.18)

The khth coefficient of the nf × nf matrix Rcαβ is given by

Rcαβ,kh =

∫

Ω

E[ρc(r, ξ)ψα(ξ)ψβ(ξ)]wk(r) ·wh(r)dr. (7.19)

For homogeneous or piecewise–homogeneous conductive media the resistivity can be consid-

ered uniform inside each mesh element, ρc(r, ξ) = ρc(ξ). Thus, the statistical mean in (7.19)

can be moved outside the spatial integral. Assuming that ρc is uniform and equal to ρuc in each

subregion Ωc,u, with u = 1, · · · , r (Ωc = Ωc,1 ∪ · · · ∪ Ωc,r), Rc can be evaluated as

Rc =

r
∑

u=1

Ψu ⊗Rc,u, (7.20)

where the coefficients of the n× n matrix Ψu are

Ψu,αβ = E[ρuc (ξ)ψα(ξ)ψβ(ξ)], (7.21)

whereas the entries of the nf × nf matrix Ru are given by

Ru,kh =

∫

Ωu

wk(r) ·wh(r)dr. (7.22)
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Finally, combining (7.16) and (7.17), the following stochastic matrix equation is obtained

[

r
∑

u=1

Ψu ⊗Ru + 1n ⊗ (iωLc
c +

1

iω
DaT

Ωc
Pc

cD
a
Ωc
)
]

J c = Ẽ0. (7.23)

The nnf ×nnf matrix system in (7.23) is characterized by dense diagonal blocks and sparse

off–diagonal blocks and it requires the storage of ∼ nn2f matrix entries. Alternatively, for the

particular case of r = 1, equation (7.23) can be solved as proposed in [166]. Thus, the inversion

of two nf × nf dense matrices and the storage of ∼ 3n2
f complex matrix entries is required but

the whole stochastic system is not explicitly assembled. Furthermore, for r > 1, compression

techniques can be applied to the dense diagonal blocks of (7.23) that can be described with the

same low–rank approximation of the dense matrix iωLc
c +

1
iωD

aT
Ωc

Pc
cD

a
Ωc
.

7.1.3 Extension of the formulation

In the previous sections the deterministic and the stochastic PEEC formulations for the case of

piecewise–homogeneous volume conductive media have been presented. In the following, the case

of equivalent 2–D PEEC models and the cases of dielectric and magnetic media are discussed.

Equivalent 2–D PEEC models

When very thin conductive devices are considered or when the skin effect is dominant, an

equivalent 2–D model can be adopted (see section 3.4). When an equivalent 2–D model is

adopted, the current density is considered with a known distribution along the thickness. Thus,

when the distribution of Jc is imposed, the coefficient of the resistance matrix depends on

ρ∗c = ρc/δ, where δ is the thickness of the equivalent 2–D model. Therefore, ρc and δ can be

considered also as random variables.

A similar consideration holds for the case of 1–D equivalent models.

Dielectric and magnetic media

The formulation presented here can be easily extended to the case of dielectric media simply by

replacing Jc with the electric current density Je = Jc+ iωP, where P is the polarization vector.

Moreover, the constitutive equation (7.3) is substituted with

E(r) = ρe(r)Je(r), (7.24)

where ρe is the equivalent electric resistivity:

ρeq(r) =
1

σc + iωε0(εr(r)− 1)
, in Ωe, (7.25)

in which Ωe is the electric domain Ωe = Ωc ∪ Ωd. Thus, ρe can now be assumed as a stochastic

quantity.

When magnetic media are considered, an equivalent procedure can be applied staring from

the Amperian or Coulombian PEEC discretization proposed in Chapter 3. Thus, all the material

parameters of electric and magnetic domains can be considered as random variables. Moreover,
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when only magnetic media are considered it is sufficient to perform the following substitutions:

E ⇒ H, E0 ⇒ H0, Jc ⇒ Jm, ̺⇒ ̺m, ς ⇒ ςm,

µ0 ⇒ ε0, ε0 ⇒ µ0, ρ⇒ ρm,
(7.26)

in which H is the magnetic field, H0 is the external magnetic field, Jm = iωµ0M is the magne-

tization current vector (where M is the magnetization), ̺m and ςm are the volume and surface

magnetic bound charge density, respectively, and ρm = (iωµ0(µr − 1))−1 is the magnetic re-

sistivity (where µr is the relative permeability). Then, applying (7.26), the stochastic PEEC

method for magnetic media can be developed following the procedure given in the previous

section (Section 7.1.2).

Lumped circuit elements

In the PEEC method, the mesh of the active domain can be interpreted as an electric circuit

where the faces represent the circuit branches and the volumes and the boundary faces repre-

sent the circuit nodes. Thus, the final PEEC system of equations can be interpreted as the

Kirchhoff’s voltage law written for each circuit branch. Thanks to this circuit interpretation,

the electromagnetic problem can be easily coupled with external circuit elements. Furthermore,

the electric parameter (resistance, inductance, or capacitance) of these lumped circuit elements

can be considered as stochastic quantities.

7.1.4 Numerical results

The case of a double conductive spherical shield in a uniform time–harmonic magnetic field

is now considered. The inner and outer radii of the internal shield are 0.91 m and 0.93 m,

respectively, whereas the inner and outer radii of the external shield are 0.98 m and 1.00 m,

respectively. The conductivity of the two shells are modeled by two statistically independent

conductivities σin
c and σext

c , with uniform probability density functions (PDF) in the range of

30−80 kS/m for σin
c and 50−90 kS/m for σext

c . The frequency of the problem is f = 100 Hz. In

order to impose Hext = [0, 0, µ−1
0 ], the formulation requires to impose Eext = [iωy/2,−iωx/2, 0].

The PDF of the shielding factor S = H/Hext (evaluated in the center of the spherical shells) is

computed with the Stochastic PEEC method. In Fig. 7.1, the results obtained with p = 4 are

compared with the ones obtained from the MC method (104 runs) applied to the simulations of

a well–known commercial FEM software. An axisymmetric model of the device is adopted for

the FEM simulations. Fig. 7.2 shows the relative errors ǫr of the first two moments of S versus p

and with respect to the solution obtained choosing a PCE order equal to 9. The model adopted

for the Stochastic PEEC method (p = 4) uses 28,200 unknowns and the simulation requires 482

s with a ∼ 2.7 GB peak memory usage (PMU). The MC–FEM simulation requires 6,576 s and

a ∼ 2 GB PMU.

The second test case consists of a double magnetic spherical shield in a uniform magneto-

static field. The “dual” magnetic form of the Stochastic PEEC method has been adopted (i.e.

substitutions (7.26) are applied) in its magnetostatic form by simply scaling the final matrix

equations by iω. The results in terms of S are compared with the ones obtained with MC

method (25 · 106 runs) using the analytical expression of S [167]. The inner and outer radii of

the internal shield are 0.89 m and 0.90 m, respectively, whereas the inner and outer radii of the

external shield are 0.99 m and 1.00 m, respectively. The relative permeability of the two shells
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Figure 7.1: PDF of S, stochastic PEEC (p = 4) vs MC–FEM
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Figure 7.2: Relative error of the first two moments of S versus p.
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Figure 7.3: PDF of S, stochastic PEEC (p = 4) vs MC–Analytic.

are modeled by two statistically independent relative permeabilities µin
r and µext

r , with uniform

PDF in the range of 1,600− 3,000 for µin
r and 1,500− 3,500 for µext

r . The comparison between

the Stochastic PEEC and the MC method are compared in Fig. 7.3. The model adopted for the
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Stochastic PEEC method (p = 4) consists of 29,380 unknowns and the simulation requires 1,303

s with a ∼ 1.5 GB PMU.

The results in Fig. 7.1, Fig. 7.2, and Fig. 7.3 show the good accuracy and convergence (respect

the value of p) of the proposed Stochastic PEEC method. Small disagreements in Fig. 7.3 are

due to the mesh discretization of the spherical shells and not to the stochastic method. The

simulations were run on a Windows machine equipped with a dual–6-core/12-thread processors

(Intel E5645 @2.40GHz) and 104 GB of RAM.

7.2 Parametric Model Order Reduction and spectral ap-

proximation

In this chapter, the well known advantages of Parametric Model Order Reduction (PMOR) with

the efficiency of spectral approximation technique is applied to Volume Integral Equation (VIE)

methods such as PEEC with the aim of overcoming the shortcomings of the Stochastic–PEEC

method presented in the previous section ans based on PCE. The discussions of this chapter

have been submitted to Journal of Computational Physics and are now under peer–revision.

It is worth noting that, although the PEEC formulation is here considered, the same stochas-

tic approach here proposed can be applied to different VIE formulations.

The following section is organized as follows. In section 7.2.1, the structure of the deter-

ministic parametric problem is first described. Then, in section 7.2.2, the stochastic method is

presented and subdivided in three parts. First, a PMOR algorithm which drastically reduces

the dimension of the parametric problem is presented and widely discussed. Thank to the choice

of the adopted VIE method, at each iteration of the PMOR algorithm only the sparse material

matrices must be updated, while the dense integral ones remain constant. This leads to a very

fast and efficient method where the computational cost is headed by the solution of only few

deterministic VIE (i.e. PEEC) problems. In the second part of the code, a spectral approxima-

tion is applied to describe the relationships between the (aleatory) material parameters and the

quantities of interest derived from the unknowns of the parametric VIE problem. Then, in the

last part of the code, a MC simulations is finally applied to the spectral approximation with a

negligible computational cost.

In section 7.2.3, the analytical case of a multi–shell dielectric sphere and the industrial case of

the induction heating pot presented in [135] are considered. The obtained results demonstrate

the efficiency and accuracy of the implemented method, which is able to consider both 3–D

and axisymmetric electromagnetic problems with a (relatively) high number of random material

parameters. The electromagnetic media exhibit complex material quantities, where the real

and the imaginary parts are considered as two potentially independent aleatory variables. The

considered numerical cases show that a very small dimension of the reduced order model is

sufficient to reach very high accuracy. Moreover, the exponential convergence of the spectral

approximation is observed in the numerical studies [159].

In the presented numerical test cases, the values of the chosen frequencies allow for neglecting

the time delay effects on the propagation of the electromagnetic fields. Indeed, this choice allow

for focusing the main attention on the stochastic part of the problem, without falling back

into the well–known numerical issues of VIE methods (see section 4.2.3, [128]). However, the

proposed method can be potentially extended to the case of high frequency problems.
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The final results of the implemented code consist of: 1) a reduced order model of the para-

metric problem and, 2) a further spectral expansion of any quantity derived from the unknowns

of the electromagnetic problem. Then, stochastic analysis can be carried out by assuming differ-

ent probability distributions and correlation between the material parameters, without the need

of re–running the code. With respect to [164], sparse grids have been successfully adopted to

mitigate the well–known problem of the curse of dimensionality and accelerate the code [159].

Moreover, since the construction of the reduced order model relies on the solution of few deter-

ministic problems, low–rank approximation techniques could be adopted to further reduce the

overall computational effort, as shown in Chapter 5 [19, 77].

7.2.1 Deterministic parametric problem

The starting point of the discussion is the (reduced) system of equation obtained from the C–

PEEC. For the sake of clarity the system, which has been first introduced in (4.16), is here

reported

[

Re + iωLe
e +

1
iω G̃

a

Ωe
PeD

a
Ωe

M1/ε0CΩe
Ñ

e

m

−M̃1/µ0
C̃Ωm

Nm
e R̃m + iωL̃

m

m + 1
iωG

a
Ωm

P̃mD̃
a

Ωm

][

je

j̃m

]

=

[

ẽ0

h0

]

. (7.27)

Let us now assume that the active domain Ωa = Ωe∪Ωm consists of K sub–regions where the

electric and magnetic resistivities are uniform functions equal to ρ̄ek and ρ̄mk
in each sub–region

Ωk, with k = 1, · · · ,K, i.e.: ρe(r) =
∑K

k=1 ρek(r) and ρm(r) =
∑K

k=1 ρmk
(r), where

Thus, (7.27) can be now written as

[R+U]x = b, (7.28)

where U, x, and b are defined independently of the subdivision of Ωa:

x =

[

je

j̃m

]

, b =

[

ẽ0

h0

]

, U =

[

iωLe
e +

1
iω G̃

a

Ωe
PeD

a
Ωe

M1/ε0CΩe
Ñ

e

m

−M̃1/µ0
C̃Ωm

Nm
e iωL̃

m

m + 1
iωG

a
Ωm

P̃mD̃
a

Ωm

]

.

(7.29)

Matrix R instead is given by

R =
K
∑

k=1

ρ̄kRk, with ρ̄kRk =

[

ρ̄ekRek 0

0 ρ̄mk
R̃mk

]

, (7.30)

in which Rek and R̃mk
are defined as in (3.33) and (3.55) setting a unitary value of the electric

and magnetic resistivities in the kth sub–region and 0 elsewhere. For the sake of simplicity and

with a slight abuse of notation, the general resistivity ρ̄k = (ρ̄e, ρ̄m) has been introduced in

(7.30).

Equation (7.28) can now be transformed into a parametric problem. Indeed, each resistivity

value ρ̄ek and ρ̄mk
(with k = 1, · · · ,K) can be considered as a function of a small number Q

of parameters ξ1, · · · , ξQ stored in the vector array ξ, i.e. ρ̄k = ρ̄k(ξ). Each parameter ξh,

with k = 1, · · · , Q, varies in the set [−1, 1]. Thus ξ varies in the set Ξ = [−1, 1]Q, i.e. the

Q–dimensional master hypercube. Therefore, the parametric electromagnetic problem is ruled
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by
[

K
∑

k=1

ρ̄k(ξ)Rk +U
]

x(ξ) = b. (7.31)

When the resistivities ρ̄k, with k = 1, · · · ,K, are modeled with a given Probability Density
Function, a Monte Carlo method can be applied to extract the stochastic informations of some

quantity of interest. However, problem (7.31) must be solved for each MC sample. Thus, due to

the slow convergence of the MC approach, this method would result in a prohibitive computation

time. Moreover, if the assumption on the PDF of the resistivities changes, the MC simulation

must be performed again. In the following, an alternative method which drastically reduces the

computational time required by the stochastic analysis is proposed.

7.2.2 Stochastic VIE method

The main idea is not to completely avoid the use of MC, which, beyond its slow convergence, is

a general and robust method. Instead, the goal is to drastically reduce the computational effort

of the problem and finally apply MC to a simple equation. At this purpose, a parametric model

order reduction is first applied to (7.31) and then a spectral expansion is applied to the reduced

order model. Finally, MC is applied to the spectral expansion with a negligible computational

effort. In the following, these three steps are described.

Parametric Model Order reduction

The reduced parametric model of (7.31) is constructed by using an iterative approach based on

the Parametric Model–Order Reduction algorithm [168] described in Algorithm 2 and previously

proposed in [164] for an electrokinetic problem discretized by the Finite Integration Technique

(FIT).

According to the PMOR Algorithm 2, at step 0, a Q–dimensional grid defined as χ is

constructed. This grid is here assumed to be the cartesian product of Q sets of P Gaussian

points of Legendre polynomials resulting in Nχ = PQ grid points, but other choices of χ are

possible. The points of the grid are indicated as ζh, with h = 1, · · · , Nχ. Moreover, the

projection matrix V0 is initialized as the empty set and the index c counting the number of

iterations of the algorithm is initialized to 1.

Then, at step 1, the parametric problem ruled by (7.31) is solved for a given choice of ξ,

which is initialized to ξ = 0 at the beginning of the algorithm.

At step 2, the projection matrix Vc is evaluated by applying a Gram-Schmidt orthogonal-

ization (GSO) to the matrix which stores Vc−1 and x(ξ) (i.e. the solution of the parametric

problem obtained at step 1):

Vc = GSO([Vc−1,x(ξ)]). (7.32)

Columns of Vc are orthonormal basis vectors of the space spanned by all the solutions obtained

at step 1. Thus, Vc is a Nx×c orthonormal matrix, where Nx is the dimension of the parametric

problem (i.e. the dimension of x(ξ)).

At step 3, the parametric reduced model Mc is finally constructed by projecting (7.31) onto

the space spanned by the columns of Vc, i.e.

[

K
∑

k=1

ρ̄k(ξ)R̂ck + Ûc

]

x̂(ξ) = b̂c, (7.33)
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Algorithm 2 PMOR Algorithm

Input: Matrices U and Rk and the functions ρ̄k(ξ), (with k = 1, · · · ,K)
Construct χ // 0
Set ξ = 0

Set r = +∞
Set V0 = ∅

Set c = 1
Set a desired value of η (e.g. η = 10−3)
while r > η do

Find the solution x(ξ) of (7.31): x(ξ) =
[

∑K

k=1
ρ̄k(ξ)Rk +U

]

\ b. // 1

Update the orthonormal basis of dimension c: Vc =GSO([Vc−1,x(ξ)]) // 2
Generate the reduced order model c: Ûc = VT

c UVc, and R̂ck = VT
c RkVc, with k = 1, · · · ,K

// 3
for h = 1, · · · , Nχ (parallel) do

Extract the hth grid point ζh of χ
Find the solution x̂(ζh) of the reduced order problem (7.33) and then evaluate x̃(ζh) = Vcx̂(ζh)
// 4

Evaluate the residual: r′h = ‖
[

∑K

k=1
ρ̄k(ζh)Rk +U

]

x̃(ζh)− b‖/‖b‖ // 5

end for

Find M ∈ [1, · · · , Nχ] such that r′M = max(r′h,with h = 1, · · · , Nχ)
Set r = r′M
Set ξ = ζM // 6
if r > η then

Set c = c+ 1
end if

end while

Output: Reduced order model Mc consisting of Ûc and R̂kc , with k = 1, · · · ,K, and the projection
matrix Vc

where

b̂c = VT
c b, Ûc = VT

c UVc, R̂ck = VT
c RkVc, with k = 1, · · · ,K. (7.34)

Ûc and R̂ck (with k = 1, · · · ,K) are square matrices of dimension c × c, b̂ is a vector array of

dimension c, and x̂(ξ) is the solution of Mc for a given choice of ξ.

A parametric reduced order model Mc of dimension c is now constructed. This model of

reduced dimension allows obtaining an approximate solution of the original parametric problem

(7.31). Indeed, when x̂(ξ) is obtained by solving (7.33), an approximate solution of (7.31) is

given by

x̃(ξ) = Vcx̂(ξ), (7.35)

where, if Mc provides an accurate approximation of (7.31), x(ξ) ≃ x̃(ξ). In the following steps

of the algorithm, Mc is tested against all the grid points to check if the reduced model actually

provides an accurate approximation.

Thus, at step 4, (7.33) is solved for each value of ζh ∈ χ, with h = 1, · · · , Nχ, and the

approximate solutions x̃(ζh) are evaluated according to (7.35).

Then, at step 5, the accuracy of each approximate solution x̃(ζh), with h = 1, · · · , Nχ, is

tested by evaluating the related hth residual as

r′h =
‖
[

∑K
k=1 ρ̄k(ζh)Rk +U

]

x̃(ζh)− b‖
‖b‖ . (7.36)
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If for each point ζh belonging to the grid χ, the residual r
′
h is smaller than the required tolerance

η, then the algorithm stops and the reduced order modelMc of dimension c is obtained. Instead,

if r′h is greater than η for some points of ζk ∈ χ, the one which maximizes the value of the residual
is chosen as the next candidate of a further iteration of the algorithm.

Thus, at step 6, ξ is set equal to the grid point ζM which maximizes the residual r. Then, if

r > η, the value of the counter c is updated (i.e. c = c+1) and the algorithm restarts from step

1. At each iteration of algorithm 2, the reduced order model is not re–constructed from scratch.

Instead, only the new information obtained from the solution of (7.31) for a new selected grid

point is added to Mc−1, resulting into Mc. It is worth noting that, due to the adoption of the

Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization, it is important to avoid that the algorithm choses an already

selected grid point.

The for–loop in Algorithm 2 can be executed in parallel by the workers of multi–core comput-

ers or clusters. However, due to the well–known problem of the curse of dimensionality [159], the

number of points of χ (i.e. Nχ = PQ) exponentially increases with the dimension Q. Therefore,

the computation time required by the for–loop in Algorithm 2 significantly increases with Q,

even with parallelized for–loop.

A solution to this problem consists on replacing the Gaussian grid χ with a sparse grid

χ∗ [159]. Sparse grids have been introduced as a computationally more efficient method of

integrating multidimensional functions [169]. Indeed, while the Gaussian grid χ is obtained as

a (complete) tensor product of Q sets of Gaussian points, the sparse grid χ∗ is obtained as a

much smaller subset of the tensor product. The sparse grid MATLAB R© toolbox in [170] based

on the Clenshaw-Curtis rule is used in the implementation. The number of points of the sparse

grid for this rule is

Nχ∗ ≈ 2LQL

L!
, with Q >> 1, (7.37)

where L denotes the level of the sparse grid [159]. Moreover, contrary to the Gauss–Legendre

points, the Clenshaw-Curtis points are mostly located on the boundary of the grid. This allows

the PMOR Algorithm to explore the border of Ξ and select the extrema points of χ∗ which

usually hold useful information of the parametric problem.

The dimension c of the reduced order model Mc is generally much smaller than Nx (i.e.

the dimension of the original parametric problem). Thus, in the context of stochastic analysis,

a MC approach can now be adopted by solving the reduced order model Mc for each sample

ξh, with h = 1, · · · , NMC and NMC is the number of MC samples. However, since the MC

method exhibits a O(1/√NMC) convergence rate, when the stochastic analysis requires an high

accuracy, the value of NMC grows significantly, and therefore also the computation time, using

the parametric reduced-order model.

In the next section, with the aim of further reducing the computational cost required by the

stochastic analysis, a spectral approximation is applied to the reduced order model Mc.
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Algorithm 3 Spectral Approximation Algorithm

Input: Reduced order model Mc consisting of Ûc and R̂kc
, with k = 1, · · · ,K, and the projection matrix

V

for h = 1, · · · , Nχ (parallel) do

Extract the hth grid point x̂(ζh) of χ
Find the solution x̂(ζh) of the reduced order problem (7.33) and then evaluate x̃(ζh) = Vx̂(ζh) // 7
Evaluate the approximated quantity wh(ζh) ≃ F(x̂(ζh)) // 8
Store wh in the vector array w = (wh)

end for

for |α| ≤ P (parallel) do

Set wα = 0
for h = 1, · · · , Nχ do

wα = wα + whWhψα
(ζh) // 9

end for

end for

Output: Spectral approximation of w(ξ)

Spectral Approximation

Let us now assume that a given quantity of interest, w(ξ), is obtained as a function of x(ξ) (i.e.

the solution of the parametric problem (7.31)), i.e.

w(ξ) = F(x(ξ)). (7.38)

which can be for instance the value of the electric and magnetic current for a given set of faces

of the mesh, the electric and magnetic field components in a given set of target points, the joule

losses, etc. All these quantities can be directly obtained from x(ξ) by applying a proper operator

here defined as the continuous function F(·) [159].
A spectral approximation can be then applied to

w(ξ) =
∑

|α|≤P

wαψα(ξ), (7.39)

where wα is the projection of w(ξ) onto ψα(ξ), i.e.

wα =

∫

Ξ

w(ξ)ψα(ξ)dξ. (7.40)

In (7.40), α = (α1, · · · , αQ) is a multi–index of Q elements with |α| = α1 + · · ·+ αQ, and

ψα(ξ) = ψα1
(ξ1)ψα1

(ξ2) · · ·ψαQ
(ξQ−1)ψαQ

(ξQ), (7.41)

in which ψp, with p = 0, · · · , P , are the first P + 1 Legendre polynomials defined in [−1, 1].
Functions ψα, with |α| ≤ P , form a basis of all polynomials in Q variables and of degree smaller

or equal to P , with dimension

Npol =

(

P +Q

P

)

. (7.42)

Starting from the reduced order model Mc (i.e. the output of Algorithm 2), the spectral

approximation of w(ξ) shown in (7.39) can be obtained with the non–intrusive method described

in Algorithm 3.

According to Algorithm 3, at step 7, the reduced order model is solved for all the points of χ.

Thus, for each solution x̂(ζh), with h = 1, · · · , Nχ, the approximate solution x̃(ζh) is obtained

from (7.35). At step 8, according to (7.38), an approximation of wh(ζh) is obtained and then
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stored in the array w = (wh), with h = 1, · · · , Nχ.

Finally, at step 9, the αth spectral projection of w(ξ) is approximated by numerically inte-

grating (7.40) with a Gaussian quadrature rule in the grid points of χ:

wα =

Nχ
∑

h=1

whWhψα(ζh), (7.43)

where Wh is the weight related to the hth Gauss point, with h = 1, · · · , Nχ.

As in Algorithm 2, the two for–loops of Algorithm 3 can be executed in parallel and they are

also affected by the problem of the curse of dimensionality. However, as discussed in Section

7.2.2, sparse grids can be adopted again to alleviate this problem. Thus, the Gaussian grid χ

can be replaced with a sparse grid χ∗ [159], which can be also different from that adopted in

Algorithm 2.

Monte Carlo Analysis

The above described procedure is completely deterministic. Let us now assume that the interest

is to quantify the uncertainty of w deriving from the uncertainty of the material parameters

(i.e. ρ̄k, with k = 1, · · · , Q). MC analysis can be efficiently carried out by using the spectral

approximation of w.

NMC Monte Carlo samples ξh are generated according to the Probability Density Function

(PDF) of each Q parameter. Then, w(ξh) is efficiently evaluated by using (7.39). Thus, even

when NMC is very large (e.g. NMC > 106), the whole computational effort can be reasonably ad-

dressed. In this manner unprecedented levels of accuracy in the stochastic analysis when random

variables are correlated can be achieved. Moreover, as discussed in [164], a further advantage

of the proposed method is the completely independence on the PDF of the material quantities.

Furthermore, the case of correlation between the material parameters can be considered as well.

Finally, a significant advantage of the proposed approach is that the spectral approximation

of w can be adopted assuming different PDFs of the Q parameters without re–running Algorithm

2 and 3.

7.2.3 Numerical results

A Stochastic–PMOR–VIE code derived from the C–PEEC code has been developed in MATLAB R©
and parallel MEX–FORTRAN functions based on OpenMP libraries. In this section, an analyt-

ical case and an industrial case are considered. All the simulations have been run on a Linux

machine equipped with 6-core/24-thread processors (Intel E5-2643 v4 @3:40GHz) and 516 GB

of RAM.

Multi–shell sphere

The case of a dielectric multi–shell sphere consisting of 5 concentric shells is considered (Fig. 7.4).

The external radius of the shields are 1 m, 0.8 m, 0.6 m, 0.4 m, and 0.2 m, respectively. The

thickness of each layer is 0.1 m. The sphere is excited by an external plane wave Eext(r) =

e−ik0zux, where k0 = 2πf
√

ε0
µ0

and f = 5 · 106 Hz frequency.
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Figure 7.4: Slice view (3/4 of multi–shell sphere model).

Table 7.2: Permittivity values for any shell.

Region ℜ(εrm) ℑ(εrm) ℜ(∆εr) ℑ(∆εr)
1 25 −25 22 −22
2 15 −15 10 −10
3 20 −15 15 −14
4 17 −15 13 −13
5 20 −18 18 −16
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Figure 7.5: PDF of w for the uncorrelated (a) and correlated (b) cases.

The real and the imaginary part of the electric permittivity of each layer is considered as an

aleatory variable. Thus, the electric permittivity of the kth layer, with k = 1, · · · , 5, is given by

εrk = ℜ(εrm,k
) + ξ2k−1ℜ(∆εrk) + i

(

ℑ(εrm,k
) + ξ2kℑ(∆εrk)

)

,

where the mean values and the variation ranges of the real and imaginary parts are the ones

given in Table 7.2. Thus, for this analytical case, the number of parameters is Q = 10 (i.e.

the size of ξ). Two different cases are considered: 1) the real and the imaginary parts of
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Figure 7.6: (a) PDF of w for the correlated case obtained from the spectral approximation for different sets of
random samples with NMC = 102, 103, · · · , 107. (b) Residual r of Algorithm 2 for iterations c = 2, · · · , 13. (c)
Kolmogorov–Smirnov statistic (distance) between the set FMCc

, with c = 2, · · · , 13, and the reference set FRef

for the uncorrelated and correlated cases.

the permittivities are considered as 10 statistically independent aleatory variables with uniform

PDFs in the ranges defined by Table 7.2 (uncorrelated case), 2) the same uniform marginal PDFs

are assumed for the 10 aleatory variables and a Gaussian copula with correlation matrix C with
non–zero entries

C(k, k) =1, with k = 1, · · · , 10,
C(1, 6) = C(6, 1) =− 0.7250, C(9, 10) = C(10, 9) = −0.8023,

(7.44)

is introduced (correlated case) [171].

The spectral approximation procedure described in Section 7.2.2 is applied to the active

power losses generated in the dielectric shells. Thus, in this analytical case, the quantity of

interest introduced in (7.38) is evaluated as

w(ξ) = F(x(ξ)) = 1

2
ℜ
(

x(ξ)TRx(ξ)
)

.

Different (approximated) sets of random samples of w consisting of NMC = 10,000 values

are extracted from the Stochastic–PMOR–VIE algorithm: sets FMC−c, with c = 2, · · · , 13, are
obtained by directly applying the MC method on the reduced order model Mc (as described

at the end of section 7.2.2); sets FSP−c are obtained by running a MC method on the spectral

approximation (7.39) of order P = 5 starting from the reduced order model Mc with c =

2, · · · , 13. Moreover, the Reference set FRef is obtained by running a MC method on the Mie

solution of the problem implemented in the free MATLAB R© tool available in [132].

Fig. 7.5 shows the PDFs of w for both the uncorrelated and correlated cases. Such PDFs

are extracted from the sets of random samples described above. With the aim of allowing a fair

comparison, the same set of NMC samples is adopted for all the MC simulations (i.e. one set

for the uncorrelated case, and another set based on the correlation matrix C for the correlated

case). Fig. 7.5 shows a very good agreement between the PDFs for both the correlated and

uncorrelated case. Moreover, even if only two correlation coefficients have been introduced

between the parameters, a significant difference between the uncorrelated and correlated cases

can be noted.
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Figure 7.7: Values of w obtained from the MIE, Full–VIE, PMOR, and spectral approximation for 10 selected
ξ samples (a). Errors introduced by Full–VIE (b), PMOR (c), and spectral approximation (d).

Fig. 7.6 (a) shows the PDFs of w for the correlated case obtained from the spectral approx-

imation applied to M13 for different sets of random samples with NMC = 102, 103, · · · , 107. It
can been seen that when high accuracy is required a large number of random samples NMC

is needed, which can be handled by the proposed procedure differently from other literature

approaches.

Fig. 7.6 (b) shows the convergence of Algorithm 2, and Fig. 7.6 (c) shows the value of the

Kolmogorov–Smirnov statistic Dn [172], which is a measure of the distance between the two

empirical distribution functions obtained using the analytical solution and the PMOR method.

The null hypothesis that the corresponding random samples come from different distributions is

always rejected (at 5% significance level), except for c = 2.

With the aim of investigating the size of the error introduced by the steps of the algorithm, 10

samples ξk, with k = 1, · · · , 10, for which the value of w goes from the minimum to the maximum

(with respect to FRef ) are selected. The value of wk (where k = 1, · · · , 10, denotes the extracted
sample ξk) obtained from FRef (Reference), FMC−13 (MOR), and FSP−13 (Spectral) are shown

in Fig. 7.7 (a) together with the values obtained from the direct solution of (7.31) (Full–VIE).

In the other plots of Fig. 7.7, the errors introduced by the VIE discretization, PMOR, and the

spectral approximations are shown. It can be observed that the largest error is introduced by

the VIE discretization. Instead, the PMOR and the spectral approximation generate errors of

orders of magnitude smaller than the Full–VIE one.

In this case study, due to the large number of random variables, the use of a sparse grid χ∗

is mandatory. Indeed, because of the curse of dimensionality, the use of a dense Gaussian grid

χ with P = 5 gauss points would lead to Nχ = PQ = 510 = 9,765,625 grid points, resulting in

a prohibitive computational time. Instead, a sparse grid χ∗ with only Nχ∗ = 8,761 grid points

was used.

In Table 7.3, the computation time required by the different steps of the method are reported

for the case c = 13 and NMC = 106.

The VIE model of the multi–shell sphere consists of 12,960 DoFs. Thus, the storage of the

(full) parametric VIE system requires ∼ 2.7 GB, which is also the Peak Memory Usage (PMU)
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Table 7.3: Computational time for the case of the multi–shell sphere.

Algorithm 2 Algorithm 3 MC–Spectral, NMC = 106 Total time

Time [s] ∼ 14 · 13 + 62 = 244 ∼ 23 + 35 = 58 ∼ 28 ∼ 330

0.0 1.75 2.5 0.00 0.12 0.25 2.65 2.70 2.75 0 126
×10−3 ×10−6

mean||E|| STD||E|| mean||H|| STD||H||

Figure 7.8: Mean and standard deviation of the electric and magnetic field magnitude in [V/m] and [A/m],
respectively.

reached during the whole simulation.

Table 7.3 shows that the major computational effort is due to the solution of (7.31), which

is solved for 13 selected choices of ξ during Algorithm 2 by means of a LU decomposition which

requires ∼ 14 s. The remaining part of the computation time is mostly due to the (relatively)

high dimensionality of the problem, which requires a (relatively) large amount of grid points. The

time required to generate FMC−13 and FSP−13 (consisting of NMC = 10,000 samples) are instead

∼ 19 s and ∼ 0.27 s, respectively. It is noticeable that the spectral approximation drastically

reduces the time required by the stochastic analysis with respect to the direct application of MC

to M13. Moreover, this gain further increases when NMC grows (i.e. when an higher accuracy

is required), and the same spectral approximation can be used with different choices of the PDF

and correlation of the parameters. For the sake of comparison, the time required by the direct

application of a (non–parallelized) MC method on (7.31) would require ∼ 14 · 10,000=140,000 s,
and the time required for the generation of FRef (MC with 10,000 on the Mie solution) is ∼ 272

s.

Finally, the proposed algorithm can be adopted also for the evaluation of stochastic informa-

tion related to the electromagnetic fields in the whole 3–D space. For instance, Fig. 7.8 shows

the mean and the standard deviation of the electric and magnetic field magnitude in the z = 0

plane obtained as post–processing from the Stochastic–PMOR–VIE algorithm.

Induction heating pot

The case of the induction cookware presented in [135] is considered. This case has already been

considered in Section 5.4 in the context of low–rank approximation. In this kind of application

the power electronic supply consists of ac/dc rectifier, a bus filter, and a resonant inverter. In

resonant inverters zero–voltage or zero–current switching are attained when the R–L–C circuit,

representing the induction system and the matching capacitance, is resonating. In this condition

power switching losses are minimized enabling high frequency operations, with limited size and

cost of the device. In this framework, the analysis of the equivalent impedance of the coupled

inductor-vessel system becomes mandatory in order to obtain an optimal design of its supply

system as discussed in [135]. Therefore, the proposed Stochastic–PMOR–VIE method can been
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Table 7.4: Material parameters of the induction heating pot.

σc [MS/m] µr

l1 1.04± 0.33 1

l2 29.1± 9.36 1

l3 0 400± 100− i(175± 43.75)

l4 1.04± 0.33 1

l5 0 1

l6 0 2300± 575

l7 29.1± 9.36 1

adopted to investigate the effects of the uncertainties of the material parameters on the value of

the equivalent impedance.

In order to exploit the axial–symmetry of the electromagnetic problem, the Coloumbian

formulation presented in Appendix B is here used.

The geometry of the problem is completely described by Fig. 5.8 where layers l1, l2, l3, and

l4 constitute the bottom part of the pot, layer l5 is the external current–driven coil (the problem

excitation), l6 is the magnetic flux concentrator, and l7 is the shield. In Table 7.4, the material

parameters of the various parts of the device are given with their uncertainties. The maximum

values of the conductivities are that ones given in [135], whereas the minimum values are chosen

assuming that the temperature (which can reach different values in the various parts of the

device) attains the maximum value of 230◦C. The average value of the permeabilities is again

the ones given in [135] and an uncertainty of 25% is assumed (consistent with most of the data

sheets provided by ferromagnetic producers).

Thus, for this case, the number of parameters is Q = 7 and the uncertain material quantities

of Table 7.4 are considered as 7 aleatory variables. The same uniform marginal PDFs are assumed

for any aleatory variable and a Gaussian copula with correlation matrix C is introduced [171]. C
has non–zero off–diagonal entries equal to 0.5 for all the parameters which model the materials

l1, l2, l3, and l4 indicated in Fig. 5.8.

The frequency of the problem is set to f = 20 kHz and the extracted quantity of interest

is the equivalent impedance w(ξ) = Zeq(ξ) of the device, with respect a uniform (external)

current flowing in the external coil. Different sets of random samples of w(ξ) are extracted from

the Stochastic–PMOR–VIE algorithm. Contrary to the case of the sphere, for this case the

dimension of the reduced order model obtained from Algorithm 2 is kept constant and equal to

c = 7 with a final residual of r = 1.82 · 10−4. Then, FMC is obtained by directly applying the

MC method on the reduced order model M7. Instead, sets FSP−s are obtained by running a

MC method on the spectral approximation (7.39) of order s = 2, · · · , 6. Moreover, with the aim
of comparing the results obtained from the Stochastic–PMOR–VIE algorithm with a different

method, the set of random samples Fcom is obtained by applying MC on an axisymmetric FEM

simulation performed with the commercial software COMSOL R©. All the sets described above

have been generated from the same set of NMC = 10,000 samples ξ.
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Figure 7.9: Real and imaginary parts of the PDF of w = Zeq obtained from Fcom, FMC , FSP−4, and FSP−4−
106.

Table 7.5: Computational time for the case of the induction cookware.

Algorithm 2 Algorithm 3
MC–Spectral,

Total time
NMC = 106

Time [s] ∼ 7 · 8.6 + 12.7 = 72.9 ∼ 88.4 + 2.2 = 90.6 ∼ 18 ∼ 180
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Figure 7.10: Kolmogorov–Smirnov statistic between FSP−s, with s = 2, · · · , 6, and Fcom.

Fig. 7.9 shows the PDFs of the real and imaginary parts of w = Zeq obtained from FMC ,

FSP−4, and Fcom. Moreover, the PDFs obtained by running MC on the spectral approximation

of order 4 with a different set of (correlated) random samples consisting of NMC = 106 is

also shown and indicated as FSP−4 − 106. As can been seen, the three PDFs obtained from

FMC , FSP−4, and Fcom show excellent agreements. Instead, the more accurate PDFs obtained

from FSP−4 − 106 is quite detached from the others. This shows that when high accuracy is

required the MC analysis should be performed with a large amount of samples. As a further

remark, this level of accuracy (i.e. large amount of MC samples) is actually achievable with the

proposed algorithm, whereas the application of other traditional approaches would easily result

in a prohibitive computation time.

Fig. 7.10 instead shows the Kolmogorov–Smirnov statistic, Dn, between the sets FSP−s,

with s = 2, · · · , 6, and Fcom. Numerical results show an exponential convergence of the adopted

spectral approximation.
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In Table 7.5 the computation time required by the different steps of the algorithm is reported

for the case s = 5. For the sake of comparison, the time required for the generation of Fcom

and FMC (consisting of 10,000 samples) are ∼ 32,160 s and ∼ 359.0 s, respectively. Instead, the

time required for the generation of FSP−4 (NMC = 10,000) is only ∼ 0.17 s. As for the case of

the multi–shell sphere, to alleviate the problem of the curse of dimensionality a sparse grid of

Nχ∗ = 2,437 points was adopted.

The axisymmetric VIE model of the induction cookware consists of 10,328 DoFs. Thus, the

storage of the full parametric VIE system requires ∼ 1.7 GB, which is also the PMU attained

during the whole simulation.
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Conclusions and outlooks

The goal of the PhD research has been to extend and improve the applicability and the accuracy

of the Unstructured PEEC method. The interest on this topic was spurred by the increasing

need of fast and efficient numerical methods which may help engineers during the design and

other steps of the production of new generation electric components.

This PhD work can be seen as the continuation of the PhD thesis of J. Siau [6], a former

PhD student of G2ELab. The work of J. Siau was in turn the continuation of the PhD works of

two former PhD students of G2ELab, i.e. the thesis of V. Ardon [173] and the thesis of T.-T.

Nguyen [174].

Main outcomes of this PhD are summarized as follows:

• Extension of PEEC to magnetic media. The PEEC method, in its unstructured form,

has been extended to magnetic media. Two formulations have been developed. The first,

based on the Amperian interpretation of the magnetization phenomena, has been derived

from the already existing literature concerning the standard (structured) version of PEEC

[25, 33]. The result of such work has been presented by the author in [26], where the

Cell Method approach has been adopted for the discretization. Then, with the aim of

overcoming the shortcomings of the Amperian PEEC method, a new formulation based on

the Coulombian interpretation of the magnetic phenomena has been adopted and presented

by the author in [40, 20]. In [27], a PEEC formulation based on the total divergence free

currents has been presented.

• PEEC and Volume Integral Method. With the aim of developing a rigorous and sound for-

malization of PEEC, a lot of effort has been spent to collocate PEEC in the context of VIE.

Some considerations concerning such topic are given in [20]. Indeed, the interpretation of

PEEC as a particular form of VIE has made it possible to use the well–established nu-

merical techniques developed in literature (e.g. loop–star basis function) for improving the

accuracy of Integral Equation methods. Moreover, the inclusion of PEEC in VIE by means

of the Coulombian interpretation has allowed maintaining a strong circuit interpretation

also when magnetic media are involved.

• Low–rank approximation. Investigations concerning the coupling of PEEC with two differ-

ent low–rank approximation techniques (one based on H/H2 matrices and the other based

on HSS–matrices) have been carried out. These studies have allowed for understanding and

identifying the main issues which arise when low–rank techniques are applied to PEEC. In

this regard, some solutions have been proposed and applied for the study of problems of

industrial interest. Some of these results are reported in [19, 77].

163
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• Time domain PEEC. The Marching On–in–Time scheme has been successfully applied to

the PEEC method for the study of fast transient phenomena. The results of this work

have been submitted to IEEE Transaction on Magnetics, Compumag, 2019, and are now

under peer–revision.

• Uncertainty quantification. In the context of a collaboration with Politecnico di Milano,

the PEEC method has been combined with Polynomial Chaos expansion (PCE) for un-

certainty quantification analysis. Results have been presented in [163]. Then, with the

aim of overcoming the shortcomings of the PCE–PEEC method, a novel approach based

on Parametric Model Order Reduction and spectral expansion has been developed. The

results of this work have been submitted and are now under peer–revision.

• Industrial problems. With the aim of testing the applicability and the performances of

PEEC when applied to challenging problems, industrial cases have been considered in

several cases reported in this thesis and in some published and submitted papers. In

this regard, the results of the collaboration with the Politecnico di Torino, concerning the

application of PEEC for the study of a Wireless Power Transfer device are reported in

[136] and others are under peer–revision.

• Reference for future investigation. Finally, this work also attempts to be an exhaustive

reference for future researches and investigations.

From a research perspective, future investigations will concern the coupling of PEEC and

compression techniques. Indeed, although some results and solutions concerning this topic have

been obtained during this thesis, the issue is still very problem dependent and the best low–rank

compression technique to be coupled with PEEC has not yet been identified.

Moreover, since very thin conductive and magnetic objects are often adopted in the new

electric components, the development of advanced and accurate Surface Impedance Boundary

Conditions would be very useful and would allow strongly reducing the number of unknowns

when quantities such as Joule losses must be evaluated. The coupling of PEEC with other

numerical techniques for the study of specific problems could be the matter of future research

and investigations.

Another interesting subject for future researches would be the study of non–linear materials.

In this thesis this kind of media has not been considered. However, the study of inhomogeneous

media is essential for the extension of the PEEC method to the case of non linear materials and

this is the reason which has motivated the research in this subject.

Finally, during this thesis the topic of preconditioning techniques has been differently consid-

ered with respect to the PhD thesis of J. Siau [6] where the performances of different precondi-

tioners have been compared. Indeed, in this thesis, such topic has been entirely considered under

the context of compression techniques, which are almost always mandatory for the study of in-

dustrial problems. The main focus here has been on how to make the PEEC system suitable for

low–rank compression techniques. Then, highly optimized and efficient low–rank compression li-

braries have been adopted for the solution, i.e. HLIBPro [115] and STRUMPACK libraries [116].

The first, which relies on H2 matrices uses an incomplete H–LU preconditioner, which showed

to be efficient for very different problems. The second, instead, relies on HSS–matrices and the

solution of the system of equations is finally obtained by a direct solution of the HSS–matrix,

which is efficiently obtained by means of a fast Cholesky or ULV decomposition in HSS–algebra.
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For these reasons, the preconditioning topic has not been central in the research. Thus, if dif-

ferent compression techniques are adopted (or they are not used at all), the issue concerning

the choice of the best preconditioning technique is still an open matter which requires future

researches. As a very last consideration, recently, in the electromagnetic community framework,

the Quantized Tensor Train (QTT) [175] method has been proposed for the solution of Boundary

Element Method problems [176]. Such a method is very attractive since it allows for reducing

the computational complexity to O(log(N)) only. Thus, the application of QTT to VIE equation

methods, such as PEEC, could be the subject of future researches.





Appendix A

Charge inside conductive,

dielectric, and magnetic media

In this appendix, some physical considerations concerning the presence of volume charge density

inside dielectric, magnetic, and conductive media are given.

The presence or absence of volume charges inside media is directly related to the divergence

of the current density vectors. Thus, it is important to know in which case the volume charge

density must be zero and when it is not.

A.1 Dielectric media

Lossless dielectric media are considered here. With the term lossless we mean non–conductive

media: no conduction current density is present, i.e. no free charge is present. This assumption

leads to ∇ ·D = 0, since ̺c = 0 and ςc = 0.

Combining the two constitutive equations:

D = ε0E+P, D = ε0εrE,

D can be written as

D =
εr

εr − 1
P. (A.1)

Thus, applying the divergence operator to the both sides of the equations we get

∇ ·
( εr
εr − 1

P
)

= 0, (A.2)

which, applying the Green’s identity, becomes

εr
εr − 1

∇ ·P+P · ∇ εr
εr − 1

= 0. (A.3)

Thus, since ∇·P = ̺d, one can notice that the presence of the bound volume electric charge

density inside dielectric media depends on the material properties of the media: i.e. ̺d = 0 in

homogeneous media and ̺d 6= 0 in inhomogeneous media.
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A.2 Magnetic media

A.2.1 Coulombian interpretation

When the Coulombian interpretation is adopted the magnetization phenomena are modeled by

means of magnetic charges and currents which depends on the magnetization vector M. When

this interpretation is chosen, magnetic and dielectric media are treated in a completely equivalent

way.

Thus, since ∇ ·B = 0 (until now magnetic monopoles have not been found in nature which

means that not free magnetic charge is present), the discussion above concerning dielectric media

can be repeated for the magnetic media by simply substituting the electric quantities with the

corresponding magnetic ones.

Thus, combining the two constitutive equations:

B = µ0H+ µ0M, B = µ0µrH,

B can be written as

B =
µr

µr − 1
µ0M. (A.4)

Thus, applying the divergence operator to the the both sides of the equations we get

∇ ·
( µr

µr − 1
µ0M

)

= 0, (A.5)

which, applying the Green’s identity, becomes

µr

µr − 1
∇ · (µ0M) + µ0M · ∇ µr

µr − 1
= 0. (A.6)

Thus, since ∇· (µ0M) = ̺m, one can notice that the presence of the bound volume magnetic

charge density inside magnetic media depends on the material properties of the media: i.e.

̺m = 0 in homogeneous media and ̺m 6= 0 in inhomogeneous media.

A.2.2 Amperian interpretation

When the amperian interpretation of the magnetization phenomena is embraced, magnetic cur-

rents and charges are not defined. Instead, volume and surface amperian currents are introduced

as the curl of the magnetization, i.e. Ja = ∇×M and Ka =
(

M− −M+
)

× n.

This equivalent electric currents are, by definition, divergence free, thus no electric charge

density is present inside non–conductive magnetic media.

Consideration concerning on the distribution of Ja and Ka in homogeneous and inhomoge-

neous media are given in Section 3.3.

A.3 Conductive media

In conductive media free electric charges are present. However, in most of the engineering

problems the presence of free volume charge density, ̺c, inside conductive media is not considered

and only free surface charge density, ςc is considered.
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From the physical point of view, this matter is a sensitive issue known as the Decay Paradox

in Metals [71].

By combining Maxwell’s equations with the Ohm’s law, the following well–known time do-

main equation is obtained

̺c(r, t) = ̺c(r, 0)e
− 1

τe
t. (A.7)

where τe =
ε0
σc

is the electric relaxation time constant. For good conductors τe is very short,

which means that the charge density rapidly decays in conductive media and it is forced to move

on the surface of the media. Which is also the reason why in engineering problems involving

conductive media the volume electric charges are not considered.

However, as deeply discussed in [71], equation (A.7) leads to a paradox which presupposes

that the free electric charges can move faster than the speed of light. Without going deeper

in these considerations, such paradox is due to the use of a too simplistic Ohm’s law (2.30)

that does not properly model the behaviour of real conductive media. Indeed, whenever free

electric charges actually move in a conductive media the traditional Ohm’s law (which assumes

an homogeneous material property) is not valid anymore and a more sophisticated law which

includes diffusion and other effects should be instead [71].

Having said that, for engineering purposes, when good conductive media are considered (e.g.

copper) the presence of volume free electric charges can be actually neglected. Indeed, decay

phenomena and inductive effects (skin effect and proximity effect) lead the electric currents to

be mostly concentrated in a thin layer on the border of the conductive domain. Thus, although

from the physical point of view volume electric charges are not actually zero (mostly for very

high frequency problems), they can be forced to be zero and only the effects of surface charges

can be considered.

However, it is worth noting that when conductive media with long τe are considered a more

sophisticated Ohm’s law should be considered instead.





Appendix B

Integral formulation for

axisymmetric problems

Axisymmetric problems involving conductive media have been extensively studied in the past

[177]. However, the more general case involving conductive and magnetic media does not appear

to have been studied in the literature. In this appendix, as done for the PEEC method, two

different Integral axisymmetric methods involving conductive and magnetic media are presented:

one based on the Amperian PEEC formulation presented in Section 2.2 and the other based on

the Coulombian PEEC formulation presented in Section 2.3. As for the PEEC method, The

Amperian and the Coulombian methods only differs on the handling of magnetic media.

The case of dielectric media is not considered. Indeed, when the axisymmetric condition holds

(the one adopted here), the polarization currents are forced to be divergence free. Thus, the main

effect of the dielectric media (i.e. the enhancement of capacitive effects due to the bound electric

charges), is not present in the electromagnetic axisymmetric problems. Therefore, the interest in

the inclusion of dielectric media fails for problem of practical interest. However, both the methods

presented here can be easily extended to the case of dielectric media by simply substituting the

conduction current with the electric current (conduction and polarization current). However,

only the (weak) inductive effects produced by the polarization currents would be considered

while the capacitive effects are not present.

B.1 Amperian axisymmetric method

The 3–D conductive and magnetic domains are defined as Ωc and Ωm, respectively. These

domains can intersect and their union is defined as the active domain Ωa = Ωc ∪ Ωm. These

domains are obtained from the axial revolution of 2–D domains Ω̂c, Ω̂m, and Ω̂a, i.e. Ωc =

Ω̂c× [0, 2π], Ωm = Ω̂m× [0, 2π], and Ωa = Ω̂a× [0, 2π]. The boundaries of Ωc and Ωm are defined

as Γc = ∂Ωc and Γm = ∂Ωm, respectively, and analogously Γc = Γ̂c × [0, 2π], Γm = Γ̂m × [0, 2π],

where Γ̂c = ∂Ω̂c and Γ̂m = ∂Ω̂m.

B.1.1 Formulation

When the amperian interpretation of the magnetization phenomena is adopted [39], the integral

form of the electromagnetic problem reduces to the solution of the following

E(r) =− iωA(r)−∇ϕe(r) +Eext(r), (B.1)

B(r) =∇×A(r) +Bext(r), (B.2)
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where E and B are the electric and the magnetic flux density fields, respectively. A is the vector

potential and ϕe is the scalar potential. Eext and Bext are the external fields (i.e. the excitation

of the electromagnetic problem).

The integral form of A, already given in (2.51), is

A(r) = µ0

[
∫

Ωc

Jc(r
′)g(r, r′)dr′ +

∫

Ωm

Ja(r
′)g(r, r′)dr′ +

∫

Γm

Ka(r
′)g(r, r′)dr′

]

, (B.3)

in which Jc is the conduction current density, while Ja = ∇ × M and Ka = M × n are the

volume and surface amperian currents.

When the axisymmetric condition holds, the electromagnetic quantities can be written in

cylindrical coordinates (r~, φ~ , z~) and the vector quantities only exhibit some (cylindrical) compo-

nent:
Jc = Jcφφ

~ , Ja = Jaφ
φ~ , Ka = Kaφ

φ~ , E = Eφφ~ , A = Aφφ~ ,

B = Brr~ +Bzz~, M =Mrr~ +Mzz~.
(B.4)

When the Lorenz gauge condition is imposed, the scalar electric potential ϕe is related to

the volume and surface electric charge densities (̺e and ςe) by means of the well known:

ϕe(r) = ε−1
0

[
∫

Γe

ςe(r
′)g(r, r′)dr′ +

∫

Ωe

̺e(r
′)g(r, r′)dr′

]

. (B.5)

Moreover, ̺e and ςe are related to Jc by means of the continuity relations

∇′ · Jc(r
′) = −iω̺e(r′), Jc(r

′) · n = −iωςe(r′). (B.6)

However, when the axisymmetric condition holds, Jc is divergence free. Thus, no moving electric

charge is present and therefore ϕe(r) = 0.

The integral expression of A can be formulated in cylindrical coordinates as shown in [178]:

Aφ(r) = µ0

[

∫

Ω̂a

ĝ(r, r′)(Jcφ(r
′) + Jaφ

(r′))dΩ̂ +

∫

Γ̂m

ĝ(r, r′)Kaφ
(r′)dΓ̂

]

, (B.7)

where ĝ is the axisymmetric Green’s function [179], r = (r, z, φ) is the filed point, and r′ =

(r′, φ′, z′) is the source point. The axisymmetric Green’s function (which is the axisymmetric

solution of the Poisson equation for a ring carrying a uniform current [180]) is defined as

ĝ(r, r′) =
4r′

K

(2− k2)K(k2)− 2E(k2)
4πk2

, (B.8)

where
K =

√

(r′ + r)2 + (z′ − z)2,

k2 =
4r′r

K2
,

(B.9)

and K and E are the elliptic integrals of the first and second kind, respectively (defined with the

same convention of [178]).

Equations (B.1) and (B.2) are complemented by the following constitutive equations:

E(r) =ρc(r)Jc(r), r ∈ Ωc, (B.10)

B(r) =αm(r)M(r), r ∈ Ωm. (B.11)
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where ρc is the electric resistivity and αm = µ0µr

µr−1 .

Finally, combining (B.1) with (B.10), and (B.2) with (B.11), the following final continuum

equations for an electromagnetic axisymmetric problem are obtained

ρc(r)Jc(r) =− iωA(r) +Eext(r), r ∈ Ωc, (B.12)

αm(r)M(r) =∇×A(r) +Bext(r), r ∈ Ωm. (B.13)

B.1.2 Cell method discretization

The 2–D domains Ω̂c and Ω̂m are discretized into two quadrilateral grids: GΩ̂c
for Ω̂c and GΩ̂m

for Ω̂m. As for the A–PEEC discretization, these two grids consist of (primal) geometric entities:

Ω̂c consists of fc faces, ec edges, and nc nodes, while Ω̂m consists of fm faces, em edges, and nm

nodes. Then, dual grids G̃Ω̂c
and G̃Ω̂m

are obtained by taking the barycentric subdivision of GΩ̂c

and GΩ̂m
, respectively. Moreover, dual geometric entities are defined for the two dual grids: f̃ c,

ẽc, and ñc for G̃Ω̂c
, and f̃m, ẽm, and ñm for G̃Ω̂m

. A one–to–one relation between the entities of

the primal and dual grids exists: fc ↔ ñc, ec ↔ ẽc, nc ↔ f̃ c; and the same for the geometric

magnetic entities. The primal and dual conductive geometric entities are represented in Fig.

B.1.a) in a rectified axial geometry.

The following incidence matrices can be now defined for the primal grid GΩ̂c
: GΩ̂c

(primal

edges–primal nodes) and CΩ̂c
(primal faces–primal edges). The same can be done for the dual

grid G̃Ω̂c
: G̃Ω̂c

(dual edges–dual nodes) and C̃Ω̂c
(dual faces–dual edges). These primal and dual

incidence matrices satisfy the following properties: CΩ̂c
GΩ̂c

= 0, C̃Ω̂c
G̃Ω̂c

= 0, CΩ̂c
= −G̃

T

Ω̂c
,

and GΩ̂c
= C̃

T

Ω̂c
.

Completely equivalent considerations can be done for the primal and dual magnetic grids;

thus, the magnetic incidence matrices are also defined: CΩ̂m
, GΩ̂m

, C̃Ω̂m
, and G̃Ω̂m

.

nc

ec
ñc

fc

f̃ c
ẽc

ẽ3Dc

r~

z~

φ~

φ = 0

φ = 2π

a)

b)

Figure B.1: a) Primal and dual geometric entities for the conductive grid; rectified axisymmetric geometry. b)
Axisymmetric we edge shape function.
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The conduction current is then expanded as:

Jc(r) =

fc
∑

k=1

wφ
k (r)jck , (B.14)

where jck is the flux related to the kth face of the mesh fck . Then, the array of DoFs jc which

stores jck , for k = 1, · · · , fc is introduced. wφ
k is the vector shape function related to fck and

defined as

wφ
k (r) =

1

Ak
φ~ , r ∈ fk, (B.15)

where Ak is the area of fck .

The magnetization instead is discretized as

M(r) =

em
∑

k=1

we
k(r)mk, (B.16)

where mk =
∫

em
M · dl, is the line integral of M along emk

. Thus, the array of DoFs m which

stores mk, for k = 1, · · · , em is introduced. we
k is the (traditional) edge vector shape function

related to eck and exemplified in Fig. B.1.b.

It is useful to introduce also the expansions of Ja and Ka. The volume amperian currents

Ja are expanded likewise (B.14), i.e.:

Ja(r) =

fm
∑

k=1

wφ
k (r)jak

, (B.17)

thus, the array of DoFs ja is defined likewise jc. Analogously, the surface amperian currents Ka

are expanded as

Ka(r) =

ebm
∑

k=1

wφs
k (r)kak

, (B.18)

where kak
is the flux of Ka through the kth boundary edge of the mesh ebmk

. Then, the array

of DoFs ka which stores kak
, for k = 1, · · · , ebm is introduced. wφs

k is the vector shape function

related to ebmk
and defined as

wφs
k (r) =

1

Lk
φ~ , r ∈ ebk, (B.19)

where Lk is the length of e
b
mk
.

As in the A–PEEC method, additional arrays of DoFs can be introduced for E and A living

on the entities of G̃Ω̂c
:

• ẽ = (ẽk) on dual nodes ñc, where

ẽk = 2πrñc
Eφ(rñc

), (B.20)

• ãc = (ãck) on dual nodes ñc, where

ãck = 2πrñc
Aφ(rñc

), (B.21)
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ñb
m

ẽbm

ẽb,3Dm

f̃
b,3D

mf̃
3D

m f
b,3D

mm

b,3D

mf
3D

mf
3D

r~

z~

φ~

φ = 0

φ = 2π

Figure B.2: Augmented axisymmetric magnetic grid Ga

Ω̂m
for the Amperian formulation.

where rñc
= (rñc

, φñc
, zñc

) is the position of the kth dual node ñc. The array of DoFs ẽ0 related

to Eext is defined likewise ẽ.

It is worth noting that, due to the axisymmetric assumption, the dual nodes ñc are in a

one–to–one relationship with the 3–D (dual) edges ẽ3Dc obtained the by axial revolution of ñc,

as represented in Fig. B.1.a. Indeed, (B.20) and (B.21) are the line integrals of E and A along

the kth 3–D edge ẽ3Dck .

Other arrays of DoFs related to B and A can also be introduced for the magnetic grid GΩ̂m
.

However, before to do that, we need to augment the dual grid GΩ̂m
. Thus, the boundary dual

nodes ñb
m (in a one–to–one relation with the set of the boundary edges em) are added to the dual

magnetic grid. Then, the augmented dual magnetic grid is defined as Ga
Ω̂m

and it is represented

in Fig. B.2. Moreover, the selection matrix CΓ̂m
which extracts the boundary edges ebm of GΩ̂m

is introduced. The (dual) gradient selection matrix G̃Γ̂m
= −CT

Γ̂m
and the augmented matrices

Ca
Ω̂m

= [CΩ̂m
;CΓ̂m

] and G̃
a

Ω̂m
= −CaT

Γ̂m
= [G̃Ω̂m

, G̃Γ̂m
] are also introduced. Now, the following

arrays of DoFs living on the dual geometric entities of G̃a

Ω̂m
can be defined:

• ãm = (ãmk ) on dual nodes ñm, where

ãmk = 2πrñm
Aφ(rñm

), (B.22)

where rñm
= (rñm

, φñm
, zñm

) is the position of the kth dual node ñm;

• ãmb = (ãmb
k ) on boundary dual nodes ñb

m, where

ãmb
k = 2πrñb

m
Aφ(rñb

m
), (B.23)

where rñb
m
= (rñb

m
, φñb

m
, zñb

m
) is the position of the kth boundary dual node ñb

m;
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ãm1

ãm2

ãm3

ãm4

b̃b̃

r~

z~

φ~

φ = 0

φ = 2π

Figure B.3: Algebraic relations between b̃ and ãm for the Cell Method approach.

• b̃ = (b̃k) on dual edges ẽm, where

b̃k =

∫

ẽmk

2πr(φ~ ×B) · dl, (B.24)

i.e. b̃k is the flux of B trough the 3–D (dual) face f̃
3D

mk
obtained as the axial revolution of

ẽmk
(see Fig. B.2);

• b̃
b
= (b̃

b

k) on dual boundary edges ẽbm, where

b̃
b

k =

∫

ẽbmk

2πr(φ~ ×B) · dl, (B.25)

i.e. b̃
b

k is the flux of B trough the 3–D (dual) boundary face f̃
b,3D

mk
obtained as the axial

revolution of ẽbmk
(see Fig. B.2).

The array of DoFs b̃0 related to Bext is defined likewise b̃.

In the Cell Method approach, the continuum differential relationships between the electro-

magnetic quantities can be translated into algebraic relations between the arrays of DoFs. For

instance, referring to Fig. (B.3), the differential equation B = ∇×A is translated in

b̃ = ãm1 + ãm2 + ãm3 + ãm4 , (B.26)

where b̃ is the flux of B through the green (3–D) face related to a kth dual edge ẽm and ãmh is the

line integrals of A along the edges of the green face of Fig. (B.3) with h = 1, · · · , 4. However,
due to the axisymmetric condition and since A = Aφφ~ + 0r~ + 0z~, we have that ãm1 = −ãm3 = 0.

Thus, (B.26) becomes

b̃ = ãm2 + ãm4 . (B.27)

The relation (B.27) written for all the DoFs results in

b̃ = G̃
a

Ω̂m
[ãm, ãmb]. (B.28)
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Analogously, the continuum relations Ja = ∇×M and Ka =M× n are translated in

ja = CΩ̂m
m, ka = CΓ̂m

m,

[

ja

ka

]

= Ca
Ω̂m

m, (B.29)

while the algebraic forms of (B.1) and (B.2) are

ẽ =− iωãc + ẽ0, (B.30)

b̃ =G̃
a

Ω̂m
[ãm, ãmb] + b̃0. (B.31)

Finally, the expansions (B.14) and (B.16) are inserted in (B.12) and (B.13), and the resulting

equations are tested following a Galerkin approach. Thus, the following discrete equations which

represent the discrete form of (B.12) and (B.13) are obtained:

Rcjc + iωãc =ẽ0, (B.32)

Fm− G̃
a

Ω̂m
[ãm, ãmb] =b0, (B.33)

where

ãc =Lc
cjc + [Lc

m,L
c
ms]C

a
Ω̂m

m, (B.34)

[ãm, ãms] =

[

Lm
c

Lms
c

]

jc +

[

Lm
m Lm

ms

Lms
m Lms

ms

]

Ca
Ω̂m

m. (B.35)

The resistance matrix Rc is defined as:

Rc,kh =

∫

Ω̂c

2πrwφ
k (r) ·w

φ
h(r)ρc(r)dΓ, (B.36)

while the constitutive matrix F is

Fkh =

∫

Ω̂m

2πrwe
k(r) ·we

h(r)αm(r)dΓ. (B.37)

The volume, surface, and volume–surface axisymmetric inductance matrices are instead de-

fined as

Lα
βku

=Lβ
αuk

= µ0

∫

Ω̂β

2πrwφ
u(r) ·

∫

Ω̂α

wφ
k (r

′)ĝ(r, r′)dΩ̂
′
dΩ̂, (B.38)

Lms
αku

=Lα
ms = µ0

∫

Ω̂α

2πrwφ
u(r) ·

∫

Γ̂m

wφs
k (r′)ĝ(r, r′)dΓ̂

′
dΩ̂, (B.39)

Lms
msuk

=µ0

∫

Γ̂m

2πrwφs
u (r) ·

∫

Γ̂m

wφs
k (r′)ĝ(r, r′)dΓ̂

′
dΓ̂, (B.40)

where α = c,m and β = c,m.

Therefore, the discrete electromagnetic problem can be represented as the following algebraic

system of equations









Rc + iωLc
c iω[Lc

m,L
c
ms]C

a
Ω̂m

−
[

Lm
c

Lms
c

]

F − G̃
a

Ω̂m

[

Lm
m Lm

ms

Lms
m Lms

ms

]

Ca
Ω̂m









[

jc

m

]

=

[

ẽ0

b̃0

]

, (B.41)
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which can be made symmetric by multiplying the second row for −iω.
Once obtained the solution of (B.41), the unknown distributions of Jc, Ja, Ka andM can be

re–constructed by using the expansions (B.14), (B.16), (B.17), and (B.18). Then, the solutions

in terms of the electromagnetic fields can be evaluated in the whole 3–D space by post processing

using (B.2), (B.1), and (B.7).

As discussed more in detail in section 4.2.4, system (B.41) naturally enforce the electromag-

netic properties of the magnetization, but not in a numerically strong sense. For instance, in

steady state condition and for homogeneous non–conductive magnetic media, only the surface

amperian currents exist while the volume amperian currents are zero (∇×M = Ja ≈ 0). This

condition is not strongly enforced by (B.41) and a distribution of Ja close to the boundary is

obtained also when a zero frequency problem is solved. Anyhow, this usually does not partic-

ularly affect the global quality of the solution but it could be an issue when high accuracy is

required or when an accurate knowledge of magnetization distribution is important. However,

this condition can be enforced by imposing

m = GΩ̂m
φm, (B.42)

where φm is the array of DoFs related to a discrete scalar magnetic potential associated to the

primal nodes nm (except one considered as reference) of GΩ̂m
. Thus, (B.42) can be applied

to (B.41) and the second row of (B.41) can be projected into a new set of equation by using

GT
Ω̂m

(without one column for each magnetic sub–domain). The resulting system has a reduced

dimension and, since ja = 0, the evaluation of Lm
c , L

c
m, and Lm

m is not needed anymore.

This method is based on the amperian interpretation of the electromagnetic phenomena as

done for the A–PEEC method. Unfortunately, as the A–PEEC method, this method suffers from

a numerical issue when magnetic media with high permeability are actually involved. Indeed,

the constitutive relation (B.11) depends on αm. With the increasing of the relative permeability

the coefficient αm tends to the value µ0 (i.e. αm → µ0 with the increasing of µr). For instance,

numerically speaking, the difference between µr = 100 and µr = 1000 is left to the last signif-

icant digits of αm and this numerical information can be completely lost when floating-point

arithmetic is used.

This numerical issue is discussed more in detail in section 4.2.3 in Material coefficients of

A–PEEC and C–PEEC methods.

B.2 Coulombian axisymmetric method

In the following an alternative method for the study of axisymmetric electromagnetic problems is

proposed. In the previous section, the magnetization phenomena have been considered following

the amperian interpretation. Here, instead, the magnetic currents and charges are introduced

and different electric and magnetic potentials are adopted.

B.2.1 Formulation

In this section, an integral axisymmetric method based on the C–PEEC formulation is derived.

When the magnetization phenomena are interpreted introducing the magnetic currents and
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charges, the integral form of the electromagnetic problem reduces to

E(r) =− iωAe(r)−∇ϕe(r)−
1

ε0
∇×Am(r) +Eext(r), (B.43)

H(r) =− iωAm(r)−∇ϕm(r) +
1

µ0
∇×Ae(r) +Hext(r), (B.44)

where Ae and Am are the electric and magnetic vector potentials [43], ϕm is the scalar magnetic

potential, H(r) is the magnetic field, and Hext(r) is the external magnetic field.

The integral form of Ae and Am is given by

Ae(r) =µ0

∫

Ωc

Jc(r
′)g(r, r′)dr′, (B.45)

Am(r) =ε0

∫

Ωm

Jm(r
′)g(r, r′)dr′, (B.46)

in which Jm = iωµ0M is the magnetic current density.

Equations (B.4) are still valid and they are complemented with

Ae = Aeφφ
~ , H = Hrr~ +Hzz~, Jm = Jmr

r~ + Jmr
z~, Am = Amr

r~ +Amr
z~.

(B.47)

When the Lorenz gauge condition is imposed for Ae and Am, the scalar electric potential ϕe

is related to ̺e and ςe by means of (B.5) while ϕm is related to the volume and surface magnetic

charges (̺m and ςm) by:

ϕm(r) = µ−1
0

[
∫

Γ̄m

ςm(r
′)g(r, r′)dr′ +

∫

Ωm

̺m(r
′)g(r, r′)dr′

]

, (B.48)

where, ̺m and ςm are related to Jm by means of the continuity relations

∇′ · Jm(r
′) = −iω̺m(r′), Jm(r

′) · n = −iωςm(r′). (B.49)

As in section B.1.1, when the axisymmetric condition holds, Jc is divergence free. Thus, no

moving electric charge is present and therefore ϕe(r) = 0.

The integral expression of Ae can be formulated in cylindrical coordinates as shown in [178]:

Aeφ(r) = µ0

∫

Ω̂c

ĝ(r, r′)Jcφ(r
′)dΩ̂, (B.50)

with the same definition given for (B.7).

The definition of ϕm can be also derived from [178]:

ϕm(r) =
1

µ0

[

∫

Ω̂c

ḡ(r, r′)̺m(r
′)dΩ̂ +

∫

Γ̂c

ḡ(r, r′)ςm(r
′)dΓ̂

]

, (B.51)

where ḡ is the axisymmetric Green’s function of the scalar potential and the other quantities

keep the same definitions given for (B.50). The axisymmetric Green’s function ḡ (which is the

axisymmetric solution of the Poisson equation for a uniformed charged ring [181, 182]) is defined

as

ḡ(r, r′) =
4r′

4πK
K(k2), (B.52)

where the quantities are defined as in (B.8).
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The author fails on finding a proper reference for the expression of Am in cylindrical coordi-

nates. However, this integral expression can be extrapolated from the one of the scalar magnetic

potential, i.e.

Amα
(r) = ε0

∫

Ω̂m

ḡ(r, r′)Jmα
(r′)dΩ̂, (B.53)

where α = r, z.

Equations (B.43) and (B.44) are complemented by (B.10) and the following constitutive

equation:

H(r) =ρm(r)Jm(r), r ∈ Ωm. (B.54)

where ρm = (iωµ0(µr − 1))−1 is the magnetic resistivity.

Finally, combining (B.43) with (B.10), and (B.44) with (B.54), the following final continuum

equations for an electromagnetic axisymmetric problem are obtained

ρc(r)Jc(r) =− iωAe(r)−∇ϕe(r)−
1

ε0
∇×Am(r) +Eext(r), r ∈ Ωc, (B.55)

ρm(r)Jm(r) =− iωAm(r)−∇ϕm(r) +
1

µ0
∇×Ae(r) +Hext(r), r ∈ Ωm, (B.56)

where, however, ∇ϕe(r) = 0 since ϕe(r) = 0.

B.2.2 Cell Method discretization

As in the A–formulation of section B.1.2, conductive and magnetic domains are now represented

by means of Ω̂c and Ω̂m, respectively. These 2–D domains are discretized into two quadrilateral

grids: GΩ̂c
for the conductive domain Ω̂c, and GΩ̂m

for the magnetic domain Ω̂m.

All the geometric entities previously defined in B.1.2 (A–formulation) for the conductive grid

GΩ̂c
are introduced also for the C–formulation. Moreover, the dual conductive grid G̃Ω̂c

is defined

likewise B.1.2, as well all the conductive primal and dual incidence matrices. The conduction

current density Jc is also expanded as in (B.14). The only difference concerning the conductive

media between the Amperian and Coulombian formulations is on the definition of the arrays of

DoFs related to the vector potentials. Indeed, while in the Amperian formulation ac is defined for

A, in the Coulombian formulationA is substituted withAe andAm (i.e. A = Ae+
1

iωε0
∇×Am).

Thus ac is not defined for the Coulombian formulation and the following arrays of DoFs related

to Ae and Am are instead introduced:

• ãce = (ãce,k) on dual nodes ñc, where

ãce,k = 2πrñc
Aeφ(rñc

), (B.57)

where rñc
= (rñc

, φñc
, zñc

) is the position of the kth dual node ñc,

• acm = (acm,k) on primal edges ec, where

acm,k =

∫

e
m,k

Am(r) · dl. (B.58)
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Figure B.4: a. Primal and dual geometric entities for the magnetic grid of the Coulombian axisymmetric
formulation. b. Axial symmetric wrz edge shape function.

Magnetic media instead are differently considered by the A– and C– formulations. Thus, in

the following, the discretization will only consider the magnetic domains.

As for the C–PEEC discretization, following the Tonti scheme of Fig. 3.10, the role of

the primal and dual grid for the magnetic domains is now exchanged with respect of the A–

formulation. Thus, the dual magnetic grid G̃Ω̂m
now consists of quadrilateral elements while

the primal magnetic grid GΩ̂m
is taken as the barycentric subdivision of G̃Ω̂m

. The two grids

consist of dual and primal geometric entities that are in a one–to–one relationships: fm ↔ ñm,

em ↔ ẽm, nm ↔ f̃m. The magnetic geometric entities are represented in Fig. B.4 in a rectified

axial geometry.

Magnetic incidence matrices can now be introduced for the dual and primal magnetic grids:

G̃Ω̂m
(dual edges–dual nodes), C̃Γm

(dual faces–dual edges), GΩ̂m
(primal edges–primal nodes),

and CΩ̂m
(primal faces–primal edges). These primal and dual incidence matrices satisfy the

following properties: C̃Ω̂m
G̃Ω̂m

= 0, CΩ̂m
GΩ̂m

= 0.

The magnetic current density Jm, which is one of the unknown of the integral electromagnetic

problem, is now expanded as

Jm(r) =

ẽm
∑

k=1

wf
k(r)j̃m,k, (B.59)

where

j̃m,k =

∫

ẽm

2πr(φ~ × Jm(r)) · dl,

is the flux of Jm through the 3–D (dual) face f̃
3D

mk
represented in Fig. B.5.a and related to the

kth dual edge ẽmk
(i.e. f̃

3D

mk
is the axial–revolution of ẽmk

as shown in Fig. B.5.a). Thus, the

array of DoFs j̃m which stores j̃m,k, for k = 1, · · · , ẽm is introduced. wf
k is the (scaled) face

vector shape function related to ẽmk
and exemplified in Fig. B.4.b. The face shape functions

wf
k satisfies

wf
k · (φ~ × e~) =

1

Ak
,
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Figure B.5: Augmented axisymmetric magnetic grid Ga

Ω̂m
for the EB formulation.

where e~ is the unit vector in the direction of ẽmk
and Ak is the area of f̃

3D

mk
.

The expansion (B.59) introduced for Jm also induces an expansion for ̺m and ςm when

combined with (B.49). Thus, the following expansions can be introduced for the volume magnetic

charge density

̺m(r) =

f̃m
∑

k

1

Vk
q̃vm,k, (B.60)

where

q̃vm,k =

∫

f̃mk

2πr̺m(r)dΓ =

∫

ṽ3D
mk

̺m(r)dΩ

is the (net) magnetic charge inside the kth 3–D (dual) volume ṽ3Dmk
obtained from the axial

revolution of f̃mk
(see Fig. B.5) and Vk is the volume of ṽ

3D
mk
. Thus, the array of DoFs q̃v

m which

stores q̃vm,k, for k = 1, · · · , f̃m, is introduced.
Analogously, the surface magnetic charge density is expanded as

ςm(r) =

ẽbm
∑

k

1

Ak
q̃sm,k, (B.61)

where

q̃sm,k =

∫

ẽmk

2πrςm(r)dΛ =

∫

f̃
b,3D

mk

ςm(r)dΓ

is the (net) magnetic charge laying on the kth 3–D (dual) boundary face f̃
b,3D

mk
obtained from

the axial revolution of the boundary edge ẽbmk
(see Fig. B.5) and Ak is the area of f̃

b,3D

mk
. Thus,

the array of DoFs q̃s
m which stores q̃sm,k, for k = 1, · · · , ẽbm, is introduced.

Additional arrays of DoFs can be now introduced for H, Ae, Am, and ϕm. Before to do that,

the primal grid GΩ̂m
must be augmented. Thus, the boundary nodes nbm (in a one–to–one relation

with the set of dual boundary edges ẽbm) are added to the primal magnetic grid GΩ̂m
. Then, the

augmented primal grid is defined as Ga
Ω̂m

. Moreover, the selection matrix C̃Γ̂m
which extracts
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the set of dual boundary edges ẽbm is introduced. The (primal) gradient selection matrix GΓ̂m
=

−C̃
T

Γ̂m
and the augmented matrices C̃

a

Ω̂m
= [C̃Ω̂m

; C̃Γ̂m
] and Ga

Ω̂m
= C̃

aT

Ω̂m
= [GΩ̂m

,GΓ̂m
] are

also introduced.

Now, the following arrays of DoFs living on the primal geometric entities of Ga
Ω̂m

can be

defined:

• h = (hk) on primal edges em, where

hk =

∫

e
m,k

H(r) · dl, (B.62)

• amm = (amm,k) on primal edges em, where

amm,k =

∫

e
m,k

Am(r) · dl, (B.63)

• φv
m = (φvm,k) on primal nodes nm, where

φvm,k =
ϕm(r)

Vk
, (B.64)

and Vk is the volume of v
3D
mk
,

• φs
m = (φsm,k) on primal boundary nodes n

b
m, where

φsm,k =
ϕm(r)

Ak
, (B.65)

and Ak is the area of f
b,3D
mk

,

• ãme = (ãme,k) on dual nodes ñm, where

ãme,k = 2πrñm
Aeφ(rñm

), (B.66)

where rñm
= (rñm

, φñm
, zñm

) is the position of the kth dual node ñm. ãme,k is the line

integral of Ae along the 3–D (dual) edge ẽ3Dk obtained from the axial revolution of ñm

shown in Fig. B.5.

The array of DoFs h0 related to Hext is defined likewise h.

In the Cell Method approach, as for the Amperian formulation, the arrays of DoFs satisfy al-

gebraic relations equivalent to the continuum differential equations. For instance, the continuity

equation (B.49) in discrete form becomes

C̃Ω̂m
j̃m = −iωq̃v

m, C̃Γ̂m
j̃m = −iωq̃s

m, C̃
a

Ω̂m
j̃m = −iω

[

q̃v
m

q̃s
m

]

. (B.67)

Finally, the expansions (B.55) and (B.56) are inserted in (B.43) and (B.44), and the resulting

equations are tested following a Galerkin approach. Thus, the following discrete equations which
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represent the discrete form of (B.55) and (B.56) are obtained

Rcjc + iωãce +M1/ε0
CΩ̂c

acm =ẽ0, (B.68)

R̃mj̃m + iωamm +Ga
Ω̂m

[φv
m,φ

s
m]− M̃1/µ0

G̃Ω̂m
ãme =h0, (B.69)

where
ãce = Lc

cjc, acm =Ñ
c

mj̃m, amm = L̃
m

mj̃m,

[φv
m,φ

s
m] = P̃m

[

q̃v
m

q̃s
m

]

, ãme = Nm
c jc.

(B.70)

The axisymmetric resistance Rc and inductance Lc
c matrices are already defined in (B.36)

and (B.38), respectively. The magnetic axisymmetric inductance matrix L̃
m

m is instead given by

L̃
m

mku
= ε0

∫

Ω̂m

2πrwf
u(r) ·

∫

Ω̂m

wf
k(r

′)ĝ(r, r′)dΩ̂
′
dΩ̂, (B.71)

and the magnetic axisymmetric resistance matrix R̃m is defined as

R̃maku
=

∫

Ω̂m

2πrwf
u(r) ·wf

k(r)ρm(r)dΩ̂. (B.72)

The magnetic axisymmetric potential matrix, P̃m, is subdivided into

P̃m =

[

P̃
vv

m P̃
vs

m

P̃
sv

m P̃
ss

m

]

(B.73)

in which

P̃
vv

mku
=

1

AkV 3D
u µ0

∫

f̃m,k

∫

f̃m,u

ḡ(r, r′)dΩ̂
′
dΩ̂, (B.74)

where V 3D
u is the volume of the uth 3–D volume ṽ3Dmu

(i.e. the axial revolution of f̃m,u) and Ak

is the area of f̃m,k;

P̃
sv

mku
=

1

LkV 3D
u µ0

∫

ẽb
m,k

∫

f̃m,u

ḡ(r, r′)dΩ̂
′
dΓ̂, (B.75)

where Lk is the length of the dual boundary edge ẽ
b
m,k;

P̃
vs

mku
=

1

AkA3D
u µ0

∫

f̃m,k

∫

ẽbm,u

ḡ(r, r′)dΓ̂
′
dΩ̂, (B.76)

where A3D
u is the area of the uth 3–D face f̃

b,3D

mu
(i.e. the axial revolution of ẽbm,u);

P̃
ss

mku
=

1

LkA3D
u µ0

∫

ẽb
m,k

∫

ẽbm,u

ḡ(r, r′)dΓ̂
′
dΓ̂. (B.77)

It is worth noting that ḡ(r, r′) is a non–symmetric function (i.e. ḡ(r, r′) 6= ḡ(r′, r)) while P̃m is

a symmetric matrix.
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M1/ε0
and M̃1/µ0

are projection matrices defined as

M1/ε0,kh
=

∫

Ω̂c

2πrwφ
k (r) ·w

φ
h(r)

1

ε0
dΩ̂, (B.78)

M̃1/µ0,ku =

∫

Ω̂m

2πrwf
u(r) ·wf

k(r)
1

µ0
dΩ̂. (B.79)

Matrices Ñ
m

c and Ñ
c

m (which represent the coupling between the electric and magnetic

domains) are defined with a Discrete Hodge, i.e.

Nm
cku

= µ02πrñ
m,k

φ~ ·
∫

Ω̂c

wφ
u(r

′)ĝ(r, r′)dΩ̂
′
, (B.80)

where rñm
is the coordinate along r~ of ñm,k;

Ñ
c

mku
= ε0

∫

ec

e~ ·
∫

Ω̂m

wf
k(r

′)ḡ(r, r′)dΩ̂
′
dΓ̂, (B.81)

where e~ is the unit vector in the direction of ec.

Finally, the discrete electromagnetic problem derived from the C–formulation can be repre-

sented as the following algebraic system of equation

[

Rc + iωLc
c M1/ε0

CΩ̂c
Ñ

c

m

−M̃1/µ0
G̃Ω̂m

Nm
c R̃m + iωL̃

m

m + 1
iωG

a
Ω̂m

P̃mC̃Ω̂m

][

jc

j̃m

]

=

[

ẽ0

h0

]

. (B.82)

From the physical point of view, the matrix blocks (1, 2) and (2, 1) should satisfy

M1/ε0
CΩ̂c

Ñ
c

m = −(−M̃1/µ0
G̃Ω̂m

Nm
c )

T . (B.83)

However, since Ñ
c

m and Nm
c are only numerical approximations of integral discrete operators,

this property is numerically lost. However, property (B.83) can be enforced resulting in a more

accurate method which strongly satisfies the physical properties of the electromagnetic fields.

Moreover, by substituting the matrix block (1, 2) with −(2, 1)T , matrices M̃1/µ0
and Nm

c are

not needed anymore (or vice–versa). Thus, multiplying the second row of (B.82) by −1, the
system can be made symmetric.

Finally, as more deeply discussed in Section 3.3.1, when homogeneous magnetic media are

considered∇·Jm = 0 (thus ̺m = 0). This property is enforced by (B.82) but not in a numerically

strong sense. However, the vanishing of the volume magnetic charges can be strongly enforced

by imposing

j̃m = G̃Ω̂m
x̃m, (B.84)

where x̃m is the array of DoFs related to a discrete vector potential associated to the dual nodes

ñm (3–D edges ñ3Dm ) of G̃Ω̂m
, (except one considered as reference). Then, (B.84) is applied to

(B.82) and G̃Ω̂m
(without one column for each magnetic sub–domain) is used to project the

second matrix row of (B.82) into a new set of equations. The resulting system has a reduced

dimension and it strongly enforces C̃Ω̂m
j̃m = 0 (i.e. q̃v

m = 0 and ∇·Jm = 0). Moreover, matrices

P̃
vv

m , P̃
vs

m , and P̃
sv

m are not needed anymore.

The system (B.82) derived from the C–formulation does not suffer from the numerical issue
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discussed for system (B.41) derived from the A–formulation. Moreover, when the frequency is

not very high, the effects related to matrix L̃
m

m are negligible. Thus, system (B.82) can be further

simplified by neglecting the presence of the term iωL̃
m

m in the matrix block (2, 2).

B.3 Comparison between A– and C– formulations

The method proposed in section B.1 is based on the amperian interpretation of the magneti-

zation phenomena. When this approach is adopted, the inductance matrices are the only full

integral matrices to be evaluated, resulting in a relatively easy implementation. Moreover, sev-

eral analytical expressions for the self and mutual inductances of loops with rectangular cross

section exist [177, 183]. Thus, all the inductance matrices can be efficiently evaluated using

analytical formulas.

As already stated, the main drawback of this method consists in a poor numerical perfor-

mance when magnetic media with relative high permeability are involved. Especially when they

have a non–zero conductivity or when they are very close to conductive media. This problem is

alleviated when (B.42) is enforced. However this is only possible when non–conductive magnetic

media are considered.

The effort required by the implementation of the Coulombian method described in section

B.2 is slightly more expensive since different integral matrices must be evaluated and matrix Lm
m

does not allow for an easy analytical evaluation. Moreover, when properties (B.42) and (B.84)

are enforced, the amperian approach leads to a magnetic matrix equation with a lower sparsity

ratio (∼ nb
m/nm) while the magnetic equation of (B.82) remains full. However, system (B.82)

does not suffer from the numerical issue described above for conductive magnetic media with

high permeability. Moreover, when the frequency is sufficiently low, Lm
m ≈ 0. Thus, system

(B.82) can be further simplified by neglecting the presence of the term iωLm
m in the matrix block

(2, 2), which leads to a relatively sparse magnetic equation when property (B.84) is enforced

(sparsity ratio ∼ nb
m/nm).

B.4 Low–rank compression techniques

Both systems (B.41) and (B.82) are suitable for the application of low–rank approximation tech-

niques, allowing a drastic reduction of the storage and the computational cost arising from the

handling of full matrices. In the numerical studies presented in Section 5.4, the low–rank ap-

proximation techniques implemented in HLIBPro library have been applied to both the proposed

methods.

HLIBPro relies on the hierarchical (H)-matrix representation coupled with adaptive cross

approximation. Such library also provides a partitioning algorithm, based on geometric bisection,

which splits the DoFs into disjoint clusters and builds a binary tree which terminates as soon

as a prescribed condition is reached. However, in order to obtain matrix blocks which are

actually low–rank (see Section 5.3 for a more detailed discussion), it is important to force the

first clustering partition of the unknowns. Thus, when (B.41) (or (B.82)) is solved, jc and m

(or jc and jm) must be subdivided into two different clusters, and m (or jm) should be further

subdivided into boundary and internal unknowns. Then, as described in Section 5.2.1, the

partitioning algorithm proceeds with the construction of the cluster tree starting from these

three master cluster nodes. A completely equivalent discussion holds for ψm (or tm) when
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(B.42) (or (B.84)) is enforced. When these measures are embraced, thanks to the smoothness of

the Green’s kernel, very low compression ratios can be reached (e.g. less than 3%, as shown in

the numerical studies).

Finally, it is worth noting that both (B.41) and (B.82) can be adopted for the solution of

steady state problems: (B.41) can be directly solved when ω = 0 while (B.82) only requires a

scaling of the unknowns jm by iω.
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Appendix D

Riassunto

L’obiettivo principale di questa tesi è di estendere e migliorare l’applicabilità e l’accuratezza

del metodo Partial Element Equivalent Circuit (PEEC) non strutturato (Unstructured PEEC).

L’interesse riguardo tale argomento è stimolato dalla crescente necessità di metodi numerici ra-

pidi ed efficienti, che possono aiutare gli ingegneri durante la progettazione e altre fasi della pro-

duzione di componenti elettrici ed elettronici di nuova generazione. Durante la prima fase della

tesi, il metodo PEEC (nella sua forma non strutturata) è esteso ai mezzi magnetici. A questo

proposito, vengono sviluppate e confrontate due formulazioni: la prima, basata sull’interpretazione

amperiana dei fenomeni di magnetizzazione, deriva dalla letteratura esistente relativa alla ver-

sione standard (strutturata) del metodo PEEC; il secondo, basato sull’interpretazione coulom-

biana dei fenomeni di magnetizzazione, è proposto dall’autore con l’obiettivo di collocare il

metodo PEEC nel contesto dei metodi di integrali di volume (Volume Integral Equation). Suc-

cessivamente, la ricerca si focalizza sull’utilizzo di tecniche di compressione a basso rango al fine

di risolvere problemi PEEC in maniera computazionalmente efficiente, salvaguardando tempo e

memoria di calcolo. A tal proposito, vengono applicati due metodi diversi: il primo si basa su ma-

trici gerarchiche (matriciH eH2) mentre il secondo si basa su matrici gerarchiche-semi-separabili

(HSS). I due metodi vengono confrontati e vengono analizzati i principali problemi numerici che

emergono applicando tali tecniche di compressione a basso rango al metodo PEEC. In seguito, il

metodo PEEC non strutturato viene combinato con l’approccio Marching On-In Time (MOT)

per lo studio di fenomeni transitori rapidi con un ricco contenuto armonico. Infine, sono stati

sviluppati due diversi metodi PEEC stocastici per la quantificazione dell’incertezza. Il primo

si basa sull’espansione Polynomial Chaos, mentre il secondo si basa sulla tecnica di riduzione

d’ordine parametrica (Parametric Model Order Reduction) unita all’espansione spettrale.
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Appendix E

Résumé

L’objectif principal de cette thèse est d’étendre et d’améliorer la précision de la méthode des

circuits équivalents à éléments partiels non structurés (Unstructured PEEC). L’intérêt pour ce

sujet est stimulé par le besoin croissant de méthodes numériques rapides et efficaces, qui peuvent

aider les ingénieurs pendant la conception et les autres phases de la production de composants

électriques et électroniques de nouvelle génération. Dans un premier temps, la méthode PEEC

sous sa forme non structurée est étendue aux supports magnétiques. Deux formulations sont

développées et comparées: la première, basée sur l’interprétation ampérienne des phénomènes

d’aimantation, provient de la littérature relative à la version standard (structurée) de la méthode

PEEC. La seconde, basée sur l’interprétation Coulombienne des phénomènes d’aimantation, est

proposée par l’auteur dans le but de recentrer la méthode PEEC dans le contexte des méthodes

d’intégrale de volume (Volume Integral Equation). Dans un deuxième temps, les travaux por-

tent sur l’utilisation de techniques de compression de bas rang afin de résoudre efficacement les

problèmes de PEEC et de préserver le temps et la mémoire de calcul. Deux méthodes différentes

sont appliquées: la première est basée sur des matrices hiérarchiques (matrices H et H2), tandis

que la seconde repose sur des matrices hiérarchiques semi-séparables (HSS). Les deux méthodes

sont comparées et les principaux problèmes numériques qui se posent en appliquant ces tech-

niques de compression de bas rang à la méthode PEEC sont analysés. La méthode PEEC

non structurée est ensuite combinée à l’approche Marching On-In Time (MOT) pour l’étude des

phénomènes transitoires rapides avec un contenu harmonique riche. Enfin, deux méthodes PEEC

stochastiques différentes ont été développées pour la quantification des incertitudes. La première

est basée sur l’expansion Polynomial Chaos, tandis que la seconde repose sur la technique de

réduction de l’ordre du modèle paramétrique (Parametric Model Order Reduction) combinée à

une expansion spectrale.
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